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Foreword

This report is a response to the l973 amendment to the National Sea Grant

College and Program Act, and has been sponsored by the National Sea Grant Office.

Through this amendment, Congress authorized and mandated that a study be done to

determine more effective means for the United States to share marine science and

technology with other nations. Recognizing the complex and interdisciplinary

nature of the problem, the grant recipients at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology gathered together on several occasions a group of more than 30 experts

representing academia, business and government to discuss the range of possibili-

ties and limitations for improving the effectiveness of United States activities

in international marine science and technology programs. These same experts

authored and critiqued special studies in areas that required immediate attention.

Three types of papers resulted, and appear in these volumes: I! studies of

socio-politico-economic aspects; 2! studies of scientific and technical aspects;

and 3! a proposal for a hypothetical United States program in international marine

science and technology sharing with an accompanying country case study of Mexico

as a possible participant.

Thus, this report contains both conceptual and practical guides to assist

the Federal Government in establishing more effective means for sharing marine

science and technology with other nations,

A more basic problem was addressed in this study and should be noted here.

While the legislation alluded to the needs of developing nations, and while the

primary focus of this study is on those nations, the group of experts whi par-

ticipated in this effort made it very clear that the United States should take

every opportunity to calL upon the expertise of all nations in establishing such

a program; that the United States does not have a monopoly on marine science and

technology capabilities and should therefore look to other nations who also have

advanced knowledge. Thus, industrialized as well as less developed nations could

share in such programs and ultimately receive mutual benefit from them, establish-

ing an environment of tr' 'y sharing rather than repeating the often ineffective

attempts at unilateral assistance.

The report appears in three volumes. Volume I begins with a brief intro-

duction that provides background information on the complexities of the range of

issues covered in the study. Its purpose is to weave the diverse problems of



foreign assistance, resource shortages, and Law of the Sea negotiations into

a coherent set of issues for the reader. It is followed by a review and assess-

ment of past and current foreign assistance programs. This paper points out the

paucity of marine-related programs as opposed to land-based ones, and concludes

that most programs to date have been ineffective. The second paper discusses a

most important, but oft overlooked component for success � communication and

information transfer. This study identifies and evaluates the various communica-

tion channels in any international program, and uses the "Gatekeeper Theory" to

explain how more effective means of communication can be achieved.

Volume II includes studies of the scientific and technical aspects of the

problem. The first paper addresses the problem of scientific research and is

writ'ten by an oceanographer and an economist who describe the few international

cooperative programs that have already taken place in the marine area. They de-

lineate the fields of oceanographic study, indicating areas ~here mutual benefit

could be derived if research were carried out jointly by United States scientists

and those from foreign developing lands.

The remaining papers in this volume address the technical and economic as-

pects. Taking several different marine industries ~ such as fishing and hard min-

erals, each author gives a detailed description of the industry, from research

needs to marketing. Then, with an understanding of what the industry is about,

the reader is informed of the infrastructure necessary to participate and enter

the industry, stressing particularly, the paucity of resources available to de-

veloping nations, but suggesting possible alternatives for them.

Finally, incorporating the key ideas from Volumes I and II, Volume III con-

fronts the mandate directly. The first paper is an actual proposal for a United

States program in international marine cooperation, including substantive as well

as administrative recommendations. It is followed by a country case study of

Mexico. The authors describe the country's marine activities, assess the poten-

tial areas for cooperation with the United States, point out problem areas, and

ultimately suggest why Mexico might be a good first candidate for participation

in a new U.S. program.
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Introduction

After several decades as recipients of foreign assistance with questionable

results, and as producers of many of the world's land resources, more than a hundred

nations, who describe themselves as "disadvantaged" have grasped the opportunity

afforded them via the Law of the Sea negotiations to change concepts and practices

in the development. and allocation systems for resources from the seas. The seem-

ingly limited nature of the earth's land resources and the possibility of only

tenuous access to these resources in the future have spurred interest in the poten-

tials of the oceans.

Notions of resources shortages -- ideological or real -- have provoked national

policy inquiries on a global scale, Each nation has been compelled recently either

from within or from external influence to examine its position with regard to its

resource needs, and the current and potential implications for its economy. The

formation of OPEC and the oil embargo that followed have only acted to catalyze

this inquiry, which has broadened to include a multitude of other important re-

sources, living and nonliving. Changes in the international system as wel.l as

advances in science and technology have exacerbated the problem of competition

for the resources.

The Law of the Sea Conference, a set of meetings that has been taking place

unofficially and officially since 1968, has provided an effective forum for dis-

cussion and negotiations regarding ocean resources as well as other ocean issues.

While a potpourri of issues ranging from keeping open strategic straits to per-

mitting freedom of oceanic research has received much attention, the issue that

finally surfaced from the 100 or more other issues was resources -- who owns them,

who can develop them, and who can distribute them. Scientific research in the

oceans also is tied to this issue.

In retrospect, it appears that the "Third World"* nations saw the oceans as

an effective vehicle through which to assert their influence and ideas. Their

fears that some land resources were in short supply and that major technological

advances enabled people in the industrialized world to exploit the ocean resources

probably helped stimulate the oceans debate.

While rapidly developing marine food, mineral and energy technologies offer

broadened opportunities, many Third World nations fear that these technologies

will be used to their detriment. Because much of the technology, skills and

* Also referred to as the Group of 77, but numbering over 100 nations.



capital to use them resides in the industrialized world, these less developed

nations claim that if they don't act, they will be bypassed by this new source

of resource wealth and possibly even harmed by such resource developments that

could cut into their own markets and weaken their already fragile economies.

Their concerns focus on international waters as well as coastal waters.

Most nations agree that continental shelf resources belong to coastal states,

and many new states are anxious to claim their newly acquired resources. The
200 mile fishing zone, also generally accepted by most nations, will provide yet

another source of revenue and protein for states whose economies are weak. How-

ever, many nations states do not even have the capability to find out what

resources they may own, and must depend upon the more industrialized countries
to help them to find out � whose scientists and engineers have the necessary

training, equipment and money. Some questions are still unanswered. Who will
have aces' to data on marine resources? Who will be able to understand and

use the data? And how can the information be used equi,tably for the development

and utilization of global resources?

While scientists have been collecting resource-related information about

foreign waters while on distant water cruises for more than 20 years, they have
operated independtly most of the time, Usually, their information disclosures
have been informal -- colleague to colleague � except in publications, which

often appear long after the research has been completed. And, scienti.sts have
not always published all of their information due to time and costs. Thus, a

problem exists for representatives of foreign nations who want timely access to

information collected in their waters. The proprietary nature of information

also presents some problems. On the one hand, most ocean scientists represent

public universities where policy dictates that information be in the public do-
main. Yet the governments of some nations prefer or even demand that information
about their coastal lands be kept proprietary for economic and military reasons.

There is, however, a much larger problem. Even if the scientist resolves

the problem of availability of information, there is not always a trained person
with whom to share the information. Thus, many developing nations are asking for

assistance in training some of their people, as part of the agreement to permit

foreign scientists in their waters. Other nations hire companies or scientists
from other universities to do the training or the work itself. When



they do hire people to develop the resources, once they know the resources are
there, proprietary information becomes very important for negotiating purposes.

The Law of the Sea meetings have clarified understanding of the international
climate within which international cooperation must be fostered. The developing
nations have made it clear that they are not interested in sporadic, informal
efforts ta cooperate in marine resource development. Many realize the importance,
in the short run, of protecting their marine resources, and want to train their
nationals and foster the growth of their marine institutions to maximize use of

these resources. Some immediately want to seek technical and scientific expertise
that will enable them to build up appropriate educational scientific systems,
interpret data and assure some control over their resources in the future.

The need for cooperation grows as 200 mile zones come into effect. One

estimate is that approximately 37 percent af the ocean space is within these re-
source zones. Officials from many of the coastal states wish to exploit and

manage the resources of these zones, but without the manpower, capital, or equip-
ment to do this, many coastal nations will have ta forego thi.s opportunity for
many years.

Some generalizations can be drawn at this poi.nt.

Foreign scientists fram industrialized nations need to compromise with
representatives from developing nations in order to continue to do their research
within 200 miles.

Developing natians have at least two options:

1. They can attempt to get foreign assistance to train their own

people to develop resources;

2. they can hire others ta develop the resources for them.

Both options require some understanding of the information, but to differing
degrees.

Some valuable resources also exist in international waters. Jurisdiction
over this territory remains controversial and may be unresolved for same time

to come. Here, a 1968 United Nations Resolution claiming the resources of the

deep ocean for the Heritage of Mankind has been interpreted in two ways. On the
one hand, the Group of 77 claims it means the resources belong ta no one unless
everyone agrees to ground rules for development. On the other hand, many indus-
trialized nations interpret this resolution to mean that the resources are there



for anyone to take. A primary purpose of the Committee I negotiations of the

Law of the Sea Conference is to arrive at a compromise solution over this issue.

Manganese nodules are the resource at issue, and there is little agreement

over the management, development and utilization of this resource. Private in-

dustry in the United States, primarily, but also in other Western nations and

Japan, has developed the technology to exploit and develop this resource. Yet,

just because these resources are now available, the other nations, who do not

have the technology, money, or skills to participate are demanding that these

companies in some way share this potential wealth wi.th them, in order to gain

access to this resource.

While these industries believe that they are allowed to exploit the resource,

they are unable to get the necessary financing from lending institutions because

they have no assurance that their ventures will succeed in such an uncertain in-

ternational political environment. International regulation governing exploita-

tion of manganese nodules is nonexistent, and these corporations cannot obtain

a license from any authority to show that their claims are legal. Until that

happens, the banks appear uninterested in their plight. How can a corporation,

which must answer to its stockholders, share a technology that requires almost

unprecedented investment, with other nations, before any part of the investment

is returned? It can' t. Then, what can it do? It can agree to share revenues,

when they begin to come in, and it can agree to share mine sites that it has ex-

plored with some international authority; and it can, but not happily, agree to

control production of certain minerals to avoid cutting into already existing

markets. In fact, the U.S. position has reflected all of these offers. And yet,

the developing nations are not willing to accept a treaty and there is no com-

promise in sight. Sharing marine technology, particularly that which is in the

forefront of its field, is almost impossible in a private enterprise system.

There is no easy solution.

This case illuminates the proble~ of foreign technical assistance. It

can act as a guide to any program the United States may initiate in the near

future. Sharing of marine science and technology with other nations is best

carried out under the following conditions:

l. If' the technology is sophisticated and expensive and owned by a private

corporation, it should be left to the private corporation to negotiate

any sharing that will take place, so that it can be assured of some



benefit accruing from the agreement.

2. The Federal Government should only offer assistance when there is ob-

vious benefit to be derived from such assistance by those who will be

involved in giving the help, That is, if marine scientists must share

time and facilities on their cruises, they should be reimbursed financial-

ly or otherwise by those receiving their assistance.

3. The Federal Government should only offer assistance in areas where it

has jurisdiction and does not interfere with private enterprise.

Of course these are not steadfast rules and need not be adhered to blindly.
The purpose for listing them here is to note that if they are not followed, great
difficulties will follow in any attempts to coordinate the remaining sectors

United States government to assure support for positions.

Of course, other ocean uses than resources interest the negotiating nations

in the Law of the Sea meetings. Ocean transportation systems � shipping and
shipbuilding and port development � � all represent huge industries. Is it possible
for a developing nation to share in the benefits of these industries? As inter-

national trade increases, trade routes will change and new ports will be neces-

sary. As new types of ships that handle cargo more efficiently enter the seas,
new ports will have to be built or old ones modified. As life changes through-
out the world -- as island transportation systems become more popular, as coastal
transportation systems are recognized as more efficient means to transport large

quantities of people or cargo -- new types of ships will have to be built. These

and many other types of opportunities stand out for the future, offering possi-
bilities for newcomers in these industries.

There are also some critical military issues that must concern the United

States and other major maritime powers. While the more industrialized nations

certainly hold the trump cards on issues regarding technology, they find it differ-
cu1.t to play them when raw material vulnerabilities and military necessities confront

them every day. Thus, the Group of 77 demands for assistance to equalize the re-
source si.tuation and the international economic system in general have found some

sympathetic listeners who may attempt to satisfy some of their de~ands in return
for compromise on other issues.

In the case of marine science, many of the Third World nations clearly recog-
nize the problem of using information even if foreign scientists share data with
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them. Many of these countries need people to educate scientists in their own

countries; they need equipment for training and applications of the training.

Some had not really considered turning to the oceans for economic growth, so they

need time to evaluate their needs and then integrate them into the economic plans

for their countries, if indeed they have any. Of course, this is a simplified

description of what has transpired over the past several years, but it demonstrates

the complex issues of technology sharing.

Once the Third Morld Bloc called for assistance in return for compromise

on other issues, it was no simple matter for the nations who were in a position

to lend assistance to determine how to go about it. United States officials

met behind closed doors for months before they made a decision to promise offi-

cially some type of assistance to these more disadvantaged nations. Finally,

July 20, 1973, U.S. Ambassador Donald L. NcKernan presented the offical U.S.

position on the issue of scientific research and technical assistance before

Subcorrnnittee III of the Corxnittee on the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the

Ocean Floor Beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction.

Agreeing that "all nations benefit from scientific research in the sea," he

said, "methods must be developed to assist all nations in obtaining the technical

knowledge necessary to profit more directly from scientific research." He sug-

gested a two stage process for accomplishing this transfer of scientific knowledge:

1. "Developing countries should receive assistance in interpreting data

about marine areas of concern to them in a manner that is relevant

to their interests."

2. "Means must be devised to provide the technical capability for all

countries not only to interpret the data for themselves but also to

actually engage in scientific research in the marine environment."*

Thus, the United States made an unmistakable commitment to the developing

nations, as an attempt to save some freedom for American scientists to carry

out their research in foreign waters.

Once the United States made this commitment, it was necessary to demonstrate

its sirrcerity ~ Anticipating the need for such proof', marine scientists had been

* Statement by Ambassador Donald L. NcKernan, before the Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor Beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction,
Subcommittee III, July 20, l973.



working behind the scenes in Congress, and persuaded a key senator to

introduce legislation which would begin some action. On July 10, l973,

Congress amended the National Sea Grant College and Program Act of f966.

"The Secretary of Commerce was authorized and directed to undertake

through the National Sea Grant College Program, a study af the means of

sharing through cooperative programs with other nations, the results of

marine research useful in the exploration, development, conservation,

and management of marine resources." To carry out this mandate, the

Congress authorized the sum of $200,000.*

The history of the legislation indicates that it was prompted by a

fear that, in the future, U.S. research scientists would have less and

less access to foreign waters. The legislation states that,

"The developing countries, without the ability to use the results
of marine exploration and research, have become increasingly sus-
picious of and unreceptive to free and unrestricted ocean research
off their shores. This threat to continued freedom of scientific

inquiry in ocean waters led the United States, at a meeting of the
United Nations Seabed Committee in 1972, to promise an effort to
share the results of research and marine technology, so that de-
veloping countries could share in the benefits of freedom of scientific
study of the oceans." **

The study concludes with recormrrendations to the U.S. Congress for

the United States to begin an International Sea Grant Program. Gradually

the Federal Government incorporated some of those recommendations into

legislation in 1976 with recommendations for a small international Sea

Grant effort. The foreign assistance legislation for the same year in-

cluded the National Sea Grant Program as one of the offices responsible

for foreign aid programs.

Meanwhile, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission established

a group of regional meetings under the auspices of its subgroup TEMA,

which met during 1975 to determine the needs of the developing nations

in marine science and technology, and the possibilities for assistance

from those nations willing and able to help. A key problem with these

meetings, was the inability of the United States to offer any monetary

assistance through UNESCO. Legislation passed by the U.S. Congress

prohibited U.S. contributions to UNESCO because of its exclusion of

Israel from its activities, and the IOC TEMA group was a part of UNESCO.

Thus, the United States could only attend these meetings and listen,

* This study was sponsored by that grant.



making no offers, only suggestions.*

If the United States is about to embark upon a new type of technical

assistance program in the marine area, now is the time to e~mine past

programs and results so that repetition of mistakes can be avoided as

much as possible. This study attempts to do gust that. The papers that

follow provide a broad range of perspectives on the problems and possi-

bilities for a marine science and technology sharing program with other

nations, and should provide a reliable guide for government decision-

makers.

Yet another area needs immediate attention to assure the success of

a new U.S. attempt � U.S. acean policies and activities. According ta

former Secretary of Commerce Elliot L. Richardson, "The growth of oceans

policies and programs in the past five years has been organic, spreading

aut to meet perceived needs rather than as a part of a considered plan.

We should once again assess which programs should be interrelated

»d which should nat." ** According to Congressman John B. Breaux,

Chairman af the Oceanography Subcommittee of the House Merchant Marine

and Fisheries Committee, "we find that from even a conservative estimate,

marine science activities and oceanic affairs are still being coordi-

nated by 21 organizations in six separate departments and five agencies.

Such a scatter-shot approach at formulating and carrying out policy has

got to create much overlapping and confusion at best." ***

Thus, it would seem that twa basic ingredients are necessary for a

new program to begin on the right track: 1! a reassessment of past U.S.

foreign assistance activities, and 2! a reassessment of past U.S. domestic

oceanic activities and policies. This study attempts to do the first.

It does not do the second.

* In early l977, the U.S. Congress finally authorized the U.S. con-
tributian to UNESCO.

** Oversight Hearings, Oceanography Subcommittee of the House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee, September, l976.
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INTERNATIONAL TRANSFER OF MARINE TECHNOLOGY:

THE TRANSFER PROCESS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANlZATIONS

I. Definitions and Conce ts

Science and technology and particularly the issues surrounding the

transfer of technology to developing states have become major concerns

of international organizations during the last decade. Within the United

Nations system, the vehicle for this new co~cern has been the work of the

United Nat iorrz Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and

Technology to Development, and is symbolized by its publication in 1971

of a World Plan of Action for the Application of Science and Technology

to Development. It is accepted within the United Nations that multi-

lateral action for the accelerated transfer of technology to developing

states should occupy a strategic place in the efforts of international

organizations to attack the problems of economic underdevelopment. The

provisions of both the International Development Strategy for the Second

United Nations Development Decade and the Program of Action on the Estab-

lishment of a New international Economic Order emphasize the necessity of

expanded international action to accelerate the transfer of technology

to developing countries.

This paper describes and evalutes the approaches and mechanisms used

by international organizations in their efforts to transfer technology.

While the ultimate concern of this paper is to provide some guidance as

to the type of issues that might arise and the choices open to policy-

makers if the United States were to decide to broaden the scope of the

National Sea Grant Program to marine technology transfer at the inter-

national level, the paper does not restrict itself to analyzing the

experience of international organizations in transferring marine technology.

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistances provided by Cathryn
Dickert in the preparation of this paper.



The reason for this is that in the total concern of international

organizations with technology transfer, the transfer of marine technology

ranks rather low, and there is no a priori reason for believing that the

lessons and models developed in other areas are not relevant to marine

affairs.

The following sections of this paper will first lay out a typology

for classifying international organization programs in technology transfer

and then briefly describe the activity of the United Nations system. and

terms of this typology. The paper then turns to an analysis of inter-

national organizations and the transfer of marine technology. Finally we

will turn to the implications of the existing international organization

efforts for future efforts at international technology transfer of marine

science.

In identifying technology transfer efforts, this paper has adopted

Harvey Brooks' definition of what constitutes technology transfer.

Brooks has written that, "Wherever systematic rational knowledge developed

by one group or institution is embodied in a way of doing things by other

institutions or groups, we have technology transfer. Thus the transfer

of technology concerns not just the transfer of research but also education,

information, production facilities and management systems. It is the

role of international organizations in this broader transfer process

that is examined here.

II. Descri tion and T olo of Technolo Transfer Pro rams of
International Or anizations

In analyzing the operational activities of intergovernmental organi-

zations over the last 15 years, one can easily identify as a major program

focus activities concerned with the transfer of technology. In general,

1 Harvey Brooks, National Science Polic and Technolo Transfer, National
Science Foundation.
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this progra~ focus has been directed toward the issue of how one accelerates

the transfer of technology from developed to developing countries.

Multilateral action to accelerate technology transfer has been generally

viewed as one instrument that should be used to attack the problem of
I

persistent low levels of economic development.

The broad scope of multilateral programs designed to transfer technology

can be separated into four types of activities:

�! Training and fellowship programs

�! Information dissemination programs

�! Research programs

�! Direct transfer programs

For the purpose of analysis, each of these types of activities can be

conceived of as a model or mechanism for the transfer of technology. In

this section of the paper, I will. outline the major dimensions of how each

of these mechanisms operates and will also describe the program activities

of international organizations that fall in each area.

Model I, Training and Fellowship Programs

The earliest efforts of international organizations that can be

clearly labeled as directed toward technology transfer were training and

fellowship programs. In terms of budget size, these mechanisms still rep-

resent the dominant element in the activities of international organizations.

For example, in 1971 the International Labor Organization  ILO! spent $37.9

million on technical assistance activities out of a total budget of $71.5

million. Technical assistance activities accounted for 75 percent of the

Food and Agriculture Organization  FAO! total expenditures in 1971. While

the ILO and the FAO are the leading United Nations specialized agencies in

terms of percent of budget expenditures on training and fellowship programs,

this type of activity ranks as a major program activity of all of them.

Even in the case of the World Bank, in fiscal 1973, of loans and credits

1
A major example of this mode of thinking can be found in World Plan of
Action for the A lication of Science and Technolo to Develo ment

prepared by the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and
Technology to Development for the Second United Nations Development
Decade, United Nations, New York, 1971.
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totaling $2,218 billion, $62 million was provided specifically for

training and fellowship type activities.

Chart 1 schematically represents the general relationships that are

found in the training and fellowship activities of international organi-

zations. One indication of the diversity of activities covered by the

training and fellowship activity represented in this chart is the activity

of the UN Development Program in 1973.

The UNDP Report of the Administrator for 1973 indicates that for

UNDP project expenditures by sector, agriculture leads the projects

funded with about 28 percent of the value of such activities, industry

follows with 16 percent, transportation and communications with 13 percent,

10 percent economic and social policy planning, while projects in education

and science and technology each have 8 percent.

In 1973 the United Nations system had approximately 8,000 experts in

the field on technical assistance activities. FAO, with almost 3,000, had

the largest number of such experts. Geographically, United Nations experts

were distributed as follows' Africa 29 percent; Europe, Mediterranean,

Middle East 25 percent; Asia and the Far East 22 percent; and Latin Ameri-

ca 22 percent. In 1973 there were 35 developing states to which more

than 100 experts were assigned. Algeria, Indonesia, Iran and Nigeria

each had more than 200. A total of 148 states had Unit'ed Nations experts

during 1973. More than 5,000 fellowships were awarded in 1973 under

the UNDP training program. There were 1,117 fellowships awarded to

Africa; 1,238 to Asia and the Far East; 1,867 to Europe, Mediterranean,

and the Middle East; and 929 to Latin America. More than half of the

fellowship recipients chose in 1973 to study in five countries, the

Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, the United Kingdom and the

United States.

Model II, Information Dissemination and Advisory Program

It has been generally accepted by international organizations that a

major mechanism for assisting in the transfer of technology should be in-
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formation and advisory services capable of making available to the

developing countries the latest research findings. This assumption was

a major theme of the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology

for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas held in l963, and subsequently

became an accepted program element of the Advisory Committee on the Application

of Science and Technology to Development  ACASTD! established by the

United Nations on the recommendation of the conference. Information and

advisory services and avdisory services rank with training and fellowship

programs as the most commonly available technology transfer mechanism in

the United Nations system,

Chart 2 provides a schematic diagram of the two most frequently

found models of information and advisory services in the United Nations

system. The International Labor Organization is typical of the general

information service operated by United Nations agencies. In 1969, it

established an Integrated Scientific Information Service to record in

machine-readable form all new aquisitions, including journal articles,

research reports and monographs, catalogued in the ILO library. Each

item recorded contains a full bibliographical description and a subject

abstract. As of 1974, approximately 60,000 abstracts had been entered

into the system. Printed indexes are prepared by computer and distributed

to research institutes, libraries, government agencies, and employers and

workers organizations. A thesaurus has been prepared to permit inter-

change of machine-readable data among more than 20 agencies active in

the field of development assistance. The ILO also issues six times a

year more extensive abstracts in the technical training field. These

abstacts  CIRF Abstracts! summarize published information on ideas,

programs, experience and experiments in the training of operative

personnel, supervisors and technical staff in all sectors of the economy.

In Geneva, the ILO operates a large documentation service as part of the

International Safety Centre  CIS!. This service includes  a! the dis-

tribution of cards containing abstracts in three languages at the

rate of 3,000 abstracts per year;  b! publications of the
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monthly bulletin Occupational Safety and Health Abstracts in three lan-

guages;  c! the distribution of photostats and microfilms through national

centers; and  d! the issuing of bibliographies covering subjects relating

to occupational safety and health and the provision of information in

response to requests for information concerning occupational safety and

health.

UNESCO is organizing an ambitious world science information system

known as UNISIST. This system is the outgrowth of a collaborative effort

begun in 1966 by UNESCO and the International Council of Scientific Unions

 ICSU!. UNISIST hopes to serve as a flexibLe network of information sources

in the fields of science, engineering and technology. In. establishing

UNISIST, the objectives were outlined for its initial phase: �! Better

tools to link existing systems  for example, standardization of biblio-

graphic descriptions both in traditional and digital forms!; �! Strength-

ening of institutions in the information transfer process, such as libraries,

information analysis centers and abstracting, indexing and translating

services; �! Development of human resources  particularly scientists,

editors and documentalists! needed to plan and operate future information

networks; �! Assistance to developing countries to help them lay the

minimum bases for science information systems. In cooperation with the

French government, the International Serials Data Center  ISDC! was estab-

lished in 1973 as the first major operating component of UNISIST. The

objectives of the ISDC system are to: develop and maintain an international

register of serial publications containing all the necessary information

for the identification of the serials; define and promote the use of a

standard code  International Standard Serial. Number -- ISSN! for the unique

identification. of each serial; facilitate retrieval of scient ific and

technical information in serials; make available this information to all

countries, organizations or individuaL users; establish a network of

communications between libraries, secondary information services, pub-

lishers of serial literature and international organizations; promote

international standards for bibliographic description, communication

formats, and information exchange in the area of serial publications.



Unit cd Nut ion» Iud ust r in i D«vc i i~pm< n L Organization  UNIDO! maintains an

advisorv servi< e in Vienna. In addition to serving as a general question

and answer service on matters of industrial development, the UNIDO advi-

sory service assists st.ates, on request, with the selection and purchase

of industrial equipment.

All of the United Nations programs surveyed maintain publication

programs, often quite extensive, that serve to disseminate information

in their program areas. However, none of these information programs has

been subjected to a detailed survey of their effectiveness and one sus-

pects that Sir Robert Jackson's general evajuation "that the developing

countries aren't getting as good a technical assistance service as they

also «pplies to the information programs.should.

«fodel III, Research Programs

While a large number of the United Nations programs surveyed have

ongoing research programs that relate to technology transfer, this tends

to mask large differences in the type, size and extent of research being

undertaken. At one extreme are the very modest research efforts of the

regional economic commissions that examine, for example, the potential

I Sir Robert Jackson, A Stud of the Ca acit of the United Nations
Develo ment S stem, Volume I  United Nations, 1969!, p. iv-

In terms of technology transfer, one of the most interesting aspects

of this Model IT type activity is the advisory service function. UNESCO,

for example, maintains an advisory service designed to assist its members

in establishing or anizational and institutional structures to facilitate

the iormation of national science and technological policy. Through this

advisor« »crvice by ! he end of 1973, UNESCO had responded to requests

t.rom morc than 5O states concerning the possible establishment of science

policy structures. Tiio «dvisory service responded to these requests

with technics i assistance, advisorv n!issions, fellowships and information

on ti>e exp«rien' e of other states in science policy. By the end of l973

mor" than ~O .! thos~ states created national science and technology

policy coL1nc i I».
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for the development of the man-made fiber industry in a region. On the

other extreme are the si able research efforts carried on by FAO, UNDP

and IBRD in the agricultural field.

Typical of the modest to taedium scale research efforts on technology

transfer and one that falls, as do most such programs, into the general

pattern of Alternative A of Model III is the research program of UNITAR.

In 1967 UNITAR decided to concentrate its research program in the field

of technology transfer on two areas, a methodology for case studies in

developing countries and a series of sectoral studies that should examine

the experience of transferring specific industrial technologies.

The methodology was published in 1968  E/4597, October 1968! and suggested

guide lin»s for st»dying transfer «rrangem»»t, th» nature of the transfer,

the channel us»d, forms of cont'ractual relationships, s»pplier's posi-

tion and the evaluation of the transfer process. The sectoral studies

that were subsequently undertaken attempted to describe and analyze the

conditions and circumstances that governed the transfer of technology in

spe ific fields. The sectoral studies rested on the assumption that

experience varied with the industry concerned and that it would be there-

fore useful to cover some of the more significant sectors. Among the

sectors co~ered to date have been pharmaceuticals, automobiles, petro-

chemicals and electronic components. To complement the sectoral studies,

UNITAR has also carried out four other studies: �! the experience of

Japan as an exporter of technology to developing countries; �! an analysis

of the experience of the Philippines and Mexico in the choice and adaptation

of industrial technology; �! the experience of multinational firms with

operations in developing countries; and �! the experience of the Soviet

Union in the transfer of technology to the developing countries. UNITAR

has used these studies as the basis for a series of regional seminars

as well as making them available through its regular publication program.

While the UNITAR research program represents in general the typical

type of "in house" research conducted by international organizations,

other examples do exist. In many ways, the mast important such example

is the one that is shown as Alternative B in the chart of Model III. In
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1971 on the init.iative of the World Hank, the Consultative Group on

International Agricultural Research was founded. The main purpose of

the Consultative Group is to give financial support to international

agricultural research institutes for the purpose of increasing the

quantity and improving the quality of food production in developing

countries.

The composition of the Consultative Group is a rare example of

blending the international organizations, states and nonstates into a

common framework. Its 29 members include the World Bank as chairman,

FAO and UNDP as cosponsors. The other members inr lude 13 states

 Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Japan, Netherlands,

Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and the United States!;

three regional development banks  African, Asian and Inter-American

Development Banks!; the Commission of the European Communities; three

private foundations  Ford, Rockefeller and Kellogg Foundation!; and the

International Development Research Centre, an independent Canadian

organization. In addition the five major developing regions of the

world participate in the Consultative Group through representatives

selected by the membership of FAO. The current representatives are.:

Argentina and Brazil  Latin-America!; Morocco and Nigeria  Africa!,

Phi]ippines and Thailand  Asia!; Egypt and Pakistan  Middle East!;

Israel and Romania  Southern and Eastern Europe!.

The members of the Consultative Group are presently supporting

six existing international centers already in operation -- the Inter-

national Maize and Wheat Improvememt Center  Centro Internacional de

Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo, or CIMMYT!, based in Mexico; the Inter-

national Rice Research Institute  IRRI!. based in the Philippines;

the International Center for Tropical Agriculture  Centro Internacional

de Agricultura Tropical, or CIAT!, based in Colombia; the International

Institute for Tropical Agriculture  IITA!, based in Nigeria; the Inter-

national Potato Center  Centro Internacional de Papa, or CIP! based in

Peru; and the recently established International Crops Research Institute

for the Semi-Arid Tropics  ICRISAT!, based in India.

The Consultative Group, through its African Livestock Sub< ommittee,
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also has been proceeding with the establishment of an International

Laboratory for Research on Animal Diseases  ILRAD! recently inaugurated

in Kenya, and with a comprehensive research activity for animal production

and health � theInternational Livestock Center for Africa  ILCA! -- now

being established in Ethiopia.

The Consultative Group also approved the establishment of an Inter-

national Board for Plant Genetics Resources designed to support and co-

ordinate the creation of a network of plant gene collections in order to

conserve characteristics which may be of value in breeding plants with

higher yields, better food value or greater resistance to pests and

diseases. The Board, although established within the framework of the

Consultative Group, would operate in particularly close cooperation with

FAO, where it will have its headquarters, and which wi.ll provide the

Board Secretariat. To the extent possible, the Board will utilize

existing international, regional, and national genetic resource centers

and research institutes for the establishment, maintenance and utilization

of the necessary genetic resource collections.

In addition, the group endorsed in principle a coordinated program

of rice trials to be carried out by the Vest African Rice Development

Association  WARDA!, and instructed the group's secretariat to explore

the availability of funds for that program.

In formulating the decisions concerning the programs of existing

centers and on new undertakings, the group had the advice of its Tech-

nical Advisory Committee  TAC!, consisting of 13 experts drawn from both

the less developed and the developed countries. The terms of reference

of TAC are to:

 i! advise the Consultative Group on the main gaps and priorities

in agricultural research related to the problems of the de-

veloping countries, both in the tech~ical and socio-economic

fields, based on a continuing review of existing national,

regional and international research activities;

 ii! recommend to the Consultative Group feasibility studies de-

signed to explore in depth how best to organize and conduct

agricultural research on priority problems, particularly those

calling for international or regional effort;



 iv! advise th« Consultative Croup on the effectiveness of specific

existing international research programs; and

 v! in other ways encourage the creation of an international net-

work of research institutions and the effective interchange of

information among them.

The Consultative Group raised $15 million in 1972, $25 million in 1973

and $33 million in 1974 for agricultural research.

Two of the research institutions, the International Rice Research

Institute and the Wheat and Maize Improvement Center, being supported

by the Consultative Group, are responsible for the developments that led

to the "green revolution" through greatly increased food production

from new varieties of wheat and rice, Both of these institutes provide

examples of very high quality research being conducted within an inter-

national setting and subsequently leading to a substantial transfer of

technology to developing countries.

While the agricultural research institutes are the most fully deve1oped

example of Alternative B type research programs, they are not the sole

example. The International Foundation for Science was established in

1974 in Stockholm with an initial grant of $180,000 from the Swedish gov-

ernment and $40,000 from the Royal Society of Ca~ada, These funds will

be used during the first year of the Foundation's operation to support

research on fish breeding in ponds or lagoons; microbiology of nitrogen

fixation for soya beans, pulses and green legumes; and isolation and

investigation of natural products for use as pharmaceuticals. The

foundation grew out of a suggestion of a Pugwash meeting and a 1970

meeting of 16 national academies of science. It is expected that by

1976-77 funds from government agencies and foundations will provide an
1

annual operating budget of approximately $3 million.

Model IV, Direct Transfer of Technology

In this fourth model, the international organization provides for

I New Scientists, Vol. 62, no. 899, 23 May 1974, pp. 496-497.
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the direct transfer of a technology from a developed to a developing

country. The mechanism for transfer is a loan or a grant that will

allow the developing state to import the technology for incorporation

into its development projects.

In the United Nations system, this form of technology transfer is
1

largely the domain of the World Bank Group. Between 1946 and the end of

1973 the World Bank has lent $2.9 billion to 29 African states, $6

billion to 15 Asian states and $6.5 billion to 22 Western Hemisphere

states. As can be seen in the table below, loans have been made for

electric power, roads, railways, ports, natural gas pipelines, tele-

communications, agriculture, industry, water supply, education, family

planning and industrial imports,

Sectoral Breakdown of Total IBRD Lendin 30 June l973

Bank Loans

US $ Million

2,064. 4Agriculture

Education

Electric Power

Industry

Nonproject

Populati.on

Telecommunications

Tourism

Transportation

Water Supply and Sewage

Urbanization

507.8

5,748.7

3,263.0

1,458.1

26.5

527,7

66.0

6,049.0

557.9

21.4

20,335.5Total

For a review of the project descriptions of the World Bank Group's

leading activities, refer to the World Bank and International Development

Association Annual Reports, 1972 to 1975, for a description of World Bank

and IDA Lending by Sector.

1 The World Bank Group is composed of the International Bank for Recon-
struction and Development, established in 1946, the International Finance
Corporation, founded 1956, and the International Development Association,
founded in l960.
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In general, the World Bank will grant loans only for specific

projects. These projects must be judged by the World Bank to be tech-

nically and economically sound and of high priority for the economic

development of the country. In addition to its concern with merits of

the proposed project, the bank is required by its rules to ascertain

that there is reasonable assurance that the loan can be repaid without

placing an undue burden on the state's economy and that the borrower

cannot obtain financing for the project on reasonable terms from other

sources. Because the Bank raises most of the money it lends through

its own borrowing from investors who buy its obligation in the world' s

capital markets, it is particularly sensitive to insuring the soundness

of its investment. The Bank is limited in making loans to governments

of lender states or to public or private organizations that can obtain

the guarantee of the member government in whose territory the project

to be financed is to be located.

Projects proposed for Bank financing generally are generated from

five sources: �! a direct proposal from a state to the Bank requestirjg

funding for a project; �! a Bank mission supervising an earlier pro3-

ect may suggest a fo1 Loitt-on proj ect; �! the Bank may send a special

mission to a regio~ specifically to identify sui table projects; �! a

Bank resident representative or mission may identify a needed project

or, a project may be identif ied through the work of other United Nations

agencies such as UNDP or UNIDO. In evaluating proposals, the Bank looks

at the following aspects of a project:

lj Economic including the demsnd for the goods or services the
project will provide, the extent to which the project will
employ domestic resources  including labor! which would other-
wise be unutilized, the balance of payments effects of the proj-
ect, and the relative merits of different wavs of producing
the goods and services required. A comparative analysis is made
of the likely economic costs and benefi.ts.

2! Technical including examination of the detailed plans for the
project's construction and operation, the location, scale, lay-
out and design of the project, the types of process and equipment
to be used, the timing of the project, and the availability of
factors of production and of technical staff. Cost estimates
are also examined in detail, and provision for general cost in-
creases and contingency allowances are checked.
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the availability and/or training of qualified local management,
the possible need for providing outside management or advice
in the early stages of the project, the project's staff struc-
ture, and the freedom of management from undue external pressures.

4! Procurement and coomrercial, including all arrangements for
buying and selling, both of the materials needed during the
implementation of the project, and of the inputs required and
output expected after its camp1etion. The Bank normally requires
international competitive bidding for project construction and
equipment.

5! Financial, including assessment of the funds needed during
project implementation and their source, and of the project's
operation costs, revenues and prospective liquidity after
completion. The Bank usually provides only a part af the whole
of the foreign exchange component of a project's total cost;
arrangements for the provision of the remaining finance are
examined. 1

Among the internatio~al organizations examined in this paper, the

World Bank stands alone in the attention it gives to detailed supervision

and evaluation of its projects once they are underway. The Bank controls

disbursements of funds throughout the life of the project, checks the

specifications of goods srrpplies and supervises the awarding of contracts,

periodically sends missions to monitor the progress of each project, and

conducts a full-scale evaluation of each completed project. This concern

with effectiveness coupled with its financial where-with-all to directly

transfer technology makes the Bank, probably, the most effective instru-

ment of technology transfer in the United Nations system.

III. International Or anizatians and Marine Science

In. the preceding section, an analysis was made of the efforts over

the last 15 years of the United Nations system in the field of technology

transfer. As a total proportion of the efforts of the UN syste~ that can

be labeled technology transfer, the transfer of marine technology ranks

rather low. For example, out of approximately $4 billion worth of projects

approved by the World Bank in 1972 and 1973, only $441.75 million can be

identified as related to the transfer of marine technology.

uestions and Answers, World Bank and IDA, Washington, IBRD, January
1974!, pp. 11-12
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For a general overview of the efforts of the United Nations system

in marine technology, please refer to "UN and the Sea," UNlTAR News,

Volume 6, No. 1, 1974, pp. 8-15.

In terms of dollars spent on technology transfer, the three prin-

cipal United Nations specialized agencies involved with marine sciences

are UNESCO, FAO, WMO, and IMCO.

Since 1960, UNESCO's main involvement with marine science has

been its Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission  IOC!. The IOC

was established in that year to promote scientific investigations of the

oceans to learn more about the nature and resources of the oceans. IOC

has principally served as a promoter of the collection and dissemination

of oa anographic data and as a facilitator of coordination between govern-

ments and intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations. It has

served as a coordinator of several international expeditions and more

than 200 scientific cruises. IOC created working groups that have been

responsible for developing and implementing the plans for projects such

as the International Indian Ocean Expedition; the International Cooperative

Investigation of Tropical Atlantic; Cooperative Study of Kuroshio; Coop-

erative Study of Caribbean; and the Cooperative Study of the Mediterranean.

Although hopes have been periodically expressed by some governments

that the IOC would become the focal point of United Nations activity in

the marine field, this has not happened, and it now seems unreasonable to

expect it to develop this role. While this is not the place for a full-

scale evaluation of IOC, there does appear to be general agreement within

the United Nations system, as well as among concerned outside analysts,

that there is little reason to expect the IOC to play a greatly expanded
1

role in marine affairs,

FAO's involvement in marine science has been principally in the field

of fisheries. In the fisheries area, its operations fall largely into either

the training and fellowship category of Model I or the information dis-

semination category of Model 2. The FAO is the executing agent responsible

For more on the IOC, see: Daniel S. Cheever, "The Role of International
Organization in Development of Marine Resources," International Or ani-
zat.ion  Summer, 1968!; Edward Wenk, Jr., The Politics of the Ocean
 Seattie, Washington, University of Washington Press, 1972!; Margaret E.
Galey, The IOC: Its Ca acit to Im lement the IDOE  Unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1970!.



for the training and fellowship projects of UNDp that relate to fisheries.

It also collects and publishes regional and global fisheries statistics

and registeries of marine science and training institutions. The marine

activities of the World Meteorological Organization  WHO! are focused on

efforts to understand the interaction between ocean and atmosphere and its

impact on weather. These activities fall into the categories of Model II,

information dissemination, and Model III, research of the typology used in

this paper.

The fourth United Nations specialized agency with a major involvement

with marine affairs is IMCO. Since its creation in 1948, IMCO has served

as an advisory and coordinating agency designed to assist governments on

the technical aspects of ocean transportation. Its major role in the trans-

fer of marine technology has been to collect and disseminate information

along the lines of Model II. However, recently as a result of the efforts

of developing states, IMCO has begun to play a larger role as an executor

of UNDP projects designed to train and assist states in developing the

capabilities in ocean and coastwise shipping.

This very brief survey of the efforts of the United Nations system

in the transfer of marine technol.ogy, is not designed to be a full inven-

tory or evaluation of the activities of the United Nations system in this
field. Such a survey and evaluation should in fact be made if it is

decided to inernationalize the Sea Grant Program. While marine transfer

projects have not composed a predominant part of any United Nations agency
program, except IOC, it is hoped that this survey gives an indication of
the activities undertaken.

IV. International Or anizations and the Transfer Process

Largely in response to the demands of the developing states, the
United Nations system has increased the resources devoted to technology
transfer. Most of these resources are funneled through either the

training and fellowship type programs characteristic of UNDP activities

of through the direct transfer programs that are characteristic of the

World Bank Group's lending activities.

In looking at the activities of the United Nations system in this
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area, one can find a developed repertoire of channels for technology

transfer. These have been laid out in this paper in terms of four

modelsr

�! Training and fellowship programs

�! Information dissemination programs

�! Research programs

�! Direct transfer programs

These four models represent the existing capabilities of the United

Nations system to assist in technology transfer. While much more

research needs to be done on the effectiveness of these programs as

agents of technology transfer, it appears that the most successful

programs have been the research activities of the agricultural re-

search institutes and the direct transfer activities of the World Bank
1Group. While more research needs to be done on this issue, one distin-

guishing characteristic of the Bank's activities is its strong commitment

to programs from the beginning project identification stage until the

conclusion of a project. Of all the programs reviewed in this paper,

only the activities of the Hank demonstrate any clear concern with

assessing the impact of its projects and in using that assessment in

formulating future projects. Also, the Bank, in its constituent

legislations and in its funding operations stands apart from the rest

of the United Nations system and is less subject to the political

vicissitudes that sweep the system. It seems to be particularly sig-

nificant that the Bank's dependence on raising funds on the open money

market enforces a disciplined concern for the contributions that its

projects make to the economy of borrowers. The argument would run that

if Bank projects do not cont.ribute to economic capacity of borrowers

they will find it difficult to repay their loans to the B ank, which

would in turn find it difficult to meet its existing obligations or to

borrow new funds on the open money market,

1
The most searching criticism to date of the training and fellowship
that characterize UNDP activities can be found in the Jackson Report,
A Stud nf the Ca acl~tof th Unltod Natl. ns Develop>me~nt S stem,
 UN Document DP/5, 2 vols. 1969!.
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While international programs designed to transfer technology have

increased in size and variety during the last 15 years, we should recog-

nize the limitations in these programs, particularly as they relate to

the possibility of an expanded marine transfer program. These limitations

fall into four principal areas. The first relates to structural weakness

in the United Nations system. Such structural weaknesses include a

less developed country domination and orientation that permeates almost

every aspect of the system. The less developed countries have demon-

strated a clear preference for resource transfers over less spectacular

scientific investigations and nonproject transfers of resources that

allow the country to decide on the use of the funds over more closely

evaluated project funding. In general, the less developed states have

also demonstrated a much lower evaluation of the importance of marine

science than that held by many developed states. Another structural

weakness of the United Nations system with regard to marine transfer

relates to the state of suspended animation that the system finds itself

in pending the outcome of the Law of the Seas negotiations. All United

Nations efforts in this area have become focused on these negotiations

and no new initiatives are likely within the system until it is seen

what kind of regime emerges from the negotiations. Structurally the

United Nations system has not, on the whole, demonstrated great cre-

ativity in encompassing nonstate actors in its programs. This is a

particularly serious weakness in an area such as marine science where

the activities of the scientific, educational and multinational busi-

ness community play such an important role. A final major structural

weakness of the United Nations system as agents of technology transfer

is the inherent weakness of the management system of international

organizations. With the exception of the World Bank Group, the

prevailing model of organization in the United Nations is a triple

division between an international conference composed of all members and

responsible for establishing overall policy; a council, composed of a

selected group of members and responsible for more direct review of

operations; and a secretariat, recruited internationally usually

according to geographic guidelines and responsible for the day-to-day
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administration of the organization. With very few exceptions this

organizational structure has shown itself to be ill-equipped for

managing operational programs. Objective are seldom clearly estab-

lished nor consistently maintained; programs are infrequently related

to stated objectives; and effectiveness and competence are seldom

the criteria relevant to program or staff selection or evaluation.

A second principal limitation of the United Nations system with

regard to technology transfer relates to the performance of the inter-

national secretariat. At the present it cannot be assumed that the

international secretariat of the United Nations system has either the

quality or influence required for a greatly expanded program in marine

sciences although there are "islands" of technical quality and effi-

ciency.

Unless the quality of the personnel and the effectiveness of

the institutions engaged in these new programs are clearly respected by

governments, the scientific community and other international organizations,

there is little hope that an expanded marine transfer function would

have a major impact. It. is doubtful that such a level of quality can

be developed without substantial institutional change, including a

direct challenge to many of the hallowed canons of. international

secretariats, such as the concepts of career civil service and geo-

graphic representation of staff. In very few areas of the United

Nations system has effective performance been the standard against

which bureaucratic form and organization have been tested. New patterns

and altered forms of existing organizational patterns will surely be

needed if international machinery of recognized quality and influence is

to develop in this area.

A third limitation of the United Nations system with regard to

marine technology transfer relates to the legislative competence of the

existing organs of the United Nations involved in marine affairs.

Although it was hoped that the IOC would develop as a center of marine

activity within the United Nations, this was not the case. Basically

IOC, being a subsidiary body of one of the specilized agenies � UNESCO,

was legislatively unable to assert a predominant role over other special-

ized agencies. This lack of a central coordinating and planning capacity



for marine affairs has led to duplication and made serious evaluation

of the effectiveness of existing United Nations marine programs almost

impossible. Unless the Law of the Sea negotiations create such a body

with the legislative competence to assert its authority in the system,

one can expect the marine activities of the United Nations system to

remain fragmented.

A final limitation on a greatly expanded United Nations role in

marine technology transfer is the poor track record of many existing

programs of the United Nations system. The general performance of the

United Nations system today, notwithstanding its effectiveness in

some areas, leads to considerable skepticism that it provides an adequate

base for expansion in responsibility without substantial modification,

A host of new United Nations programs has been created in the last 20

years, including the United Nations Development Program, the IOC, the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, and the United

Nations Environment Program, without being able to achieve their stated

objectives. United Nations performance has been particularly weak in

creating effective mechanisms for managing operational programs.

This is not just a question of the capabilities of international

secretariats but more fundamentally a question of the willingness

of governments to encourage the needed evolution and expansion of the

functions and authority of the United Nations system in directions that

constrain their own freedom of action.

In considering how an international Sea Grant Program might operate,

one should face realistically the advantages and limitations of using

existing international institutions. The United Nations system, at

present, offers the best and only real opportunity for providing an

institutional base with global participation. In areas of marine

transfer, for example, large-scale oceanographic investigations, where

global participation and legitimacy is required, the United Nations

system may be the most suitable device. In other areas it may be

desirable to coordinate bilateral or regional programs with existing

activities of the United Nations system. A model for such coordination

could be found in the Aid-India Consortium, where the bilateral national

foreign aid programs are coordinated with the efforts of international

lending agencies, such as the World Bank. Additionally, it may be



necessary to build some new institutions outside the United Nations,

especially in areas requiring high technical efficiency, with limited

membership and patterns of control and influence quite different from

those which prevail in most United Nations bodies.

Finally, it should be clear that this paper only opens subjects

for investigations, subjects that have far too long been i.gnored by

academics, governments and international organizations. Four such

subjects deserve especially high priority for future work. First, is

the entire question of the effectiveness and/or impact of a program of

an international organization. The effectiveness/impact nexus is one

that appears to have been consciously ignored by most international

organizations that conduct technology transfer programs. We need to

know much more about the definitional and measurement properties of

effectiveness/impact and of the characteristics of programs and organi-

zations that are effective or ineffective. Secondly, we need more

investigation of the new phonomena of international research such as

that illustrated by the agricultural research institutes. We know

very little of even a descriptive nature about the dynamics of such

research and nothing of an analytical nature of such research. A third

area that calls for more research is the dynamics of mixed management

systems that include substantial elements of unilateral, bilateral,

regional and global responsibilities. In areas such as the environ-

ment and marine affairs, "policy space" is developing that includes

government and nongovernmental actors at various levels of aggregation.

Yet we know very little of the dynamics of the management of complex

"policy space.," except that it does not fit our prevailing typologies.

For example, we need to concern ourselves with identifying the best

available management tools to operate a Sea Grant Program that might

include a well developed ~ational program, a set of twined institutions

across national boundaries, a regional research program and cooperation

with ongoing United Nations activities. Also, much more research is

needed on mapping the complex network of nongovernmental activity that

already exists in the marine field, measuring its contribution to

technology transfer and examining its potential contribution to an

expanded Sea Grant Program.
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The foreign national  as shown in Figure l!, a person who has been

trained in the external environment and normally resides there, communicates

between groups and in effect, performs the roles of a liaison between the two

environments. This person need not be a foreigner; he could originally be a

member of the organization or community designated "internal environment"

who went to a community, organization or foreign country  designated as the

external environment! for training and decided to remai~ in the external

environment. Alternatively, the foreign national could be a member of a

community, organization or country that comprises the source of information

 the external environment! who decided to work in the user community or

organization  the internal environment!. As a result of this association

with people in both environments, the foreign national is able to perform the

ro1e of a liaison between those groups who are users of information and those

who are sources of this information or expertise.

The characteristics of the foreign national must meet certain require-

ments. This person, besides being an expert in the field of science or

technology to be shared, should b» willing to place strong emphasis on

locating and properly communicatin.g with the appropriate people in the country

being entered. The foreign national could very weil be a person from an

environment outside the host country, but perhaps a great deal more might be

accomplished if this were not the case. If a member from the host country,

who has been trained and is a resident abroad, were to be sent back to his

or her own country, the benefits could possibly be two � fold. One, the cul-

tural and political barriers wo~ld take far less time to penetrate because

this person would know the proper procedure necessary to obtain cooperation.

Second, by encouraging people from less developed countries who have been

educated and are utilizing and sharing their talents in a foreign nation to

return home, the so-called "brain drain" could, in certain serious cases,

be somewhat alleviated.

There is one aspect of training these people in the host country and then

having them return to their native country that should not be overlooked.

Although the people spending time abroad are more innovative about the use

of ideas and methods once back at home, there is a possible tendency for

people spending more than one year abroad to be less aggressive in the
3

introduction of change.
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The relevance of communication to international technology

cooperation and sharing endeavors needs formal recognition from the

earliest stages of program initiation.

Cross-cultural communication is neither easy nor instantaneous,

It is fraught with the dangers of misunderstanding that stern from

differing value systems. It is highly dependent on the development

of human skills in creating an awareness that these differences exist

and must be overcome. While the process may be long and demanding,

eventually it can be rewarding,

International cooperative mechanisms ultimately depend on the.

existence of a communication system that is responsive to needs,

facilitates information flow, and aids in feedback and follow-up

activities. The creation of a comprehensive international marine

information system would help maximize the benefits that would result

from more efficient generation and application of marine informatio~,

A systematic. evaluation of the process of communication, including

patterns, channels, and message content, comprise a theoretical frame-

work based on the obvious needs of clarity in global communication.

Understanding these elements may be useful in developing enduring

communication bonds and alleviating some of the problems that have

contributed to the fai lure of past programs.

The aspects of communication that need to be explored in

recommending an information transfer system include: 1! the actors

involved in the communication process; 2! the process of creating an

international transfer program; 3! the problems that plague existing

mechanisms; 0! communication channels, and 5! the extension system

concept. An analysis of these areas has led to the formulation of an

international transfer and flow model. Finally, recommendations

designed to facilitate the implementation of such a model will be

suggested.
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I. ACTORS IN THE COMKJNICATION PROCESS

5ecause communication must be between people rather than organiza-

tions, inadequate emphasis of identifying, selecting and employing the

right personnel and means of information transmission can contribute to

the failure of many programs of ostensibly sound structure and reasonable

content. Various actors, each serving specific functions to aid in the

process, comprise a communication system. The following is a discussion

of these people and the roles they perform.

Actors Within an 0

A concept that could be useful in developing communication stems

from a process widely employed in an informal sense, but seldom given

conscious recognition, It is known as the "gatekeeper concept." A

formal definition of this concept states that "the gatekeeper mediates

between his or her organizational colleagues and the world orrtside and

effectively couples the organization. to outside activity. II l

Figure 1 illustrates the basic concept of the gatekeeper, The

internal environment constitutes the organization, area or community in

which information is needed. The external environment constitutes the

total pool of knowledge and expertise outside the organization. People,

material and information f]ow across the two environments. The external

and internal environments do not necessarily refer to separate countries.

They could well be used in regard to users  the internal environment! and

sources of information  the external environment! in the same country.

Empirical evidence shows that certain individuals in an organization

or community perform the role of communication stars," that is, people

who are frequently turned to for advice, formal or informal leadership,

and technical information. Further, these communication stars form a

close network of communication  both formal and informal! within the

organization. Information acquired by one member tends to diffuse to

the other members of the organization and strong communication bonds
2

become established. The stars within the circles represent the gate-

keeper communication networks of the internal and external environments.



The foreign national needs to be a part of the cormnunication network in

the organizational community of the country which is sharing the science and

technology. The person linking the two environments would be constantly

acquiring, processing, generating, and disseminating relevant information

from the external communication network. Then it is essential for the person

to become a part of the internal communication network for any successful

communication to take place. In this way, the information received by the

foreign national may be transmitted to the recipient country and that person

may optimally, as a result of becoming a part of the internal communication

network, be able to send information back to the rnernbers in the donor country

who form the relevant scientific community.

A final comment regarding Figure 1 alludes to the weak bond between the

external and internal environment. This bond exists as a result of trips

and/or work done by members of one environment in another environment.

Figure 2 is a further elaboration of the gatekeeper network and its

relationship to other members of the organization. Information acquired

by the gatekeepers tends to circulate through the gatekeeper network and
5

diffuse outwards to non � network members.

Member 6, for instance, would acquire information from gatekeeper 3 who

obtained it from gatekeeper l. It may be that gatekeeper 1 was initially re-

sponsible for introducing the knowledge to the organization.

Figure 3 serves both to puL the gate keeper in a new perspective and
6

introduce two more important concepts � those of the liaison and the isolate.

In this perspec.tive, the gatekeeper is placed in the framework of the total

organization, which could be governmental, industrial, scientific, academic,

rural or district level community. There are different areas or departments

within any organization, each having different functions and methods of opera-

tion and communication. Therefore, the gatekeeper needs to be placed in this

interdepartmental perspective in order to ascertain how relevant information

flows in and out of these differing areas of the organization.

When interdepartmental information flows are observed, it is fourrd that

gatekeepers do not tend to communicate across departments. The majority of

the members of an organization are, by and large, average performers, and it

is these members who perform the liaison function of carrying information

across departmental boundaries. Going to work together or meeting during a



FIGURE 2 Internal Gatekeeper Network
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FlGURE 3 Interdepartrnenta I Gatekeeper Net wor k

E nv iron men t

P Gatekeeper

D Liaison, others

I sol ates

Ga te keeper � exceptional worker
L iaison -ave r a ge � communication between depar tments
Isolate � poor per formers
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cof f ee break are just two ways in which this is brought about.

It has been found that the informal communication patterns of the

liaisons are constantly changing. They may be established through the. crea-

tion of the interdepartmental task force teams. Upon completion of the

assignment, when the people return to their own departments, their contact

with members of other departments does not cease, and therefore, a liaison

exists. But, it has been shown that the strength of the communication

between these people diminishes over time . Thus, the role of the liaison is
7

constantly shif ting.

The isolate completes the performance -pectrum. While the gatekeeper

is generally an outstanding worker, the output by the isolate is by and

large, visibly poor, relative to the performance of colleagues.

Once the process is understood, the first question generally posed is,

how does one identify the key people within an organization? Table 1 pre-

sents a list of characteristics normally attributed to the key people in any
8

or gani za t ion.



TABLE 1

IDENTIFYING THE KEY PEOPLE

Characteristics:

l. Read far more, 'hard literature'

2. Broader ranging and longer term relationships with technologists
outside their organization

3. Important direct contributor to the organization technical goals

4. Produce significantly greater number of papers and more likely
to be among those cited when a chief engineer or chief scientist
is asked to name key people

5. High proportion of first line supervisors and second line
supervisors

6. Personal characteristics:

a. Feel accomplishment from helping others
b. Less emphasis on congenial people
c. More emphasis on competent people
d, Preferred to map broad features of a problem
e. Felt accomplishment when doing innovative work
f. Lesser feeling of accomplishment from meeting or

exceeding standards
g. Scored no higher than colleagues in creative ability tests
h. More formal education  more Ph,D.s!

7. Their primary motive for helping people is not that they feel it
will help them get ahead in the organization. It is possible that
helping colleagues provides them with a measure of job satisfaction.

8. High in innovation, productiveness, and usefulness

9. History of being able to influence others in organization

10. Seem to work better under time pressure
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Audiences

Audiences may be classified in any number af ways. One that is useful

for the purposes of this paper is to classify them according to their famil-

iarity with general and specific marine information and technology. At one

end of the classification, one might find audiences that completely lack even

the barest rudiments of the topics at hand. Lacking any frame of reference,

these audiences would find it almost impassible ta assimilate any new ideas.

At the other extreme are audiences that are so familiar with the subject

that communication is almost useless. Whether one is dealing wi.th marine

industry, government officials, international groups, educators, or the

general public, most situations fall between the two extremes.

When viewed in terms of broad global perspectives, the audiences may be

classified as follows:

1. Private citizens groups

2. Commercial activities and trade associations

3. Government planning and management agencies

4. Educational institutions

5. Research establishments

6. International organizations

7. Extension and communication programs and personnel themselves

8. Combination of two or mare of the above

Narrowing the perspective to that of a project orientation, the audience

titles change. The audiences become more functional. The functions of a

manager, scientist, technologist and worker begin to play important roles in

the project implementation. The success of a project depends to a large extent

on the adequate flow of information. Everyone associated with the formation

the project � the scientist, the manager, and the technologist � � needs to

communicate with each other and with the outside experts by means of any or all

available channels. However, all audiences do not need to communicate with

each other to the same extent and frequency. While the manager must communi-

cate extensively with all audiences, there appears to be no real reason why

the scientist and worker need to communicate. This is because information to

the worker will come from the technologist, the external change agent, and the

manager. One of the main problems of communication is that of attaining a

thorough understanding of the intended audience and of sending the best infor-

mation with the proper communication methods and the right transfer agents.
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II- PROCESS OF CREATING AN INTERNATIONAL TRANSFER PROGRAM

Needs of Identification

The term "technology transfer" has a three-stage history. The first

stage was that the United States would go into an underdeveloped country,

tell them what they needed, and institute these "benefits" within the

country, The second stage initiated a joint identification of needs be-

tween the host country and the United States and then the solut.iona were

forced upon them. The third stage incorporates joint identification of

needs, joint research into possible solutions, and joint work on program

establishment, fo]low-up and evaluation.

Initial Contacts

An important point in the process is the initial contact with

appropriate governmental and local officials. Change and change agents

represent a potentially disruptive force in the status quo irrespective

of the area of activity. They must have the sanction of local officials

if they are to operate at all effectively. It is important for an approved,

but nevertheless new program, to gain public acceptance. The first con-

cern is to gain an entry into the community and this process is consider-

ably aided by local contacts. It is also aided by intensive efforts to

learn local languages and/or dialects, to understand and respect local

customs, culture, and traditions. In the setting where there is an ab-

solute scarcity of adequately trained personnel, the successful program

hastens to train and transfer the responsibility to local people as quickly

as is feasible. This is accomplished through an-site training and more

formal education programs. Therefore, the extensive use of highly trained

outside specialists tends to typify an information or technology transfer

program impacting an underdeveloped country more than it does a situation

where there is some general familiarity with the subject matter.
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~Pre'eet Life ~Cele
Seven vital stages are necessary in order for any project, regardless

of the area or complexity involved, to be completely effective. See Figure
These steps constitute the project life cycle and can be categorized in terms
of: 1! joint need identification; 2! project formulation; 3! acquisition of
relevant resources; 4! implementation; 5! evaluation; 6! feedback; 7! follow � up.
Extensive external monitoring is also important This monitoring would pri-
marily take place during the last four steps of the process and would entail
having a person or a group af people observe, regulate, and control the
activities of the project to a certain extent.

Although the first four steps are generally an integral part of all proj-
ects, it is not uncommon for a worhtwhile project to conclude with no emphasis
or regard being placed on the importance of evaluation, feedback and follow-up.

Objective evaluation tests how far the project succeeded in accomplishing
the assigned objective without placing any sort of value judgment on the

9objectives themselves, But this puts a constraint on the process of deter.�
mining the effectiveness of the project. It assumes that the ex � ante
evaluation, in which the needs of the recipient are determined at the onset of
the project, were accurate and that these needs have not shifted over time.
Permanent evaluation and follow-up, a process of involving continuous and

10
progressive reformation and adaptation, is extremely relevant,

How the relationship between the objectives of the project and the needs
of the recipients correlate is ascertained through feedback procedures. This
is accomplished through communication with those involved in every aspect.
It is crucially important not to exclude those affected by secondary impacts
of the project results, i.e., workers losing jobs as a consequence of tech-
nologically advanced equipment, thereby increasing the loca] unemployment rate.

Upon completion of the evaluation and feedback stages, the proj ect may be
considered complete in the minds of the implementors and backers. However,
without follow � up, there is no way to discover if the project is deteriorating,
the causes, or the corrective actions needed to prevent further deterioration.
Periodic cnecks and planned interventions can be extremely beneficial in
keeping a vital project alive and functioning. Important concepts arising



from involvement may be acquired and transferred to future projects of the

same nature. The follow-up stage may sensitize coordinators as to what should

be emphasized or avoided in initiating future activities.

It should be stressed strongly, that while the stages of evaluation,

feedback, and follow-up are conceptually separable, they should not be seg-

regated in practice. Follow-up implies that the processes of evaluation and

feedback are in operation. All of these elements are imperative for an

overall effective project,

Problems of Present Mechanisms

Major problems in international transfer mechanisms typical of almost any
11

effort are:

1. Little assessment of audience needs

Z. Access largely limited to program elites, scholars, and international

agency personnel

3. Little targeting of information

4. Little systematic feedback about services

5. Lack of effective promotion of services

6. Ho mechanisms to transmit information on needs back to the ultimate

producers of information

7. Inadequate transformation of information

8. Dominance of scholarly approaches

9. Very limited link between international or regional agencies and local

informational units

10. Single medium orientation

11. Virtually no coordination among international information agencies

Extension programs are often also plagued with several other inadequa-
12

cies:

12. Interdepartmental conflicts and local agency rivalries

13. The dual image agents have of their roles and functions. While they are

aware of the longer term benefits accruing from extension methods, they

are often tempted to use executive methods to secure quick results. Exec-

utive methods imply a decision-making process which ignores the involvement

of the people working beneath the initiator; in this case having no
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involvement by the local community. Bureaucratic pressure to attain. tar-

gets can deter the use of slow but more useful demonstration and extension

methods.

14. Guidance in human skills necessary for interpersonal communication is often

not available. An assessment of the individual backgrounds of agents and

training suitable to the specific needs, is generally not undertaken

15. It is also observed that a failure to provide the field agent promptly

with adequate supplies, technical support and back up action results in

the agent's loss of credibility. Fettered by the lack of support, the

agent cannot pursue the communication process to its completion. The

audience tends to lose faith in the agent and in the innovations that are

being promoted.

16. There are definite costs associated with the acquisition in information

and technical know-how, some explicit and some implicit. The design and

functioning of an information system must be conditioned by isolating

mechanisms, the implicit costs. These might include time, culture, space,

public and private priorities, inadequate communication channels, technical

sophistication and relative user concentration. Developing and operating

a small information system can be an expensive proposition, an explicit

cost.

Fragmented efforts may duplicate similar activities of other extension

programs and information systems. The problem is one of making the output
serve the specific needs of a user while at the same time spreading the system

costs over many other system users. An international marine sharing program

can be valuable in alleviating this problem.

ln addition to these problems, there are several factors that account for

the gap between perception and implementation of programs:

1. The audience may be unable to relate the additional information it acquires

to its felt needs.

2. The content and mode of the communication may be such that it does not

convince a constituency of the advantages of the innovation  viewed in

terms of efficiency, economy and ease of mastery and tolerable risk!, of

its cultural cotnpatibility.

Feasibility and of the audience may have an unfavorable image of the source

of communication; a distrust of the agency or agent from where it originates.



4. The language, idiom and style of communication may be such that an idea

is partially conveyed.

5. The structural features of the audience can retard the promotion of new

ideas. Powerful vested interests often attempt to monopolize the benefits

of innovations.

6. The audience may have an unhappy memory af similar innovations in the

community which would make it cautious and suspicious of trying the

innovation again.

7. The information being transmitted could be beyond the absorptive capaci ty

of the audience.

International Transfer Model

Many of the faults of the present mechanisms delineated in the previous

section are due to blockages in the flow of information. Ronald Havelock,

at the Center for Research on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge  CRUSK!,

has developed an information flow model that is of considerable value in

thinking through the delivery and feedback processes. Functions are as

follows:

l. Acquisition: Number and type of sources, quantity, and form in which

material is received.

2. Screening: Judging, selection and rejection based on quality, relevance,

form, etc.

3. Cataloging: Indexing, abstracting, coding.

4. Storage: Microfilming, computerizing, centralization, cumulative indexing,

reproduction capability for indexes, abstracts, documents, whole files.

5. Transforming for Users: Translating, summarizing, integrating, inter-

pretive writing, packaging; generalized, targetted, individualized

transformations.

6. User Access: In-person, mail, telephone; searching � manual � computer

 on-line, batch!; key words, Thesaurus descriptor, citation-output � titles,

abstracts, whole documents.

7. Dissemination: Publishing, advertising the service, seminars and work-

shops, media presentations.

8. Assistance to Users: Consulting, guiding, or training in interpretation,

application or problem-solving.
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9. Cormnunication from Users on:  a! needs  including need surveys!,  b! re-

actions to information received,  c! reactions to the service.

10. Analysis, interpretation and prediction of user needs.  With or without I>'9!.
11. Feedback on R&D Producers and Knowledge Sources either as new guidelines

for input or assessments of user needs.

Theoretically, people will communicate once cultural, language, and pol-

itical barriers are penetrated, but, in specific cases, this may not always be

the case. For instance, in Latin America, studies have found that change

agents tend to communicate most with persons of similar status and least with
13persons of lower status than themselves. This makes one realize that even

though the proper people within the country are identified, the communication
between the change agent and the host country may be ineffective, Also, "our
failure to establish and ursus s ecific ur osec In~ac ui~rin and ~consumin

information ma have ne ative conse uences of a s ecific urpose for communi-
I I 1'4

cation to others. Once the key people have been contacted, it is of

paramount importance in a joint technology sharing program that the highest
priority should be the identification of needs and tentative plans of action.
The implication here is that program objectives should be unambiguously delin-
eated before any action is initiated. The mere establishment of communication
channels does not mean people are communicating. Instant relaying of long

distance messages and fast transport of different peoples does not mean comrnu-
15

nication is taking place.

In order to insure that the impact of the projects is not transitional,

some type of institutional or organizational arrangements must be established
as an integral part of the projects. Without this commitment, and an automatic
process for the creation and transmission of innovations, the long term growth

16
will probably be negligible.

It is because of. this that new channels of communication must be estab-

lished, new methods introduced, and a network of decentralized insti.tutions

must be formed. It is precisely thi.s need that led to the creation of the

model on page 5Q. A thorough explanation of the model and its relationship to

the communication model will be provided in order to focus on the valid applica-

tion of communication. It is, in very broad terms, a model of a proposed

International Technology Sharing Program.
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A problem that creates a gap between awareness and acceptance of innova-

tion in underdeveloped nations is that there may be an unsuccessful history of

similar innovation in the community, This may arouse a sense of caution and
17

suspicion among the members af constituent community.

The model of a proposed international sharing program is divided by the

dotted lines into three sections: international, regional and local. The

solid lines connecting boxes represent direct communication paths. Communica-

tion relates to the flow of information from the international level to the

regional and local levels, and also within the local level itself.
The foreign national, discussed in the section on Actors Within an

Organization, could be a member of the advisory services extension program
 box 17!. This person must also be a part of the communication network of the
external environment, meaning that the person must be a representative from

either the university  box 8!, an international specialist or coordinator

 box 7!, a production or contracting enterprise  box 9!, or an individual con-

sultant or expert  box 10!.

Specific problem identification  box 13!, can be achieved in one of two
ways. First it could be identified by the resource manager, agency or group

 box 16! with information and assistance being obtained from the extension
agent  box 17!, local university or research organizations  box 20!. This may
be adequate to formulate a solution, create a specific project plan of action
and carry through the project, Second, the problem could be identified through
the joint cooperation between the resource manager, agency or group  box 16!
and the international project team  box l4!. This team would he made up of

members of both the donor and recipient countries working not only on problem

identification, but perhaps on a new opportunity identification. Following

this stage the specific project plan of action would take place.

Once problems are identified, solutions could be formulated on one of three
levels. Hopefully, most cauld be accomplished strictly at the local level as

a means of creating a sense of self-sufficiency within the host country. But

if adequate information is not available for the solution through the assist-
ance of the local advisory service, the university, or the resource and

education institute, the help must be obtained from either the regional or

international level. It is because of this need that a regional  box 15! and



international  box 11! data center is proposed as one way of solving the prob-

lem. In this way, the "foreign national" could go to these centers and obtain

the needed information.

Within the region, attention should be given to the following activities

for the purpose of transferring and sharing information and experience:

1. Building the regional and trans-regional organizations that will be the

nuclei through which the information and technology program can be operated.

2. Identifying problems and opportunities for regional and transregional

sharing of marine information and technology.

3. Investigating the communication systems and information sources for their

applicability, accessibility, and economies of scale. Additional functions

at the regional level will include activities like translation, interpre-

tation, and integration of information.

Having completed the international flow model, attention now is directed

towards mechanisms within the system to facilitate the information transfer.

I I I. COhNUNICATION CHANNELS

Communication channels linking audiences, sources of expertise and end

users are an integral part of the transfer process.

Communicatiqn paths among the following segments of the community appear
18

necessary:

l. Political sector and bureaucracy

2. Planner and political decision maker

3. Planner and units of production

Different departments and agencies of the government

5. Planner and research agencies

6. Different levels of administration

7. General administrator and technicians

8. Nodernizers and the rest of society

9. Overseas consultants/advisors and local counterparts

10. Donor and recipient nations

These links co~prise the communication flows among the change agent, the

"politicians," "managers," "scientists," "technologists," and "workers,"



Communication channels need to be analyzed and established with a frame-

work that acknowledges communication must make itself heard or seen against
19

competition. This implies repetition or use of multiple channels. They
20

must be able to respond to the following questions.'

1. What is the best mix, for a given purpose and a given time, of mass

communication with interpersonal communication?

2. What is the best distribution of resources so that communication

can be made to flow where it is needed?

Table 3 lists and explains some communication and information channels

that scientists and technologists employ. Workers, for example, could be

better reached through channels like publ.ic radio and television, posters, and

puppet shows.

In order to discern which information channel would be the most appro-

priate for a particular type of audience, i.e., scientist, manager, technician,
21

or worker, a matrix such as found in Table 0 could be of. some use.

There are four areas of evaluation of the information source -- accessibil-

ity, ease of use, technical quality, and frequency of use. These four areas

are given some sort of weighting appropriate for a particular project. For
instance, accessibility may be more desirable than technical quality so it

may receive a weighting of 60 percent, while the other three might receive
weightings of 20 percent, 10 percent, and l0 per< ent respectively. The last
column is used for a weighted average to determine the overall importance of

the 18 channels of information. This ranking is not appropriate for every

situation. For each audience, and for each project within the same audience,

new criteria for ranking must be developed according to specific needs.

It does appear though that accessibility is the overriding determinant in

channel selection and that. even an apparent exception to this can be under-

stood in terms of a secondary effect, the use of one information channel to
22make another more accessible. What can be termed a channel evaluation fil-

ter is pictured in Figure 5a. This shows how information is generally obtained
by an audience, and the relative importance assigned to each criteria. Figure
5b illustrates the information flowing from various communication channels,

through a channel evaluation filter, and finally to its ultimate recipient.



TABLE 3*

Information Channels

books, professional, technical and trade

journals and other publicly accessible

written material,

Literature

Vendors:

Customer:

External sources:

Technical staff:

Research:

Croup discussion;

of discussion among the immediate project

group.

ideas which are the result of test or

experiment or mathematical simulation with

no immediate input of information from any

other source.

Experimentation:

From Thomas J. A1.]en's Ph.D. thesis, pp. 2-7.

representatives of, or documentation

generated by suppliers or potential

suppliers of design components.

representatives of, or documentation

generated by the government agency for

which the project is performed,

sources outside the organization which do

not fall into any of the above three cate-

gories. These include paid and unpaid

consultants and representatives of govern-

ment agencies other than the customer agency.

engineers and scientists in the organiza-

tion are not assigned directly to the

project under consideration

any other project performed previously or

simultaneously in the organization re-

gardless of its source of funding. This

includes any unpublished documentation not

publicly available, and summarizing past

research and development activities.

ideas which are formulated as the result
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TAB1.E

Channel Kvalu.ation Matrix
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FIGURE 5 Channel Evaluat ion Filter

CCZ

Information Recipient

A. Indiv idua I
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C. Organizations
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CC � Communication Channel
CEF � Channe I Eva luation Filter
C B � Cornmunic a t i on Bond



Zy THE EKTENSION SYSTEM CONCEPT

Another premise of this paper is that a local marine extension system is
a vital link in the process of international transfer. While there are many

on-going arrangements that already are involved in transfer processes of one
sort or another, the local extension system has the structure and capability
to reach diverse groups of people and perform the varied tasks involved in

relating the information appropriate to each group.
Especially useful in defining the traditional extension role is the list

of characteristics of the Cooperative Extension Service. This list, which de-

fines a very workable system, is given below:
It is educational in program content and methodology, not regulatory or

financial. This is attached directly to the public university system rather

than to state government.

It provides informal, noncredit education conducted primarily beyond the

formal classroom, and for all ages.

It helps people solve problems and take advantage of opportunities through

education.

It features the objective presentation and analysis of factual information

for decision making by the people themselves. It is typically research-based

with communication among research, extension, and resident-teaching functions

of the state university system, and also with the resources of the United States

Department of Agriculture and other agencies, public or private.

It functions through local offices which are semi � autonomous units access-

ible to and subject to influence by local residents.

It involves cooperative but not necessarily equal sharing of financial

support among federal, state, and county or lo< al levels.

It is practical, problem-centered and situation based. Extension educa-

tion starts with helping people to identify and understand their needs and

problems and to use new technology or information in solving them.

The funding and administrative relationships permit educational programs

directed at broad national purposes, yet serving specific local needs with

priorities determined locally.

The effectiveness of the extension agent, the communication channels and

the information transmitted, is often diminished by a variety of factors.

These range from suspicions within traditionally oriented communities of new
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ideas to inadequate perceptions by the change agents of the needs and problems

of their cons t ituen ts.

The change agent often performs a dual role, that of securing the adoption

of new ideas and that of attempting to hinder the di.ffusion and spread of cer-

tain innovations from other sources that may compete with or supersede ideas
23sponsored by the agent. It becomes important to realize this dual influence

of the change agent in an extension program. Adding complexity to the role of

the agent are class distinctions that are particularly endemic to developing

societies though not confined to them. There is a real possibility that the

lower classes, whose need for information and innovative ideas is the greatest,

may be largely ignored.

Status differences may also exist between the agent and the people with

whom he is dealing. Where this disparity becomes wide, an effective barrier

to communication may be created. The agent is often a member of the middle or

upper class, and therefore, tends to gravitat.e towards these people.

Suspicion of foreign agents is only one of the problems. The problem of
II �24reentry into the social system faced by local people who have temporarily

left their community for further training, compounds the hazards with which an

extension system must contend. A guard against the tendency to train local

change agents beyond a certain level of sophistication must exist. Some studies

have found that in developing nations, agents with only a high school education
25

were more successful in villages than those with a college education. How-

ever, it should be borne in mind, that training programs must include estab-

lishrnent of links between these agents and governmental and institutional

representatives, One way in which this may be accomplished is through involve-

rnent of all these people in the actual training process. Apparently, the high

school educated agents were better able to maintain linkages with the local

connnunity members.

In developing countries traditional information means are expanding to

include the functions of information translation, interpretation, and appl.ica-

tion. However, where potential users are unaware and unable to seek out

information there remains a large area that can only be served by extension

systems or advisory programs of one sort or another. On the other hand, the
emerging extension systems often find the traditional information systems

inadequate to properly provide information for specialized needs. The response

has been to try to establish their own narrow information systems.



The point to be made here is that the weakest link in a complex informa-

tion and technology transfer system is likely to be the extension process.

If the foreign national of the model is to be used as an extension agent,

it is necessary to overcome language, cultural, and other similar differences.

Not surprisingly, the success or failure of these efforts often times is direct-

ly related to chance and the backgrounds of the persons involved. A necessary

ingredient is professional training and competence.

It is not the purpose of an International Technology and Information

Sharing Program to enter a country, set up an extension service, and attempt

to compete with any form of existing extension service, or advisory agency.

On the contrary, the intent is to help the country, and if this can be accom-

plished most efficiently by coordinating efforts and meshing into existing

agencies, then this should be the preferred method of operation. By working

in conj unction with these other agencies, existing ties may be utilized in order

to gain easy acceptance. A thorough investigation should be made in regard to

these existing organizations to insure against associations that have negative

connotations in the minds of the vill.agers, and to insure again.st upsetting

already established organizational, institutional and personal bonds.

V, RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations begin with those specifically related to an

extension strategy. Incorporating these with the recommendations based on

communication aspects and program design, a framework for an operational inter-

national technology sharing system begins to emerge.

Extension ~Sirate

1. The program of change that an agency or extension agent has in mind

should be tailored to mesh with cultural values and past experiences.

The norms of a social system have a significant effect on the diffusion of

ideas. A change agent should seek to create an atmosphere in which the

people are more receptive to new ideas, thereby reducing the perceived

risk surrounding innovations. While sounding reasonable, this would have

great practical difficulties. Cross-cultural extension agents often

possess values different from their audience. Unless an awareness of

audience value systems exists, the agent is likely to meet with only

limited success.
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2. Both the recipients and the change agent must perceive a need for an

innovation before it can be successfully introduced. In addition, per-

ceived benefits must exceed perceived costs. "An induced technological

change will succeed to a degree proportionate to the extent to which the

 client system! who feels a need for it, are brought into this planning and
�25

execution, and feel it ta be their own,"

3, Extension agents ought to be more concerned with enhancing the competence

of their audience in evaluating new ideas and processing new information

than with merely promoting innovations per se. An example of this would

be a technical training program which enables the people to judge for

themselves the merits of a particular technology.

Extension agents should focus their efforts upon opinion leaders and

gatekeepers in the preliminary stages of information dissemination and

technology diffusion,

5 An attempt to anticipate the social consequences of introducing new meth-
ods and technology ought to be made. Local power structures and patterns

within the society can easily be threatened or disrupted if the extension

program is insensitive to local mores. An elite class which perceives a

threat to its position or status can become a formidable obstacle in the

communication system. Conversely, programs that merely reinforce the

entrenched interests of an elite and serve to widen disparities among

privileged and underprivileged classes of people in the cornrnunity should
also be avoided since the entire extension system could acquire an un-

favorable image.

6. An agent should not begin with programs that require a great deal of

support.

7. In the context of technical cooperation, communication has to aim at more

than the transmitting information and creating awareness It should also

promote execution and adaption of techniques and methods.

8. A communication system needs to incorporate provisions for multi-channel

flow of information since many developing communities distrust a new idea

if it comes from only one source; unless multiple channels are available

by which to corroborate the facts, the information may be received with



27suspicion and be rejected. The system should also utilize traditional
means of social communication--the bazaar, the coffee house, the bar, the

tea house, the country fair, the puppet show, and others -- which continue

to be influential long after newspapers, broadcasts and other media
28methods became available. The specific channels employed must be

tailored to the individual needs of those with whom work is being done.

9. A way of identifying communication patterns within the community with an
orientation towards understanding communication gaps in the flow of infor-
mation is suggested. Once the gaps are identified, attention can be
focused on developing both formal and informal links to facilitate infor-
mation flow, establish new patterns and strengthen existing ones.

Personal interviews using a comprehensive questionnaire would serve as a

suitable technique for obtaining relevant information.

The Inter-Organizational. Communication Matrix shown on page 65 should cover
all the actors within any environment under consideration. Organizations,
both temporary, such as annual conferences, and permanent, such as univer-
sities, are listed along the rows and columns of the matrix. Communication
within the organization is termed internal and denoted by an I. Efficient
communication systems within the organizatio~ are denoted IS for inter~al
strong, and poor communication systems denoted IW for internal weak. It is
recognized that IS and IW form extremes and classification into either cate-
gory may be difficult. The need for an intermediate category IM  internal
medium! is obvious, The cut-off points for determining the ranges within
a category, on some scale, should be established prior to conducting the
study. Inter-Organizational links are classified as X or formal and Y or
informal. The matrix is then fil]ed in according to the nature of the link.
Gaps in the matrix then serve to focus attention on areas where inadequate or
very little communication exists. The completed matrix also provides an
indication of which inter-organizational links, formal or informal, need to
be strengthened. Finally, it permits the decomposition of the matrix into a
smaller model which clearly shows the informal organization within the com-

munity.
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In the example shown below, 1, 2, 3, 4 are four hypothetical organizations.

Organization 4 is clearly somewhat of an isolate whereas 2 and 1 are closely

linked. The need for an operational communication system that fosters the

sort of links that exist between 1 and 2 becomes apparent. Further, the re-

lationships between 1 and 2 could be explored in greater detail to obtain

insights into how the entire community may be linked by an XY configuration.

Of course, a certain amount of judgment is needed to determine the strength

of the organization bond before it can qualify for an X or Y linkage rating

and empirical methodologies shouId not be difficul.t to find.

~Pto tarn Nanna ament Recommendatinne

10. Initiate contacts with people in the marine community. Inform them of the

intention of the. program to establish an initial working relationship.

11, Visit each country assessing marine resources, problems, management po-

tentials, communication links, information needs, resource people,

educational and research establishments, and the like.

12, Determine the weak points in the intra-country extension and communica-

tion systems and make strengthening these a first order of priority.

13. Identify and improve the problem-identification and feedback mechanisms

and the means of addressing problems for local and/or regional attention.

14. Take advantage of opportunities for using transfers  involving no new

products or technology! as they arise.

15. The international technology sharing ptogram in the marine sciences.
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should be university based. The establishment of bilateral arrangements

between the United States and universities in developing countries is

suggested.

16. The programs should be oriented towards software and developing human

skills.

17. The obj ectives of the programs should be such that they make a material

contribution to institution building, which increases domestic competence,

i.e., a visiting professor who has the expertise to expand the level of

competence in a given area at a university.

18. Steps should be taken to establish a regional or international data bank

as proposed by the model on page 53.

19. Programs should be instituted through binational project teams made up

of representatives from the participating nat.ions. These teams need

not be part of a formal structure. People within both the communities

could be desigrrated members of the team without any physical relocation

taking place.

20. A program should be initiated to promote closer institutiona] communica-
tion in order to facilitate information flow and help avoid duplication

of research.

21. Training abroad should be encouraged because it increases an awareness

as to the location of available sources of foreign expertise, and broadens

the range of formal and informal contacts which facilitate access to

these sources of information and competence.

22. Programs should be designed to incorporate a method of evaluation, feed-
back and follow � up to insure relevant objectives are met.
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ABSTRACT

Marine science is presented as a possible transfer product for training

and technical assistance programs with developing countries. To develop this

point we present the maj or research interests, techniques and instruments of

the various branches of marine science and show how some could be used in a

transfer program. To ascertain past experience and present interest in co-

operative projects with foreign scientists we sent a questionnaire to over

100 U.S. ~arine scientists. The U.S. scientists showed a high level of inter-

est in cooperative marine science programs and over two � thirds had participated

in some type of international marine science program. many of which involved

marine technical assistance. The respondents suggested many problem areas

in such programs, particularly inadequate funding, variations in scientific

backround among participants, cultural and language problems, and govern-

ment bureaucracy. The experiences and criticisms of some marine scientists

from developing countries are also reviewed and compared to the views of U.S.

scientists. The foreign scientists noted as problems insufficient opportunity

to participate in the planning of the programs, inadequate length of programs,

and difficulties with funding and government support. We suggest several

mechanisms to expand and improve the effectiveness of educational and technical

assistance programs in the marine sciences with developing countries. Based

on our study we feel that there is considerable interest among U.S. marine

scientists in having training and technical assistance marine science programs

with foreign countries. Furthur developments await funding and leadership.



INTRODUCTION

The oceans cover close to 72 percent of the earth and about 100

countries border it. Its influence upon the economics and living conditions

of the remaining 28 percent of the world is immense. For many countries the

oceans are, or could be, a major source of food and/or af mineral wealth.

Most of the shipment of trade is by the sea. Much of the world's industrial

and human waste eventually ends up in the ocean. In many countries a large

percentage of the population lives near the sea and uses it for recreational

and other purposes. The conflicts over and opportunities for the use of the

sea have been increasing at a considerable rate, and several of the develop-

ing countries are anxious to develop marin.e science capabilities.

Many developing countries are suspicious of the use of the ocean by

developed countries, and see this as j ust another example of resource ex-

ploitation by the richer countries. Recognizing this, it has been suggested

that a program of oceanographic technology transfer be established to allow1

the developing countries to share realistically in the opportunities of the

ocean. We propose here that training and technical assistance in marine

science be considered as one of these technology transfer products. We

shall describe the work and equipment used by oceanographers and present re-

sults of a survey investigating international marine science cooperative

programs.

Ambassador McKernan, in a statement to Subcommittee III of the UN Seabed
Committee in August 19/2, indicated that the U.S. in principle was com-
mitted to providing technical assistance in marine science to developing
countries.



I. MARINE SCIENCE

A basic understanding of the ocean involves the description of the

characteristics of the water of the oceans as well as the interaction of

this water with the ««lying atmosphere, the underlying rock and sediments,

and the animal and plant life that it contains. The study of the ocean thus

requires many different scientific inputs. Traditionally, marine science

was taken to refer to oceanography, which was divided into five main sub-

divisions: physical oceanography, biological oceanography, marine geology

and geophysics, chemical oceanography, and ocean engineering. More re-

cently it has been recognized that the basic scientific information obtained

from the ocean also affects man's immediate welfare. This has led to the

involvement of fields such as law, economics, international affairs, political

science, decision � theory, management, diplomacy, and even anthropology in the

marine science arena.

Many definitions have been given for the term "oceanography." The

simplest and perhaps most appropriate one was given by H. B. Bigelow in

1931, when he defined oceanography as "the application of all science to
2921the phenomena of the ocean Bigelow recognized the importance of the inter-

actions within the ocean. For example, the wind blowing on the ocean surface

has a major effect upon the biology and chemistry of the ocean and indeed

can even. influence the sediments buried on the ocean floor. Thus, to properly

evaluate the ocean, it is often necessary to have an understanding or appre-

ciation of all the different subdivisions of oceanography. A brief discussion

of the main interests of the scientists working in different subdivisions

follows, but it should be noted that the dividing lines are really artificial

and not rigid.

The chemical oceanographer is mainly concerned with chemical reactions

that occur at the air-sea interface, with biological reactions and with those

reactions that occur on or below the sea floor. Chemical oceanographers are

also interested in the distribution of the elements in the sea and their

source and travel paths through the ocean. This often requires a study of

2 H. B. Bigelow, Oceanography: Its Sco e Problems, and Economic Importance
 Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1931!.



the composition of the sea water as well as knowledge of the chemistry of

marine sediments and of the organisms living within the ocean. By the use

of radioact.ive isotopes, the chemical oceanographer has recently been able

to introduce time into his studies and thus can calculate the rate of mix-

ing processes within the ocean. More recently, some chemical oceanographers

have been concerned with the effects and distribution of human and industrial

waste products in the ocean. Their data have been important for evaluating

the pollution of the ocean. Those scientists more interested in the chem-

istry of the sediments on the sea floor or more specific deposits such as

manganese nodules are generally called geochemists.

The marine geologist, sometimes called geological oceanographer, is

mainly interested in the topography, structure, and sediments of the conti-

nental margin and ocean basin. Some marine geologists specialize in the

coastal zone and are especially concerned with mechanisms of sediment trans-

port, beach development, and erosion processes. Others have specialized in

studies of the continental margin, i,e. the continental shelf, continental

slope, and continental rise More recently, efforts have been made to use

geophysical techniques to further the theory of sea-floor spreading, a con-

cept that explains most of the major features of the earth's crust as due

to the moving apart and collision of plates, or portions of the crust. In

this regard, the marine geologist and marine geophysicist have very simi1ar

interests and it is sometimes difficul.t to distinguish between the two.

The marine geophysicist, or geophysical oceanographer, is generally

concerned with the deeper structure of the earth's crust. His main tools

are measurements of the earth's gravity, using gravimeters; the magnetic

field, u4ing magnetometers; and seismic measurements, using acoustical or

electrical energy transmitted directly into the ocean. The energy is re-

flected or refracted from different layers within the earth's crust and the

time and quality of the returning signals can be used to work out models of

the structure of the area. These types of studies are called seismic reflec-

tion or refraction. The techniques used by the marine geologists and

geophysicists can also be used to find structures favorable for oil and gas

deposits.

The biological oceanographer is principally interested in the occur-

rence and distribution of life within the ocean. This includes ascertaining

areas of high biological productivity, the mechanisms that control this



productivity, and the distribution of nutrients and other elements important

to plant and animal growth in the ocean. The actual rate of production of

organic material can be measured using radioactive isotopes or other tech-

niques. These oceanographers are also concerned with the transfer and flow

of energy throughout the food chain and, more recently, how the introduction

of man � made wastes has influenced the food chain.

There is another group of marine biological scientists whose efforts

are mainly in fishery or marine food products. Their studies emphasize fish

behavior, taxonomy, physiology, ecology, and population dynamics as well as

management and statistical evaluations of the fishery resources.

Recently, biological and chemical oceanographers have attempted to

control and monitor the development and growth of marine organisms, creating

the rapidly expanding field of aquaculture.

The physical oceanographer is mainly interested in the physical proper-

ties of the sea including air-sea interactions. These physical properties

include the development of waves and currents by winds, the transmission and

exchange of the heat received by the ocean, the distribution of physical

properties of the water such as temperature and salinity, and the transmission

of light and sound within the sea. Studies can be purely theoretical, using

models, or at sea, using buoys or ships. Results from these data can be used

for prediction of weather and oceanographic conditions. In the past, physical

oceanography has probably been the most isolated of all the subdivisions of

oceanography. However, with the increased refinement of measuring techniques

and better understanding of the chemical and biological processes in the

ocean, a new and more fruitful interaction is occurring between the physical

oceanographer and oceanographers of other disciplines.

The ocean engineer is concerned in part with the technical instruments

and equipment used in oceanographic research. This field is actually more

important than it may first appear, since many of the major advances in marine

sciences have resulted from technological breakthroughs such as seismic re-

flection techniques and improved methods of sampling and measurement. More

recent developments have been the fully automated data systems that can be

left at sea for months ar longer, buoys or instrument packages that can

transmit the data directly to the laboratory, submersibles, and the GLOMAR

CHALLENGER, a ship which has the ability to drill in most of the deep waters

of the ocean. Data processing and analysis have also been improved by more



widespread use of computers, both on ship and at research centers.

Another group af ocean engineers is more concerned with ways of using

the ocean. These engineers may work in the coastal environment, where they

evaluate and develop methods to prevent coastal erosion and harbor siltation,

or on the deeper parts of the shelf, where offshore terminals and mining

operations may take place. Ocean engineers also design harbors, breakwaters,

and other marine facilities.

Trainin in Oceano ra h

Most practising oceanographers in the United States have received their

training in one af two principal ways. In the past, the most common method

was to obtain basic training and specialize in one of the physical or biolog-

ical sciences, and then sametime during one's career to become interested in

the marine application of that specialty. For example, a geologist studying

ancient coral reefs may have become interested in carrying this study furthur

to look at present-day examples. Thus, many of our present-day oceanographers

did not have training in marine sciences, ~er se, but rather became interested

in marine problems at a later stage of their career. The resulting cornmunica-

tion problems have led to fragmentatian and occasionally ta relative isolation

of a particular group.

Currently, most practising oceanographers are trained in marine science.

These scir ntists usually graduated from the larger oceanographic institutions

which offer advance training in the field of oceanography. They are generally

exposed to all the major subdivisions of oceanography and their thesis research

may have overlapped two or mare subdivisions. Most new mari.ne scientists,

regardless of haw they became oceanographers, have had some training in the

various subdivisions of oceanography. Because some areas of oceanography

are changing rapidly in response ta concerns such as environmental degrada-

tion, it is extremely important that an oceanographer interested in related

problems have at least a modest background in biology, chemistry, physics,

and geology.

It does not follow that foreign oceanographers should be trained in the

same manner as the U,S. oceanographers, One method not commonly used but with

considerable potential here or in other countries would be to retrain scien-

tists from other fields to do oceanographic work. Such training could both

serve as an outlet for those fields where supply of scientists exceeds demand

and produce marine scientists in relatively short periods af time.



Research E ui ment Used in the Marine Sciences

For most marine scientists the basic piece of equipment is the re-

search vessel. This can be a very sophisticated 150 meter long research

vessel. or a 3 meter rowboat, depending upon the job to be performed, Choos-

ing the appropriate ship for the job is most important. Large research

vessels capable of working in the deep ocean probably are required only by

those countries already well developed in marine sciences. These ships,

besides having the capacity for extended trips, must have considerable stor-

age space to carry equipment used for different programs in the course of

the expedition. Such vessels and the types of basic research they do are

frequently beyond the present needs and interests of the developing marine

countries. Probably more immediate returns would accrue to less-developed

countries if they put their oceanographic efforts into that area immediately

adjacent to their coasts and emphasized practical and applied research

rather than basic research. Some specific suggestions will be. presented in

the following sections. It would be impractical and uneconomical to use

a large research vessel for nearshore, estuary, or coastal zone studies.

More appropriate vessels for coastal zone research would be in the 10-30

meter range, occasionally larger depending upon offshore weather conditions

and the width of the continental margin.

A research vessel that would range several miles off the coast should

be equipped with two maj or pieces of equioment. The first is some system of

navigation, If within sight of land and the coastal. areas are well mapped,

sextants are adequate. Vessels working close to shore could also use dead

reckoning and visual navigation. Radar is usually good out to a distance of

20 or 40 miles. Farther from land, Loran systems can be used, but these

require land-based field stations, Other, more sophisticated navigational

systems can be rented or obtained, usually at considerable cost, if they

are necessary. Sophisticated navigational. aids are generally not necessary

for most conventional offshore research, However, in the case of resource

development or emplacement of instruments on the sea floor, they may be im-

perative. The second piece of equipment that should be on board research

vessels is an echo � sounding instrument to ascertain water depth, Besides

the obvious safety value, knowing water depth is important for lowering

instruments and charting the area.
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Other general types of research equipment include permanently fixed

buoys which contain instruments for long-term monitoring of temperature,

currents or other marine parameters. Within the suite of instruments that

are typical of each of the different subdivisions of oceanography, there

are several that have applications in all fields. These include underwater

cameras, satellites, underwater television, and side-looking sonar. The

latter two are rather exotic pieces of equipment and have only specialized

use. However, underwater cameras can be very useful, especially for eval-

uation of some marine deposits, estimates of bottom living organisms or

searches for old buried wrecks.

Satellites can also be important instruments for oceanographic re-

search: they can be used, with the appropriate electronics equipment, for

navigation and can transmit weather information to ships at sea, Recently,

satellites have been. launched which can measure sea surface temperature,

detect sea � water color changes  which may be an indication of biological or

polluting activities! and photograph the ocean. These photographs can be

helpful in understanding how storms form, how waves are generated and travel,

and how the coastlines are modified by such waves. The basic instruments of

the different disciplines of oceanography are described below.

Chemical Oceano ra h

Since the main objective of chemical oceanographers is to understand

the chemistry of sea water, they must obtain a sample of sea water and then

use some technique or device that will measure a certain element, or charac-

teristic compound, within the water sample. The sampling device should be

able to obtain a sufficient amount of water for analysis, it should be easy

to locate as to depth or any other water property, and it should not contam-

inate the sample. Probably the simplest and most reliable water sampling

device is the Nansen bottle, which contains two accurate thermometers, one of

which is protected against the pressure effect of sea water and one that is

not. This device is also a basic piece of equipment for the physical oceanog-

rapher. The recorded temperature differences between these tow thermometers

 the water temperature is recorded when the Nansen bottle is inverted at the

time of sample collection! can be used to calculate the depth at which the

water sample was obtained. These devices are relatively cheap, very depend-

able, and are commonly used throughout the scientific community. The



ttrermomemters can be calibrated fairly easily. Larger samples of water can be

obtained by other common devices such as Niskin bottl.es that are commercially

available and reasonable in price. If high purity samples are necessary,

sampling devices can be of stainless steel or covered with tef.ion.

Recently some very sophisticated sampling devices have been developed

that can be triggered electronically from the ship and keyed to a particular

property of the water column. These properties are measured electronically.

Such devices generally are far beyond the need of most developing countries

and are utilized only in deep-sea work where differences in water properties

are so small that extremely accurate sampling becomes important.

After a sample of water is col]ected, numerous chemical techniques can

be used for analysis. Chemical analyses can be made using standard titration

techniques or more advanced methods such as flame photometry, spectrofluoro-

metric analysis, electrical conductivity, mass spectrometry, X-ray and atomic

absorption. Measurements of the basic properties of sea water can be made

using relatively simple and cheap equipment requiring minimal training.

Fortunately, these properties, which include. salinity, oxygen content, and

nutrient content  gerrerally nitrogen, phosphorus, and silica!, are also those

properties which will be of most use to developing countries interested in

exploitation of living resources in their waters. Determinations of pollu-

tants usually require more sophisticated measurements, especially because

they are generally present in small amounts.

Salinity can be determined by using an electronic device that measures

the conductivity of the sea water and compares it to a standard; this rela-

tively simple electronic device is commercially available. The measurement

can be done at sea or the sample can be stored for later analysis. Oxygen

and nutrient measurements are also fairly simple, although some have to be

made at sea or soon after sample collection. A study of the distribution of

nutrients and oxygen could show areas of high or low biological productivity.

Biolo ical Oceano ra h

The biological oceanographer is interested in sampling the population

of the sea and understanding why it occurs where it does and what are the

important oceanographic factors that influence it, For small organisms,

such as plankton, a net with a small mesh size  commonly called a plankton

net!, which can be towed through the water, is most appropriate. This device



will not catch larger organisms and fish, for which a larger net or sampler

is necessary. Bottom dredges can also be used to obtain samples of the fauna

living in or on the bottom. All these devices are generally quite simple,

easy to use and repair, and can be constructed locally. I'ishermen can use

sonic devices to locate schools of fish; fair1y reliable units are commer-

cially available, but training in their use is necessary.

Mare sophisticated equipment can be used by biological oceanographers

to measure the environmental and ecological properties of the sea water in

reIation to their effects on the organisms. Ln this instance, they will

generally use instruments also used by the chemical oceanographer. Measure-

ments of temperature, salinity, nutrierrt � content, and light penetration are

generally of immediate importance to the biological oceanographer.

Many countries will be concerned with the quantity of biological re-

sources off their coast, where they ate located, and the rate at which they

can be exploited. These questions are not easily answered and usually re-

quire the collection of routine oceanographic data, such as nutrient distri-

bution and fish and plankton samples, over a period of several years. The

biological resources of the ocean are only part of a larger food chain, which

includes solar energy, photosynthesis, and many levels of plants and animals,

This food chain can be very sensitive to environmental changes and over-

exploitation. Besides, natural environmentaI changes can also result in

changes in the biological population and in resource composition.

A new field � aquaculture � is an attempt to duplicate or even improve on

nature in breeding fishery products in the coastal zones. This system has

both limitations and advantages. One advantage is the greater ease in har-

vesting the product grown in an aquaculture system. Another is the possibil-

ity for greatly expanded production which might not be possible in the wild.

Disadvantages include the necessity of acquiring basic knowledge and technol-

ogy to develop such a system, high initial cosis, large numbers of unknown

variables, and possible adverse social and economic effects on existing

fisheries.

Ph sical Oceano ra h

The physical oceanographer is generally interested in measuring the

important physical properties of sea water, which include temperature, salin-

ity, and density, and using this data to ascertain large or small � scale water

changes or movement. Temperature measurements are usually made by accurate
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thermometers on Nansen bottles, by bathythermographs  BT!  simple devices that

can bu lowered from the side of a moving ship and wil] etch a temperature ver-

sus depth graph on a piece of glass! or by more sophisticated devices including

expendable BT's and eiectronic devices that are abundant in the United States

«nd have been made available to interested countries. These devices produce

qui< k, routine measurements and the data can be compiled by relatively un-

trained personnel.

Currents, botEi their direction and speed, can be measured either direct-

.ly or indi rect ly. One direct method is simply to note sliip dr if t or to put

bottles or drif t cards into the water and record where and when they are

recovered. Drogues, or subsurface floats, can be used to delineate deeper

currents. Electronic devices such as buoys with current meters can he left

in the water for a period of time to measure the long-term effects of currents.

However, these devices usually involve sophisticated electronics that may be

beyond the capabilities of some developing countries,

Some specific problems such as wave erosion in the nearshore zone,

harbor design, and delineation of areas of strong vertical mixing involve

input of. physical oceanograpE>ic data as we11 as data from the other oceano-

graphic subdivisions. Many such problems are especially relevant to developing

countries. TEiis further emphasizes the need of developing countries either

for broadly-trained scientists or for a range of specialists in all fields.

I'Earine Geolo v and G h

The most common instrument of the marine geologist is a device for samp-

ling the sediment or rock on the sea floor. On sandy areas, a grab sampler is

generallv used; this is a fairly cheap and simple device that

only obtains a surface sample. If subsurface samples are required from a

sandy area, a vibrocorer device is needed. These are fairly expensive com-

plex, and require a stiip of 10 meters length or more. This type of device

would be needed to survey a potential sand and gravel or heavy mineral deposit,

In muddy or silty sediments, piston or gravity coring devices can be used to

obtain subsurface material. Both these devices, although heavy, are relatively

simple and easy to maintain and use.

The marine geologist and marine geophysicist share several electronic

devices, One is the echo-sounder, which is mainly used to measure water depth.

Depending upon the sound frequency used, subbottom returns to mare than 100
meters can sometimes be obtained. Echo-sounders can be an especially powerful



tool for evaluation of potential mineral deposits. These devices can also

be used to detect fish in the water column. Although an echo-sounder can

be complex, the devices can be run without too much technological sophisti-

cation, provided that appropriate spare parts are available and the machines

are properly installed.

Another instrument shared by both fields is the continuous seismic

profiler  a common name for many devices!. This device puts considerably

more energy into the water, using gas discharge or electrical spark, than

an echo-sounder and in this way subbottom reflections from several kilometers

can be obtained. This device is especially useful in the delineation of

potential oil and gas basins and requires a high degree of technology for i.ts

operation and maintenance. Essentially similar information car be obtained

by seismic reflection methods which use explosives. These techniques can

cause environmenta] damage, but fortunately are not as commonly used as in the

past.

The marine geophysicist has some sophisticated tools which require ad-

vanced technology. Gravimeters measure the earth's gravitational field but

require a very sophisticated navigation system, and magnetometers measure the

earth's magnetic field. The deep structure of the ocean crust can also be

studied using seismic reflection and refraction techniques. These invoLve

fairly complicated instrumentation arrrI sometimes more than one vessel. In

most instances, these instruments would be beyond the technical ability of

developing countries.

Basic Versus A lied Research

The preceding paragraphs have briefly mentioned some of the more impor-

tant instruments and techniques used in basic oceanographic research. However,

the same pieces of equipment would commorrly be needed for many applied research

programs within the nearshore waters of a developing country's coast. In

many instances, the differences between basic and applied research will be

minimal. For example, any exploration for mineral resources will require a

bathymetric chart of the area, bottom samples, and an understanding of the

important sedimentary processes. Oi] and gas exploration should start with

a general understanding of the geological structure of the area under consider-

ation. Fisheries exploitation will be helped by knowledge of the distribution

of nutrients and the different organisms as well as of the general character�
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istics of the water. These are all subjects of major interest to scientists

involved in basic research. Once this background information is obtained,

more detailed studies can be made to pinpoint areas of mineral or biological

potential.

In any case, many oceanographically less developed countries will have

difficulties in obtaining, maintaining, and analyzing results from such instru-

ments regardless of their application to basic or applied research. As a

first step, a group of people from the country should be trained in the basic

marine sciences and in the collection of oceanographic data. Another group

should be trained as technicians. These people could be scientists tech-

nicians already trained in other fiel.ds who are interested in marine problems.

The initial training should be broad enough so that the new scientists could

ha~die most kinds of oceanographic research, or at least know the basic prin-

ciples. Unfortunately, most countries have only a limited number of marine

scientists and these generally are marirre biologists, with relatively smaI1

numbers of marine geologists, geophysicists, coastal engineers, and technicians.

These latter groups are especially important in applied work. The relatively

small number of marine scientists in individual countries can be seen in

Table 1, which shows the active scientific manpower in countries having the

most marine scientists. The table indicates that about 80 percent of the

coastal states have fewer than 50 marine scientists. The number of marine

research laboratories may be exaggerated, but the number of actual personnel

is probably more important. These data only serve to further illustrate that

U.S. scientists and institutions can be extremely helpful to these countries

by developing cooperative research and educational programs. Because of the

general lack of trained personnel, the latter probably provide the best imme-

diate opportunity for technology transfer,

II, VIEWS AND EXPERIENCES OF AMERICAN OCEANOGRAPHERS

TOWARDS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Throughout the United States many marine scientists have participated in

programs with foreign scientists or countries. These programs range from

collaboration on small projects to joint institutional programs. Some projects

just involve education, others involve technical assistance, and still others

are limited to participation in each other's cruises. SOme of these programs

are judged to be very successful while others are unqualified failures. It

is important to understand how these programs have developed, what have been



TABLE 1

MANPOWER AND INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITIES IN DIFFERENT NATIONS

Number of

Marine Scientists
Number of Research

Institutions and Universit LaboratoriesCountr *

250United States

United Kingdom

Japan

U.S.S.R.

Canada

West Germany

Australia

India

Brazil

France

Norway

Netherlands

Yugoslavia

Mexico

South Africa

Philippi.nes

Korea

Peru

Argentina

1,350

116680

164550

500

17360

34224

37181

168

18140

43120

2194

2177

2074

3574

12

2155

1551

50

41
17

Source: S. 7. Quasim, "Development of Marine Science Capabilities in Different
Regions of the World" in Bolo na Conference Re ort, l973.

~ Of the 99 marine nations, only the first 19, in terms of number of scientists,
are shown.
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the mechanisms of communication between the various scientists, how such pro-

grams can be improved, and what are the pitfalls. The answers to these
questions must also be viewed in the light of changing international conditions
for ownership and freedom of scientific research within the ocean.

To obtain a response to the above questions from the U.S. scientific

community, we distributed a questionnaire  see Appendix I!. We realize that
our questionnaire did not reach all people who are interested in international
marine technology transfer. Nor do we suggest that the response is a statis-
tically representative sample of the U.S. marine scientific community.
However, we feel that some of the points made may be indicative of the general
feelings of the U.S. marine scientists. The questionnaire was distributed to
approximately 100 people, selected from a list of Sea Grant investigators and
from other oceanographers with especially heavy representation from the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, We requested that people pass copies of the
questionnaire to colleagues they thought might be interested in the study.
We received 91 responses, which suggests a response rate of at least 70 per-

cent, although wc I: annot be sure of the exa< t percentage. This is a. very high

percentage compared to general responses to questionnaires and with regard to
the fact that we requested answers within three weeks. For comparison, a

questionnaire distributed by the State Department in 1973 to about 1,4503

marine scientists received 399 responses  or 27 percent!. Table 2 shows the

affiliation of the respondents to our questionnaire and Table 3 shows their

general scientific specialties.

Since the response does not represent a perfect sample of the marine

scientific community, appropriate caution should be used in extrapolation of
these results. However, the large and generally positive response to our

questionnaire does indicate an interest on the part of the U.S. marine science
community in international marine science technical assistance and education
programs. The high response rate probably also reflects the concern of U.S.
oceanographers about how the Law of the Sea Conference could affect their
oceanic research.

C. H. Check, "Law nf the Sea: Effects of Varying Coastal State Cdntrols on
Marine Research| Ocean Development and International Law lournal  Summer,
1973!, p. 209-2l9.



TABLE 2

AFFILIATION OF SCIENTIFIC RESPONDENTS

TO INTERNATIONAL MARINE TECHNOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE

Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy 1
 Tufts University! Smithsonian Institution

University of Washington 12

23

West Indies Laboratory
 U.S. Virgin Islands!

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 4

Middlebury College
 Vermont! 91TOTAL

University of Connecticut

Duke University

Florida State University

University of South Florida

U. S. Geological Survey

Harvard University

University of Hawaii

Institute of Marine Res our ces

 University of California!

Louisiana State University

Lehigh University

South Maine Vocational Technical

Institute

Marine Science Consortium

 Millersville, Pennsylvania!

University of Miami

Mississippi State University

Northeastern University

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration  NOAA!

North Carolina State University

1 Oregon State University

2 Scripps Institution of Oceano- l
graphy

1 Stevens Institute of Technology 1

1 University of South Carolina 1

2 University of Rhode Island

1 University of Southern California 1

10 Texas A6M University

1 State of California Resources

Agency

l Virginia Institute of Marine
Science

1

1 Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution
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TABLE 3

GENERAL HARINE SCIENCE SPECIALTY

OF RESPONDENTS TO QUESTIONNAIRE

Biological Oceanography

Fisheries

Chemical Oceanography and Geochemistry

Marine Geology and Geophysics

Physical Oceanography

Ocean Engineering and Other Fields of Engineering

Administ rat ion

TOTAL
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Interest of Marine Scientists in Coo erative Pro rams

Our first question asked about participation in cooperative marine

science programs  including research, education, advising, and data, instru-

ment, or faculty exchange! with a foreign country or foreign scientists over

the past five years, the type of program and funding sources, Based on the

91 responses: 63 respondent �9 percent! had one or more cooperative marine

science programs, 20 �2 percent! did not have a program but were interested

in or were in the process of developing one, and eight  9 percent! were not

interested in foreign programs. Thus, a total of 91 percent of the respond-

ents were interested in, have, or have had cooperative marine science programs

involving foreign scientists.

/jCheek~ noted a somewhat similar response when asking how scientists

would respond to various restrictions on research by coastal states. Most

were willing to take foreign scientists to sea or even to participate in some

sort of training program. However, scienti'ts objected to giving up juris-

diction over samples and publication rights, or altering the research plans.

The major oceanographic institutions have generally made an effort to

take foreign scientists to sea, especially in work done in foreign coastal

waters. Table 0 shows the foreign scientist participation for year 1973 on

UNOLS  University-National Oceanographic Laboratory System! ships. Although

200 scientists from 36 countries appear to represent a considerable effort,

the number of foreign scientists is really fairly small and heavily biased.

For example, most af the participants were from countries that are considered

to be well developed in the marine sciences. A detailed study of the compo-

sit'on of the scientific party of ships from the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution, which generally takes considerable slumbers of foreign scientists

compared to other U.S, oceanographic institutions, showed that foreign sci-

entists everaged about 5 percent of the total scientific personnel for the

period 1967-1973. In many instances, the availability of travel funds and5

knowledge of interested participants could have resulted in a considerable

increase in foreign scientist participation, However, taking foreign scientist

ibid., p. 209 � 219

5 D.A. Ross, "Cooperative Research Programs at Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti-
tution," in C. Morse  ed.!, Ocean Polic Committee Conference on U.S. Marine
Scientific Assistance  in press!.
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TABLE 4

SHIPS

COUNTRIES

m- 10

26

TOTALS:

36 Countries

200 Sci.entists

FOREIGN SCIENTISTS PARTICIPATING ON UNOLS

1973

Seri s Institution of Oceano ra h

AGASSIZ � Mexico 19, Switzerland 1
MELVILLE � Norway 1, Brazil 1
OCONOSTOTA � Germany 1, Mexico 2
WASHINGTON � Canada 1, Japan 5, United Kingdom 1
ALPHA HELIX � United Kingdom 2, Australia 7,

Canada 4, U.S.S.R. 2, Japan 4
GLOMAR New Zealand 8, Canada 2

CHALLENGER Australia 4, Hungary 1, Denmark 1,
United Kingdom 2, Malaysia 1,
Japan 4, Switzerland 2, France 1,
Germany 1, India 1

TOTAL: 16 countries, 79 scientists
Lamont-Dohert Geolo ica1 Ob t r

CONRAD Brazil 7, Argentina 5
VEMA Norway 1, France 1

TOTAL: 4 countries, 14 scientists
Duke Universit Marine Laborator

EASTWARD � West Indies 26

TOTAL: I country, 26 scientists
Universit of Miami, RSMAS

CALANUS Mexico 1

GILLISS � Italy 3
ISELIN Netherlands 1

ORCA Scotland 1, Sweden 3
TOTAL: 5 countries, 9 scientists
Ore on State Universit

CAYUSE Germany 2
YAQUINA � Sweden 1, Ireland 1

TOTAL: 3 countries, 4 scientists
Universit of Rhode Island

TRIDENT France I, United Kingdom 1
TOTAL: 2 countries, 2 scientists
Texas A6M Universit

ALAMINOS � Mexico

TOTAL: 1 country, 1 scientist
Universit of Washin ton

THOMPSON � Japan 1, Mexico 3, Spain 5
Canada 1, France 2

TOTAL: 5 countries, 12 scientists
Woods Hole Oceano ra hic Institution

KNORR Germany 3, United Kingdom 1
France 1, Italy 1

ATLANTIS II � Norway 1, Portugal 4, Brazil 3,
Taiwan 2, Israel 1, United Kingdom 2,
France 1, Spain 1, Germany 2,
Senegal 1, Ghana 7, Congo 1,
Guatemala 1, Jamaica 1

Argentina � 5
Australia � 1

Brazil � ll

Canada � ll
Chile � 1

Colombia � 1

Congo � 1
Denmark � 1

Ecuador � 3

France � 7

Germany
Ghana � 7

Guatemala � 1

Hungary � 1
India�

Ireland � 1

Israel � 1

Italy � 4
Jamaica � I

Japan � 14
Malaysia � 1
Mexico � 32

Netherlands

New Zealand�

Norway � 3
Peru � 1

Portugal � 4
Scotland � 1

Senegal � 1
Spain � 6
Sweden � 4

Switzerland

Taiwan � 2

United Kingdo
U.S.S.R. � 5

West Indies
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Table 4  cont.!

CHAIN Canada 3, U.S.S. R. 3,
United Kingdom 1

TOTAL: 17 countries, 41 scientists
Universit of Hawaii

KANA KEOKI � Colombia 1, Chile 1, Peru 1>
Ecuador 3

TOTAL: 4 countries, 6 scientists
Universit of Southern California

VELERO IV � Mexico 6

TOTAL: 1 country, 6 scientists
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to sea may not constitute a very serious element of a technical assistance

program. Technical assistance in the form of joint cruises is most effec-

tive if the person is well-trained and realistically takes part in the

research program.

T es of Coo erative Marine Science Pro rams

A total of 94 individual projects involving foreign marine scientists

were cited by the U.S. scientists surveyed. The general classification of

the programs, which obviously varied considerably in depth and intensity of

effort, is given in Table 5. Some programs involved more than one type of

assistance, for example a specific fisheries management education program

coupled with technical assistance to the fishing industry. In these cases

the predominant effort was cited. Joint research projects, including joint

cruises, accounted for almost half the activities cited by U.S. scientists.

Next most frequently cited �9 percent! were educational programs, often

representating extensive long-term cooperative arrangements between two or

more universities. Technical training and assistance �4 percent! and

advisory and development programs  ll percent! ranked next, followed by

data exchange � percent!.

Foreign countries in these programs were about evenly divided between

the countries that have developed marine science capabilities and those that

do not. The regional distribution of participating countries is given in

Table 6. Since numerically there are fewer countries developed in the

marine sciences, this distribution suggests a tendency to work more with

countries that have at least a modest level of marine science capability.

The preference for developed countries is probably motivated by factors such

as ease of making contacts with scientists from these countries and a greater

awareness within the country of the value of marine projects. The dispro-

portionately large share of programs with developed countries suggests that

some incentives may be necessary to induce U.S. scientists to work with

countries that are considerably less developed in the marine sciences.

The funding for these programs came from a large array of agencies and

organizations  Table 7!. Most of the programs required more than one sponsor,

and many respondents noted that financial problems were one of the big limita-

tions of their program.



CLASSIFICATION OF PROJECTS INVOLVING

FOREIGN MARINE SCIENTISTS CITED BY

RESPONDENTS TO QUESTIONNAIRE

T e of Pro ram Number of Pro rams Percenta e of Total

Education 18 19X

45

�4!

Joint Research

 Joint Cruises!
48X

�5X!

12XAdvisory Services &
Development Programs

14XTechnical Training and
Assistance

13

Data Exchange

100XTOTAL

NOTE: This table differs from that in the original Sea Grant report.
A different classification system has been used, resulting in
94 individual programs rather than the 75 reported in the Sea
Grant table.
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TABLE 6

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES

PARTICIPATING IN PROJECTS CITED BY

RESPONDENTS TO QUESTIONNAIRE

Number of Pro ects Percenta e of Total

6/Africa

llX10Asia and the Far East

24X23Europe and USSR

Latin America 20 21%%u

Oceania and Canada 10X

Other Mediterranean and the Middle East 10 11X

17/16More than one region

94TOTAL 100X



TABLE 7

FUNDING SOURCES FOR PROJECTS CITED BY

RESPONDENTS TO QUESTIONNAIRE

Agency for International Development

American Petroleum Institute

Atomic Energy Commission

Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East

Environmental Protection Agency

Ford Foundation

Foreign and American Universities

Foreign Governments

Fulbright Fellowships

International Decade of Ocean Exploration

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

National Oceanographic Data Center

National Science Foundation

Office of Economic Opportunity

Office of Naval Research

Oil Companies

Organisation of American States

"Out of own pocket"

Rockefeller Foundation

Sea Grant

Seed Program � part of AID

Smithsonian Foreign Currency Program

State Agencies
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Table 7  cont.!

United Nations Development Program

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization

United States Geological Survey

World Health Organization
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Essentially all the respondents thought that their program was success-

ful; most had resulted in joint publications and some benefit to the foreign

country. The degree of success is difficult to evaluate, because many of the

programs were initiated by U.S. scientists in pursuit of their own interests.

However, some noted that their programs could have been better and suggested

mechanisms for improvement which will be discussed later. Encouragingly,

most. programs had foreign scientific participation in the actual planning

of the program.

We asked the marine scientists what instruments and techniques they

thought would be most useful to developing marine countries. Nost suggested
basic and simple pieces of equipment that would be dependable and require

little technological traini.ng to operate. Several included sophisticated

equipment mainly related to their specialty. Some of the equipment sug-

gested, especially the geophysical surveying instruments, probably requires

a higher level of technological training and maintenance than is presently

avai.lable in many of the developing countries,

In a similar vein, we also asked what types of research U.S. scientists

thought would be of value to developing countries. Numerous programs were

suggested, hut they generally had one main theme: programs that could dis-

cover, understand, and develop the marine resources, either biological or

mineral, of the developing country, These included basic geological and

geophysical studies to map, sample, and ascertain the structure of the coun-

tries' continental margin, in order to discover areas of hydrocarbon or

other mineral potential. Also mentioned were coastal and estuary studies

to control beach erosion.

Research concerning the quality and quantity of biological resources, as

well as technology to detect and monitor their changes, and responses to

pollution or other changes of the environment were frequently mentioned as

being important to developing countries, Included within the development of

biological resources were aquacult.ure studies, measurement of biological

properties of the water col.umn, and determination of areas of upwelling.

A more detailed discussion of potential programs is given in the last sec-

tion of this paper.
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Mechanisms of Scientific Contact

In an attempt to ascertain how such cooperative programs develop, we

asked how contacts were made with foreign scientists, what kind of diffi-

culties had been experienced in dealing with scientists and organizations

from foreign countries and, finally, how countxies could judge which pro-

grams would be beneficial to them.

Most contacts between U.S. and foreign scientists resulted from per-

sonal contact at international conferences, through participation in com-

mittees, or by actual visits to foreign countries. Less frequently,

contacts have been made by visits af foreigners to the United States and

by exchange of letters. Even fewer contacts were made through a former

student or by joint participation on a research cruise. Several individ-

uals noted that it was best to avoid official agencies such as the State

Department in establishing contacts. It appeared obvious from the response-'

that possibilities of contact and program development would be increased

if funds for travel to international conferences or foreign research and

educational centers were. easier to obtain.

Difficulties in Technical Assistance

Among the difficulties noted in attempting to transfer technology to

scientists fram developing countries, funding, languages, and lack of ade-

quate training among the scientists of the foreign countx'y were most often

mentioned. Less commonly mentioned were bureaucratic problems, institution

rivalries, mistrust of the foreign country toward Americans, foreign scien-

tists considering the work to be below their dignity, difficulty of

communicating by mail, the manana syndrome, and lack of instruments and

technologies. Host cientists felt that if funding were adequate and

foreign scientists were sufficiently well-trained, many of the other diffi-

culties would become minor. This view may be somewhat naive since several

other elements such as national commitment and a definite plan would be

needed for a successful long-term program. A program's success also de-

pends on the experience and determination of the American scientist. Many

of the failures could almost have been predicted � either because the pro-

gram was overly ambitious oz ill-defined, or resources were inadequate to

carry it out,

Our query concerning how countries less developed in the marine scienc

could judge which programs would be most beneficial to them was difficult t
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answer, and many scientists did not. Among the positive responses, the

following seven were most commonly made:

1! Establish an international scientific advisory board  oceanogra-
phers and social scientists with foreign experience! who can consult

on regional or local problems.

2! Have individual foreign scientists visit the country.

3! Hire consultants.

4! Improve education of their own scientists.
5! ilake decisions based on best economic return for dollars invested,

6! Listen to local scientists.

7! Determine priori ies after analyzing own resources.

Among the negative responses  which were considerably fewer than the positive
ones! were that they can't judge or that we shouldn't advise others since we

haven't done such a good job with our own marine problems.

Overall Interest of U.S. Scientists

In general, U.S. scientists expressed a high degree of interest in pro-
grams involving international technical assistance and transfer of marine
technology, and over two-thirds of the respondents had already participated
in such programs. The success of the various education, joint research, and

other programs varied widely, but with few exceptions scientists wanted to
continue existing programs or participate in future ones,

Funding for these programs came from many sources, but inadequate fund-
ing was one of the most common complaints about difficulties in past programs.
Increased funding, along with more careful project preparation  planning of
objectives and background training for scientists and technicians of the
developing country!, would greatly improve the benefits derived from joint
research and educational programs by both sides,

The types of research and instruments which U.S. scientists thought
would be useful to countries developing their science capabilities were,

again, varied. Nore emphasis was placed on applied research and simple
instruments than on very basic research and complex instruments. The areas

of interest for future proj ects involving technology transfer will be com-

pared with the interests expressed by scientists from the developing countries
in the next two sections.

Altogether, the interests of the U.S. scientists as expressed in the
responses to our questionnaire reveal a range of experience and enthusiastic
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concern with programs of education, technical assistance, and marine techno-

'.ogy transfer which suggests expansion of such programs in the future. With

information from the scientists of oceanographically less developed countries,

we will be able to make some tentative suggestions to improve the effective-

ness of future programs.

III. VIEWS OF SCIENTISTS FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Scientists from the developing coastal states are generally eager to

expand the capabilities of their countries in the marine sciences. Attitudes

toward programs that transfer technology from the developed nations vary, but

most of the scientists who participated in the Marine Science Workshop on

this subject, held in Bologna, Italy by the Johns Hopkins University, 15 � 19

October 1973, expressed interest in some type of program. These scientists

did not necessarily reflect the views of their governments. Opinions varied

on which subjects within the marine sciences would be of most innnediate in-

terest � from basic collection of physical and geological oceanography data

to applied research on fisheries.

Attitudes expressed at the BoIogna conference and by other foreign

scientists about the types of programs desired and the areas of particular

interest will be reviewed in this section. The following section will com-

pare the views of the scientists from developing countries with those from

the United States,

T es of Pro rams Desired

The types of programs desired, as expressed at the Bologna Workshop,

varied considerably from country to country, but a general preference

emerged for programs that were long-lasting and were carried out in the

developing country, Within individual developing countries, scientists

felt it was important to increase attention to the marine sciences and to

integrate marine science needs into the overall development plans. Syed M.

Haq of Pakistan7 suggested one mechanism to bring this about: to coordinate

agencies representing a number of interested research organizations within

each country at a national level by the government to promote marine research

Ann Hollick  ed.!, Re ort of the Marine Science Worksho held by the Johns
Hopkins University, Bologna, Italy, 15-19 October 1973.

ibid., p. 55-56.



activities. He also mentioned the importance of close links between univer-

sities and marine research organizations and the need for strong financial

support from the government.

Regional cooperation among the developing countries was also mentioned

by a number of scientists including Diop of Senegal and Ayala-Castanares of

Mexico.s Such programs encompass shared data collection, increased utiliza-

tion of scarce trained manpower and equipment. Not only regional research

centers but also bilateral agreements between universities within a region

were suggested both for training and research. The importance of long � term

commitment to such programs and of strengthening existing institutions was

stressed by all.

Programs involving the participation of scientists or institutions

from developed countries include participation of individuals, bilateral

arrangements between institutions, multilateral projects, and programs with

international aid institutions such as UN agencies. Bologna participants

such as Haq and Vanucci, from Mexico, felt that much could be learned from

individual scientists from developed countries, and that their participation

in training and education programs was especially important. However, these

foreign scientists should come to the devejoping country to provide appro-

priate training to both scientists and technicians and to help formulate

on-going programs of research and training adapted to local needs. In

addition, promising young scientists from developing countries could be sent

to study marine sciences in foreign institutions. The exchange of students

and teachers could take place either as a bilateral agreement between univer-

sities or under the auspices of international organizations such as UNESCO

or OAS.

Research programs are the other major type of program with joint partic-

ipation by s< ientists from developed and developing countries. Some joint

research efforts take place through international programs in fields such as

exploration, mapping of the ocean floor, data collection in various fields.

Participation by developing countries in such projects was urged with three

desired results: to arouse interest in the marine sciences, to increase the

available data in various areas, and to lead to future programs with other

ibid., p. 46, 66-71.

ibid., p. 56, 38-39.
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individual countries.

Greater participation in research cruises of foreign vessels in a

developing country's coastal waters or resource zone was also urged. Sci-

entists wish to avoid last-minute invi.tations to come aboard a ship simp]y

to enable that ship to obtain a permit to do research in coastal waters.

Instead, they would like to participate in such cruises from the planning

stage on through the cruise itself, subsequent laboratory work and publi-

cation of results. In other words, scientists from developing countries

want to participate as equals in joint cruises and investigations.

At the same time, the need within developing countries to develop

adequate background to utilize effectively foreign assistance of all kinds

was stressed. Some past programs of technology transfer, through education

and joint research, have failed partty because of the inability of the de-

veloping country's scientific and political system to absorb the program.

Sanchez Cortes, president of the Colombian Commission of Oceanography,

has also mentioned the problem of technology transfer at a level unsuitable

for the scientists or equipment available in the country. He also stressed

the importance of full participation by the developing country in all phases

of a project before the training cruise itself and the failures that could

resu]t if needs were not correct]y formulated by the scientists of the

developing country.

Thus, many different kinds of programs involving technical assistance

are desired by scientists in the developing countries. They recognize the

importance of developing basic marine science capabilities within their own

country in order to prepare for full participation in joint programs which

will further enhance their national and regional abilities to train young

scientists and conduct research.

Research Fields of Interest

Scientists at the Bologna Workshop expressed interest in most fields

of oceanography. Fisheries research was mentioned most often, but topics

such as intensive world-wide data co]lection, effects of pol].ution on the

sea, marine geophysical studies, fluctuations of sea levels, and so forth

were also considered.

1O Capitan de Fragata Jaime Sanchez Cortes, private communication,
5 June 1974.
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A consistent preference was expressed for projects that would improve

management and utilization of marine living and nonliving resources for
economic. and social development. Such projects have the dual advantage of

increasing the likelihood of government support for marine science and
improving the economic situation of the country.

Fisheries were the primary living resource suggested to be better
utilized. Investigations mentioned included chemical and physical ocean

characteristics affecting distribution of species and harvesting techniques;

biotic characteristics of the food chain, population dynamics, and effects

of pollution. The need for long-term planning and sustained effort in de-
vising fishery management were also mentioned.

Aquaculture was also mentioned frequently, Most of the extensive aqua-
culture in the world is practised in developing countries, especially in
Asia, but other countries also hope to develop their capabilities to increase
protein availability and perhaps simultaneously to use potential pollutants
such as domestic sewage and power � plant heat to increase yields.

Nonliving resources that could be exploited include oil and natural gas,
manganese nodules, phosphorite nodules, and other minerals. Better use of
existing resources includes the protection of the marine environment for
recreational purposes against the hazards of pollution and obtaining a better
understanding of oceanographic parameters to improve marine construction,
including harbors and boats. The potential earnings could represent sub-
stantial increases in needed foreign exchange.

Other areas of research interest included long-range weather forecasting

 particularly vital for drought-stricken regions in India and Africa!, ob-
taining additional water supplies for domestic, industrial, and agricultural
use, and forecasting changes in the movement of the oceans and their biotic

resources.

Clearly, a wide range of oceanographic research areas are of interest to
scientists in the developing countries, although the greatest emphasis is on

fields such as fisheries which have a short-term economic payoff.

Other Ideas on Technical Assistance

The scientists who participated in the Bologna conference also expressed

some other ideas to aid the transfer of marine technology. Personal scientist-

to-scientist contacts were cited as particularly useful in setting up mutual



assistance projects because such contacts can often avoid the delays and

problems which arise in government � to � government negotiations. Increased

contact between senior scientists and foreign graduate students was also

urged to upgrade thesis research and to increase circulation of literature

and research reports. Similarities in national situations could be exploited

and language barriers avoided by increased utilization of regional expertise

and by development of regional programs generally.

In terms of acceptability of various kinds of technical assistance

programs, the most important elements seem to be �! full consideration and

active consultation with scientific representatives of the developing

country at all stages of the pxogram and �! a sufficiently long-term com-

mitment to the program to establish it on a viable basis after the assistance

program per se has ended. Complaints of failures of past programs could be

traced to these elements plus insufficient funding, unnecessary administra-

tive and bureaucratic complexity, inadequate absorptive capacity within the

less developed country's scientific and political system, or lack of coordi-

nation between programs.

In general, then, scientists from the developing countries are inter-

ested in a wide variety of programs to develop expertise in many aspects of

the marine sciences. Although criticisms of past programs abound, attitudes

toward future programs are generally optimistic. Scientists feel that in-

creased research and educational efforts in the marine sciences within their

countries and regions can be sucessfully coordinated with bilateral and

international programs of education and research to improve the abilities of

developing countries to exploit their marine resources and to contribute to

the world's store of knowledge about the marine sciences. Technical assistance

is implicit in all the programs mentioned and clearly has a vital role in

enabling the developing countries to attain their goals in the marine sciences.

IV. RECONCILING THE VIEWS OF MARINE SCIENTISTS FROM DEVELOPED

AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The past experiences in international transfer of marine technical

assistance for scientists from developed and developing countries have been

varied. The views of U.S. oceanographers and foreign scientists have been

explored in some detail in previous sections. Here we shall explore areas

which indicate confluence and conflicts of interest for the two groups of
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scientists. As a first step, we shall attempt to assess reasons for success

and failure of past programs.

Past Pro rams � Successes and Failures

Past programs or projects of technical assistance have failed, in the

view of scientists from developed and developing countries, for several

reasons. The difficulties most frequently encountered by U.S. scientists

involved in international technical assistance have been insufficient funds

and inadequate scientific and technical background of local scientists.

Problems with government bureaucracies, both U.S. and foreign, and lack of

government commitment or local political conflicts were also mentioned by

many U.S. scientists. Other problems were language and cultural barriers

to communication, conceptual shortcomings, and difficulty in establishing

contact with scientific counterparts in the developing country. Clearly,

different approaches to the government and scientific community will be

needed for di.fferent countries. A few scientists responding to the survey

had encountered no difficulties at all in their programs of technology trans�

fer.

Scientists from oceanographically less � developed countries cited many of

the same difficulties as U.S. scientists. Again, particular emphasis was

placed on scarcity of funds and inadequate background preparation or abili-

ty to absorb the technology within the developing country's scientific and

political system. They also mentioned similar problems with government

bureaucracy and administrative complexities, However, those on the receiv-

ing rather than the transferring side of the technology transfer process did

have a number of comments different from those of the U.S. scientists. Prime

among these perceptions was the feeling that representatives of the develop-

ing countries were given insufficient opportunity to participate in the

planning and execution of these programs. In addition, imprecise definition

of objectives for the specific programs and the lack of coordination among

programs within a nation or a region were criticized, Many programs were

considered too short to be effective. Successful programs, on the other

hand, were generally characterized by the scientists from developing coun-

tries as long-term, usually education-oriented. Some were exchange programs

between universities for students and faculty. Others included a series of

regional training programs in Latin America sponsored by UNESCO.
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United States scientists who had participated in programs of technical

assistance felt that the programs were successful in almost every case.

Clearly the U.S, scientists were speaking from their own point of view; a

few were doubtful about any significant long-term benefits to the develop-

ing countries they had worked with. U,S. scientists' experiences have

already been discussed in a previous section, but it is worth mentioning

again that these programs included exchange of students and faculty, re-

search cruises, advisory services, planning of overall marine program devel-

opment, training of technicians, and data collection. Since many of the

projects resulted in publications co-authored by scientists from less-

developed countries, one may presume at least some degree of success.

Establishin Criteria of Success

The scientists from the developing countries seem to have more doubts

about the benefits derived from past programs than do the U,S. scientists.

Partly, the differing opinions may stem from the lack of overlap in expe-

rience between the two groups. The two groups obviously represent only a

.- "-.ll portion of the total population of marine scientists from developed

and developing countries. We hope that they are reasonably representative,

but there is no way to guarantee that they are. Nore important, the views

of the two groups may represent a real divergence in criteria for success of

a given project. A project that fulfills the objectives of the U.S. scien-

tist may not fulfill the objectives of the cooperating scientist from a

developing country. Moreover, the objectives of the scientist from the

developing country may not coincide with the needs of his country as per-

ceived by government officials and administrators of overall science develop-

ment programs. For example, a joint research cruise might seek to establish

the distribution of certain rare chemical elements in the coastal waters of

a developing country. Finding the distribution of these elements might pre-

cisely satisfy the research objectives af the U.S. scientist. The scientist

from the developing country might regard the research as worthwhile for its

own sake but perhaps of less interest than a study of major chemical elements

over a wider area of ocean near his country. The government officials of

the developing country might consider the entire project a waste of time

because they are really interested in expanding aquaculture or exploring for

petroleum deposits in the offshore area.
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Thus, it is difficult to set up criteria of success that will satisfy
all parties concerned in a project involving international technical assist-

ance. However, the following points do seem relevant in most cases:

The proj ect should last long enough to ensure that the benefit of

the project will continue after the formal technical assistance

aspects have ended. This applies particularly to technician train-

ing or setting up formal education programs.

The scientists of the developing country should be included from the

earliest planning stages of the program. Their insights into the

needs and social-political-economic realities of their own country
will enhance the likelihood of success in the long run.

Even on short research cruises, participation of the developing
country scientists should be as comprehensive as possible � a second

point of view from someone with local knowledge and experience should
improve the design of experiments as well as the viability of any

training in new technology which takes place as a corollary of the
research.

programs involving developing countries and international agencies,
multinational research or training projects, and bilateral projects
with foreign scientists or institutions should be coordinated through
the country's existing programs in the marine sciences, Quplication
of effort will be avoided; and areas of particular need can be more
easily identified.

When scientific equipment is involved in the transfer of technology,
it should be adapted to the needs of the developing country. It

should not be too expensive or difficult to operate, and adequate

provision should be made for repairs and replacement of parts. Not

only must technicians and scientists be able to use the equipment

properly, but also someone should be able to maintain and repair the
equipment as necessary.

If these conditions are met, a program of international marine techno-

logy assistance will have a much improved chance of success. Success in

most cases could be interpreted as the developing country's acquiring the
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capability to conduct its awn marine research and training programs. Vir-

tually all areas of oceanography are of interest to some scientists in both

developed and developing countries. One problem in designing a project af

education, cooperative research, or other programs involving technology

transfer, is to find a reasonable match of scientific personnel on both sides.

The areas of oceanography which have higest priority in the developing

countries are generally those related to resource exploitation, including

fisheries. This does not by any means imply that scientists from developing

countries are interested only in "applied" research. On the contrary, many

of the basic parameters that must be explored in assessing a potential

fishery or evaluating a potential for expansion of an existing fishery are

established in the course of "basic" research. Thus, the desire of develop-

ing countries for applied research need not conflict with the interest of

U.S. scientists in basic research.

Mechanisms for Technical 'Assistance

Educational programs for students and scientists are highest on the list

of priorities for the developing countries. Such educational programs, often

also incorporating the buildup af equipment and facilities, are regarded as

necessary to ensure adequate consideration of the marine sciences in overall

development programs and ta enable the country to take advantage of national

resources that can be exploited. Scientists from the United States who have

participated in cooperative educational programs have been very enthusiastic

on the whole. The interests of developed and developing countries seem likely

to converge in educational marine science programs. The problems in this

area are most likely to be obtaining adequate funding, setting a sufficiently

long time frame and adjusting the kind of training to the conditions in a

specific country. When educational institutions and scientists from the two

countries  or from the developing country and an international agency! work

closely together, with the cooperation of governments and funding agencies,

it is possible to overcome these problems. To reiterate, any potential con-

flict of. interest in educational programs can be avoided by careful planning.

Several additional mechanisms for international technical assistance

have been suggested by scientists from both the United States and developing

countries. One is to expand the exchange of scientific information through

increased circulation of journals, reprints, and documents, establishment of
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regional data centers, and expansion of advisory services from developed
country scientists on thesis research by graduate students in developing
countries.

Another mechanism would be to hold symposia on marine subjects with
developing countries and provide some travel money for scientists from
surrounding areas to participate. This could give impetus to the develop-
ment of regional goals and to the establishment of institutions to help
achieve them. International groups of specialists could be created to

advise on scientific programs and instrumentation standards. These groups
could be established under the auspices of an international agency to serve
the needs specified by the de~eloping countries. A clearinghouse of pub-
lications in the United States advising on the opportunities and research

interests within foreign countries could aid in increasing scientific
cooperation.

All these mechanisms should serve the additional purpose of expanding
scientist-to-scientist contacts, urged by many scientists who have been

involved in past programs of marine technology transfer. Increased fund-

ing for attendance of international conferences has been suggested by
many scientists as another way to expand personal contacts. Scientists from

developing countries and the United States feel that programs growing out of
personal contacts have a much better chance for success than programs ini-
tiated at the government level,

SUMMARY ANL RFCOMMENDATIONS

Programs for the transfer of marine science and technology offer excit-
ing opportunities for marine scientists of both developed and developing .
countries. A survey of 91 U.S. marine scientists showed that over two-thirds

actually had participated in some type of international marine science pro-
gram, many of which involved marine technical assistance to other countries.

Their experiences, along with those of scientists from developing countries,
show that programs can succeed if certain potential problem areas which have

led to failure in the past can be avoided. Chief among the reasons given by
U.S. scientists for past failures were inadequate funding and insufficient

scientific background of the foreign scientists. Other problems vere lan-

guage and cultural barriers and difficulties with government bureaucracies.

Scientists from the developing countries cited insufficient opportunity to
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participate in planning the programs, inadequate length of programs, and

diff i culties with funding and government support.

Many problems could be ameliorated by a central organization for foreign

marine science programs. Such an organization, perhaps a U.S. government

agency, could help to coordinate various research and training projects and

perhaps serve as custodian for specialized equipment, as in a library.

Most important, the organization could bring interested scientists and in-

stitutions from both sides together for programs of mutual interest. In some

instances, scientists or marine policy personnel could take special leave

from their own institutions to work temporarily with the new organization.

A number of suggestions can also be made to overcome particular diffi-

culties which have beset past programs. The effectiveness and benefits of

programs of marine technology transfer would be improved by increased availa-

bility of funds and closer cooperation between the scientists of participating

countries on planning «nd follow-up. Inadequate srientific background of some

participants could be at least partialIy overcome by a training program well

integrated into the overall project. The training program could include

participation in a cruise, visits to an institution or 1aboratory, a visit-

ing lecture series, and a course taught by a group of marine scientists

spending a period of time in the developing country. The group � teaching

approach could lead to a successful marine science program if enough dedi-

cated scientists were wi1.ling to spend sufficient time in the foreign country.

Such teaching programs might require an adjustment of our reward systems

within U.S. institutions, because the individual scientists involved would

have to commit a period of time away from their research. Many research and

educational programs would be more successful if they were done together

rather than as two different proj ects. For example, a group of scientists

could first visit a country to teach and develop research programs based on

local problems, then a U.S. oceanographic ship could visit the area to study

a problem of joint interest.

Although most oceanographic institutions take foreign scientists to sea,

this avenue of contact could be developed further. Increased funding for

traveI and perhaps a listing of foreign scientists and students who would be

interested in going to sea could improve foreign participation in cruises.



Training centers for foreign students could be established in this

country. One such program has been established at Duke University Narine

Laboratory where an eight � week interdisciplinary program has been taught.
Twenty or so par ticipants f rom various countries spend eight weeks at their
laboratory in classes and working on individual research projects. The
National Oceanographic Data Center also has had several programs in which
various aspects of data handling processes were taught to foreign techni-
cians. The training in Washington was followed by a four-week visit to the

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution for lectures on various subjects in
oceanography. Both programs also included some experience aboard a research

vessel. Some difficulties arose in these programs because participants were

from different countries and had variable scientific backgrounds. Training
programs might be more effective if participants were selected from a few

countries with common background. In addition, at least part of the pro-

gram could be carried out within the foreign country, concentrating on a

research problem of immediate interest to the part icipants. Perhaps they
could bring the "problem" with them. The training of foreign scientists

should emphasize the importance of their future roles as educators within

their country.

The education of local scientists by training programs should, if pos-

sible, also reach administrators and politicians. The better they understand

the benefits and shortcomings of marine science, the easier should be the

development of marine science training and research institutions within the

country. A program to train marine science administrators is presently

being considered by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission.

The choice of what type of marine science program a foreign country

should develop is difficult, and the issue of advice from outside institu-

tions or individuals is particularly sensitive. However, a scientific

advisory board, composed of experienced oceanographers and social scientists,

could be of assistance if requested by a country. Outside consultants or

visits by foreign scientists could also help, but a parochial viewpoint

should be avoided at all times. Fach country probably should be treated

differently, because besides basic differences in scientific ability, re-

sources, and interests, different sociological and economic pressures will

generally require different approaches and methods of program implementation



within the various countries. For these reasons, regional research insti-

tutions or large-scale regional cooperative programs should be created only

if each participant has its contributions clearly defined. Clearly, each

country's representatives should be attuned to the country's needs. Coop-

erative programs between countries developed in marine science have occurred

fairly frequently  e. g. Deep Sea Drilling Project, FANOUS!, but these gen-

erally have concerned areas of basic science or are conducted in areas of

the ocean outside the territorial waters or resource zones claimed by the

participants.

Host developing countries appear to be mainly interested in applied

research, or research that shows an economic return as soon as possible,

Conversely, many U,S. marine scientists are primarily interested in basic

research. This divergence of interests need not create conflicts, since

most resource studies require a substantial amount of basic scientific ma-

terial as a foundation, For example, delineation of mineral resources

requires bathymetry and sediment sampling, which in many cases a marine

geologist interested in basic research would also want to do. Thus, re-

search interests among scientists of developing countries and developed

countries can in many instances be compatible.

Based on our questionnaire, personal contacts, and experience, we have

compiled a list of potential marine science research projects, instruments,

and techniques that could be part of a technical assistance program  Table

g!. This list is not comprehensive but is meant to show some of the oppor-

tunities for marine technical assistance. Hany items on the list fall

within the activities of organizations such as Sea Grant in the United States

or the major research objectives of large research institutions in the United

States. If we have correctly interpreted the interests of scientists from

developing countries in marine science, it seems that programs of marine edu-

cation and technical assistance await only funding and Ieadership.



TABLE 8

POTENTIAL RESEARCH PROJECTS, INSTRUMENTS, AND TECHNIQUES

FOR INCLUSION IN PROGRAMS TRANSFERRING MARINE SCIENCE

TECHNOLOGY TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,

Biolo ical Oceano ra h and Biolo~ical Resources

Research on quantity and quality of marine biological resources.

Fishery analysis, population dynamics, and planning research.

Equipment for assessment and location of fish by acoustical equipment.

Mariculture and aquaculture research, techniques, and equipment.

Fish processing research � FPC,

Programs for measurement of nutrient content, organic content, stand-

ing crop, species composition, phytoplankton growth, and food chain

dynamics.

Studies of primary and secondary production.

Water resource and water quality studies.

Reference collection of endemic organisms.

Ph sical Oceano raph

Coastal circulation and harbor studies.

Nansen bottles, thermometers, salinometers, and equipment for associated

chemistry and standard hydrographic measurements.

Mechanical bathythermographs, drift bottles, bottom drifters, and drogues.

Coastal tidal g auges, current and wave meters.

Monitoring of weather, precipitation, and evaporation; and equipment for

measuring basic meteorological variables.

Determination of areas of upwelling.

Vertical structure of water column.

Currents and nearshore circulation,

Marine Geolo and Geo h sics

General bathymetric and sediment mapping.

Sand and gravel, phosphate, manganese nodules, and heavy mineral
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Table 8  cont.!

page 2

Marine Geolo and Geo h sics  cont.!

exploration.

Sediment sampling devices including snappers, corers, and dredges; in

certain circumstances, vibrocorers.

Echo-saunders, continuous seismic profiling systems, and for shallow

work � multichannel systems.

Magnetometers and gravimeters.

Shallow and deep structure of the continental margin.

Delineation of basins having oil and gas potential.

Aerial photographic shoreline surveys.

Coastal, shoreline, and estuarine studies including estimates of ero-

sion and deposition.

Chemica 1 Oceano ra hv

Base-line measurements of the chemical composition of nearshore waters.

Methods of pollution detection and prevention.

Influence of waste disposal and pollutants on marine life,

Fate of pollutants in the marine environment.

Heavy metal content of nearshore waters and bottom sediments,

Simple equipment for chemical and biochemical techniques and measure-

ments.

Ocean En ineerin

Flood control studies.

Harbor design and situation studies.

Possibilities for tidal energy.

Sites for offshore terminals and other facilities.

Wave barriers and breakwaters,

Development of marine recreational areas.

General

Ship, computer, navigation syste~, and laboratory equipment such as

microscopes, etc.

Well � trained scientists and understanding administrators.



Tabie 8  cont. !

page 3

General  cont.!

Teaching programs both at the NS and Ph,D. levels in oceanography and
marine techno]ogy within the foreign country.

Training programs to develop marine � related expertise of scientists
trained in other disciplines.
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Statement of Pur ose

The objective of this report is to present an account of the present

state of the knowledge and art of marine mining and its associated tech-

nologies. Analysis and comments are included to assist the U.S. Sea  ' rant

Program in deciding on its involvement with international institutions in

research and support of technological transfer to less-developed countries.

The report does not deal with petroleum, gas and sulfur resources, but

concentrates on what may be termed "hard rock minerals."
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I. Introduction

The world population uses mineral resources at an ever increasing rate.

Land areas are being extensively and vigorously explored and mineral resources

are being found. The oceans, both near the continental land masses and at

the abyssal depths, are not fully utilized as exploration sites and exploi

tation locations. However, groups in many countries such as the United States

United Kingdom, Finland, Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia and others are currently

exploiting the fringes of the oceans. Minerals being mined include ilmenite,

rutile, cassiterite, iron sands, lime shells, and sand and gravel. In the

rock beneath the seabed at the continental margins, minerals such as coal

and sulfur are being recovered; and in the seawater itself, salt, magnesium

and bromine are obtained. The sea, therefore, is a huge potential source

of minerals.

This report identifies the uniqueness of mineral exploitation and indi-

cates which minerals may be recovered from the ocean in the near future,

possibly within 30 years. The needs of many developing countries in terms

of mineral wealth will be discussed, followed by description of the details

of marine mining procedures. The final section of the critique examines

the structure of the minerals industry and indicates which items of technol-

ogy and knowledge may be transferable to nontechnically-oriented economies.

The final section includes recommendations.

II. The Nature of the Mineral Industr

The demand for most minerals is a derived demand. That is, the demand

for a mineral. comes from the demand for other goods. This demand is not

similar to the demand for fish which is a direct consumer good. Suppose a

plumber wishes to solder a pipe. He has a demand for solder. The solder

contains metals such as lead and tin. The plumber's demand for solder even-

tually creates a demand far tin eventually creates a demand for cassiterite,

which is the mineral from which tin is obtained. Eventually the cassiterite

is mined in the near offshore portions of Indonesia or Malaysia,

Another feature of the mineral industry is related to the concept of

scarcity of resources, which is an economic rather than a physical concept.

When individuals speak of the exhaustion of mineral resources, they commonly

think in terms of physical quantities. In reality the earth is composed of

all types of minerals and physical exhaustion is not a prime concern. The



real concern of scarcity of resources is related to the exhaustion of high

quality resources leaving only the poor qualities for future generations.

Here again, one must. recognize that throughout the thousands of years that

minerals have been used, the highest quality resources have always been ex-

hausted. In the United States, the grade of copper being mined during the

past one hundred years has dropped from about 12 percent copper to the cur-

rent average grade of 0.6 percent copper. Fortunately, the reserves of

copper minerals in this period of time have increased at a greater rate than

the decrease in copper grade. By reserves, we mean that portion of the min-

eral mass in the earth which is exploitable under current social, political,

economic and technological conditions. The tonnage of minerals in the re-

serve has tended to increase geometrically as the grade has dropped arith-

metically. We see no substantive reason why this process should not

continue. OE course, as the grade of mineral being mined decreases, the

geographical locations for mining increase. There are few high grade spots

on the earth, but there are many low grade locations containing valuable

minerals.

III. Needs of Developin Nations

Any analysis of an international technology transfer program should

discuss the needs of the less � developed countries both in terms of what we

think they need and what they want. First, developing nations need minerals

for internal development to provide for industrial growth such as metal fab-

rication plants, and in agriculture, using sea-based minerals for fertilizer.

Other internal needs include development of a skilled labor force and the

spread of technical knowledge. The less-industrialized countries must train

engineers and technicians,

The spread of scientific knowledge is useful, but only to a few individ-

uals. When scientific knowledge is translated into practical works the

information becomes available to all the people in the country through linkage

effects. The leaders of the developing nations, the so-called "Third World,"

have repeatedly mentioned that they want both scientific and technical infor-

mation transfers.

Second, developing nations need minerals for external use, that is, for

export to obtain hard currencies. In this case the developing nations are



generally indif ferent to the export coromodity. They obviously prefer to

join a monopoly-type industry rather than a competitive industry which is

subj ect to severe fluctuations in mineral prices.

In recent years the growth and use of monopoly power of the Organiza-

tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries  OPEC! in unilaterally quadrupling the

price of crude oil to gain enormous quantities of foreign exchange is quite

evident, In tin, much of which comes from the oceans, the International

Tin Council has maintained a cartel agreement attempting to control tin out-

put and price for close to 50 years.

Persons responsible for the transfer of scientific and engineering

technology to the less-developed countries should recognize the dual motives

of these nations concerning mineral affairs, i.e., internal and external use.

IV. The Oceans as a Mineral Source

The subject of marine mining is extremely broad and complex and contains

many facets of terrestrial mining. The uniqueness of marine mining derives

from the physical environment in which the mining activity must take place.

The overburden superimposed on the ore deposits is liquid instead of solid

and only under special circumstances can it be removed to reach the ore.

Hence mining activities must be designed to cope with this condition and a

fundamental understanding of the marine environment is essential for success-

ful operations.

A. The Marine Environment

The marine environment is a complex natural phenomenon long studied but

still little understood. The marine miner must learn to live with this en-

vironment, to work witlr it instead of against i.t, to learn never to ignore

it. A mechanic placing a tool on the deck finds it lost overboard because

of a sudden pitch of the ship, or the cook must make unending amounts of

sandwiches because weather conditions permit little else.

For our purposes, the marine environment may be categorized into three

broad groups: Physical Oceanography, Chemistry of the Seas, and >arine Geol-

ogy. Each of these subjects relates to the economic mineral potential of

the seas and oceans and is recognized as a complex discipline in itself.

With respect to less-developed countries, education in these disciplines is



a necessity for the simple communication of the fundamentals involved in

economic marine mining,

Ph sical Oceano ra

Physical oceanography is concerned with determining various parameters

needed to describe the behavior of the liquid ocean. The fundamental param-

eters are l! spatial position, 2! temperature and 3! salinity. Other
important parameters such as density, pressure, water particle velocity and

light transmittance may be measured, but are in part related to the funda-

mental parameters. Spatial position is determined by knowing the coordinates

of latitude, longitude and depth, and for marine mining activities this must

be done with accuracy and precision.

The spatial position of the marine mine is important because it provides

protection for the public interests and the miners interest. Within the

miner's ""laim", he may be licensed to pursue a given line

of mining activity. Outside of these boundaries others may have priorities

or claims to be protected. In general, the mineralization within. the claim

boundaries will be nonuniform and the development of a feasible mining plan

will be based on the position of the high and low grade areas that must be

1ocated with great precision.

The fundamental parameters of temperature and salinity are relatively

easy to measure.

Temperature measurements are made with various devices of increasing

sophistication. Temperature profiles in the ocean show three zones:

1! A surface zone of higher temperature, essentially isotherm due to

surface mixing in the layer.

2! A transition zone connecting the surface zone to the deep zone.

3! A deep zone of lowest temperature, essentially isotherm due to its

isolation frorrr heat sources and mixing phenomena.

Salinity measurements are made by determining the electrical conductiv-

ity of the water. Salinity profiles of the ocean resemble temperature

profiles, but are more unstable due to higher salinity water at the surface

overlying lower salinity water at depth.

Pressure in the oceans is a function of depth and density and density

is a function of temperature and salinity. Optical properties are a func-

tion of salinity and temperature, and acoustical properties are a function
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of temperature and pressure. Optical and acoustical properties are partic-

cularly important, for the means of underwater communication with personnel

of remote controlled equipment relies on light or acoustical transmission.

Tides, ocean currents, waves and circulation phenomena relate to the

dynamics of the oceans. Major currents such as the Gulf Stream, Japan

current and the Peru current carry the effects of underwater mining activ-

ities around the world, often depositing unwanted debris on someone else' s

doorstep. Deep circulation patterns exist in the oceans where essential

cold water from the two poles flows toward the equator, creating a polar

character in the deep and bottom waters of the world oceans.

The movement of the ocean waters is dependent on the amount of heat

absorbed from the sun, the earth's rotation and sun-moon tidal effects.

There are three major regions: 1! a surface region where wind-driven

forces predominate; 2! an intermediate zone where rotational forces pre-

dominate; and 3! a lower region where frictional drag predominates. Near

shore the zones coalesce. The prediction of tides and wave phenomena to be

expected throughout the life of a marine mining venture is essential to the

design of equipment and operations.

In particular one should know the extreme conditions with respect to

tide and wave phenomena so that adequate planning and safeguards may be

undertaken co protect the lives and limbs of personnel and to prevent equip-

ment and method destruction, Location of anchorage, drift of vessels and

equipment about the mining site, shearing forces on pump lines are just a

few of the problems associated with the dynamic character of the oceans.

Beach deposits may be mined by protecting the operation from the sea by

constructing dikes. Offshore mining with dredges will be effected by tide

and wave action. In general, specialists, or consultants, are required by

mining companies to provide the necessary detailed information, and less-

developed countries may not have the critical mass of work available to sup-

port groups providing such specialized knowledge.

Seawater may be the most complex solution that technology is likely to

encounter. Some 77 elements, including atmospheric gases, have been detected

in seawater, and it is highly likely that more exist. The chemistry of the

ocean. is determined in the main by nine major dissolved components.
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The major cations are sodium, magnesium, calcium, potassium and strontium.

Anions include chloride, sulfate, bicarbonate and bromide, All other dis-

solved constituents total less than one percent of the total weight of

dissolved materials. A number of chemicals or chemical compounds may be

recovered from seawater.

understanding of marine chemistry is essential if one desires to

exploit the dissolved materials as an orebody. The effects of localized

changes in marine chemistry on aquatic life are well documented and will

not be touched on further. However, it should be noted that this is a

source of concern in the less-developed countries.

Marine geology may be grouped into 1! marine physiographic provinces,

2! marine rocks and 3! marine mineral resources.

Marine physiographic provinces are: 1! the continental shelf, 2! the

continental slope, 3! the deep sea and 4! trenches. A more complete de-

scription is given in the accompanying table on the fol.lowing page.

The basic marine rock types are sediments and igneous rocks. A grossly

reduced classification of sediments is:

Pelagic deposits: sediments that were originally within 200 meters of

the ocean surface and arrived at the bottom by settling through the

ocean

a. Oozes � skeletal remains greater than 30 percent

1. Calcium carbonate ooze

2. Siliceous ooze

b. Red clay � skeletal remains less than 30 percent, quartz, feldspar,

mica, clay minerals, manganese nodules, etc.

Terrigenous deposits: sediments derived from land and carried to site

of deposition by currents

a. Organic muds

1. Calcium carbonate mud and sand

2. Siliceous mud and sand

b. Inorganic muds

1. Clay

2. Silt and sand

3. Volcanic muds and sand
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Submarine Deposits: sediments that were never exposed to the atmos-

phere

a. Detrital � erosion of sea floor and submarine volcanic activity

mixed with pelagic deposits

b. Chemical � authigenic formation on the sea floor

Clays

2. Manganese nodules

3. Phosphate nodules

Terrigenous deposits are found adjacent to land areas and deposited on the

shallow shelf, Pelagic deposits are almost exclusively deep sea areas with

little terrigenous contribution. Oozes form in regions where the rate of

production of dead biological specimens exceeds the rate of solution. Sili-

ceous oozes are relatively insoluble and occur where siliceous organisms

have a high productivity. Inorganic clays are found in deep water. Chemical

deposits are limited to areas of very low pelagic or terrigenous activity or

where chemical precipitation is enhanced by localized conditions. Ferroman-

ganese oxide deposits are found as nodules and crusts in deep water associated

with red clay. Phosphorite deposits occur as nodules or muds in regions of

upwelling of deep phosphorus-rich water, Metalliferous muds usually rich in

iron oxides, zinc sulfide and other trace metals are associated with the hot

salty brines occurring in certain closed basins in the Red Sea.

The most common igneous rock on the sea floor is basalt--a fine grained,

dark, heavy volcanic rock. In general, as one proceeds through the physio-

graphic provinces from the continental shelf to the deep sea, the sea floor

rock changes from a granitic basement rock to a basaltic basement rock.

Except near the continents where continental erosion products are plentiful,

the sediment cover over the basement rocks may be less than a kilometer thick

or may be nonexistent. Near geologically active ocean ridges and plate bound-

aries other rock types and minerals may be found.

V. Marine Mineral. Resources

Marine mineral resources may be categorized as I! dissolved deposits,

2! unconsolidated deposits and 3! consolidated deposi.ts contained in the

bedrock. The geologic and physiographic provinces of the seas have a consid-

erable bearing on the formation of marine mineral resources. It should be
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made quite clear that. the transfer of a resource which is a potentially

exploitable deposit to a mineral researve or an orebody category requires
the evaluation of many factors, not least of which is discovery. Only a

small part of the seabed has been explored and most of the presently known

resources are only conjectural by location. Hence assistance in the form

af marine mineral resource search in the territorial waters of the less-

developed countries is a most desirable area of concentration.

A. Dissolved De osits

The dissolved mineral content of the seas forms a tremendous resource,

but very little of it lends itself to economic exploitation. Only six of
the 60 better known elements are commercially extractable. The accompanying

table computed by McIlhenny and Ballard gives the estimated concentration,

production and value of dissolved minerals from a seawater treatment plant
handling 660 billion gallons per year. The values shown are based on the
assumptions that the cost of production from the plant would be zero and
that output would not be great enough to cause reduction of the then market
price. Most of the minerals shown in the table would have a negative value
after consideration of these two factors. The principal mineral commodities

produced from seawater are salt, magnesium, fresh water and bromine.

B. Unconsolidated De osits

Unconsolidated deposits may be mined by dredging methods, and in gen-

eral do not differ from placer type deposits found on land. Continental

shelf deposits contain minerals of low specific gravity and low unit value,
such as sand and gravel, to minerals of high specific gravity and high unit
value, such as gold. As might be expected in sand and gravel placers, these
minerals make up the bulk of the deposit, 50 to 100 percent. However, in
gold and diamond placers, these minerals are in miniscule amounts, measured
in parts per million The assessment af the economics and methods of ex-
ploitation of these different placers are important considerations and are

unique to the deposits in question.

On the Continental Slope from the 200 meter to the 3,500 meter depth

range two authigenic mineral resources are found: phosphorite deposits in
the form of mud and crusts and nodules and metalliferous mids.

En the deep seas from 3,500 meters to 6,000 meters the most important
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marine mineral resource is the manganese nodule. These nodules contain

nickel, copper, cobalt, marrg,me»e and other elements of current interest.

Marrv pr E v;rte and state companies are current Ey involved in developing tire

'ter lrno E ogy o f exp I o it ing these resources . Nodule resources are f ound in al I

tire oceans, with the E>ighest qual ity nodules Located in the Pacific Ocean in

equatorial bank several tlrousand miles long by a few hundred miles wide.

Tlrore is no mining of these nodules currently being done. However, several

private groups claim the abil.ity to mine and to produce metal commercially.

C. Consolidated De osits

Apart from a«i higenic mineral crusts, there are no known hard-rock min-

eral deposits ot mirror.rls that;rre uniqrre to the marine environment. Since

tire basemerrt ro< k» r«rrler l v erg r he r ont inents extend in d iminislrcd l orm into

tire continent;rl sire J f region», tlrerc is re rson to postulate that hard-rock

mineral. deposits»imilrrr r o tlrose found or> land may exist in tE>e continental

slrelf areas. Coal, lead, zinc, copper, tin and gold have been exploited in

tire basement rocks in the continental shelf. Mining is by standard under-

grorrnd methods.

In trenches and adjacent areas and in the abyssal plains and hills the

bed rock is mainly basalt and related rocks over Join by secliments of vary ing

thickness. These. regions may be considered as favorable locations for

hard-rock mineral deposits on a local basis. Bed rock fracture zones and

faults probably serve as structural control.

VI. The Ninin Problem

For many years, offshore mining has been practised in continental shelf

areas in ~ater to a deptEr of 200 feet. MitEr the discovery of the extension

ot oil and gas fields into the continental shelf regions, there has been a

dramatic increase in well drilling and associated techniques for the recov-

ery of these minerals as well as sulfur. Hence a considerable amount of
expertise, knowledge and information is available for assisting the less-

developed countries in the near shore regions of their territorial waters.

A. Pros ectin and Ex loration

The subject of prospecting and exploration is one of major emphasis in
marine mineral affairs. Figure 1, following, provides in schematic form the
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definitions of mining terms. This sketch indicates the steps of exploration,

development and mining, and mineral processing. The words "search" and "find"

explain the objectives of the two activities because in many instances similar

equipment is used. The marine environment is both a help and hindrance to

prospecting and exploration; it helps in the application of geophysical tools

but hinders in the sampling and evaluation stages. In the past ten years

many valuable papers have been written on the tools and techniques used in

marine prospecting and exploration. In addition, there are numerous ongoing

or recently completed surveys. Hence it is evident that the less-developed

countries can learn much from these sources.

Briefly, finding and proving in the oceans is characterized by five

activities: mapping, geophysical sensing, sampling, characterization and eval-

uation. The distinction between what is prospecting and what is exploration

is unclear, and depends on the unique character of the deposit and area being

investigated.

The marine miner faces unique difficulties when he wants to locate accu-

rately, survey and map the mine site. Numerous types of charts and maps are

required depending on the location of the site, i.e., inland bays or harbors,

deep seas, or on the shelf. Topographic maps, charts of foreign waters,

oceanographic data, rivers, harbors and navigable water maps are but a few of

those required. In addition, a base map of the mine site is needed.

The primary base map is a bathymetric chart showing bottom topography.

The grid spacing for a bathymetric survey should probably be no more than

1/4 mile, depending on the size of the target area. Where tectonics and

morphology are involved in the control of mineral deposition, tight-grid

high resolution surveying is required. There are a large number of systems

and techniques used for bathymetric mapping problems and the less-developed

countries may obtain aid or training from commercial sources.

All major methods of geophysical sensing for mineral deposits have been

tried in the marine environment or are being researched. Echo sounders de-

veloped in World War II for submarine detection have been extensively used

for bottom surveying and for the search for marine placer deposits of heavy

minerals. The return signals show a recognizable section of the sub-bottom

revealing shallow layers of sediments, bed rock, faults and other features.

The methods of geophysical sensing or physical sampling are the only

known methods of searching for and finding ore deposits. A gravimeter is a
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tool used in geophysical sensing. Gravity surveys indicate local variation

in the direction and intensity at the earth's gravitational field. These

changes are the result of structural or mineralogical changes in the earth' s

crust. Thus the gravity survey may locate faults, dikes, concentrations of

some minerals, salt domes, and other geological features.

The interpretation of the results of gravity survey requi.res precise

knowledge of topographic conditions and expertise on the part of the operator.

The strength of influence of the earth's gravity is related to the distance

the sensing equipment is from the interesting geological feature. Tech-

niques have been developed to provide a stable base for the equipment to

reduce wave action interference.

Another geophysical technique used in mineral exploration is with mag-

netometric equipment. Here the sensing is done by measuring alterations in

the earth's magnetic field. Many changes in the earth's magnetic field can

be traced ta mineral concentrations. This technique is much less sensitive

to changes in topography and mrrclr work is done using aircraft and boats.

Magnetometer marine surveys are quite common and are used for both mineral

exploration and locating metallic objects lost in the sea.

The subject of sampling, sampling methodology and sampling devices is

of critical importance to the potential marine miner. The output of the

search activity is the locating of a region containing a potential marine

mineral resource. One now must determine if the marine mineral resource can

become an orebody. The first step in this procedure is physical sampling of

the mineralized mass.

The mining engineers place orebodies into three classes depending upon

the reliability of the sampling methods and procedures, A proved orebody is

one in which the tonnage and grade, mineral concentration, can be computed

from the results of a detailed sampling program. The sites for inspection,

sampling and measurement are so closely spaced and the geologic character is

so well defined that the size, shape and mineral character are well estab-

lished. The stated tonnage and grade should be within specified limits,

usually plus or minus 20 percent. Probable and possible orebodies fall far

short of these requirements and remain of speculative character. Subjective

judgment usually plays a large role in evaluating probable and possible ore-

bodies.



Numerous tools, specialized equipment and techniques are available for

sampling marine mineral deposits. The simplest saInpling technique is to

grab a sample from the bottom. This can be done with a drag sampler, which

is a flat-bottomed bucket. This device is towed by a ship and dragged along

the seabed. It is not selective but the system works and samples have been

retrieved from the deepest portions of the oceans with this tool. Fairly

elaborate dredge samplers have been designed to recover sand, pebbles,

loose rock, and to break small pieces of rock from the bottom. Some dredge

samplers can recover more than one ton of material at a time. The diffi-

culty with this type sampler is the slowness of the recovery system and the

imprecision in picking the sample.

In an effort to increase the precision of the location in picking a

sample, the "clam shell" type sampler has been developed. This machine, or

a variation of it, has parting sections which are open as the bucket reaches

the bottom. The shell halves or claws close either through a signal from

the surface or by spring action upon contact with the bottom, This sampler

can be more easily positioned using a television camera on the tool to

show the engineers on the surface where the sampler has settled. These de-

vices sample on the top ten inches of the ocean bottom, which in most

instances is sufficient. This is because most minerals which are mined in

the oceans lie within the top few inches of the ocean bottom.

A more complex, but more precise ystem of sampling the sediments is to

use a device which removes a core from the bottom, This core provides phys-

ical material in its exact order as it was deposited on the bottom over cons

of time. This is a good tool for geological investigations and prospecting

sediments or bottom rocks, but does not give satisfactory information on

phosphate or nickel nodules which lie on the surface of the seabed.

The coring device is a weighted pipe with a sharp cutting edge on the

bottom end. The pipe is lowered from the ship and allowed to free fa1.1

from the vessel to impale itself on the bottom ooze or mud. On some tools,

mechanical devices help force the cutting edge through the sediments. The

Russian geologists claim that they have recovered a core 115 feet long from

clay-like sediments  A. D. Little report, p. 32!.



B. Feasibilit Studies

The characterization and evaluation stages of the prospecting and ex-

ploration effort involve the integration of all the knowledge pertaining to

the potential mine site into feasible operating schemes. Oceanographic

data, chemical data, geological data, prospecting and exploration data, min-

ing methods data and the economics of the mining industry must be interwoven

into a feasible scheme for exploiting the mine site. Essentially, one tries

to operate a "paper mine" in order to determine the cash-generating charac-

ter of a given method of mine operation.. Since every phase of the data

input into the proposed scheme of operation is uncertain the outcome of

operating the "paper mine" can be stated only in probabilistic terms. Risks

are involved in marine mining and also in terrestrial mining. The entire

objective of the exploration effort is to reduce the uncertainty associated

with the input data and thereby provide the necessary data for risk

quantification.

The exploration phase culminates in a major feasibility study which evalu-

ates all pertinent factors and gives results usually in the form of an economic

cost-benefit analysis. The report gives the private or state investor all

necessary data needed to permit a decision to seek financing for the project.

The normal sequence of steps in a successful exploration campai.gn, prior to

exploration, is to first find the deposit, second to obtain funds for invest-

ment, and third, to design and construct the operating plant. The time

required for finding a deposit is difficult to estimate. However, some

evidence obtained by the U.S. Bureau of Mines indicates that most copper de-

posits now being developed were found 40 to 80 years before initial development.
A thorough exploration program may easily use five to ten years in the geo] og

ical evaluation of a deposit. The time needed to acquire funds for investment
in mining properties often takes two or more years. Major mining investments

exceed several hundred million dollars. No one group usually wants to hold

the entire risk of a mining venture. The time is used to obtain funds from

several investing groups. The feasibility study is the major document which

is used to convince investors to put money into the project.

A feasibility study summarizes all knowledge of the geographic and geo-

logic environment, and the potential mine and refining operating system.



Data on ore reserves i~ combined with estimates of capital and operating cost

for all components of the mining system. Estimates of long run price must

also be made.

Most often the estimates of highest reliability are the capital. and

operating costs. This occurs because a history of operating and capital cost

have been developed from existing mining properties. In some cases this

would also be the same in ocean mining. Existing costs are known in near

offshore dredge mirring systems for gold or tin. In cases where no history

exists, as in the case of nodule mining, costs usually are developed after

evaluation of pilot plant results.

The pilot p1ant is a small scale mining and processing plant. If a

proposed mine would operate at 5,000 to 10,000 tons per day, the pilot plant

would be designed to operate at about 100 tons per day. The technological

"bugs" would, hopefully, be removed in the pilot plant stage while accept-

able cost estimates may also be developed.

An estimate of the income received by the mine is obtained either by

acquiring a guaranteed price from a buyer, as in the case of iron ore, or by

estimating the real future price over the relevant range of time interest of

the mining property. If 15 percent internal rate of return is acceptable

then the relevant life of the mining property is about 20 years after incep-

tion of production. Therefore, if the time for acquisition of funds, design

and construction, and exploitation period of 20 years are considered, the

price forecast should include a time horizon of about 25 years. An obviously

impossible task.

Long run price forecasts can be estimated by two different methods. The

first is an econometric model which develops a regression trend line based

on historic data such as price output and inventories. This model assumes

two primary weaknesses and is not used by the major mining firms. The first

assumption is that the samples of data from many periods of time are repre-

sentative of all periods of time in which the data are derived. This assumptio

is not considered valid because real economic and human psychological. factors

change from year to year. The second key assumption is the statistical sta-

bility of the samples from the past into the future. Discovery of new mines,

oil embargos, wars, depletion and technology change, are outside of the

stability assumption, but, of course, these are the factors which directly

affect future long run price.



The major mining firms utilize a recordian model of the world industry

to develop long run price estimates. In the scheme, cost evaluations of all

major world mines are made and plotted to estimate the amount of output

available at any specific price. This simultaneously gives an estimate of

long run price which is the minimum average cost of production of the most

marginal producer. Knowing the cost of production of competitive mines also

enables the prospective entrepreneur to know how competitive the new venture

will be.

The feasibility report gives results in financial terms such as inter~al

rate of return, average annual rate of return, net present value, pay back

period, and other similar criteria. If the report shows a viable project,

and if the finances can be obtained, the plant is constructed and explora-

tion begins.

There are economic mining operations in each of the three marine mineral

resource areas: dissolved, unconsolidated and consolidated.

Four elements or mineral suites are commercially obtained from seawater

sodium, magnesium, calcium and bromine. Salt evaporates are the most impor-

tant compounds, but fresh water is a growing vital product.

A cubic mile of seawater contains 4,500,000 tons of magnesium. In the

economic recovery of magnesium from seawater, lime sludge obtained from roast-

ing or calcining oyster shells is fed slowly into tanks containing seawater.

The chemical exchange between the lime and the seawater precipitates magne-

sium oxide. The crude magnesium oxide is collected and treated with hydro-

chloric acid to form magnesium chloride which is dried, then electrically

treated in molten condition to give magnesium metal and reconstituted hydro-

chloric acid.

In bromine recovery from the oceans, the seawater is made slightly acid

with sulfuric acid, then treated with chlorine which displaces the bromine

from the water. Bromine is mixed with air and steam and removed from the

water which is returned to the ocean. Bromine is removed from the air using

sodium carbonate  soda ash! to give a bromide-bromate compound, This prod-

uct is treated with sulfuric acid which releases the bromine into the air

from which it is condensed to form liquid bromine.

Numerous dredging operati.ons are actively exploiting such diverse prod-

duct as diamonds, gold, heavy mineral sands, iron sands, tin sands, lime
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sands and ordinary sand and gravel. The most important of all these commod-

ities is sand and gravel, since 65 to 70 percent of the value of world

production from marine unconsolidated deposits is derived from dredging sand

and gravel.

Underground mining of offshore deposits has been carried out for many

years. Coal, iron, limestone, potash and tin ores are the most significant.

items being produced. Underground mining beneath the sea floor will become

more feasible as future advances in technology solve numerous technical and

environmental problems.

The economics of the exploitation of marine mineral deposits are related

to the same factors as a land based mine. The product must compete in the

marketplace with other sources of supply. Much knowledge and experience in

exploiting the three marine mineral resource areas is available within mining

corporations involved in marine mining. Complete "turn-key" systems are

available to the less-developed countries as well as engineering, technical

training and education in any part of the system.

Methods for exploiting unconsolidated deposits are of great interest.

These are deposits amenable to dredging. As with a land based mine, the

choice of a specific system depends on the geometry of the deposit, nature

and depth of overburden, relation of ore mineral to bed rock and bottom topo-

graphy, economic, political and operational restraints. The table pn page 7Q

gives data on standard-type dredges.

In evaluating a mining dredge one must be careful to differentiate

between a dredge for moving material and a mining dredge. The mining dredge

not only picks up the material from the sea bottom but also contains crushing,

screening and also processing equipment. In the case of a dredge to produce

sand and gravel, the processing equipment might only be screening equipment

whose function is to size the material. The end product for sand and gravel

dredges is cleaned sand � sized material ready for concrete or other similar

use.

A dredge for recovery of gold in a placer deposit is more elaborate.

The usual quantity of gold found in a beach placer deposit is less than 1/4

ounce per ton of material. The mining dredge contains machinery for remov-

ing the placer material from the seabed and a complex chemical plant. The

common method for recovering the gold is to screen the material by casting

away large boulders. The finer remaining sand and gravel is processed in a
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gravity separation plant or a chemical plant where the gold is dissolved in

cyanide and later precipitated using zinc metal.

Several types of dredges are being used to exploit offshore minerals and

two primary types are being considered for use in mining nodules.

Drag! ines and clarnshells � this piece of dredging equipment is generally

not limited in mining by depth of water. This system essentially is quite

similar to the grope sampling devices described earlier. An extension of

this concept has been proposed by Miro and Matsuda for mining deep sea nod-

ules. Their system is a series of buckets on a continuous line and would

be applicable to depths beyond 12,000 feet.

At the Aokom Tin Mining Company in Thailand, a grope bucket dredge,

converted from an oil tanker, was used for mining tin near Tongah Harbor.

The sea depth varies from 60 to 80 feet, with a maximum range of tide of

10 feet. The tin deposit is in unconsolidated sands covered by three to five

feet of mud, sand, and shells, The thickness of the tin bed varies from four

to 70 feet. The dredge used two to four cubic yard buckets for dredging.

~njana-varit provider of the information, indicates that dredge rnovernent

was controlled by six mooring lines. A series of pits was excavated with

one grab alternating with the other grab. Total recovery of the deposit

could not have been great because. only portions of the deposit were removed

through the pit method. Changes in tidal currents also created difficulties

in controlling dredge position. Much ground was missed and some was

re-excavated.

Tough clay beds were difficult to dredge. The grabs could not cut into

the hard ground. Large chunks of clay material which were excavated blocked

the screening plant, reducing operating time. The normal operating time of
this dredge was only 69 percent of the total available time. The entire

operation was so inefficient that eventually grab dredge operations were

stopped and superseded by a bucket dredge.

The advantages of the grab dredge were its capacity to work at greater

depth in soft ground and to reduce lost working time as a result of incle-
ment weather. However, as the following table shows, the grab dredge was

highly inefficient compared to the bucket-ladder dredge.

For more details of various operating mining dredges, the reader is

directed to the SME Mining Engineers Handbook, 1973, American Institute of

Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers.
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Cor~orative Data for 1962

Grab Dred e and Bucket-Ladder Dred e

GRAB DREDGE BUCKET LADDER DREDGE

Expenses

cents per

Cu. Yd.

Expenses

Production cents per
C Yd Cu. Yd.

Production

Cu. Yds.

21. 6January

February

March

April

25. 8

28. 1 28. 1

24. 0 28.1

31. 3 49.6

34. 2May 26.6

40.6June 22.6

July 42. 5 18.2

39. 6August

September

October

27.9

38. 2 24.9

31.6 24.0

32. 4 30. 4November

32.2 25.7December

Average per
month 33. 279,147 25.415700

Total horsepower, 2526,
average monthly throughout,
31.3 cu. yd. per month
per hp.

Total horsepower 1397,
average month throughout
per unit, 112.8 cu. yd.
per month per hp.

Source: SME Minin En ineers Handbook, Vol. 2,
 New York: American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical,
and Petroleum Engineers, 1973! pp. 20-1.34.

81,090

66,131

86,730

68,130

71,855

67,410

69,360

72,740

74,670

96,980

97,870

96,800

160,000

150,000

166,000

99,000

153%000

185,000

176,000

172,000

148,000

136,000

155,000

190,000
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Nodule mining is still only at the conceptual or ear1y pilot plant stage.

Nodules have been recovered from about 2,500 feet of water using an air lift

dredging system and from 12,000 feet using a continuous bucket line dredge.
In both cases technical feasibility was shown but more technical work will

be necessary to improve the mechanical systems and veri.fy the cost of oper-
ation, An airlift is an air-hydraulic hoisting method. The dredge pipe extends

An airlift is an air-hydraulic hoisting method. The dredge pipe extends
from the surface ship to the seabed pipe cauld be 18,000 feet long!.
Air is injected at the bottom of the pipe, which is at the sea bottom, to
produce a density differential. The air-water mixture flows up in the pipe,
causing a substantial suction at the pipe entrance. Nodules, sand and other
material on the bottom are drawn into the pipe and rise ta the surface.

There are many technical problems associated with the system the air expands
greatly as it rises through the pipe, and there are corrosion and maintenance
problems. Undoubtedly some form of hydraulic lifting or air lifting system
will be used if nodule mining occurs The following sketch indicates the

current concepts of deep ocean mining systems.

Source: "Deep Ocean Floor Nodule Nining � First Generation Techniques are

Here," Hinin En ineerin , April 1975, pg. 47.
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In this process, the Pacific Ocean nodules are crushed, dried, and

treated with hydrochloric acid gas at 500 C to release the chlorine, which

reacts with the nodules to produce soluble metal compounds. These products

are leached with steam. The insoluble product containing primarily iron

oxides is released as waste.

The leach liquor is treated in a solvent extraction process to strip

copper, nickel, cobalt and manganese, which are converted to metal through

electolysis. This system has been tested in a small pilot plant but not

tried in a large testing plant. The chloride process uses a highly corro-

sive reagent which requires the use of elaborate handling procedures.

Most metallurgical plants which involving considerable chemical, pyromet-

allurgical or electrolytic processes, cost in excess of $100 million. If

a chemical plant were constructed to produce fertilizer materials from

seabed deposits, the cost would be many tens of millions of dollars.

VII. T ical Structure of the Ninin Industr

The mining industry is usually subdivided into elements such as the

copper industry, diamond industry or fertilizer industry. Each of these

industries is usually composed of a few giant public or private firms

which produce the bulk of the products. For instance, the governments of

Zambia, Chile, Peru and Zaire control and produce almost 40 percent of the

world copper supply, and if only export trade is considered, control more

than 50 percent of the world copper supply. This situation is the same in

almost all other sectors of the total mineral economy. In general, these

huge mining companies, with assets more than one billion dollars, were

financed and built with private capital and later nationalized or expro-

priated.

The various industries tend to have an oligopolistic appearance, but

often looks are deceiving. For instance, the copper industry has relatively

few producers, but the industry is considered a competitive industry over

the long run, which is in excess of four years  the investment cycle!. The

same applies to the lead and zinc industry. There are some exceptions, as

in the diamond industry or molybdenum industry which are controlled by one

or two producers. The reason for the oligopolistic appearance is that each

mine is unique and has a unique cost per unit of metal. The long run price
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is at the cost of production of the worst mine. If the price were higher

than the cost of the worst mine, exploration would commence and new ore-

bodies would be found. This is an important concept. There is no industry

risk of finding new mineralized zones. Some of these discovered mineralized

zones will have a production cost lower than the worst producer and will

eventually be brought to production. The seabed minerals will be constantly

in competition for markets and will be profitable only if production cost

is lower than the worst mines in the world. In the case where profit in

the mine itself is impossible or of no consequence, as for mines in social-

ist countries, the revenue to pay the wages and buy supplies is often

provided by the government, Many mines are operated by governments in an

effort to aid in import substitution or to help the general economy in

some other manner. This is not a new concept in mining; the U.S. govern-

ment has subsidized the U.S. mining industry since 1926. It should be

expected that seabed mines may also be subsidized by some government either

as import substitution or to protect the source of supply of valuable minerals

as a national security concern.

Mining is a capital intensive business. Current estimates of the in-

vestment cost of a deep water mining system range from $20 million to $300

million. A one million dry ton per year system gives estimates which range

from $130 million to $240 million. The current estimate for the capital

cost of a nickel mine and supporting plant is in excess of $250 million.

Most modern mining plants including a mine, mill and smelter usually have

investment costs in excess of $200 million, These figures become important

as a comparison to the fishing industry where one million dollars will buy

a lot of equipment. In mining, $10 million will only pay for the explora-

tion cost of one major deposit; many more millions of dollars are needed

to build the plant.

Mining industry know-how can be placed in four categories: exploration,

mining, concentratio~, and chemical or pyrometallurgy. Each specialty

requires a specific type of knowledge, and knowledge of one specialty is not

transferable to other specialties. Many phases of a mining complex require

experience gained only over time and through visiting many other mining

properties. Fortunately, quite a lot of information is freely transferred

between companies throughout the world.
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Below are listed the typical job titles for various s~ecialties in ocean

mining and processing.

Min i~n

Concentration

Concentr. tor superintendents Laborers

Clerks

Chemists

Crushing plant operators

Screening plant operators

Chemical or P rometallur

Electricians

Laborers

VIII. Items of Transferable Knowled e

It is well to consider the possible items of know-how that can be trans-

ferred. First, there is the know-how of learning what lies on the ocean

bottoms adjacent to each recipient country. This information is valuable even

if no minable minerals exist in these waters. Much of this knowledge is

scientific, but there is also engineering knowledge that can be transferred

during the exploration process. This practical know � how would be useful to
developing nations even if the search for minerals proved fruitless. How-

ever, if the search showed that minerals of value existed, the remaining

portions of know-how which could be transferred, over long periods of time,

Geologists

Geophysicists

Mechanics

Electronics technicians

Chemists

Dredge captains

Mining engineers

Geologists

Mechanics

Foremen

Chemists

Metallurgists

Sailors

Cooks

Laborers

Clerks

Chemists

Clerks

Laborers

Electricians

Clerks

Mechanics

Chemists

Mining engineers

Metallurgical engineers

Sample splitters

Electricians

Warehousemen

Purchasing agents

Accountants

Safety engineers

Netallurgists

Mechanics

Foremen
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include design of the mine and the mining equipment, and design of concen-

trator and smelter if such a down stream plant were required, There are

also possibilities of transferring operating know-how in the case of a suc-

cessful venture.

It is recognized that this discussion carries far beyond work only

relating to the oceans However, mineral finds and later mineral production

do not produce usable goods. How to transfer across borders to produce

consumable goods should be considered.

IX. Recommendations

The Sea Grant Program has possibilities of transferring great amounts of

know-how to developing nations. In the case of minerals, this transfer of

information would flow considerably "down stream" from the sea itself, The

information would relate to design and construction of mining plants, mine

operation and marketing of the products. Along with this technical know-how

there would be a < ontinual need to provide financial and business know � how.

The overall recommendation is that a project to transfer know-how should

proceed, but only if the full aspects of what is entailed in developing a

producing mine are accepted. If a transfer program goes only so far as to

show some developing nations that valuable minerals do exist within their

national boundaries, this does not help the nation to produce the wealth

from the sea; the program could really be considered a failure. It is com-

parable to teasing a child with a lollipop and then taking it away once the

child has had a single taste. Such behavior could result in severe tantrums.

The fol1owing recommendations are made on the basis that the program

would push forward to the entire conclusion. The program should provide

know-how to:

l. ~gx lore the seabed, including scientific, technical, mechanical

and hard equipment help.

2. Evaluate the results of the exploration program. This includes

geological and mining engineering assistance plus all related

ancillary help.

3. Finance the venture.

4. Desi n and construct the plant.

~Oerate the plant.

6. Harket the resultant products.
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INTRODUCTION

This report will describe marine transportation systems as they exist

today. Specifically, these descriptions will try to answer the following

question:

What must country "x" have and/or develop

in order to ship goods "y" by commercial

marine transportation?

In order to ship or receive various types of cargoes, a country must

be able to make use of a marine transportation system which would include

vessels, port facilities, support equipment, and personnel. This report

will briefly describe the different types of marine transportation systems

which are appropriate for various types of cargoes, The types of cargoes

discussed will include general cargo, bulk commodities, passengers, and

other specialized goods. A wide variety of vessels will be considered;

however, note that neither military nor fishing vessels will be considered.

The discussions will not be site specific; nevertheless, the comments

will refer to a spectrum of conditions applying to nations ranging from

underdeveloped to highly developed. A discussion of personnel, skills,

and ancillary facilities and services will be included to show which types

of marine transportation systems will be out of the reach of underdeveloped

nations. No attempt will be made to define detailed skills or give detailed

descriptions of types of ancillary facilities -- the discussion will simply

give the reader the knowledge of which types of skills and machinery are

easily accessible to all nations and which are not.

The types of advantages and disadvantages associated with having a

country ship goods on a national flag merchant marine will be briefly dis-

cussed. The type of governmental subsidies will be mentioned. Finally, a

potential international role for Sea Grants in the area of marine transpor-

tation systems will be discussed. Since this report will only touch briefly

upon many of the facets of marine transportation systems, further references

will be included in the footnotes for the reader desiring more details.

General Comments Concernin Facilities and Ancillar Services

In this section we shall make a few comments on the general types of

onshore facilities and ancillary services one would expect to find at most

ports. This general description will serve as a base for further discussions



when analyzing different types of vessels. The general factors described

here require no unusual skills and are not absolutely mandatory at every

single port. They are in no way so specialized that their absence would

greatly constrain a port from operating.

When one en.ters a port, one expects to see the appropriate aids to

navigation in the area and piloting services where required. There would

be facilities for customs officials, police, fire, and port administration

personnel. Ancillary services functioning at the port normally includeI

fuel, supplies, food, water, electricity, telephone, marine insurance, and

banking services. Each port typically would have access to some combina-

tion of personnel and facilities for ship and engine repair.  Note that

shipbuilding and ship repair will not be discussed in this report because

they are being handled in a separate study.!

As we proceed, we shall assume that all ports will contain the basic

facilities and services described above, Consequently, we shall only com-

rnent to show differences from those mentioned.

B, General Connnents on Personnel and Skills

The general facilities and ancillary services described above will

need appropriate personnel. The skills for the functions are self explan-

atory and will not be described here. Likewise, all ships require personnel

with basic skills in navigation, cargo storage and handling, and engine opera-

tion and maintenance. These basic skills, connnon to all vessels, will not be

described in detail. However, when specific systems are described, any

unique skills required, both aboard ship and on shore, will be discussed.

It should be noted that, in general, an older ship will be less complex

technically than a brand new vessel. A developing nation, viewing this sit-

uati.on, should consider that technical complexity, in the shape of automated

control systems, may simply be a substitute for expensive labor in countries

with higher wages, rather than a necessary ingredient of operational effi-

ciency. Moreover, the more technically complex a vessel, the higher the

probability that the skills of foreign nationals will need to be employed

to operate it  at least in the initial period!.

For more details on the role of port administrators, refer to Port Adminis-
tration and Le islation Handbook, United Nations, New York, 1969, and Port

Problems in Develo in Countries, by Bohdan Nagorski, published by the Inter-
national Association of Ports and Harbors, Tokyo, Japan, L972.



A United Nations report states:

In a country where labour costs are lower, total costs are
likely to be lower with the less-advanced type of vessels which
can be bought second-hand at ten years of age, or even younger,
for under one-half of the cost of a new vessel. On the other

hand, modern, technically advanced propulsive systems are generally
more efficient than older, simpler systems and, hence, more eco-
nomic irrespective of the level of wage rates. In considering
whether to adopt the most advanced type of ship, the developing
country needs to consider separately those aspects of technical
complexity which yield absolutely more efficient operations and
those which are adopted only as a substitute for high-cost labour
in developed economies.

The comments of technical complexity of vessels applies to all types of

ships, and particularly to their power plants. The complexity of a marine

nuclear or gas turbine power plant would make it impossible for a developing

nation to employ its citizens to fully man these types of vessels. Since

the general discussion of power plants and technical complexity applies to

all ve»e»> further discussion will omit this point and only describe

specific features of particular ships as they relate to additional required

skills in this area.

C. Ocean Trans ortation S stems

Exhibit 1 gives a pictorial evolution of merchant ship design from

1920-1969, while Exhibit 2 shows the composition of the world fleet in

1970. We will now look at general cargo and bulk commodity systems and see

the different types on vessels and port faci1.ities required.

II. General Car o S stems

General cargo vessels provide either liner or tramp services. A liner

runs on a published schedule on a particular route receiving cargo from any-

one. Typically, the cargo on a liner will consist of the goods of a large

number of shippers, each with a relatively small shipment. On the other

hand, a tramp will sail only when it has arranged a large shipment of goods

which may be from a single shipper. The routes and sailing frequencies of

2

Establishment or Ex ansion of Merchant Narines in Develo in Countries,
United Nations, Hew York, 1968, TD/26/Rev. l.
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tramps are totally determined by the needs of a relatively small number of

shippers, each with a large amount of cargo.

Liner operators are generally organized into conferences, a type of

rate � making cartel. Since the rates are fixed by the conferences, the3

liners must compete mainly on services such as speed and sailing frequency,

rather than tariffs.

A Break-Bulk Car o Vessels

As can be seen from Exhibit 2, the majority of freighters in the world

are general purpose liner and tramp vessels. These vessels go by a variety

of names -- general purpose, conventional general cargo and break-bulk

cargo being the most common. As the names imply, this type of freighter

has been the most prevalent historically and it can carry a wide variety

of cargoes which normally are loaded in break-bulk form rather than unitized

on pallets or in containers or barges. Most break-bulk cargo vessels carry

between 5,000 and 15,000 tons of cargo. In terms of physical size, they

present little problem to developed ports at present and show little sign

of doing so in the future. The American Association of Port Authorities

states:

Break-bulk vessels will have to maintain a relatively wide operational
flexibility in and out of many, and often less developed and more re-
stricted world ports. This will be a major curb on si.ze trends.

Typically, therefore, the break � bulk general cargo vessel of the future
will probably be no longer than 700 feet, 90 feet or less in width, and
will draw from 30 to 35 feet of water when fully loaded. These vessels
should pose no serious problems in terms of harbor capabilities, but
where some improvements might be needed, they should be relatively
minor in scope, location and cost.

Conventional break-bulk cargo vessels carry their own cranes so they

are truly self-sufficient. An old conventional pier and 20 to 30 feet of

water is all that is needed for docking. In fact, a conventional break-bulk

3

For more information on conferences refer to International Shi in Cartels
by Daniel Marx, Jr., Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1953,
and The Economic Value of the United States Merchant Marine, by Allen R.
Ferguson, Eugene M. Lerner, John S. McGee, Walter V. Qi, Leonard A. Rapping,
and Stephen P. Sobotka, Transportation Center at Northwestern University,
Evanstown, Illinois, l961.

Port Plannin Desi n and Construction, by Standing Committee IV, Construc-
tion and Maintenance, American Association of Port Authorities, Washington,
D.C., 1973.



ship could anchor in a harbor and unload  at a very slow rate! small amounts

of cargo into samll lighters or barges if necessary, without using formal

docking facilities. Skilled personnel on the vessel would handle the ship-

board cranes. On the shore, the facilities can again be primitive. While

a warehouse is normally expected to protect and store cargo, it is not

essential. Likewise, while mechanized fork lift trucks would be expected

to facilitate cargo handling on shore, manpowered carts or two wheel "hand

trucks" can be used. In addition, a primitive inland transportation net-

work is all that is actually required, although a more sophisticated

transportation system would, of course, aid the distributi.on of cargo. No

unusual skills are essential to operate a conventional general cargo system.

Although we have mentioned that the supporting facilities for a conven-

tional break-bulk cargo vessel can be quite primitive, a modern efficient

terminal could be as sophisticated as described in Exhibit 3. A typical

layout of a general cargo berth as developed at Port Newark, New Jersey, is

shown in Exhibit 4.

B. Unitized Car o Carriers

The trend from break-bulk cargo to unitized cargo vessels resulted from

the desire to reduce the time and cost associated with loading and unloading

operations in port. This objective was fulfilled by going from the basic

labor-intensive system of break � bulk cargo to more capital-intensive unitized

cargo systems. By unitizing cargo with pallets, containers, and barges, the

vessel operations in each system became more capital intensive and more pro-

ductive.

Pallet ships are specially designed to handle all cargo on wooden pallets.

A palletized cargo system has lower capital costs than other unitized cargo

systems. The International Organization for Standardization has issued

recommendations for standard sizes of flat pallets for through-transit of

goods as described in Exhibit 5.
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Suo estd I'>i»eipal Dime»sio»s for Gc»eral Cargo Tcrl»t»als

BI.R'I I I LFNGTI IS
chal vcs 750 foot rnultiples
Piers � 850 feet

3. ClLAR Sl ACKING I IEIG1]T � SI<I.DS

4. GROSS TRANSIT SHLD SPACE � per berth � 50,000 to 120,000
square feet.

5. 1NTF RIOR COlUMN SPACING . 40 ft. rni».

Port PlannincC Design and
Construction, American
Association of Port Authorities
Washinqton, D.C., 1973, p. l64.

Source:

2, APRON IVIDT}IS No R.R. Tracks One R.R. Track Two R.R. Tracks
wharves k. Piers 30 feet 30 feed 38.5 feet
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Exhibit 5

Standard Recommended Sizes of Flat Pallets

Inches

32x 48

40 x 48

32 K 40

48% 64

48 x 72

Source: Containers Pallets and Other Unitized Methods for the

Develo in Countries, United Nations, New York, 1970, p. 11.

The late sixties saw the container revolution in full. swing, and it

continues, at a reduced pace, today. Containers come in many different sizes,

the standard dimensions presented in Exhibit 6. A typical container ship is

shown in Exhibit 7. By storing all cargo in containers the turn � around time

of the ship in port is greatly reduced, greatly increasing ship productivity.

Roll-on, roll-off ships are a special type of container ship where the chassis

are left with the containers so that they can be driven on and off the ship.

The most recent major entries into the unitized cargo trade are the

barge � carrying vessels, known as the LASH  Lighter Aboard Ship! and the Sea-

Barge Clipper or SEABEE. The purpose of the barge-carrying ships is similar

to those of the container ships, except the containers are replaced by barges

which are handled either by shipboard cranes or elevators.  Sarge-carrying

vessels may also carry containers in cel.lular holds or in the barges.! The

success in increased productivity of modern unitized cargo vessels is shown

in Exhibit 8. Typical cargo handling rates for the various types of general

cargo vessels resulting in high productivity are shown in Exhibit 9.

C. Onshore Facilities

The sizes of the unitized cargo vessels present no major new physical

constraints on the water portion of the harbor since the vessels are not much

larger than conventional break-bulk cargo ships. Exhibits 10 and ll show

dimensions of typical container and barge-carrying vessels, respectively.

However, the shore side facilities of certain unitized cargo carriers create

severe challenges for ports. While many types of shipboard cargo cranes are

commonly used as shown in Exhibit 12, the most efficient type of cargo handlin~

equipment when comparing conventional general cargo, palletized, and container

vessels is the shore based container crane as shown in Exhibit 13.
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Exhibit 6
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Exhibit 8

Annual
trod ac-

tion Capa-
bility

 billion ton-mi,!
�! n  a! x �!
...........0.89
........... 1 . 23
........... 1 . 58

Assumed
Days At
Sea/yr.

��. 200
.....190
.....185

., 12,000.....

..16,300.....

.,17,780.....

.372

.396

.480

1939-42.

1939-42.
1966

.265.....

.259,....

.259�...

. �..1.61

.....3,03

...,.2.88

.384
,504
,480

.....15,800
,....23,200
.....23,200

1955
1966
1968

1969
1971
1971
1971
1972

.261

.239.....

,264. ��
.246.....

.238..�,

.....3.25

.....6.88

... �2.22

.....21,200

.....48,000
�... 17,500
..... 38,900
,... 48,600

. �,. 588

.....600

..... 480

...,. 552

.....792

....5.28

...,9.16

540
485

...,3.84

.. �4.03
1970
1971

.278,...,

.275.....
�...25,600.
.....30,200.

<a! Allowing for brotrn sto» oge, and assuming 25 rneasurentent-ions per 20-tt. container

Sources "The Third World At Sea,n John L. Zyre,
Defense Transportation journal, March
April 1974, p. 8.

Exhibit 9

Long lans per garig-
or crane-Itotrr

15

 s0

200

I,400+

Break-bulk handling
Pallet system
Container systct»
Barge system

Source: Unitization of Cargo, United Nations,
New York, 1970, TD/B/C. 4/75.

Break-bulk ships
C2

C3  ald!.
C'-S-66a.. �....

Converted Containers hi ps
Seo-Land.
Am. Exp.
U.S,L

New Containerships
ACL.
Seatrain.
Can. Pacific
Dort.
Sea-Lan.. I

Barge Carriers
 ASH

See Bee

EST MATED TRENDS IN CAPABILITY PER SHIP
Vessel Daily

Capacity hhtleage
year Entered Service  mens. tons'"! Capability

~J
~' This is thc rate of discharge of the mother ship and is relevant

to the turn-roiind time o ' that vessel. Iloneser, discharge rotc for
tlic barge dcl~nds oii tlie tptse of c.iiito c,irricd. It is likely that
thc ascragc riitc ol disch.irgc from tlic b.iri.s: svould be higher
than 15  ons rcr g;mg-hoiir sshcn brcak-bulk cargo is c,irricd.
This is because tlic cscle tiiiic of sltoic ct'.ines irt disch.irgitig orc
sling or onc uiiit ol c,irgo is shorter tliaii tliat of s!»t>'s g.iir, ssliile
e.isy access to tlic hold thro«gli ssid» hatclies a»d a shor cr dts :trice
bctsvccn hold and sv! t;trf svould incre.tse tlic rate of cargo handling.
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Exhibit 10

Line Vessel Characteristics

Length lVid th Draft Speed
 in feet!  in feet!  in feet!  in k»ots!

Source: Port, Planning Design ancl
Construction, AAPA, Washington,
D.C., 1973, p. 8.

Exhibit ll

Lash

875

106

37

820, 860, 893
100, 106, 107
36 to 40

Length, feet
Breadth, fci.t
Draft, feet

1,500,000
38

For deck load of 160-

40 ft. containers add
300,000 cu.ft.

1,309,238 up
73 to 89

49 lighters, 334
containers or 34

ligli ters, 700
containers

Capacity, cu. ft.
Lighters Oiily
Containers, coi»binatio»

2,000500

35 to»s on board

Hoist size, tons
Container Crane

97' 7"

35~ 0»
15' 9"

37,400 cu. ft,
850 tons

6 1 l 67'I

31' 2"
13' 0"

19,562 Bale Cu. ft,
415 short tons

Lighters, Leii�th
width

Height
Capacity

Source: Port Planning Design and
Construction, AAPA, Washington,
D.C., 1973, p. 184.

A tla iitic Container Lines
American Export lsbrandsen Lines
Farrel I Lines

Matson Navi ation
Moore-McCorniack Lines
United States Lines
Transamerican 1 r;iilcr Transport
Sea Land Service

Ship and Lighter Cliaracteristics

646/695
610

668

719

620

700

700
944

86/92
78

90
95

90

90

92

105

29/28
27

33

31

31

28

28
34

22/25
20

22

23
25

25
26
33
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Exhibit 12

COsrPAR150v OP wORLJVQ CAPACIIIES AHD COSIS Of COHMOt4LY UsFD TYPES Of CARGO GEAR

Nars: 1 long ton 1,016 kilogrammes.
a Typical values for the respeetives types of gear
a Based on 75 per cent of full load each time and on cycle Iimc close to the minimum possible.
' Derricks vsth" 7.5-ton safe working load should normally take only 3 tons in union purchase.

SOurce. CoaStal. Shipping, Feeder and I'eI ry ServiceS, 1 nited NationS.
New York, 1970, p. 31.



In the container ship system, as well as with the other types of uni-
tized cargoes, the ship is a capital intensive piece of equipment which
must work in conjunction with capital � intensive shore facilities as shown

diagrammatically in Exhibit 14. The types of shore-based equipment can
vary widely as shown in the different container terminal systems in Exhibit
15.

~o enin the container can the true economies oi containerization be realized.
5

For more details on the

the reader is referred Lo

~Lar c Feei . ht Cont.aine:r

structure and equipment of con.tainer terminals,
Ph sical Re uirements of Trans ort S stems for
United Nations, New York, 1973, ST/KCA/170.

Container terminals calLed Terminal A and B, are described in Exhibit

16. Terminal A stores its containers on chassis and requires 131 acres.
Terminal B stores its containers on the ground piled two and three high and
requires 92 acres. The design of a container terminal and its supporting
equipment will vary greatly depending on various factors including the size
of ships handled and the frequency of arrivals. An example of traffic flow
through a container terminal is shown in Exhibit 17.

A less developed country desiring to obtain a container terminal facil-
ity will generally find it easier to hire an international engineering

firm to perform or help with the detailed design and construction of such a

terminal. Since a less developed country would probably only be interested

in a small number of container terminals, it would not be necessary for the
nation to develop internally any skills not already possessed necessary for
such a project. Likewise, in the construction of support vehicles and equip-
ment within the terminal, it would be easier for the country to import
foreign-built products rather than to attempt to manufacture a small number
of these products.

The skills required in a container terminal will vary with its design;
however, two types of key skilled personnel are needed, the container crane

operators and yard mechanics to repair the cranes and other equipment. The
larger more sophisticated terminals use computerized container control

systems with all the skills attendant to computer system operations.

A key factor of the container system is that a developed inland trans-

portation network must exist. Only when a door-to-door delivery can be

made from an origin in one country to a destination in the other � without
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Exhibit l4

SHIP s ROTI Ir  IYTaak ODAL CONTAnrHt TttANSFcjt

~ trl' o=o IIII srraddl ~ carrier Truck

SHIPTAlhlE R

Ship StraddI ~ Carrier Stareaa  On aroundl Travel Crane Ra I

rllrrPlllllvJg ~ ~ ~ �
Travel crane Truck

Ship

Truck

Rail

Truck and

Rail Store fr  on choral ~ I

M M Truck

Tranalaf trlrak Staraaa  On apl!

hOLI. ORIROLLDFF

Ra iIShlp

IIOLLDR/ROLLDFF

«"'aaa- � ~ � ~ Q.. ~ lIlw <~~ .~
Fork-litt truck Yard truck

 on are undlShip

Trurv

Rail

ROLLDhlIROLLDFF
4

.� � 455$ P:> t'!tP--�-.<5!-'
Idhhi! ca Lvs =v. =-. <~~~> gg

Electr ~r circuit Star ape  on IF oundt

Truck

Ship
Straddl ~ carrier

Ra II
Travel crane

So IIICS : 8. N. HOffmat er and C. A. NCidCrgard, nCOn ainCrira inn: in Crna iOnal-in CrmOdal-in Cgra Cd", paPCr Submitted tO the
Orgatthatioa of Atnerican States . Third fatcr-Anterican Ports and Harbour ConIcrcnce, Vii'.a dcl Mar, Chiilc, 15-24 November l968.
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Exhibi t 15

~a!wats-tsar!DL!t'a syaTassa

8 T RADDLE CAR R IE R

~4ettme IIII

8hlp Crane Straddi ~ Crrt«etc~ tasvts casa .'
TRAVEL CRANE ton  !round!

Ship Crer» Tart! truck

TRUCK AhlD CH ASSle

4%a

!C~  >~~ "k

l'I~
Ship Crane Truck ehd chassis Travel:rene

TRANSFER TRUCK

Ship Cf one TranSfer truck Stare!!e  an tetn! Tranafer truck
SR!DGE CRANE

rter Truck

Rat!

ruck

Travel crena Store!te Tr ivet aant
 on t!round!

Reit

Stof at!e
 oh chassis!

Rabat

Truck

Rail

Tr uck

Reit

Truck

Crow Ere ctrl cmr Vert!cal Rail
elf cul't ~ tack!hi! end storeae

Sovttcz: B. h . Ho frrtaster attd C. A. Neidcrgard, "Cotttaincrizatiott: is!tert!at!or!a!-interTnoda!-ittt pated", paper submitted to
the Organ!sat or! of Amer!catt States, Third Irttcr-AmcrIcatt Ports and Harbour Coaferettce. Viha de! Mar Chile, i 5-24 November !96!.

Ship



Fxhibit 16

Characteristics of Container Terminals
On Chassis S stem

Terminal A at Elizab»tli tias 3,} 40 feet of berthing space, and is con-
sidered to b; four berths o! SOO feet each. Cargo is }!ei»g hand}e } at t}te rate
of 3,600,000 }on," to»s p»r year, or approxin»itely 900,000 long tons per
bert}i. The contahiers are a}l o»e size, of' the large variety, and average 16
long to»s per contain»r. Operation of t}iis tern>ina} is based o» handling
containeis o» chassis at all times, and ships load and discharge simulta-
neously. 'I he teri»inal operator lias cor»piete control over tlie ships, the
trucks, th» stuff~kg a»d stripping and t}te }iandli»g. The tonnage is 337o
foreign  Nort}> At}a»tic! aiid 67V0 doniestic. An average of 10/c. of the total
containers transported are stripped or stuffed at the terininal.

The terr»inal occupies 131 acres of land, divided as follows:

73 acres
32 acres
11 acres

5 acres
10 acres

Marshalling Containers
Stuffing E. Stripping Sheds
Administrative Off'ice 2 Employee Parking
Operational space alon side ship
Reefer, garage, gate, etc.

131 acresTotal

Off Chassis Svstem

The terminal occupies 92 acres of land divided as follows:

49 acres

37 acres

 Located off property!
3 acres

3 acres

Mars}>a}ling Cont;iiners
Stuffing a»d Stripping
Administrative Office A. Employee Parki»g
Operational space alongside ship
Reefer, garage, gate, etc.

92 acresTotal

Terminal 8 has 1920 feet of berthing space, a»d is considered to be 2
berths of 960 feet, a}thong}i three vcsse}s }iave occasionally docl'ed at one
time. Cargo is being handled at t}>e r;ite of 1,630,000 loitg tons per year or
about S16,000 iong to»s per berth, The coiitai»ers are a mixture of small
and large containers ivith 5},000 coiitainers of "0-foot length and 63,000
contai»ers of 40-foot length. The 20-foot contai»ers average 12 long tons,
and the 40-f'ooters average 16 long to»s.

The termina} is operated by a terminal operator, and is utilized by four
different steamship }ines. The operator has»o direct control over the ships
or the trucks. The cargo is all forei », and all of ihe inbound cargo is subject
to Customs inspect ion.

The operation of this teri»i»al is performed by straddle carriers, with
about ha}f of the contai»ers st;ickecl two and three high. An average of 407o
of the bo> cs are stripp»d or stuffed at the ter»>i»aL



Exhibit 17

Figure 15. Example of a Containership Terminal and traffic flow. The drawing illustrates how the flow of
containers is organized in a Matson transfer center. The arrows show how Less-Than-
Container-Load cargo moves to the Container Freight Station first and comes out of the Con-
tainer Freight Station last. Full container shipments go direct to the Container Yard. The rest of
the movement within the transfer center is handled by straddle trucks and gantry cranes.

Sour ce; Port Piannin Desi n and Construction, AAPA,
Y'ashington, D. C. 1973, p. 83.



Barge-carryiug vessels, theoretically, can operate without any spe-

cialized shoreside facilities. The ship can simply moor outside a congested

harbor, unload its barges into the water where they are met by tugboats,

load other barges received from tugboats, and be on its way. The tugboats

will either bring the barges to nearby general cargo terminals to be un-

loaded or possibly move the barges through an in. land waterway network.

Note that to operate the barge-carrying vessels at their best, terminal

areas must have an adequate number of tugboats and trained personnel. While

terminals for barge-carrying ships can be quite primitive, major terminals

are more extensive as shown by the artists rendition and general plan for

the LASH terminal in San Francisco, California, in Exhibits 18 and 19,

respectively.

D Economic As ects of Unitized Car o

In order to determine the type of vessel which will give the lowest

overall cost from origin to destination for a shipment between two countries,

we must analyze the economics of the ocean transportation, the cargo handling

facilities, and the inland transportation movements. An economic example is

presented here from the United Nations Publication, Utilization of Car o.

Note from Exhibits 20 and 21 that as we compare the conventional ship,

the pallet ship, the container ship, and the barge-carrying vessel, the

ships become more expensive and more productive. The vesse1s range in cost

from $3 million to $13 million, while the amount of freight space per ship

per year ranges from 147,1.42 to 825,000 cubic meters. Exhibits 22 and 23

show a breakdown of capital and operating costs for the four types of ves-

sels.

By calculating capital and operating costs as a percentage of total

costs as shown in Exhibit 24, we can easily see the extent to which the

more productive, expensive ships become more capital intensive in their

overall operations, The capital cost of the barge-carrying vessel makes

up 60.7 percent of the total costs compared to only 37.7 percent for the

conventional break-bulk cargo vessel. Because the productivity of the uni-

tized cargo vessels tied, in large part, to their quick port turn around

time, the longer the voyage the smaller will be the relative advantage of

the unitized cargo vessel, as shown in Exhibit 25. On a 5,000 mile voyage
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Exhibit 20

Data rl lating to tlie hypntlictical ships anrl rnutcs usCd for cost CnnlpariSnns
Battle-I ore etttg
vervri  l..!S!llCnn arnrr

J lt tp
Pnlfrt
Jit ip

Convrnrlort il
crttpfti'tnty>pr-v

43,00011,000 15,0001 1,000

14,200
116.0

Stilzcr GRD68
'/,200 Si i P

15,000
16.0

Sulzcr 61CD68
7,200 .ihiP

Bunker constiniption �,001! kg!
tn port .
at sca

Cargo gear

Number ol' crew
Building cost � 1 C!01!!

pcr ship
pcI Coll'ta incr, b Irgc

6,500
1.5

13,000
35

3,5003,000

10,000
6

1.45
30 lut' pcr ganr,

hour

ll.ilc. I.u,i, iiv is I'..r. tnt tl »uriiorr of cubic rnct;es nt  ccl ac»ial le For lhc
itOv. J J; I t I-:i, I or nthCr l J g. i; J «.iran.

II Itt. ', r I .In Jo ~ I f i ti Ii ini raliis cil nic lsuti iicrt lnns of 0 cupiett a!tip
anJ c a Iinsl Itic I '.Jl .itr I' Ice i'I I'I lin C OI Itic I iJ i I c Jl'gu.

,t tii.i'i.! I.nisi s.ir n' c su Ii tits in terri.s nt' long !uris on tlir.' assumption
that it,c il niit> of cargo is II ' Iurla ton per cubic nict:c.

Snrtrce. Tl'c rcrtiru'Jrs;i:! !Ct t r Ii:st crs c c'.i li n Ct. I «I», .stc i i In. !C.t on
thc Its »~ c f etc'I il II I is I I' tir Itl crt u, i, ~ '., cit -Ir u .. I Ii, . i I I.if .'Is
avail. I le.. DJ!s c ti r irh c s' I nt Jrc cci n ir ! ", It'ic 4 v   I ' I I . r. r trialb vcJ o» clsts cnl'!c Ie t ltui I iu,.c'I s so tr e,, i: licit't.,c I' .....ca '.'u ' ii aitu
peI 'torsi c»RIJCla 'is iltt ul'i ' «I,it i.

 a! j'frrfictclrtrs of ships
Dcadweig!tt tons  t,tA! kg! .
l!ale ciip,lett! o

per container oi barge  Ma!
number of cont tinct s or h;tr,cs load!!bi»
pcr ship ltsi'!,

Speed  knots!,
Rain enf ine

 b! Pftrf!ctcfctrs Of rolcfcS i
DiStanCC Of r<tund tOs !C,C  SCa. nnl sl
h'utttbcr C i'Cailinl! flirts pcr rO J»d so>,II C
BrOkcn slots;ige ftc«ir n
Cargo handling, pio,lt.ct« it! c

2.5
25. 5

5 isa tches
8 cranes

36

2.5
25.5

3 paHet el vators
2 stele d tofs

30

10,000
6

1. GO
1'0 'st' �0 units!

pcr pallet
elevatnr Or
sidt. port
per i!our

32
700

22,400
22.0

Sulzer 81th! 1 >105
28,000 S! 1P

4,0
80.0

1 container crane
ashore

30

10,000
4

1.10
0 containers

�0- foot!
per hour

5G4
73

41,200
18.5

S u I y c r 91? . s D90
26,000 S11P

3.0
7'2.0

1 sh!p-inountc<1
gantry cr;ine

30

10,000
4

1.25
4 bnrtus p r hc ur
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Exhibit 21

Carrying capacity and voyage duration

Conr rnrionot
silip

f �Vri
ship

Drmirypr~ Durgr.rurryine
rrssri fr.ASt/!

Conruiner
ship

�! 15,000 h<s 14,200 his
�! 1.45 1.60
�! 10,300 hI s 8 900 Ms

240 M' 600 Ms
�0 M' x 8 pangs! �20 t'sts x 5 gangs!

172 h. 59 11.

Cargo handling capacity per ship pcr hour,... �! 20 cont. 4 barges

Yet time for loadin"'discharge per round voyare . �!
�!-;�! x4

140 h. 73 h.

Hours' v,ork per day . . . , , . . . , , . ~ ~ �!
Total time for loading/discharge pcr round vovage �!

 >! �: �!

10 h.
6 days

15 h.
5 days

10 h.
18 days

20 h.
7 days

Agowance on port time tr....,,....,  8!
Total time in port per ship per round voyage...  9!

�! +  8!

5 days
23 days

3 days
9 days

1 day
6 days

2 days
9 days

�0!
. �1!

14umber of ~hips required for v'cckly service... �2!
Nttmber of round voyages per ship per year ..  l3!

[50 vvccks � '.  l2!l

Total freight ton capacity pcr year pcr fieet... �4!
�! x 2 x 50

4
12.5

5
10.0

4
12.5

7
7.1

2,040,000 h$ s890 000 Ms1,030,000 Ms 3,300,000 Ms

Sources sce r st,a, t ut'O
a Based on conferences' recutstinns «htch restuire a mininium of SO per «cnt utilirstion of the inside cubic capacity of the containers.
S iattowance on port tim ~ cotcts time spent on moonng, Sana shortage, unforeseen delays, ete.

!talc capacity pcr ship
itroLcn stowage factor
Freight ton capacity per ship .

�! �; �!

Sailing time pcr round voyage
Duration of round vo>age .

 9! + �0!

26 days
49 days

� weeks!

26 days
35 days

� weeks!

22,400 h4s
1.10 a

20,400 M'
�00 cont.!

19 days
28 days

� vveeks!

41,200 Ms
1.25

33,000 Ms
�3 barges!

22 days
28 days

� weeks!
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Exhibit 22

Eglimateg of capital coat per freight ton of one cubic metro

 lrt 81,00 ! J

lryailrppe ~
t

Coital'lirtonol
aksp

Poller
rbtp

Coesofner
chip

ltorge-rorrrtng
verrrl  LASlll

Building cost per ship n
lduntber of ships in service
Total investntents in ships  I! x �! .
TOtal nulnber nf ConiainCr S/bargCS

�! 3,000
�!
�! 21,000
�!

3,SOO
5

17,SOO

Total Intrrstntent In barges/containers �!

2,370 1,980 5,8802,940

2,160

2,310

2,370
$2.30

1,980
$2.22

8,190
$2.48

5,100
$2.50

~ C'aleutattnns by the UtsiCl'AD Seermariat based On dain given ln S Xnuai annual amnriirsiinn «iih interact at S pet Cent Cnmtsnuniled Snnusiiy
r...at siiiss over th» neat is years in the case of ships and barges, IO per cent and 7 years sn

e gaumated on basU of lsea market priOe, ON case Ol' CnntainerL

Exhibit 23

Egtltnateg Ol' OPerntlottal COSt Per freight ten Of One Cubic metre

 Irs $/,ODD!

Convenilonof
skip

flora-rorryihj
vessel I LA SHl

Poller
ship

Iresul type ~ Coarolner
rhlp

1,764
420

1,050
350

840
520

420

840
1,040

409
1,281

458
1,272

1,240
335

1,680

605
550
585

565
399
446

5,035
$2.47

3,924,
$3.81

Total ofselational cost per year pcr Rect
Operational cost pcr freight ton ol' onc cubic rnctre

5,300
51.61

2,810
$3.16

gorNrc.' gcs ky4'isrit lt
~ Crcui cost is assented as 57,000 per year psr man.
5 PSNI eXpenSeS are caiculmed On the bsii ~ nr ihe bunkeeina OriCe st Singapore as Of the Cnd Of h'larch t970. e. ~ . marinC dieSCi Osl

at 555-00. ~ bunker rud Oil at 515 50.
~ Port charges sra assumed as follows: S?00 per day per l0,000 cut, Sl,000 por calling.

4 AdmlnUtration eapsnsas are assumed ss la tier cent or the annual capiial cost and the oiher operational costs in iha cases or con-
Oeauunal chip, pages ship and baraocarrylng Vasaeie, aad So per Cent in tba Caae Of Coniainee abipe.

Atlhual capital costs on Investmcnts b

Ships �! x�
8.8513

1
Container �! x�

4.8684
1

Barge  S! x
8.8513

Total capital cost per year, pcr Iieet �! I �! l-  8!
Capital cost per freight tun of onc cubic metre,

Crew cost e per fleet .
Maintenance, insurance and stores �! of table 7 x 2%
Maintenance and insurance of container/barge

Container �! of table 7 x 4%
Barge �! of table 7 x 2%,

FuCl expenses k .
P'ort charges '
Adrninigtratiun Cxpenses d

6,500
4

26,000
700 x 4 ships

x 2.5 sets 7,000
10, SOO

 at 1.5 per
container!

13,000
4

52,000
73 x 4 ships

x 2 sets = 584
20,440

 at 35,0 per
barge!
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Exhibit 24

Structure of space cost pcr frclght too of one cable ractre

 parrcnlogcr!

Ham/Typo~ Conwnrlonol
ihip

43.6

17,1
�0.7!

37.7 41.3 29.0
21.3

�0.3!�1.3!�7.7!

6.222.0

10.7
9.6
3.4
9.4

�9.3!

100.0

6.1
9,6
8.1
9.3

�2.3!

100.0

1.3
11.8
8.3
9.3

� 8,7!

100.0

9.3
12.2
3.3

16.6
�9.7!

100.0

Source: See Exhibits 22 ancI 23.

Exhibit 25

Tote! space coats la relation to distance

 8 lyrr frrighr lOn Of Onc Cubic lnrrrr!

Din«nor
 rnflra J Concern uonol pnllrl Conralnrr anrrrwnr rylns

ihip ihip «hip wsrni

5,000 .
I0,000 .
3!,000 .

4.50 3.47
6, l I 5.38
9.35 9.20

3.25 2.50
4.97 4.09
8.43 1.28

Cqplro  rois on lnvrsrrnpnrs
Ships
Cotsta incr
Sarge....,

TOtal Capital Cost

Oprrarlonol cosr
Crew Cost
Maintcnancc, insurance and stores  ships, con-

tainers and barges!
Fuel crpcnscs
Port charges .
Administration crpenses .

Total operational cost .

Poller Conrolnrr ilarrrworrylnr
ihip ihip wrrrl ll.rlSHJ



the conventional vessel has as cost of $4.50 per cubic meter of cargo space

or 80 percent more than the $2.50 figure for the barge-carrying vessel. On

a 20,000 mile voyage the conventional ship has a cost of $9.35 per cubic

meter of cargo space, only 28 percent more than the $7.28 figure for the

barge-carrying vessel.

The total origin to destination. costs will also depend on the inland

transportation network available. If cargo is brought down to the dock or

quay in break-bulk form, stuffed into a container, then unloaded or stripped

from the container and delivered in break-bulk form to its final destination,

we lose much of the potential value of the containership relative to the

conventional break-bulk cargo in such a quay-to-quay movement. If the con-

tainer is loaded at the origin, but unloaded at the quay in the country of

destination, this door-to-quay movement retains more, but not all of the

potential containership value. Only in the door-to-door shipment, where the

container is loaded once at the origin and unloaded once at the final des-

tination, can we benefit from the total potential value of containerization.

Exhibit 26 shows that while the uniti-ed cargo systems are normally more

economical than the conventional break-bulk system, the type of system which

is most economical will vary with the degree of development  ability to

make door- to-door and door-to � quay shipments! and the cost of labor. The

savings in cost per unit of space of the various unitized cargo systems

over the conventional break-bulk system is shown in Exhibit 27. The load

factor of the ships will affect the capital-intensive unitized cargo systems

more than the conventional break-bulk cargo system, as shown in Exhibit 28.

Generally rising labor costs will favor the capital-intensive vessels

over the conventional ships. Exhibit 29 presents a prediction that in ten

years the difference in cost per unit of space between the unitized-cargo

vessels and the break-bulk ship will be significantly increased. For ex-

ample, the difference in total cost per cubic meter of cargo space of $12.24

between the conventional ship at $23.11 and the containership at $10.87 will

increase in ten years to $28.43 between the conventional vessel at $42.86

and the containership at $14.43. Finally, it should be pointed out that

there are economies of scale in the size of both the unitized cargo carriers

and the terminals. Exhibit 30 shows how unit costs decrease as the size of

containerships and the volume of cargo through container terminals increase-

all operating at capacity conditions.
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Ex!alibi.t 26

Egtllnatcs of cargo handling charges prr freight ton of onc cubic metre

 lrt d<sltrsrg!

Conrrnrienel
ship

LASHl n.r
ship

Can<orner
shipftoaga a/

~ el<Fred
lroarparr

lyrrsfrsfyypr nf ship and cargo-v
arrok drulk

~ wrgo
Brrak-Frulk

cargo
Palirrisrd

cargo
Conroinrrisrd

ra.go
Paffrrrsrd

cargo

4.00
2.00

1 S.OO
4.00

4.00
2.00

10.00
2.70

3,00
1.50

Door-
to-
door ~

6.00
2,00

4.00
2.00

4.00
1,40

3,00
1.50

4.00
2.00

21.00
17.00
6.00

6.00
4.50
3.00

8,00
6.00
4,00

14.00
11.40
4.10

6.00
4.00

4.00
2.00

3.00
1.50

10.00
2.70

1S.OO
4.00

4.00
2.00

Door-
to-
stuay b

8.00
3,40

4.00
1,40

7.00
2.90

6.00
2.00

12,00
7,40
5.40

14.00
11.40
4.10

12.00
7.40
5.40

21.00
17.00
6.00

10.00

4.40

14.00
4.70

10.00
2.7t!

I S,OO
4.00

14,00
4,70

13.00
4.20

Quar-
to- 8,00

3.40
4.00
1,40

8.00
3.40

7.00
2.90

6.00
2.00

14.00
11.40
4.10

22,00
17.40
8.10

22.00
17.40
8.10

21.00
17.00
6.00

15.90
7.10

Saorrr,' ll! ttrrak.bulk cargo. cargo handling charges in developed countries
~ ra cstitnalcd on t'hc basis of lnt'orrnation from operators and ltrporr en srirrrrd
comnrodiry unit <'osis for orrnrianrnr shmriirnrs vin r«««non inrrrrrr lhrrth liners i
by Vol<cd States Dcpartnent ot Con<merce. Since the de<a in the rcport «cra
based on forrt cost evpc«ence. 'd p=t rrut «as addrd to ieilri:t an <ncrcate of cot<
bct«ccn torte anJ Ivau lu! pal<et<red and cuntainciircd cargo. ncvrdnring and
terminal charges ln developed countries are ca<<i«ried on itic i<aviv of iiilurinatinn
from operator<. %he rclcvaiit cliarqrt in drvelnpiiig co«ntrict stc atsumcJ <o bc
lhe tunic as the<» of ilcvchrprJ cuuntrirt. Stut'ling'uiiv«iili«g .<nd pal<et<ring<
*pelts<ising charges are assui»ed as t«o-Ih<rds ot ttcvedormg and <erminal charges
on brash-bulk cargo by conventional ship. biil Lhsk: handlmg charges for
break.bott< cargo, including to~ing charge, are assumed as two-<birds of those for

Devclopc<t countries
highcstn.nst  o! .
lowcgtcost  b!,

Dcvcloping countries
highest~st  c! .
lowest-cost  d! .

Colnbin at ion of:
 a! +  c! ...  A! .
 a! +  d! -. �3! .
 b! +  d! -  C! .

Developed countries
highest~st  a! .
iowcstcost  b! .

Developing countries
highestcost tc! .
iowcstwnst  d!,

Combination of:
 a! +  c! ...  A!,
 a! +  d! �.  8!,
0!+ d!...  C!.,

Developed counlries
highest~st  a! .
lowest-cost  b! ..

Developing countries
highest~st tc! .
lowest-cost  d!,

Combination ol:
 a! +  c! ...  A! .
 a! +  d! .� B! .
 b! +  d! -  C! .

carriage by conventional ship. while ihote for pallctized cargo ara assumed as
sarnc as for carriage by pallet ship.

a Cargo handling charges comprise stevedoring and terminal charges excluding
«ha i rage.

b Door of' developed countries and «uay of developing coun ries are a<tunied,
Cargo liandling charac< in deva<oped coun<ries compriie itcvcJoring and terminal
charges excluding «<isrt'nae. an I m devrl,ipuig coumrici charges arc added for
stulr<ng.'unsiut'ling containrrt or ps<te<iring'Jcpallctizing cargo.

r Cargo handling charges coinprise stevcdonng and terminal charges excluding
wharfagC, aad Chargea FOr Stufhng/unatuning eantaiaere Or paUatia<ng/depauet<ztng
ca<'go



Exhibit 27

Saving ln cargo handling nnd s tftce costs of unMacd transport over brcak-bulk
by conventional shifts, ltcr freight ton oi' one cubic tnc re

  ss do lars!

Cenrefnsr shipTrpr af skip aad raise~ Pa  sr ship LAS I

TV eds ~
Brcak-balk

cargo
Paffcrfrcd

cargoCorire fnssfssd
serge

Pef sr sad
sarge

9,00 11,00
7.60 11,60
3.90 2.60

Door-
�

9.00 1.00
7.60 1.60
3.90 � 0.10A B C

Sparse: Space COSt Savings at tndrcated ln OaraaraOb 77 frm»dad tO neeraet lO Ceno! SddCd tO CargO handling Savinga Cal-
eb a ed Oom fsttibik r.b~ Trades ere denoted st  nllows.  Al Trade between htghsstwost developed and highettwost develnping countries;  W Tradebetween highest cost develops I cn«ntr w ~ and towestwost Jcvs lnpina conntrtet;  C! Trade between fowestwoat developed covntnss
~ nd  oncet~at developing colrntrlst,

Exhibit 28

Comparison of sbtptring cost yer freight ton oi' one cubic metre
 lft dollars!

Pains
skfp

Cense br sr'
skfpCons rational

rkfpTpps of vasss .
en Slant en ond Scadrs ~ -e

LASH

Poller Ised
re<go

Break.balk
cargo

Ceareiarrfssd
errrgoBrsef .balk

co<go
Pellrrfssd

cargo
 A!  B!  C!  A!  B!  C! .  A!  B!  C!  A!  B!  C!  A!  B!  C!

2'7.11 23.'ll 12,ll 13.38 l 1.38 9,3S 10.97 9,47 7,97 18.09 15,49 8,19 12.09 10,09 8.09
27.11 23.11 12.11 17.38 12.78 10.78 14,97 10,87 9,37 l 8,09 15,49 8.19 16.09 11.49 9.49
21.11 23.11 12.11 27.38 22.78 13.48 24,97 20.87 12.07 18.09 15,49 8.19 26.09 21.49 12.19

33.20 29,20 18.20 18.80 16,80 14,80 15.90 l4.40 12.90 22.20 19.60 12.30 16.20 14.20 12.20
33.20 29.20 18.20 22.80 18.20 16.20 l9.90 15.80 14.30 2'. 0 19.60 12.30 20.20 15,60 13.60
33,20 29,20 18.20 32.80 28.20 18,90 29.90 25.80 17.00 22.20 19.60 12,30 30.20 25.60 16.30

Beannr r Annsa ll, tables X and Xt.~ Trades ate denoted es  allows;  A! Trade bet~ th ~ hfghest~t deveioped and bighestwost developing coantries: At! Trade between tha bighattwott developedstets raga and the lowestcost devalopina coantrfss;  C! Trade between the lowas«ost developed eonntrim and the lowest@oat developing countrlea.

Bears ef
eefrfssd
neaspesr

Door-
'to.
door

Quay-
to-
quay

Specs Bones of
err fear an enfrlsrd
 pss earls! transport

Door-to-door
100 DOOr-lo-quay

Quay.to-quay

Door-to-door
50 Door to quay

Quay-to-quay

A B C

A B C

13.70
1!,70
2.70

9.70
10.30

1.30

-0.30
0.30

� 1.40

16.10
13.60
4.10

12.10
12.20
2.70

2.10
2.20
0.70

9.00
7,60
3.90

15,00
13.00
4.00
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Exhibit 29

Comparison of estirn;tted fcttttre costs hy type of vessel
 t'rt 5 fret jrci<'hr tort rsfssne cirbic sttetre!

rterumerf
Tea years jrorrr now grrvrvltr rlrles

 average per year!Type af vessel
CrrrrerrrCosrs yer euhrc metre

 cr'a!
0,0  cretv cost 10.0

other costs 5.0
10.0

2.30 2. 30
Conventional ship Capital cost

Opcratiorlal cos'i .

Cargo handling cost 8.5
Total

0.0  crew cost 10,0
other costs 5.0

5.0

4.6

2.22 2.22
Pallet ship

3.16

7.40

12.78
Total

0.0  crew cost 10.0
other costs 5.0

3.5

3.3

Container ship Capital cost .

Opcrat iona 1 cost

2.502,50

3.96

Cargo handling cost

Total

7.97

14.43

LASJJ vessel
2.482.48

4.0
Total

Saurser Etttmatet tr> thC 'tiSiC I'aD Secre:arr r t.Note; Cargo haodhog costs are tsascd o;r door  or dcrclopcd courrtrics «ith highest costs! to rtoay tordcvciopiog couotrics «ith lowest costsh

Capt t at cos t

Operational cost .

Cargo handling cost

Capital cost .

Operational cost,

Cargo ltandling cost  paltctizcd cargo!

3.81

17,00

23.11

2.47

5.90

10.87

1,61

7.40

1 l.49

6,56

34.00

42.86

5,30

11.10

18. 62

2.54

11,10

16.12

0,0
crew cost 10.0
other costs 5.0

5.0



Exhibit 30

Ship Service Speed  kreta!

COST FKR COHTAI'HKR-ROUND-TRIP VERSUS SHIP
SIZK AND SPEED, AND ANNUAL THROUGHPUT

Source: U.S. Government Publication, The
Xm act of Containerization on the
U S E o om , 1970.
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Conclusions Concernin General Car o S stem

We have now studied the various types of general cargo systems. While

we have not in this study identified the type of system optimal for each

trade route in the world, we can see the advantages of unitized-cargo systems.

The travel time saved with unitized cargo vessels is particularly important

to high value cargoes. The best choice for any trade route will depend on

the availability of capital and port facilities, value of cargo, volume,

directional balance of containerizable cargo, extent of inland watexways,

inland transportation network, and cost of labor. These factors will ob-

viously vary when we consider different countries with different degrees of

development. Exhibit 31 briefly summarizes many aspects of the evaluation process,

III. Bulk Commodit S stems

Compared to general cargo liner vessels, bulk carriers provide quite a

different type of service. The great majority of bulk carriers operate under

medium or long term charters. Bulk carrier owners compete for these charters

on the basis of overall cost to the charterer rather than such liner service

characteristics as speed. A bulk carrier could easily spend many years

carrying only one commodity on a specific route for a particular shipper.

A small percentage of the total bulk carrier fleet is involved in what

is known as the "spot" market. Here, in a classical example of perfect corn-

petition, owners and potential charterers bargain for the use of tankers for

a single voyage. The rates associated with such extremely short term char-

tering fluctuate widely depending on the overall industry supply-demand

situation. Consequently, while the opportunity for high profits exists in

the spot market, so does the risk of financial failure. 7

For the reader desiring more information on the economic aspects of the
evaluation process, we recommend Containers, Pal lets, or LASH, the Economist
Intelligence Unit Ltd,, 1973.

For more information on the tanker charter market, the reader is referred
to The Theor of Oil Tankshi Rates, by Zenon S. Zannetos, M.I.T. Pxess,
Cambridge, Mass., 1966.



Exhibi t 3j

Eva!ttatiort of Service Systems for Litter Cargoes.

Fricrvrs 4 ffecring ChoiceSystems rt irer»eri ver Likefy Ourconier

Vanables which iiiay be controlled
by Ihe  ranspor  operator in organi-
zing a transoceanic service

Source: International Sea Trans orts The
Years Ahead, B.A. Lawrence,
Learnqton Books, 1972, i>. 165.

l. Vessel charac eris ics
size speed
hold design, stowage
factor, e c.

2. Carro handling systems
contairicr paltct
roll-on, roll-off
conven ional

3. CargO COnsOliilation and
packaging s ra egy

port or inland consolidation
center

by shipowner, shipper, or
freight fi>rwaidcr

4. Connecting transp<>rtation
tail truck ship
pipe! ine barge

5. Ocean service
frequency no. of ports

Variables assoc>a ed with the p.irticular
market in which the firm operates which
affect significantly  he econoinics of
systems choice.

I. Cargo cliaracteristics
homogcnei y and volume
physical characteris ics  size,
durabili y, etc.!
va Inc
origins and destina ions

2, Port «hara«teristics
longshore la b or costs
work practices and hours
ha za rd of d el ay
lcrminal facilitics: cranes warehousing,

lay-out
3. Voyage cliaracteris ics

dis ancC
weather
ship operating costs

4, Customer preference

The pat crn of choice< which may be
observed in surveying the more successful
operations,

l. Con ainer Systems when high volume of
high value cargoes. Competitive pressures
fOr inveS nien , fligh part and ship labOr
costs with good inland transport links.
Greater distances requiring larger ships
higher speeds,

2. Pallet Systeins when less opportunity to
concen rate cargo loading and discharge.
Inibalanced trade. Little emphasis on
inland transport lirik.

3. Conven iona Systems when low port cos]
port congestion. Cheap cargoes. Long
voyages. lligh cost of money and institu-
tional barriers.

4. hftxcd Syst«ms when low cargo through-
ou . hiany ports of call. h1ixed cargoes
and conditions enroute,



A. Bulk Carriers

Referring back to Exhibit 2, we see that the great maj ority of tonnage

in the world consists of bulk commodity carriers, both dry and liquid. Of

the bulk carriers, the greatest portion of tonnage is made up of oil tankers,

The economic aspects of determining Che best type of ship for a dedi-

cated service or a specific trade route is considerably easier to evaluate

for a hulk carrier than for a general cargo carrier. In our earlier analysis,

the general cargo vessels carried a wide variety of cargoes from many dif-

ferent shippers, The prospective shipowner had to be concerned whether the

cargo could fit into a container or whether the container could move inland.

The prospective Canker owner does not have these problems, He is essentially

concerned only with oil which can be easily pumped so cargo handling requires

only pumps instead of more expensive, more labor intensive equipment, and

inland transportation can be accomplished by pipeline in most cases. How-

ever, elaborate storage tank farms and pipeline networks may be needed to

efficiently handle and store the oil.

The ecorromic aspects of choosing tanker size for a long term charter on

a specific trade route are relatively straightforward because of the economies

of scale in ta~ker operation, Exhibit 32 shows how the cost per ton of oil

decreases with an increase in tanker size. If we include mileage in our

calculations as in Exhibit 33, we can see how greatly the cost per ton is

reduced by using larger tankers on long voyages, such as the Persian Gulf to

U,S. routes. The economies of scale apply in both the construction cost and

the operating costs. Even in the loading and unloading operations the larger

tankers operate at considerably faster rates than the smaller tankers, as
shown in Exhibit 34.

In general, the optimal size for a tanker is the largest size physically

able to use the port facilities on its given trade route. However, we find

that most ports are greatly restricted in the size of tankers they can

accept; for example only a few ports in the U.S. can receive a fully loaded

tanker of 100,000 dwt because of the draft of the large vessels. Exhibit

35 shows how the draft of the tanker increases with the size of the vessel.

draws 92

feet of water, quite an increase from the l6,600 dwt T � 2 tanker workhorse

of World War II, which required only 30 feet of water  see Exhibit 36!.



Exhibit. 32

0.

300200100

DEAllwEtGMT To'.is/ te00
Typical relative cosl ot transportation per ton ol cargo as a

function of lanker size

Source "Evaluation of the Potential of Combinations
Carriers for Transporting U.S. Oil Imports,"
Edward V. Lewis, John Rinkley, and Robert Zubaly,
Marine Technolo , Apri.l, 1974, p. 136.
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Exhibit 33

Source; Of fshore Terminal S stem Conce ts,
Soros Associates, New York, 1972.
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Exhibit. 3S

RELATIOhlSHIP 8ETWEEfd DEADWEIGHT
SIZ'E APID VESSEL DRAFT

Desipn Draft ISummer Salt Water! � Feat 1I

76

46

26 10 40 70 '100 130 I GO 190 220 260 2B0 310
Tanker Site � Thousands of Daadwoieitt Trent

NOTE:
I, For Sal ~ ty purposes rettuued channel depths must ttenerally be 5 to lfr feet

praeter then the maeirnvrn dralt ot vessels oona the channel.
2. Beyond 10',000 dwt data aveitsbt ~ sndicetes ~ ranee of possible dralts

elependsne upOn the detiqn chereeiertstici Ol the vestels involved.

Source: The Economics of Dee water Terminals,
par tame A m nzstratzonr r Pa ~
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Terminal Facilities for Li uid Bulk Carriers

While T-2 tankers could simply dock at an oil pier in most any harbor

and pump their cargo into storage tanks, the supertankers, due to their

need for deepwater and maneuvering room, are quite restricted in where they

can dock. With the exception of a few inshore terminals with deepwater,

most large tankers now use offshore facilities. A conventional buoy mooring

facility, shown in Exhibit 37, is commonly used with vessels less than

100,000 dwt. Exhibit 38 shows the single buoy mooring facility, commonly

used with vessels over l00,000 dwt. There are more than 100 offshore mooring

systems now in operation. Exhibit 39 diagrams an offshore artificial is-

land complex; a major drawback with this type of system is the high initial

cost. There are many possible variations on the offshore systems shown here.

The exact choice for a particular location will depend on the depth of water,

distance from shore, surrounding area, weather conditions, environmental

impact of various systems, and of course the initial construction costs and

operating costs involved with different systems. Considering all these

factors normally leads to the choice of a single buoy mooring for an off-

shore terminal system for oil tankers. 8

Note that the huge investment in supertankers and their terminals re-

quires skilled personnel to operate and maintain the sophisticated equipment

both on the ship as well as on the shore. We should point out that storage

tanks and/or refineries that often accompany superports need not be located

on the shore. Pipelines permit their location to be many miles inland.

Developing countries with raw materials to export usually have little diffi-

culty in finding skilled personnel in the form of employees of multinational

companies which are eager to handle the oil or other resources.

The transportation systems accompanying the movement of dry bulk comrrrod-

ities such as coal, grains, and ores, are similar in many ways to the

marine systems for oil. The degree of skilled personnel is in most cases

similar to that for large oil systems. The economies of scale are similar

as shown by Exhibit 40 for ore. While the sizes of dry bulk carriers have

increased greatly in the past decade or two, they have not approached the

For more information on offshore terminals, refer to U S D t

~Conce ts, by Sores Associates, 1972.
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Exhibit 36

Source: "The U.S. Superport Controversy," Henry S. Marcus,
Technolo Review, March/April 1973.
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Hxhihit 37

ARlNE P IP E LIN ES

MO

Ccnventianal Buoy Nx>r~

Source: Volume I, Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
Maritime Administration Tanker Construction proqram,
N.T.I.S. Report No. KIS 730392 D, l973, p. IV-205.
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Exhihit 40

Shipmettt Cost Related to Sltip Size a»d Oista»ce
of Ore Source.

Shillings

30/

27/

25/

12/6 3,000

10/-
2,000
 miles!

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Ship Size x 1,000 Tons  Deadweight!
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size of supertankers. Dry bulk carriers in the 100,000 to 250,000 dwt

range are considered to be very large. Most smaller dry bulk carriers use

onshore terminals. However, the larger dry bulk carriers may use offshore

island or fixed platform terminals where the cargo may be transferred to

shore by conveyor belt, aerial tramways, or smaller vessels. It should be

noted that dry bulk commodities also are moved on occasion by pipeline in

a slurry form, A less developed country devising these types of high tech-

nology cargo handling systems would rely on an international engineering

firm specializing in this area for detailed design and construction.

A major difference between dry bulk and liquid bulk systems is the

cargo handling and storage facilities. While oil simply uses pumps and

storage tanks, dry bulk utilizes considerably more varied equipment. As

one would expect, the unloading rate of dry bulk commodities is considerably

slower than that of oil.

Unloadin E ui ment

The following brief descriptions are given for unloading equipment at

onshore dry bulk commodity terminals: ,9

a. Grab bucket -- In this system, an open clamshell bucket removes the

material from the hold of the ship and deposits it ashore,

b. Marine leg -- This is essentially a continuous bucket elevator that can

be suspended in a hold and adjusted for different elevations,

c. Drag conveyor � This type of conveyor system uses spaced drag devices

called flights mounted on a chain running in an enclosed housing,

d. Pneumatic -- The material is suspended in air and transported in the

airstream.

e. Self-unloading vessels -- Some vessels have built-in unloading equipment

that de1.ivers the material to a fixed discharge point.

f. Slurry -- There have been several installations, particularly with iron

ore, where the material is suspended in a fluid and transported from the

ship hydraulically.

Desi n and Construction, AAPA, 1973.
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g. Mi:;i ~ 1Laneous � � There are other methods for specific commodities,
such as electromagnets for scrap iron and steel

D, Loadin E ui ment

The following brief descriptions are given for Loading equipment at
onshore dry bulk commodity terminals:

a. Belt conveyors -- This system is probably the most commonly used method
of loading a ship or barge,

b. Direct spouting -- In this system, quite a common method, especially in
grain shipment, the cargo is directly loaded by spouts from a high gallery

c. Pneumatic loading � The loading is done with the material suspended in
an airstream.

d. Self-loading vessels -- In a reversal of the unloading process, the ma-
terial is generally delivered to ane point on the vessel and the equip-
ment aboard distributes it to the various holds.

e. Miscellaneous -- There are various other methods for particular commod-
ities, such as electromagnets for scrap iron.

The choice of a loading nr unloading system will depend on the partic-
ular situation � the specific commodity, the volume, the cost involved,
the loading rate desired, etc.

Many types of storage facilities may be used for bulk commodities:

silos, domes, rectangular storage buildings, and open storage. In addition,
inland transportation may take place in rail cars, trucks, barges or pipe-
lines, depending on the specific circumstances,

IV. Other T es of Car o Vessels

While we have briefly discussed general cargo vessels and bulk carriers,
there are many specialized cases we have not described. In the general cargo
area we did not discuss the many types of semi-container ships which carry
some break-bulk cargo and some containers, or small feeder containerships
which would carry containers between smaLL ports and major container ports.
In the bulk area, we did not discuss tug-barge combinations or specialized
carriers, such as for Lumber, automobiles, scrap iron, liquefied natural gas,
liquefied petroleum gas, or chemical carriers.  Specialized vessels may
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provide a valuable economic opportunity for a nation with unique natural

resources.! In addition, we did not describe the combination bulk carriers

such as ore-bulk-oil carriers or oil-ore vessels. Although these many types

of vessels each possess unique factors, the discussion of the major areas

should give the reader the overall knowledge he needs pertinent to this re-

port, so that we will make no further attempt to give a more detailed

discussion of these matters.

In a similar manner, although our discussion has been aimed at trans-

ocean commerce, we feel the major points of any domesti.c, coastal, or inland

waterway cargo system have been covered. Cargo vessels used in these trades

will be similar to transocean ships except normally smaller. The inland

waterways will generally use tugboats and barges, such as in the LASH light-

ering system, although a tugboat may push an extensive flotilla of barges

in certain parts of inland waterways.

The development of a domestic inland waterways fleet may prove extremely

valuable to a less developed nation without extensive surface transportation

networks. It should be pointed out that even in a highly developed country

like the United States, barges and shallow draft freighters plying inland

waterways carry 16 percent of the nation's domestic commerce. We will

now leave the cargo area and discuss the waterborne movement of passengers.

THE WATERBORNE MOVEMENT OF PASSENGERS

The era of the huge transatlantic passenger vessel has passed, laid to

rest by the jet airplane, Cruise ships of smaller size have replaced the

old giants. Of the twenty-five passenger ships that were regularly calling

at the Port of New York in early 1973, the smallest were approximately 500

feet in length; the largest proportion were in the 600 to 700 feet range,

and the largest was the France at 1,035 feet.

Exhibit 41 shows the general plan of a passenger terminal in Miami,

Florida, which caters mainly to cruise vessels. The obvious characteristics,

in contrast to a cargo terminal, are the parking lots, and the enclosed

10
Bi Load Afloat, a publication of the American Waterways Operators, Inc.,

Washington, D.C., 1973, p. 2.
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passenger and customs areas. While large amounts of baggage and supplies
must be loaded aboard these vessels, this presents no problem in terms of

equipment or personnel.

Where the traffic potential is sufficiently important to feed a ferry

service, the types of ferry to be considered would normally be a combined
passenger and car ferry or a cargo ferry. In either case, the cars or car-
go would roll on and off. For one to three hour crossings, a combined
passenger car/cargo ferry, of the roll-through type with loading ramps in
bow and stern, would frequently be used. In this type of ferry, the vessel
loads through a stern gate in one port and discharges through the bow gate

in the other port. In this manner, all vehicles can drive through without
any maneuvers or loss of time. The passenger accommodations are not lux-
urious in such a vessel, and there are no sleeping facilities. Overnight

ferry services, with appropriate sleeping accommodations, exist in many parts
of the world, but to a lesser extent than the more common ferries making

shorter voyages.

In addition to the ferryboat design where the vessel has one propeller
and is designed to facilitate driving on board at the stern and driving off
at the bow, ferries can also be designed with one propeller and rudder at

each end, so that driving on and off the ferry can be done in both directions.
This latter design is called a double symmetrical ferry, and it can shuttle
between two terminals without ever turning around.

A study by the UN suggests that double symmetrical ferries should be
operated on stage lengths as presented in Exhibit 42. Exhibit 43 provides
an evaluation between the two ferry designs as a function of capacity and

stage length. Ferry terminals represent no special problems relative to the
other types of terminal facilities already discussed, nor do the personnel

required aboard ship or on shore.

ll For additional information on ferry services, the reader is referred to
Coastal Shi in Feeder, and Ferr Services, United Nations, New York, 1970.
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B. H drofoils and Hovercraft

Two of the more glamorous types of passenger vessel are the hydrofoil

and hovercraft, with stated cruising speeds between 30 and 60 knots. Exhibits

44 and 45 give data on the capacity, speed, construction cost, and operating
costs for such vessels. It is difficult to choose between the vessel types,

because of the general controversy between the manufactureres concerning the
seaworthiness and reliability of the vessels as well as the operating and

maintenance costs. It should be noted that both types of high-speed craft

require specially trained personnel to operate and maintain their sophisti-

cated equipment.

VI. RECREATIONAL CRAFT

Recreational craft can vary from canoes to luxury yachts. While ter-

minal areas for recreational craft represent no problem technically, the

actual types of facility will vary widely depending on income level of users,
availability of sheltered harbors. The minimum in facilities would be an
anchorage area with a few mooring buoys. A more elegant arrangement would
be a marina facility with hundreds of private ships, each with shoreside

fresh water and electricity. The only unusual skills required would possi-

bly be in the repair of engines or boats. The only types of unusual equip-
ment would be for transporting boats in and out of the water using marine

railways or various crane arrangements.

VII.,CONCLUSIONS ON VESSELS AND TERMINALS

We have seen in the bulk commodity trades, that a nation would want to

use the most economical vessels which would generally be the largest ships

able to use its facilities  and the facilities of the ports on the other end

of the voyages!. For developing nations without the skill to build or oper-
ate ships and terminals, these capital goods and personnel can be imported.
In time, citizens can learn to operate the terminal facilities.  We will
discuss the operation of the vessels with citizens later.!

In the area of general cargo, we realized that again a nation could

import whatever vessels, terminal equipment and personnel it desired. How-
ever, the choice of the optimal ship was complex and dependent on such
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factors as the inland transportation network and the cost of labor. Again,

a nation could train its citizens to take over the terminal operations in

due time.

In the areas of passenger craft and recreational craft, there were no

unusual terminal requirements and a nation should be able to train its citi-

zens to take over such terminals operations with little trouble. While

many types of passenger craft are available, it must be noted that high-speed

craft such as hydrofoils and hovercraft will require specially trained per-

sonnel for their operation and maintenance.

The hardware for most any marine transportation system can be purchased

by any nation, if it does not manufacture these products internally. In

general, terminal facilities in any country can eventually be manned by that

nation's citizens with proper training. In the next section, we will discuss

whether a nation should establish or expand its own merchant marine rather

than using foreign-flag vessels.

VIII. ESTABLISHING OR EXPANDING A NATIONAL MERCHANT MARINE

For the following reasons a nation, especially a developing one, may

desire to establish or expand its merchant marine:

 a! National security, including the preventi.on of disruptions of

commercial services during hostilities  as well as the logistical

ability to support a military effort!

 b! Reduction of economic dependence on foreign-flag vessels

 c! Influencing conference decisions  in the liner trades!

 d! Economic integration within a geographically scattered country

 e! Promoting exports

 f! Diversifying employment by putting citizens aboard vessels

 g! Balance of payments

 h! National prestige

While the reasons above would appear to provide ample motives for

establishing or expanding a national merchant marine, some persons feel, as

12

For further information on any of these topics the reader is referred to
Establishment or Ex ansion of Merchant Marine in Develo in Countries,
United Nations, New York, 1968,



shown in the statement below, that it may be a mistake for a developing

nation to establish a national merchant marine if it wants ta influence a

conference system to lower rates and receive better services.

...perhaps the most important observation is that one way not to alter
the conference system is the establishment of a state-owned domestic flag
liner fleet. This has been the favorite tactic of the developing nation.
Such companies generally join the conference from the outset in order to
have a "voice" in conference affairs or join quickly thereafter follow-
ing a period of unprofitable operation outside the conference. The problem
is that a single, new line can expect to have little effect on rates in a
conference in which rate changes typically require a three-quarters or more
majority, if such a line wanted to. More importantly the domestic flag line
rarely shows any real inclination to fight for lower rates. Typically, it
is a high cost operator, often losing money at prevailing rates. From the
point of view of the people operating the line, the problem becomes one of
operating at minimum visible public subsidy which dictates higher not lower
rates. Thus, the state-owned line becomes a protagonist of the conference
system and high rates, a protagonist who has special access to governmental
bodies concerned with conference ratemaking, The state-owned line becomes
the conference's 'voice' in governmental deliberations concerning the con-
ference.

A. UN Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences

From Exhibit 46, we can see that the merchant marines of developing

countries make up an extremely small percentage of the world fleet and that

this percentage has, in fact, decreased since 1965. The objectives of the

developing nations were shown recently, when they actively supported  and

succeeded in! the adoption of the United Nations Code of Conduct for Liner

Conferences. This code calls for 80 percent of the liner cargo between two

countries to be shared equally by the two nations involved, with the remain-

ing 20 percent left for third nation carriers. The code has not been

properly ratified to become effective. However, the repercussions from such

a code could have great impacts on the merchant marines of developing nations

because of the present structure of the conference system. Since the bulk

commodity trades do not use conferences and operate in essentially the clas-

sical economic supply/demand situation, a developing nation inefficiently

13 Taken from Conference Ratemakin and the West Coast of South America,
b> J. V. Devanney. III, V. M. Livanos, and R. J. Stewart, M.I.T., 1972, p. 79
 a footnote from t.he quotation has be'en omitted.!

14
For more information refer to "The Liner Conference Convention:

Launching An International Regulatory Regime," Law and Polic in Interna-
tional Business, The Internationa3. Journal of Georgetown University Law
 'ant'av cnv3vrr 107k v~1 ' i~~
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running a bulk carrier will have great difficulty finding employment for its

vessel at the going market rate. However, since conferences essentially fix

prices and control liner trade routes, if a developing country could simply

est.ablish itself in the conference with a 40 percent market share, there

would be no problem finding employment for the vessels. Note that this does

not mean that their liners could necessarily operate at a profit at the

going market rate.

Whether any nation will be able to successfully establish an economically

viable national merchant marine depends on the structure of its own economy,

particularly the volume of its overseas trade and the extent to which it can

meet the needs of shipping for capital equipment and operating inputs from

its own resources.  Note that vessels can be either leased or purchased,!

Whether this would represent the most economical use of its resources com-

pared with other investment possibilities depends on where its comparative

advantage lies at present as well as in the future.

Tf a nation decides to establish or expand its merchant marine, it must

decide what type of vessels it wants and whether to acquire new or second-

hand vessels. There are advantages and disadvantages for a developing nation

associated with each choice and they are briefly summarized below.

a. Dr Bulk Carriers: Capital intensive and therefore poor at creating

employment, very risky if operated on the voyage or short-term charter mar-

ket, while long-term time charters or contracts may be difficult to secure

unless there is a domestic user, However, if regular employment can be

secured, they have favorable balance of payment effects.

Good for employment creation, once accepted into

conference can count on receiving cargo, impact on conference questionable

 without the ratification of the new U.N. Liner Code!. Zf bought second-

hand, may be a cheap way to entry and gaining experience. New ships have

high capitaI/output ratio. Not as good for balance of payments as the bulk
carriers.

c. Passen er Liners: Second-hand ships can be bought relatively in-

expensively, due to decline of transocean passenger demand and are very

long-lived, many ships in service being over 30 years of age. May be use-

ful for countries with high tourist potential. High employment-creating

effects, much of it relatively unskilled.
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d. Tankers � Lar e: The same as for bulk carriers; long term charters

or contracts essential.  Oil producing countries can find a ready market

in delivering their oil to foreign countries.!

e. Tankers � Small and Medium Sized: Can be bought second-hand.

Less capital intensive than large tankers.

f. ~Tram s: These break-bulk targe vessels find easy entry into voy-

age charter and short-term time charter markets. If bought second-hand,

have a relatively short earning life which reduces risk; relatively cheap,

good for employment creation, favorable balance-of-payments effects if

domestic repair facilities available; unsophisticated engines and equipment

do not require highly specialized personnel to operate, but difficult to

finance and may have long periods of lay-up or ballast voyages.

B. Government Subsidies

In order to help establish or expand national merchant marines, count. ries

may wish to use subsidies. The most direct type of subsidies are simply pay-

ments to the shipowner to lower his costs of ship construction and/or opera-

tion. Other forms of assistance are low interest loans, accelerated depre-

ciation write-offs, tax exempt or tax-deferred funds for profits to be used

in ship construction or repair, government guarantee of mortgages, and

preferential port charges for national flag vessels. Still other forms of

subsidies do not directly involve financial payments but simply exclude

foreign-flag carriers from certain cargoes or trade routes  such as

laws!, thereby insuring cargo for national-flag vessels, Governments can

also aid their merchant marines by establishing and maintaining government-

sponsored facilities to train sea-going personnel, by providing special

medical benefits for seamen, and by sponsoring special marine-related research

in universities and elsewhere, 15

Using subsidies to aid a national merchant marine can be effective.

However, if other countries retaliate, the effect of the assistance granted

by the first country is reduced, although the advantage can be regained by

increasing the subsidy, Each nation can apparently gain at the expense of

For more information of the type of subsidies used, the reader is referred
to Maritime Subsidies, U.S. Maritime Administration, 1971.



other nations by increasing subsidies, although all become worse off in the

process. Only those that give the greatest amount of assistance or discrim-

inate the most effectively may finally benefi,t; moreover, the benefit may
only be relative and not absolute.

IX. POTENTIAL ROLE OF AN INTERNATIONAL SEA GRANT PROGRAM

An International Sea Grant Program has the potential for playing an
important role in aiding less developed countries with their marine trans-

portation systems. Such a program could assist a country in making
feasibility studies looking at such things as appropriate types of port
facilities, trade route cargo projections, overall national port planning,
merchant marine establishment or expansion, and appropriate choice of vessels.

It should be noted that the United Nations, the U.S. State Department, and

private consulting companies do various amounts of work in these areas.

An International Sea Grant Program may also be able to play a valuable

role in the area of education through such means as curriculum development
and training programs. Sea Grants could assist less developed countries in
setting up merchant marine academies for training sea-going personnel and

programs for training personnel for port administration and port operations.

The political implications of having the U.S. aid the establishment or ex-

pansion of' a foreign merchant marine deserve further attention. However,

the desire to increase goodwill with oil producing countries that wish to

develop tanker fleets and less developed countries that support the U.N.
Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences  or wish to form bilateral agreements
for the division of cargo with the U.S.! would seem to alleviate any poten-
tial problems in this area. While more research is definitely needed before

specifying the optimal role for an International Sea Grant Program concerning
marine transportation systems, it appears feasible that such an Interna-

tional Sea Grant Program would make a valuable contribution in this area.
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ABSTRACT

World fish resources, fishing methods, and processing operations in

the seafood industry are described. The fishery situation in developing

countries  LDC's! is discussed, with particular reference to artisanal

and other local fisheries, and examples are cited to illustrate the struc-

ture of the industry. Technology transfer from deveIoped countries to

LDC's is discussed and recommendations presented for future technology

transfer programs. It is concluded that an integrated complex of small

projects with defined, attainable objectives and immediate impact on

income and food supply of the LDC populations is l.ikely to be more suc-

cessful than large-scale programs with little immediate payoff. A case

study of fisheries in two developing countries, Thailand and Peru, and

tabulation of statistical data on catches, value of catch, and unit

value of fish species groups for selected countries, with a discussion

of the significance of the data, are presented.



I. Introduction

In recent years, the world fisheries have landed about 70 million tons

of fish and shellfish. This represents a substantial contribution to world

food needs, particularly as it provides high-grade animal protein to parts

of the world in which the availability of land-raised animals is re.latively

small or too expensive for general consumption. The potential for increas-

ing the world catch is less than was previously thought, but a doubling of

the present total landings seems possible according to current projections

of total stocks. However, the very uneven level of technology throughout

the world fishing industry  including activities not truly industrial in

scope! results in great losses of edible fish and shellfish, Sp«lage> Poor

processing methods, and inefficient handling procedures limit utilization

of fish stocks, particularly in the artisanal fisheries which, on a man-

power and distribution basis, dominate the world picture. Mor"over, very

large quantities of fish  close to 35 percent of the total catch! are used

to produce fish meal for animal feed, thereby depriving human populations

of direct food benefits and greatly reducing the efficiency of protein

utilization in human terms  i.e. there is only about a 10 percent or less

return of protein to humans of protein from fish through consumption of.

animals fed fish meal!.

The restraints on increased fish production and seafood supply to the

consumer are many and complex, involving economic, sociological, political,

and legal factors, as well as technology. These restraints operate in an

interrelated manner that frequently requires simultaneous remova1 of ob-

stacles in a number of discipline areas to provide for their effective

relief. Thus, technology development may be frustrated by legal restric-

tions on catching or processing methods, that are designed to protect a

particular social group or to meet a defined political s ituation. The

common resource nature of most fish and shellfish stocks has limited

development of fisheries along the familiar lines of agriculture, the other

main food producing industry. The absence of assured ownership rights has

stifled sustained efforts by entrepreneurs and has restricted investment

in particular fishing operations, Another difference from agriculture is

that in most cases, the fisherman has no control over his "crop" but must

depend on the bounty of nature, both for its availability and its condition.

Aquaculture, which makes a comparatively small contribution � � 8 percent!



to the world fish supply, is an exception to this. A third important

factor is that fish perish. Land animals can be killed at the point of

processing or distribution, and spoilage is dealt with easily. Fish,

the other hand, die where captured and must be transported to distribution

and processing locations, often over long distances and under very diffi-

cult conditions.

II. THE FISHING SECTOR

A. The General Picture of the World's Fisheries

Fishing and aquaculture in a variety of forms date back to at least

1000 B.C., but today's fishing industry is mostly a product of the in-

dustrial revolution. Data on total catches is available only as far back

as about 1900 for a few of the more advanced fishing countries, and world-

wide data collecting began only in 1950 with the establishment of the UN's

Food and Agriculture Organization. Thus, the dependable data base is rela-

tively small.

With the beginning of FAO statistics, the world fish catch was just

over 20 million metric tons  MMT! and had risen to about 69 MMT in 1970,

This is an annual rate of increase of about 6.6 percent. or about twice the

rate of increase of terrestrial food production  Royce, 1972!. While this

is a significant contribution toward improving the world's protein supply,

this does not mean that the availability of fish as food for people has

increased to that degree,

One af the dramatic increases in fish production has been the explo-

sive expansion of the Peruvian anchovy fishery from nothing in the late

1950's to 12.3 MMT in l970. The entire catch went for production of oil

and fish meal for nonhuman consumption. Thus, about one-third of the world' s

fish production goes into industrial products, often as supplementary com-

ponents of animal food.

Second, the increase in catch is not evenly distributed over

oceans or nations, Generally the northern temperate seas have seen the

greatest sustained increases in fish production, and the tropical and south-
ern seas the least. Production has centered in the northern, temperate,

industrialized countries and not in the tropical, developing, or southern

hemisphere countries. The latter, of course, are where protein deficiency

is presently most acute. Third, the steadily climbing world averages are
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composed of individual fisheries whose records are by no means consistent.

Fishing is still a high-risk business. Thus, when predictions are made

about the maximum potential yie]d of the world fisheries  which vary from

50 HÃf to over 1,000 HMT, with most around 100 MHT!, they usually include

exploitation of new species, which may require new technology and may face

considerable product resistance by the intended consumers. Thus, much of

the potential for improved supplies of fish for human consumption may de-

pend on detailed analysis of and assistance to individual, local fisheries

rather than any global scheme.

Finally, recent events, which do not show up in the FAO statistics,

may have major effects on the future yield of ocean fish. First, a number

of the major traditional fisheries � Atlantic cod, Pacific salmon, tuna,

Alaska king crab, Oalifornia sardine, to name a few examples � have reached

a peak of production or have even suffered drastic declines, probably as a

result of overfishing, This may cause economic and food supply hardships

on the one hand, but may also speed up t.he acc»ptance of. new, presently

unexploited species as traditional species ht come less avai'arable or more

expensive. The possibility of overfishing a given fish population has been

greatly increased by the recent deve/opment and expansion of distant water

fishing fleets, particularly by Russia and Japan, capable of fishing and

processing fish at a rapid rate anywhere in the world. These fleets can

capture fish faster than data can be obtained and analyzed for making manage-

ment dec.isions to prevent overfishing. Partly in response to this kind of

short � term, intensive "pulse � t ishing," there is great. impetus, particularly

in less-developed countries, to establish a 200-mile fisheries or resource

jurisdiction zone off their coasts. Some have done this unilaterally for

a number of years.

When these 200 � mile limits are put into effect, there will be a con-

siderable period of turmoil for those nations fishing in what had previously

been international waters. This and recent inflation of. protein prices may

drastically alter the composition of the whole fishing industry by changing

the entire pattern of investment desirability. This, in turn, may increase

th» desirability of aquaculture industries, whose products have been often

relatively high priced, but now may become more competitive as other fishery

produc.ts bcc.ome morc expensive. Thus, in the next few years, many segments
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of the fishing industry and non-fishing industries can be expected to

interact in. a variety of only partially predictable fashions and at an

accelerated rate.

B. Fisheries and A riculture

Agriculture and fisheries share several features as producers of

 protein! food, but there are also significant differences. Both suffer

from the unpredictability of weather, the farmer directly, and the fisher-

man to the extent that solar input drives the ocean currents and influences

primary productivity and fish distribution. Weather often may limit fish-

ing operations, especially with smaller fishing vessels. Both industries

produce protein and both have changed and become partly intertwined in

recent years. Agriculture's staple crops have always been the starchy

cereals which can be converted into protein only by feeding them to animals.

Fish protein has always been considered a high quality protein, be-

cause it has certain amino acids e'ssential to human nutrition but not

supplied by plant proteins.

The two industries intertwine at the point where livestock foods are

being supplemented with protein, either from fish meal or soybeans. Avail-

ability of either one affects the other, as in the recent drastic decline

of the Peruvian anchovy fishery and shortage of fish meal, causing a

doubling of the price of soybeans. Finally, both agriculture and fisheries,

at least in the United States, have been predominantly the domain of the

private businessman.

Fisheries and agriculture  animal husbandry! also differ in several

important respects. First, the fishing industry is dependent upon cap-

turing wild fish, except in the area of agriculture, which will be discussed

later. Assessing wild stocks in the sea as to their total numbers and po-

tential sustainable yield can be difficult, costly, or both. Pelagic fishes

 excepting salmonids! have traditionally belonged to no one  when outside

exclusive fishing zones! until captured. None but the most primitive peoples

is dependent upon wild "livestock" today, but about 9S percent of the world' s
fish catch consists of "wild" fish.

Fish also differ from farm animals in trophic level. Most domestic

animals are plant eaters. Many fish eat zooplankton  which eats plants! or
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eat other larger animals which eat zooplankton, while relatively few fish

 some herring-like fishes, for example! eat plants directly. Salmon and

tuna, for example, are both secondary or tertiary predators and, thus,

ecologically inefficient in terms of requiring a long food chain to sup.�

port them, with conversion  to new tissue! losses occurring at each step

of the food chain.

C. Fish Stocks

1. T es of Animals Fished

Worldwide, there are more than 25,000 species of fish. Only a few

hundred of these fish and even fewer shellfish are commercially signifi-

cant, for a variety of reasons. In the past, a primary consideration was

size � each fish was eviscerated and filleted by hand, and processing

small fish costs too much to be economically practi,cal. Processing machines

such as shrimp peelers and fish mincing machines have eliminated some of

these problems in developed countries, while development of the fish meal

industry enables utilization of small-sized whole fish. Fish have to be

available to fishing gear of some kind and must be available in reason-

able quantities and with reasonable dependability. This leads to emphasis

on fish that swim in schools, at least part of the time, or otherwise

aggregate, such as for spawning or periodic migrations, so as to maximize

the fisherman's catch per unit of effort. Until one has participated in

exploratory fishing, it is difficult to appreciate how easy it is to use

a piece of fishing gear blindly and catch nothing with it. Further, fish-

ing gear also limits the stocks fished � one does not put down a bottom

trawl on any but a relatively smooth bottom or to depths beyond the limit

of one's cables, thus restricting the catch to those species that live in

"fishable" areas.

Fish stocks are usefully categorized by the system used by FAO under

the headings shown in Table l. The table is a revised and modified version

of one published by Gulland �971! including updated catch data for 1972

and the original estimate of potential yield. This estimate is based mostly

on extrapolation of previous harvesting of stocks and is probably a rela-

tively conservative estimate. It is also conservative in that it excludes

items D through H, which are speculative now. For example, even if the
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present supply of squid and lantern fish could be greatly expanded, there

are relatively few cultures where they would be readily accepted into the

routine diet. We are not even sure at this time whether cropping of the

squid might not reduce the tuna catch, since squid probably form an im-
portant part of their food supply.

2. Re ional Distribution of Fish Stocks and Fishin Effort

Table 2 presents the FAO data on regional fish catches for 1972 and

Gulland's �971! estimate of potential yield in each region. There are

a number of comparisons that can be read into these data and yield esti-

mates. First, the areas from which the least additional yield can be

expected are in the northern temperate seas and near the major fishing

and technologically advanced nations, i.e. the North Atlantic and the

North Pacific, especially near Japan. Another factor is that the seas are

the smallest and the Land masses and population the largest in the northern

hemisphere. Thus, the markets and the processing capabilities are relative-

ly near the fishing grounds. Conversely, many of the lesser developed

countries  LDC's! are in the southern hemisphere with its smaIIer Iand

masses.

The southern hemisphere waters hold considerable potential for in-

creased fish production, and this has attracted distant-water fishing from

many nations, particularly Japan and Russia. Neither is it surprising that

the LDC's also recognize this potential and want to establish 200-mile

fishing limits to get jurisdiction over this potential,

In the northern temperate zone, the potential increases for the

northwest Atlantic appear negligible, except for stocks like squid, and

lantern fish for which new markets and perhaps new processing would have

to be developed. In the remaining northern temperate zones, the unexploited

fish consist of small schooling fish such as herring, saury, and capelin,

which presumably would go for industrial uses.

In the tropical zone, there is potential for additional catches of

large pelagic. fish such as mackerels, horse mackerels, and tuna off the

west coast of Africa  eastern central Atlantic!. In the western central

Atlantic, the United States carries on a major shrimp fishery, but this

and the snapper and grouper fishery could be greatly expanded into the

Caribbean and the northern coast of South America.
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The western central Pacific suggests great opportunities because of

its exLensive sliallow waters. However, the fact that Japan's distant water

fleets have presumably looked there and are not making major efforts in the

area suggests tEaat there are problems � that tEie fish are not there, or

that they are scat tered. The Indian Ocean is the least known. In some

areas tEie fish are fully utilized, especialiy close to heavily popujated

shorelines, but other areas are Less known, and the offshore fishery pot< n-

tial is largely unexplored. Gulland considers the waters offshore from

Indonesia, the west coast of India, and near Arabia likely places to look
for additional fish stocks.

In the southern temperate zone, there is considerable area of cont i-

nental shelf, botEi east and south of Australia, which is considered to be

grossly underfished. This seems far away, even for the major distant-

water fishing fleets, so most of the fish appear to go for local consump-

tion. The eastern Pacific incLudes the anchovy  anchovetta! fishery of

Peru  some taken by Chile! which is now showing slight recovery from its
near collapse several years ago. The degree to which it eventually re-

covers should be a good test of the estimate of 8 MHT as a sustainable

yield for that fishery.

The whole west coast of South America suffers from a very narrow con-

tinental shelf, except around the islands of southern Chile, where there

is a king crab fishery that could probably be expanded. Even then, there

are underutilized species on Chile's narrow continental shelf. The east

coast of South America is being explored now, with an underutilized off-

shore stock of anchovy and hake, and considerable potential in

unutilized squid and lantern fish stocks. The west coast of Africa may

yield twice as much hake and pilchard as 1967 catches show.

The Antarctic is the least known area, with krill, a small, shrimp-

like species, being the major resource. Recent surveys have identified over

90 species of larger fish and major stocks of squid. However, fishing con-

ditions in the Antarctic leave much to be desired, even for large fishing

vessels, so development of this resource is likely to be slow. On the

other hand, if the establishment of a 200-mile limit prevents distant-

water fleets from fishing on some of their traditional grounds, the Antarc-

tic may suddenly become more attractive in spite of its difficulties.
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At its most sophisticated level, aquaculture is comparable to the

practice of animal husbandry in agriculture, i.e. the animal is cultured for

its entire life cycle. As shown in Table 3, there are many forms of aqua-

culture that are more pri~itive than that, however, such as capturing
immature wild animals and keeping them in natural enclosures, feeding on
natural food.

The United State~' best aquaculture product is salmonids. The whole

life cycle is under control, and commercially produced feeds are used,

comparable to those used for livestock. However, these are high protein

feeds, and the product sells for more than $2.50/lb. This is gourmet food,
not a poor man's manna. Catfish aquaculture runs a weak second to salmonids,
having borrowed and adapted salmonid technology, but still yields a rela-

tively costly product. Oyster hatcheries have become a production level

reality in just the last two t.o three years. In oyster aquaculture,

oysters are not fed once they are past the larval stages, so the food cost

is small, but because of high labor costs, the final product is still ex-

pensive. Thus, no major aquaculture product is ideal for transfer to LDC's

except as a cash crop for the country's few rich people or for export to

wealthier countries. Oysters, however, could be a good crop where labor
is cheap.

One problem with salmonids and catfish is they are too high on the

food chain � partial or complete predators in the wild. Culture of organ-

isms that eat plants would be preferable in LDC's. This has already been

done with carp, milkfish, and tilapia in the Far East for up to 2,000 years,

and carp will produce twice as much protein as a pig for a given ration.

However, the zeal potential appears to be in the area of polyculture-

growing several crops together to the benefit of all.

The United States has some expertise in the culture of warmwater fishes

could probably transfer and adapt related information on nutrition and dis-

ease control. Other animals cultured in the United States � shrimp, crayfish

pompano, pin fish, mullet, blue-gills, lobster, mussels, abalone, sea perch�

might be of value in LDC's. Before introducing a new species, it is important t

consider the biological ramifications of introducing an exotic species, the

feasibility of culturing it, and its potential acceptance by the local
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people. While modern aquaculture has accomplished great things in some

places, for example, doubled the supply of fish in Israel, it has done so

most successfully in technically sophisticated countries.

E. Effects of Fishin on Stocks

Except in cultured stocks where exact control of a fish population is

possible, the response of all fish and shellfish populations to fishing can

be known only approximately. However, a number of generalities can be

stated. If the population has not been exploited previously, it will be

composed of a large proportion of older individuals which are growing rather

slowly, with slow reproduction. Catches are large and profits high for the

first few boats to enter the fishery, and this attracts additional boats.

Soon they have to go further to find fish, but catches are still increasing.

Eventually, enough boats enter the fishery that the fishermen must work

harder and longer to bring in their same amount of catch, but their fears

are usually allayed by an occasional good year. However, a fisheries bio-

logist will notice that the catch consists of younger and smaller fish.

Finally, there is usually a catastrophic decline as a small year class of

fish combines with too many fishermen trying to catch them, and the yield

suffers dramatically. At that point, yield far exceeds the rate at which

the population is replacing itself by reproduction and growth. Overfishing

has taken place.

The significance of this pattern is twofold. First, it has happened to

almost every major United States fishery, except perhaps the Gulf prawn

fishery. This includes Pacific salmon, Alaska king crab, California anchovy,

four species of tuna, Atlantic salmon, menhaden, whales, and turtles. Even

the Pacific halibut, which used to be a model of a scientifically-managed

fishery, has taken a severe setback because of recent trawling on the halibut

grounds for other species and incidentally catching young halibut. In the

face of decreasing catches and increasing effort for a given catch, the usual

management system in the United States has been to adopt restrictive mea-

sures that reduce the fisherman's efficiency. This was about the only kind

of regulation politically possible in our free enterprise system until

recently, when the situation has become bad enough that corrective measures

in the form of a limited entry fishery  also called a limited effort fish-

ery! have been established. This means restricting by regulation the number



of boats permitted to fish a certain stock. Thus, the United States has

plenty of expertise in recognizing the effects of overfishing, and LDC's
might be excellent places to set up limited entry fisheries. A productive
and economically stable fishery could result if it properly takes into ac-
count the local and regional effects on employment and other social factors.

Second, the level of sophistication in the statistics of fishery
management and population dynamics needed to begin simple fishery manage-
ment does not necessarily require computers and other elaborate hardware.
However, a training program could be begun within the country that would
eventually lead to this kind of capability. Management capability needs
to begin early and grow with the fishery. En this case, the LDC's could
profit from our mistakes.

F. Fishin Technolo

l. Overview

Fish and shellfish are harvested by a wide variety of methods, deter-

mined by such factors as local conditions, materials, fish and fish behavior,

local traditions and local economics. A thorough review would be a lifetime

study. Recent trends have been towards standardization in certain areas of

technology � most modern nets use synthetic fibers, most large nets are

handled by power hauling gear, and a number of devices have been developed

to handle large quantities of tiny fish. The trend in most technologically

advanced countries has been to increase the size of the vessels and the gear

to catch more fish per unit of time and to substitute machinery for manpower

to increase productivity relative to labor costs. Many U.S. fisheries, partly

because of restrictive legislation, have remained underdeveloped in a limited

sense of the term  discussed later! and thus may have considerably more in

common with LDC's than countries such as Russia, with their huge vessels and

distant water operations. Many of our fishermen still use small boats and

operate as private entrepreneurs. This is not to say that our small boats

are technologically backward or that fishing vessels must be huge to be
efficient.

Fish are most commonly caught on hooks or in nets. Spears and harpoons

are very old, but little used today except for valuable species with large
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methods have been adopted for sport, and so sport divers, for example, are

perhaps now the major users of fish spears.

A hook and line are equally ancient, but still an important part of

modern fishing, both sport and commercial. The main commercial developments

consist of ways to multiply the number of hooks that can be tended by one

fisherman. The long line, with its variants, accounts for most of these:

a central line with the hooks attached by short side lines  gangions! that

may be placed on the botton  halibut!, or hung just beneath the surface from

floats  salmon, swordfish!, or simply laid in great numbers and profusion

where fish move about and entangle them. The first two long lines are baited;

the latter are not, Single hooks are still used in some fisheries where the

fish have a high individual value.

A great variety of fish traps have been made by primitive peoples, using

brush, vines, basket-making technology, and by modern people using wire mesh

or netting. These may be set up on the bottom, be floating but anchored to

the bottom, or be completely free-floating, depending on whether the fish

can be expected ta move through an area, whether water movements will carry

the fish past the net, or whether the trap must be baited to attract the fish

or the fish herded into the trap. If the fish enter the trap of their own

volition, it is easy to find the way in and difficult to find the way out.

fish are driven into the trap, there is usually some portion of the

trap which is raised or closed to complete the capture. Both salmon and

herring traps worked so well on the Pacific coast of the United States and

Canada that they were outlawed on the basis of being monopolistic. The only

remaining few belong to Indians who are accorded special privileges.

The traps most used in modern fishing operations are those used for lob-

ster, crabs, and king crabs. A significant feature of crab pots in particular

and traps in general is that the fish and shellfish need not be killed at the

time of capture. This allows for management  throw back small ones or females

unharmed, allow escapement of a breeding population! and quality control

 deliver the animals to the consumer or the processor alive!.

Certainly the most common gear of modern commercial fishing is the net.

Nets may be stationary or drifting, depending on the fish desired, or they

may be used to encircle and trap part of a school of fish, or they may be
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used to scoop up fish f rom near the bottom, as in the case of the trawl.

Modern nets differ little from those of 25 years ago, except now they are

made of syntiretic fibers. They last longer because they resist decay, are

stronger and larger, and yet tow more easily because they have smaller dia-

meter threads, with less drag, Some can be made almost invisible in the water,

and because they are both stronger and less bulky, are more amenable to hand-

ling with power equipment such as the power block for purse seines or the

drum for seines, trawls, or gill nets. Thus, many factors of size and effi-

ciency in nets have greatly improved in the last IO years, even if the basic

methods have not.

a. Stationar or Driftin Nets

Most stationary nets depend on the fish to push their heads through the

mesh of the net far enough so that the gill covers prevent them from backing

out. The fish are too large at rnid-body to pass through, Thus, such nets

can be a good management tool because they can be very size-selective in the

catch, although such gill nets would fail to catch very large fish, as well

as the small ones which might need to be protected, Two major importances

of gill nets to LDC fisheries are that they can be fished from relatively

small boats with minimal or no machinery and require minimal capital outlay

or training for their use,

b. Kncirclin Nets

Purse seines include a variety of nets that can be set or pulled into a

circle and the bottom then closed, either by hauling a special pursing line

attached to the bottom of the net or by hauling the lead line faster than the

cork line. They can range from a cast net a few feet in diameter to a small

lampera seine 500' by 50' deep, which can be hauled by hand from one or two

20' boats to a tuna seine nearly a mile long, 200' or more deep, and requires

a 225' seiner with complete power equipment to handle its 10 tons of bulk.

Purse seines are the main fishing tool for salmon, herring, Ceruvian ancho-

vetta, and menhaden, to name some of the larger fisheries. The Puretic

power block, invented in the United States, has been adopted by most of these

fisheries as a standard piece of equipment for handling purse seines.

Trawl nets began as simple mesh bags, held open by a metal framework at

the mouth of the bag, and dragged along the bottom. The beam trawls of the

Atlantic scallop draggers are not greatly changed from that even today,
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than from netting. Most modern trawls, however, consist of a nylon mesh bag

with long sides called wings, held open by planing devices known as doors

or otter boards, which are attached in such a way that they pull downward

and outward on the towing cables. This kind of net accounts for most of the

bottom fish  sole, flounder, turbot, plaice! and near bottom fish  cod, hake,

pollack, rockfish, sablefish! taken in the world. It is also the major pro-

ducer of shrimp  prawns! in the Gulf of Mexico and the Gulf of Alaska. Its

limitations include the need for a smooth bottom and its inability to fish

beyond a given depth  varies with the particular boat and gear!. At best,

it is a fishery which is primarily on the continental shelf and thus is of

great interest for LDC's to control with their proposed 200-mile limit.

A recent and still-developing variant on the bottom trawl is the mid-

water trawl. This is somewhat like a bottom trawl in which the doors pull

mostly sideways and not downwards, so that the net can be fished at any depth

desired. Coupled with sonar  described below! to find strata of fish, it. is

possible to catch fish which were unavailable to any of the gear described

above  such as hake at certain times!. This is a technologically sophisticated

type of fishing requiring both electronic equipment and training in how to

use it.

d. Fish Detection

It is sometimes surprising to landsmen that fish do not live everywhere

in the sea, although they take the differences between forests and deserts

for granted. Since fish are not evenly distributed, one of the more impor-

tant skills of a fisherman is to find fish, This has been done in the past

in many ways, not the least of which is the try net � a small version of the

larger gear which involves less work and less cost in case it gets damaged

than putting down the standard fishing gear. Much exploratory fishing with

a variety of gear has been done by various governmental agencies in just

this way. However, most commercial fishermen prefer the bird in the hand,

rather than the possible two birds in the bush, and commonly fish on known

grounds year after year, rather than seeking new grounds. Even then, fish

finding skills are important. Most cues, such as the presence of birds or

the color of the water, are learned by trial and error. Sometimes the fish

to be caught can be seen. Visibility into the water is improved by height,

so the masthead lookout is an important part of some fisheries. An airplane
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effective in the menhaden, anchovy, and tuna fisheries. In most LDC's,

local artisanal fishermen would probably be teaching foreign experts about

how to find fish visually and in relation to local conditions.

The use of sonar for fish finding is still developing. It began during

World War II, when pulses of high frequency sound were used by surface craft

to find submarines. Continued refinement and increased sensitivity led to

fish detection,

The continuing problem with both the research and the fishing efforts

has been to place the net reliably at the same depth as the sonar shows the

fish to be. There have been a number of solutions attempted to this problem,

none of which has been completely satisfactory. However, sonar as a fish

finder makes an excellent exploratory tool when used in conjunction with

another kind of gear which can capture some of the same fish for identifica-

tion. The United States has considerable expertise in its use, and it is

possible that the United States could help find and evaluate new fish stocks

for LDC's rather than teach them how to do it themselves. LDC's should

probably not be taught to use sonar until they have developed considerable

fishing technology. This is in contrast to most other areas of technology

transfer, where the objective has been to work with LDC's and eventually to

make them independent of foreign aid. Similarly, if there are fisheries re-

sources within an LDC's 200-mile jurisdictional zone that require the use of

sonar to capture in commercial quantities, then it could be argued that the

right to harvest this resource probably should be licensed or otherwise grant

to a technologically advanced nation. It is unlikely that LDC's would be

capable of harvesting it for themselves very soon.

G. Fishin Boats and Fishin 0 erations

l. Overview

At one time artisanal fishermen were the only kind of fishermen � operat

from small boats, providing fish for their family or village, fishing close t

home. All of their catch was either used fresh or was cured primitively.

Almost always, some kind of boat was involved, the design and construction of

which was intimately related to local waters, local fishing gear, and local

skills and building materials. Things changed as markets grew, processing

capabilities enlarged, more distant fishing grounds were depleted, until the
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largest piece of modern fisheries technology afloat today is the distant-

water fishing fleet with side- or stern-ramp trawlers supplying a factory

mothership, which processes their catch and which can stay at sea for months

and fish anywhere in the world. Along with these extremes of size, there

are also great variations in sophistication and production efficiency, with

the latter not necessarily proportional to size. While reviewing some of

these many variations, we will point out where relatively small additions

from the United States fishing methods to the existing local technology

could make large differences in fish production, especially that which con-

tributes to human food supply, rather than trying to make every I.DC the

instant owner of a maximally-sophisticated fishing fleet.

2. Artisanal Fishin

A very simple artisanal fishing operation might consist of a dugout

canoe, one or two men, and simple fishing gear, either hook and line or small

nets. In Ecquador, for example, such boats are still in regular use, fishing

for fresh fish in the Guayas River in Guayaquil, with the catch delivered to

the municipal market for sale. The same dugouts are also used along the

seacoast for handline fishing and for a tangle-net  using rocks for weight,

polypropylene fiber net, with floats of scrap styrofoam, an interesting

mixture of old and new materials! fishery for spiny lobster. They fish out

of slightly protected bays  not launched through the surf as is necessary in

some areas! and sell most of their catch locally, although some of it may

find its way the l20 miles to metropolitan Guayaquil. However, dugouts have

their problems, and the beginning of a trend to replace them with similarly�

shaped boats made of planks can be seen. One difficulty is that dugouts tend

to crack and leak as this huge, single piece of wood is repeatedly wetted and

dried. In one coastal cooperative, it appeared to be one old man's job to

crudely drip hot tar into these cracks � thus upkeep was an expense, even

though the original cost of the dugout may not have been much. Further,

dugouts are heavy and round-bottomed and do not work very well with outboard

motors, while the planked hulls  essentially a long, slim, flat-bottomed

skiff! which are beginning to replace the dugouts, plane with a 20 hp out-

board and are much lighter to handle on the beach. In the same coastal area,

other fishermen are using about 24' and 30' sailboats, constructed right

there on the beach, to fish in the same area, but a little farther offshore

and for different species. The point to this story, as far as technology



transfer is concerned, would appear to be that the fishermen using the dugouts

were doing so by choice and/or necessity, so that if their situation was to

be improved, what they needed was a better dugout, not something totally

different.

An example af a slightly more advanced  technologically! artisanal.

fishery can be seen in Valparaiso, Chile, in which the basic fishing boat is

either a J meter or a 9 meter long surfboat  bongo!. A considerable evolu-

tion in technology could be seen in looking at their boats. The older boats

were narrow and tippy  had high deadrise!, which made them seakindly and easy

to row. Then the heavy-duty Swedish outboard motor �2 hp! was introduced

and a small transom for mounting it appeared, but the boat was still basi-

cally the same below the water line. The newer boats became wider and flatter

amidships to perform better under power  also to carry larger gear!. The

transom became a .little wider to accommodate the motors more easily, but the

boat remained basically a douhle � ended surfboat, because it was still taken

through the surf under oars.

Small one-, two-, or three-man boats operated on a family basis are

widespread in the world fishery and are found in both LDC's and developed

countries, In developed countries, the boats are usually provided with pow-

ered facilities for net or line handling and often proper storage areas for

fish and ice. Moreover, the small boat fisheries in developed countries

usually feed their catch into a well-defined commercial marketing system

which expects high quality. LDC artisanal fisheries are most often charac-

terized by minimal mechanization, poor expertise in fish handling, a poorly

organized marketing system, and low quality products. The common feature is

the small scale of the fishing effort by individual boats and the one-day

type operation. However, it should he noted that day fisheries account for

a large part of the fresh fish supply in many countries.

The United States has an unusual amount of expertise in the small boat

fishery area and this is perhaps not recognized. Many of our fishermen own

their own small boats and operate them single-handed or with one crewman,

oftentimes a family member. They may be outboard powered or may be highly

sophisticated, hign-speed inboards. The term "Yankee ingenuity" appropri-

ately describes the wealth of gadgetry built into these boats to improve

their fishing efficiency in a great many ways. When people describe the

Uni,ted States as a backward country in terms of fishing, they are talking



about our lack of large, modern draggers and seiners  excepting tuna seiners!,

but they forget about some of the many fine smaller boats such as trailers,

gillnetters, small seiners, and small trawlers, which we produce. These

boats contain a wealth of technology which should be readily transferable

to LDC's, provided that one selectively chooses those segments of this 'over-

whelming richness in technology which fit the given situation being considered.

3. Middle Sized Boat Fisheries

Until l0 or 15 years ago, the middle sized fishing vessel, including

trawlers, seiners, and in a few special cases  halibut and cod! long liners,

was the backbone of the fishing industry. The boats had a 3 to 7 man crew,

could go to sea for a few days, and could handle the largest types of gear

commonly made with cotton twine. The catch, if not delivered ashore each

day, was commonly iced. Most were constructed of wood, and improved tech-

nology in gear and fish-handling equipment was added or adapted as it came

along.

In the United States, while many boats were updated, the oldest boats

often were not replaced and are approaching obsolescence. To this extent,

some segments of the United States fishing industry are underdeveloped.

Ownership was as varied as the fishery � sometimes the boat would be

owned by one individual who would hire crew; more often it would be owned

by a family and fished on shares. Sometimes it would be owned by the pro-

cessing company who would either hire a skipper and crew outright or lease

it to them on a share basis, with a certain percentage for the company.

Also, individually-owned boats might contract to fish for a given company

for a fishing season at a prearranged price. The Pacific halibut fishery

was an unusual case in which the fishermen and vessel owners set up their

own cooperative marketing and processing plant ashore. The results of this

kind of steady evolution are well documented in FAO and other publications.

A good deal of the technology of middle-sized fishing boats has already

been transferred to LDC's by the commercial industry. Thus, in Chile an

informed visitor is struck by the similarity of fishing boats to those of

the Pacific Northwest. This is due to effective and profitable technology

transfer by at least one Seattle-based shipbuilding and fishing company.

The vessels have been slightly modified for working in the local waters, but

show their heritage quite clearly.
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There has been considerable development in the design of middle-sized

multi-purpose fishing vessels in recent years. Suc.r craft have the ability

to fish a variety of gear aimed at different types of fish. They present

an attractive alternative for LDC's, as opposed to extensive building of

single-purpose vessels. Unfortunately, to be most effective, such vessels

require a reasonably high level of mechanizatiorr and skillful crews able to

maintain and use the relatively sophisticated equipment. This further points

up the need to include training as a major component of any technology trans-

fer program.

4, Distant Water Lar e Boat Fisheries

A recent development in the area of fishing vessel development is one

in which the United States has been essentially nonparticipant, except for

our distant-water tuna fisheries, with the giant trawlers serviced by fac-

tory ships. These fleets have been appearing with increasing frequency off

foreign shores in the last 10 years or more, beginning perhaps first with

the whaling industry and then transferring to the bottom trawling sector

and growing in size � trawlers up to 240' and factory ships over 400' in

length, The major fleets are Russian and Japanese in origin, though Europe,

Korea, Poland, Cuba and other areas or countries are involved in such oper-

ations. This kind of fleet operation, with its heavy capital investment, is

not something that the United States either can or should be offering to

LDC's as technological assistance, except, perhaps, insofar as management of

stocks being fished by such fleets in waters adjacent to LDC's is concerned.

Only when an LDC wants to fish and has no new fishing grounds locally, does

it need distant water fleets. This is the case with Taiwan and Korea.

5. Problems and Potential for Technolo Transfer

in Artisanal Fisheries

The previous discussion of fishing emphasizes artisanal fisheries

 using the broadest sense of the term!, Some discussion of the sociological

and economic viability of these fisheries seems in order, because the general

trend in most major fishing nations appears to be toward larger, more highly

mechanized fishing vessels. Based on published comments in various FAO pub-

licati.ons, even the experts do not agree. Von Brandt says that canoes  any

of a great variety of small dugouts and planked boats which are long and

narrow! must eventually be replaced by more efficient vessels and therefore

should not be promoted. Both Traung and Heath say there are hundreds of



thousands of canoes in developing countries and that canoes will be impor-

tant in various forms for at least the next hundred years, Hard data to

support either of these points of view are fragmentary.

Royce's textbook �972! gives a general idea of the catch to be ex-

pected from different kinds of fishing gear and technological sophistication

 Table 4!. The estimates fit any specific situation only approximately, but

are of the correct order of magnitude. For example, in an FAO report on

artisanal fishermen in Nigeria in 1970, there were about 5,000 seagoing canoes

and about 48,000 river/lake canoes, using about a dozen different kinds of

gear and landing a total of 12,500 tons of marine fish and 16,500 tons of

freshwater fish. This meant that the 14 percent oi the fishermen who fished

from the seacoast landed 39 percent of the catch at a rate of about l.5 tons/

man/yr while the inland fisheries landed only 0.6 tons/yr/man, In another

report on Ceylon  now Sri Lanka!, an ll-ton, 36 1/2 foot powered boat could

catch 700 lbs of mullet or 1,600 lbs of shark per day of longlining. If

these boats were two-man operations, which fished 240 days a year, then it

works out to about 8 tons/man/yr and 18 tons/man/yr, respectively. These

boats could also operate small otter trawls, with the catch being somewhere

between the two listed above. In.cidentally, this was a very successful FAO

project in boat design � there are now about 400 of these vessels in regular

operation in Ceylon. Thus, Royce's estimates seem to fit the two specific

examples within plus or minus 50 percent.

Japan, one of the major fishing nations and a technologically advanced

country, has a maj or small boat fishery. In 1967, Japan had about 350,000

small, wooden fishing vessels and was experiencing the same problems as the

United States � lack of suitable lumber, rising labor costs, and lack of

skilled workers. However, the vessels of 3 to 5 gross tons  GT! were con-

sidered even then the main producers of the coastal fisheries. Most of the

intermediate-sized vessels of 5 to 10 GT had been replaced, however, by

larger vessels of 20 to 30 GT, which were more efficient. At the 40 to 50

GT sizes of vessels, the operations were highly capitalized, using hired

crews,

Of the fishing enterprises  I assume this to mean a single business

entity regardless of size!, 213,000 were in the coastal fisheries and only

8,400 in pelagic  offshore! fisheries. There was an increasing trend toward
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-f enterprises in both categories at a rate of aboutred't. t iO11 Of lrc

5 pi roe» c /' . w ' t l!»o "easor1 given f or the trend, but one might guess at a

co11lb 1 11a c loT1 f f '1c for.', such as obs o les cence, large companies buying up small

ones ' 01Tle '1 bot 1 kir!ds going out Of business, sonS not fOl IOWing their

fathers' tradtd  thia:-aS nOted aS a marked inCreaae in the aVerage age Of the

fishermen!, a»d increased cost of labor. The catch landed by each size of

vessel was not given. However, the fact that a basically artisanal fishery,

even though mostly motorized and with some technology apparent, could com-

pete effectively in ttre same. country with one of the more modern fleet-type

operations, should be some indication of its worth.

provide insight into the problems faced by artisanal fishermen and the kinds

of help which are. effective. The following comparison between Peru and Thai-

land, using both FAO and in-countrv sources of information, is an example

of the diversity of artisanal fisheries in LDC's.

6. Peru and Thailand: A Coa erat ivo Cae~eStud

Both Peru and Thai land are generally c lassed as LDC's in fisheries, and

both have very large fish catches. Beyond those similarities, their dif fer-

ences i Llustrate the problems in attempting to transfer marine technology

from too generalized basis.

Looking only at the total fishing landings of Peru and Thailand for re-

cent years, it is cIear that both rank high among the wor]d's fishing nations.

Peru ranked first for several years while the anchovetta catch was at its

peak, but Eras slipped considerably. Thailand has climbed in the catch sta-

tistics steadily since the early 1960s. Their ranks as of 1972 are shown in

Table 6.

The major points for which roughly comparable data were available are

slrown in Table 5. There are a number of gaps in the tabular data � either

the data were not available or were not available in comparable form. Some

additional comments are included to cover outstanding differences not suit-

able for tabular presentation,

Both countries have about the same number of vessels in their food fish-

eries  excluding anchove, ta boats!, and recent increases in their total

catches have resulted in large part by adopting moderate-sized �5-75 foot!

modernized fishing vessels. Thailand, however, has extensive shallow-water

FAO reports, which give details of specific projects to improve arti-

sanal fisheries in India, Ceylon, Mexico, Thailand, Uganda, and other countries.



areas where trawlers can work profitably. Thus, most of its recent catch

increases have come through trawling. Peru, on the other hand, has a narrow

continental shelf and little trawling area, and so most of its modernized

expansion has gone into purse seining. Both countries have artisanal gill-
net fisheries of considerable size, perhaps reflecting the fact that gillnets

can be handled more effectively out of smaller boats and with less capital

investment than either trawls or purse seines.

Both countries have large artisanal fisheries. In Peru it is relatively

safe to say that any boat outside of the anchovetta fishery is probably arti-
sanal, because the Peruvian government has chosen to develop the fish meal
industry largely to the exclusion of any other segment of their fishing

industry. Thus, it is not surprising that less than half of the fishermen

catch more than 98 percent of the catch as anchovetta and make a relatively

good income compared to the artisanal fishermen. Even noting that the

figure given in Table 5 may not be realistic for the artisanal fishermen's
earnings, the comments in the reports of the Peruvian government point out

a large disparity between the standard of living of the two kinds of fisher-
men. In Thailand, it is less clear who is an artisanal fisherman and who is

not. The Thai government has a fisheries development program operating at

several levels, which seems to have upgraded fish production all along the

line � fishermen who used to fish alone now have slightly larger, powered

vessels and may hire a crewman, etc., and so status is changing. Still, in

1967, the great majority of their fishermen �0 percent! were defined as

artisanal. No value was placed on the Thai artisanal catch because it was

too dispersed for reliable statistics, but FAO reports implied that the Thai
artisanal fishermen ranked similarly in socio-economic status with their

more modernized co-workers.

The most striking difference between the two countries is in the dispo-

sition of the catch. In Peru, most of the catch is used for fish meal and

oil, while most of the catch in Thailand goes for human consumption, and only
about one-sixth goes for fish meal. Further, Peru exports nearly 80 percent
of its fish meal  about 6 MMT at the peak of production!, while the major

export from Thailand recently has been frozen shrimp �.054 MMT in 1970!.
Nearly half of the Thai catch is listed by FAO as "Misc, Species," which
might be a large catch of scrap fish going into fish meal or other low-value
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products. But upon closer examination, one can see that the Thai people

eat a lot of fish and shellfish of a wide variety of species. Some of the

less valuable fish in Thailand go into a fermented fish paste, which is very

popular there, for which there is no comparable product in Peru. Per capita

consumption of fish in Thailand is approximately 25 to 50 kg/person/year,

In Peru, of that part of the catch eaten by people, half is consumed in rnetro-

politan Lima �3 kg/person/year!, while the rest of the country has a much

lower per capita consumption of fish � � 6 kg/person/year!.

From this disparity between urban and rural fish consumption, one can

assume that Peru has a distribution problem outside the major metropolitan

areas, complicated by the geography of the country. Similar problems occur

in Thailand for marine fish, but inland people are supplied with locally-

grown freshwater fish. Thailand is a wet country, with considerable

aquaculture present and even more possible, while Peru is relatively dry,

at least on the west slopes of the Andes. It is noteworthy that recent vis

itors to Peru speak of a new hake fishery there for human consumption, which

utilizes some of the fishing capability now excess to the anchovetta fishery.

Tire hake is frozen into blocks and sold to the Unit.ed States for manufacture

into fish sticks, rather than being consumed locally. Neither country seems

to have much capability for marketing frozen fish for their own consumption.

In neither country has the catch been sustainable in their own waters.

The anchovetta decline was partly the result of changes in the ocean currents

 a phenomenon called "El Nina" there, since it occurs around Christmas time!,

but was also partly the result of over-fishing In Thailand, most of the re-

cent catch increases resulted from the extension of the Thai fishery into

the waters of South Vietnam. Thus, one area of U.S. expert.ise which possibly

could be useful to both countries is attention to the problems of over-fishing.

The general inabilities to deal with this problem in the United States have

been primarily political problems rather than technical ones.

Thailand has extensive potential for estuarine and freshwater aquacul-

ture and a long history of practicing it. Thailand already has about 9,500

hectares producing fish and shellfish, with an estimated potential of an

additional 150,000 hectares of mangrove swamps and other wetlands which also

could be developed. The Thais need assistance in learning to spawn their

cultivated species � most are now captured as wild larvae or juveniles and

then reared � and in controlling diseases. Peru, on the other hand, has
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little background in aquaculture and little water on the west slopes of the
Andes with which to practice it. Northeastern Peru, however, contains two

major branches of the upper Amazon River and might hold potential for aqua-

culture. Peru's neighbor to the north, Ecuador, is now developing oil

resources on its own eastern Andean slopes, although with considerable dif-

ficulty. Everything is flown through the mount ain passes into jungle landing
strips at great cost and hazard. Only a highly valued fish product would be
worth flying back to the population centers on the other side of the Andes.

Another possibility is the culture of salmonids in the high mountain streams

of Peru, where the water is cold enough � this is now being done in Colombia
Again, this produces a high-priced product which only the rich minority can

buy. Development depends, in part, on who one is trying to help or feed.
Some economic data for aquaculture in Thailand might provide some incen-

tive to other LDC's. kith a wide range of sizes and types of aquaculture

operations in Thailand, the income is from $300 to $1,500 U.S./yr/operation
 not per person!, with mussel cultivation producing the most tonnage  pre-
sumably including the shells!, being the most dependable from year to year,

and being the most profitable.

Government policies aggravate the differences between the two countries.
In Thailand, artisanal fishermen have had low � interest loans, port develop-
ment projects, distribution and marketing support, and many other smaller
forms of assistance and motivation. Development has been steady and broadly-

based, In Peru, almost all of the effort has been put into the anchovettn

export fishery, with the stated obj ective of producing dollar inflow into the
country. Development was rapid and temporary. The artisanal fishery has
been largely ignored and left to its own resources. Its percentage rate of
increase annually has been comparable to that of Thailand  Table 5!, but the
quantity of fish for human consumption is much less. Thus, local government
must also be a part of any program in technology transfer and assist in de-

veloping realistic and clearly-defined obj ectives.
To summarize the role of the artisanal fisheries in the world fishery

picture, then, it appears that they can still exist, even in direct compe-
tition with major fishing fleets in technologically advanced countries and
can contribute even more significantly in LDC's, depending on local circum-
stances. The process of aiding artisanal fishermen to increase their catch,
improve their boats and working conditions has had mixed success and failure,
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at least as far as reported by FAO. The examples given indicate that there

is still considerable room for technological improvement in the artisanal

fisheries of LDC's, but that one should proceed cautiously when attempting

to achieve such a transfer of technology.

H, Recreational Fisheries

Development of recreational fisheries is of debatable interest for over-

seas work. In one way, this is a part of the tourist industry, rather than

the fishing industry. On the other hand, the salmon catch off the Washing-

ton coast last year was larger in the recreational sector than in the

commercial troll fishery. In terms of dollars and jobs generated, the rec

reational fishery in Washington is perhaps 20 times more valuable than the

commerciaL fishery, and most of the fish still end up being eaten by people,

even though this may be an inefficient way to catch fish. Mexico is begin-

ning to recognize this potential and has some charter boats in heavily � travel]ed
tourist spots such as Mazatlan, Guaymas, Baja California, and Acapulco. The

whole objective of the fishery, of course, is to provide sport and to cater

to the sport fisherman's whims, during the fishing as well as the rest of

the time. The tourist pays the same whether he catches anything or not,

although if there never was any catch, it would be difficult to attract

fisherman-tourists.

A number of LDC's have begun to recognize their potential as tourist

attractions on the land � why not recreational fisheries? Many of them have

the potential for it, and the United States certainly must be one of the major

nations in developing recreational fisheries. Most universities have some

kind of sport fishing oriented program if they have any fisheries program at

all. Thus, the expertise is readily available.

III THE PROCESSING SECTOR

A. On Board S~hi

Handling and processing procedures begin with capture of the fish, the
equivalent to the slaughterhouse stage in processing of land animals. A few
species, particularly crab and lobster, may be held alive on board the fish-
ing vessel in special sea water wells or tanks, but most are killed or allowed
to die on deck. Except in the most primitive fisheries and in the special
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case of day-fisheries for industrial fish  e.g. Peruvian anchovetta or North
American menhaden!, some treatment is given to the fish to reduce the rate of
spoilage. In most cases this involves chilling, frequently by use of ice or
sometimes refrigerated sea water. Chilling is particularly effective in
preserving fish caught in warm tropical waters, but ice is often difficult
to obtain or very expensive in tropi.cal areas. Moreover, there is a problem
of protecting the ice itself from melting on the voyage to the fishing grounds.
This is a major problem of the smaller � scale tropical and sub-tropical fi.sh-
eries, and there is real need for the development of a cheap technique for
short-term preservation of fresh fish under high temperature conditions with-
out the use of ice or refrigeration. Fish may or may not be eviscerated
 gutted! at sea. In most cases, this is a desirable practice for preservation,
but there are situations where gutting can be harmful to the product. Prac-

tices vary according to experience.

B. Off-Loadin and Sale

The fish are brought to port and off-loaded by a variety of means, rang-

ing from simple manual procedures to fairly sophisticated pumping, fluming,
or mechanical conveying systems. The off � loading process can damage the
fish and foster spoilage where hooks and pitchforks are used and the catch

is unnecessarily exposed to a hot sun.

In some countries the fish auction, an intermediate step in the chain

of fish handling, occurs prior to processing. However desirable it may be
economically or socially, this step is extremely undesirable from a techno-
logical standpoint, because it exposes unnecessarily fish to conditions
which enhance spoilage. The catches are laid out so that a significant pro-
portion of the fish can be directly seen by the buyers, usually with minimal
provision for cooling or protection from insects or other sources of contam-
ination. This is a common European practice, made tolerable there by the
relatively low air temperatures, but unfortunately followed in other areas
where temperatures make the practice unsuitable and, indeed, foolish. In
other countries, a practice of direct sale to the processor or distributor
is followed, and in these cases there is minimum exposure of the fish.

In small � scale fisheries, such as the dominant artisanal or day-fisher-
ies of the world, fish may be purchased directly from individual fishermen
by the housewife or in small quantities by street vendors who market the



product without further processing. Obviously in tropical areas this means

the fish must be sold and eaten on the day of landing. Small cooperatives

are increasingly being formed among artisanal fishermen, and these organiza-

tions may have facilities for butchering and clean.ing fish and even refrig-

erated storage facilities for holding them prior to sale.

C. Fresh Fish and Shellfish

Traditional processing of fresh fish � and it should be noted that close

to 30 percent of the total world catch is sold and consumed in the fresh

form � involves evisceration, beheading, scaling, filleting, or steaking.

Generally, as societies and food marketing systems become more sophisticated,

the degree of primary processing increases. Thus, in a simple street mar-

ket situat.ion the consumer demands and receives whole or whole but eviscerated

fish, while at the other extreme of the supermarket, prepared skinless fillets

are sold. In the uneven state of development of many so-called developing

countries, one frequentLy finds all stages of this consumer demand range

co-existent with different branches of the fish processing  and sometimes

fish catching! industry supplying each. Generally, however, there is a pro-

gressive trend towards fillets and other prepared products.

Nost molluscan shellfish such as oysters, clams, etc. are sold in fresh

condition; indeed, they are commonly alive at the time of sale. The princi-

pal problem with such products is not freshness, but safety. They grow in

and are harvested from inshore, tidal waters, often subject to human sewage

contamination, and may carry disease-causing microorganisms. There is need

in many developing countries for assistance in developing procedures for

ensuring the safety of molluscs as food for humans.

Other invertebrate marine animals such as scallops, sea urchins and

abalone, are also commonly marketed fresh, with minimal processing, and they

present similar problems to those of fresh fish.

Crustaceans, mainly shrimp, crab and lobster, are marketed in a variety

of "fresh" conditions. Lobster and crab are either sold live or, after a pre-

liminary cooking, as chilled products. They cannot be held dead without

cooking because of intrinsic instability caused by enzymes. Shrimp and

prawns are certainly more stable after cooking but may be sold in the "green"

condition, sometimes whole, sometimes "beaded"  and eviscerated!, and some-

times fully peeled. However, world market demand and prices for crustaceans
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are so high that most crustaceans caught in developing countries are processed

further for export. In fact, nearly 50 percent of world shrimp production is

exported.

D. Further Processin

Further processing of fish for human consumption includes a large variety of

techniques of varying degrees of technological complexity and sophistication

Traditional processes include drying, salting, smoking, and fermentation, while

the more modern techniques of freezing or canning account for the bulk of the

processed fish. It is often difficult to categorize precisely a process under a

single descriptive head, since traditional processes may be followed by modern

techniques or modified through recent technology, or a combination of techniques

may be applied. Examples of these types of situation include: smoked fish which

are then canned; fish sauce production, using enzymes to replace or supplement

the natural fermentation, followed by canning of the product; canned tuna which

is prepared from fish which are frozen at sea.

Freezing, though the most recent of the processes to be used generally in the

fish industry, now accounts for the largest proportion of fish for human use �6

percent!, after fresh fish. The percentage increase in frozen fish as a component

of the total fish production quite closely matches the decline in traditional

"cured" products. In the period 1966 to 1971, frozen fish went from 12.1 percent

to 14.8 percent, while cured fish went from 14.3 percent to 11.5 percent. The

extent of the increase in frozen product production has varied considerably from

country to country in the last decade and appears to be related to two factors,

the degree of urbanization and related technological development in the country

and the importance of the export market. This is understandable because frozen

products can only be successfully marketed where proper facilities for their

distribution and retail are available. This requires cold stores and freezer

facilities in the markets, at least. Obviously where conditions do not exist to

support such facilities, the export market provided by developed countries is the

rationale for freezing seafoods. Fish may be frozen whole, or eviscerated and

beheaded, or as cut sections, or as fillets individually, or compressed into

blocks, They may also be minced or comminuted and frozen in blocks in this form,

or converted by a variety of processes into new products which then are frozen.

There has been a tremendous increase over the last decade in production of



so-called portions and fish cakes. Such products are cut from compressed, frozen

blocks of' fish flesh prepared from fillets or minced fish and are uniform in size,

shape, and quality. They may be breaded and even cooked prior to refreezing and

packaging. This development has enormously increased world demand for frozen

blocks prepared from white-fleshed fish, The technology of block production,

particularly from minced fish, is quite sophisticated, and developing countries

seeking to compete in the world market for blocks usually need technological help.

Minced fish technology is a relatively new development, though based on a some-

what older Japanese technology, which could be important in developing countries

because it provides for immense reduction in waste. This topic will be discussed

later.

A relatively small amount of fish is frozen, and even less processed and

frozen  mostly on European, Russian, and Japanese factory vessels! at sea.
Nations engaged in distant-water fisheries have increasingly equipped their ves-

sels with freezing facilities so that the catch may be returned to the home ports

in good  edible! condition. Usually on such vessels the fish will be frozen

whole or after evisceration and beheading and thawed on landing, prior to further

processing. Examples of this include the U,S. distant-water tuna fishery, where

fish are frozen at sea for later reprocessing and canning onshore, and the Euro-

pean Arctic cod fisheries, where cod is frozen as whole fish blocks at sea,

thawed out, and reprocessed for the fresh or frozen fish market in the home coun-

try.

The bulk of fish freezing takes place in freezing plants onshore using fresh-

caught fish. Some freezing of whole fish or eviscerated, beheaded fish destined
for subsequent reprocessing does take place in shore plants. Considerable quanti-

ties of frozen tuna loins are prepared in this way and shipped to canneries,

often in distant countries. Halibut and salmon are similarly frozen, both for

later canning and for distribution to retail centers, where they may be cut and

repackaged for sale. However, a ma!or part of freezing is the freezing of pre-

pared fish products. In addition to the items listed earlier, these include

crustaceans such as shrimp and prawns  cooked and uncooked, peeled or unpeeled!,

picked or partly picked cooked crabmeat and lobster, lobster tails and crayfish,
and molluscs such as scal1ops, clams, and oysters. An increasing variety of pre-

cooked fish and shellfish products, often compounded with cereals or other

nonmarine foods, is also being frozen. Freezing technology is obviously quite

sophisticated. There is a variety of freezing methods available, some more ex-

pensive than others, each having different applicability within the enormous
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range of fish products. Moreover, each species of fish or shellfish re-

sponds differently to freezing, and even the same species may yield

different results when prepared in a number of ways. The technology of

freezing fish products is not well understood in developing  and some

developed! countries, but there Is good expertise in this field avail-

able in the United States.

2.

Canning is a much older process in the commercial fishing industry

than is freezing; however, it is much less widely distributed as a major

process. This is probably due to the large investment needed for tin

plate and can manufacture. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that

80 percent of the world's canned fish is produced by Japan, the United

States, Canada, the European countries, and the U.S.S.R. Indeed, only

South Africa and Morocco, with its long-standing sardine canning industry,

appear outside of this group as producing significantly large quantities

�0,000 metric tons/year! of canned fish. The dominant types of fish which

are canned include herrings, sardines and anchovies  usually all called

popularly "sardines"!, tunas, and salmon. In addition, specialty products,

such as caviar, other fish roes, fish balls, fish cakes, and smoked fish

constitute a significant proportion of the total pack.

Crustacea and molluscs are also canned, and here the total world pack

is dominated by two countries, with the United States and Japan accounting

for 50 to 60 percent of the world pack. Included species are crab  all

types!, shrimps and prawns, lobsters, oysters and clams and other inver-

tebrates such as squid and octopus  cephalopods!.

Small-scale canning operations are not uncommon in developing countries

where the product is designed principally for local consumption. Cans are

press formed from tinned sheet steel at the cannery and, while perfectly

adequate, are nat of a style widely accepted in international trade.

Intermediate-scale canning enterprises in developing countries may be run

quite well, However, canning process times are often  indeed usually! ex-

cessive, and equipment Is often not used to full advantage. Such plants

frequently seek to export some of their production to the United States and

other developed countries. New regulations recently promulgated by FDA

will require plants in exporting countries to meet the requirement that

trained  certificated! supervisors be on hand during processing of low acid

foods  includes nearly all fish products!. A number of U.S. universities



have been involved in presenting certification schools for U. S.

industry personnel and could probably assist with such schools in

other countries. Additionally, the small-scale canneries badly need

expert technical help and advice, and this is certainly available through

University Advisory Services.

The condition of large-scale, mainly export, canneries in other coun-

tries is not universally good. However, such enterprises usually have

funding to hire their own experts and are, in any case, frequently directly

competitive with U.S. businesses, so that aid, based on tax-generated pub-

lic money, would not seem appropriate here.

Somewhere between 11 and 12 percent of total fisheries production is

processed by the traditional processes collectively referred to as curing,
In most cases, these involve drying or salting to stabilize the final

product. However, smoking, which was originally designed to provide color

and flavor to dried  while smoking! products, has increasingly become. a

flavoring process, and many smoked products produced in developed countries

must be held under refrigeration or canned after smoking to provide product

stability. Nevertheless, sun  really "air"! drying and smoking are still

important village industry level preservative processes for fish in many

developing countries, Production figures on a world scale and in terms

of individual countries tend to indicate, however, that the demand for

traditionally cured products diminishes as society develops. This is

understandable, not only from a social standpoint, but also technologically.

Most traditionally cured products are of poor intrinsic quality, unpleas-

antlyy strong in flavor, and frequently partly decomposed. They commonly

represent a minimal compromise between the needs for preservation and the

inadequate primitive technology. Salting, whether or not coupled with air

drying, is still a widely accepted preservative technique. In Southeast

Asia, pickled and fermented fish products are produced in quantity and widely
consumed. Fish sauces and fish pastes are produced by a natural fermentation

of small fish and crustaceae mixed with salt. Large quantities of this

type of material are used as condiments and protein additives to other foods,
though its high salt content limits its usefulness as a protein source, and
its strong flavor restricts its distribution to populations accustomed to

it. It is doubtful that there is any particular expertise in the United



States in traditional processing operations. Exceptions to this might

include some expertise in smoking and, in a few schools, in some of the

Oriental fermentation processes. Mechanization of drying operations and

design of small � scale smokehouses for use in primitive areas have been

attempted in the past with varying degrees of success, and it is possible
that the United States might be able to help in this area. On balance,

however, it seems that in most cases, excepting locally � important, strongly
traditional products, help to develop more efficient traditional curing

processes would provide only short-term benefits unless adaptable to a

changing publi.c taste

4. Newer Processes

Two of the most significant developments in fish processing technology

in recent years are closely linked. These are the fish sausage/kamaboko
industry of Japan and the burgeoning minced fish-based industry, mostly in
North America. Fish sausage, composed mainly of comminuted fish muscle,

but with other nutritious substances added for flavor and texture, closely

resembles meat sausage and is stable without refrigeration for relatively

long periods of time. It is essentially a modern development of the older
kamaboko, a washed fish meat paste-like product. The stability of fish
sausage depends on the casing material, a heating process, and the use of
nitrofurans � antibacterial chemicals whose use in food is not permitted

irr the United States and other developed countries. This is probably why

attempts to duplicate the Japanese process in this country have been un-
successful. There have been numerous attempts to develop a fish sausage

industry in a number of developing countries without notable success, and
it is not clear whether this is due to technological failures or to con-

sumer resistance.

To provide the separated rrruscle tissues needed in sausage and kamaboko
production, the Japanese developed machines for separating flesh from the
bones and skin of fish. Probably because of the specialized nature of the

fish sausage industry, little attention was paid to this rrrechanica3. develop-
ment by the rest of the world until a few years ago. At that time, due to
rising prices and pressures of regulatory agencies, the food industry be-
came very concerned with waste recovery, and attempts were made to develop
equipment to separate chicken meat from bones and skin in scrap portions.
The fishing industry seized upon the Japanese machines as a possible answer
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to low recovery problems, aud after a few false starts began to produce

minced fish frozen blocks. The Japanese machines designed for the spe-

cific task of producing meat for kamaboko and sausage manufacture were

not entirely satisfactory for North American industry needs, and machines

produced in the United States now dominate the industry.

The most exciting aspect of the minced fish development is the flexi-

bility it brings to an industry long constrained within traditional concepts

of fillets, steaks, and separately marketed species. Running eviscerated

fish through a deboner yields a recovery of in excess of 90 percent. of the

usable protein in the form of a mince retaining the basic fiber structure

of the original flesh. In association with more traditional fillet produc-

tion, the deboners can be used to recover high quality flesh from the

"frame" of bones left by hand filleter or machine. Special skills needed

for hand dressing and filleting fish are no longer needed. The minced fish

can be used directly, frozen in blocks, compounded with other fish or shell-

fish material, or with cereal or oilseed protein, and formed into patties,

cakes, or shaped materials which can be retailed fresh or frozen. Minced

fish technology is the beginning of a new direction in fish processing,

which must be taken into account in any technology transfer program to

developing countries.

E. Fish Meal and Oil

More than 35 percent of the total world fish catch is used for the

manufacture of fish meal and oil. Fish meal is used in animal

feeds and ultimately reaches the consumer as poultry, eggs, or bacon, but,

as pointed out earlier, this is an inefficient way to use animal protein.

Pelagic schooling oily fish such as herring, anchovy, and menhaden, which

congregate in enormous numbers and are easily captured by purse seines,

are most commonly fished for meal and oil production; however, some abun-

dant species of low-fat fish such as hake. are also fished for meal. Fish

waste, spoiled fish, and scrap from large-scale processing such as tuna

canning are also used to make fish meal.

There are several schools of thought on the desirability of using fish

to make meal and oil. One theory is that it is economically desirable for

peru, for example, to sell fish meal on the world market to produce an

inflow of hard currency. This is supposed to improve the food supply in
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Peru by improving the general standard of living and national buying po~er.

One informed observer said that the most conspicuous change in Peruvian

buying during the rise of the anchovy fishery was an increase in the num-

ber of TV sets, with little change in food. Another point of view is

that if a man prefers to eat chicken  ox beef or cultured salmon! rather

than herring, then using fish meal to grow more chickens is desirable,

since he probably would not eat the fi.sh meal or any product derived di-

rectly from it anyway. There is much anecdotal information on the impor-

tance of food preferences, both pro and con, but the degree of benefit

certainly depends to an extent on the price and availability of the fish

meal and the resulting chicken. Our point of view is that many people in.

the world are already jobless and protein deficient, and any way that we

can directly influence this favorably should be given a high priority.

Fish meal is most commonly produced by the so-called wet rendering

process. The fish are cooked in a steam cooker to break up the tissues and

liberate oil and water. The cooked fish is then pressed, releasing most

of the oil and reducing the water content' of the pressed material. The oil-

water mixture is run through screens and centrifuges to separate off solid

material  which is added back to the cake!, water, and oil. The oil is

purified and sold for a variety of uses ranging from paints to margarine.

The water, containing dissolved nutrient materials, is concentrated by

evaporation and sold as fish solubles, which are used in some animal feed

formulations. In small plants, all or some of the solubles may be sprayed

back onto the cake for drying. The fish cake coming from the press is

dried in what is essentially a hot air drier to a final water content of

about 8 percent and fat content of 8 to 13 percent. The material thus

normally contains more than 60 percent protein. Driers vary considerably

in size and also in design. Large rotary flame driers capable of process-

ing 200 tons of fish per day are common in the large � scale industries of

Peru and Chile, while small steam-heated driers are common in plants drying

fish or shellfish waste. Investment costs vary accordingly. Generally fish

meal plants require little labor to operate but do require technically

trained people. They are usually not economical unless there is a good

supply of suitable cheap fish or fish waste.

In recent years newer processes for producing protein concentrate, often

for direct human use, have been developed. The best known of these are the



organic solvent processes for producing fish protein concentrate  FPC!.

However, other processes involving enzyme digestion or aqueous separation

of protein have also been described. Some of these processes may provide

for conversion of "industrial" fish to human uses in developing countries.

The enzyme digestion process seems particularly adaptable to conditions in

developing countries.

Because of the strong demand for fish meal on world markets, fish meal

production is usually large-scale business with sufficient capital to hire

good technical and economic back-up if it is not already available. The

industry is quite capable of dealing with most of its own problems.

Reduction of offal to fish meal is one method for dealing with fish

processing wastes, However, meal operations are not economic for small

fish plants or for plants operating for short seasons in remote areas.

Moreover, the fish meal operation only deals with solid wastes. Fish pro-

cessing plants generally use a considerable amount of water, which they

customarily discharge into adjacent waterways. This waste water is more or

less heavily loaded with dissolved or suspended fish waste material which

pollutes the water into which it is dumped.

Unfortunately fish plants tend to be clustered around the waterfront

area of fishing ports, frequently situated in bays and inlets. Pollution

of the harbor area waters can thus become a serious problem. The self�

multiplying nature of this problem is not well recognized in most develop-

ing countries, where such situations are commonly dismissed on the basis

that they only have aesthetic significance. This is unfortunate because

it is in the early stages of development of an industry that corrective

measures can most easily be taken. Indeed, an adequate water supply for

processing is commonly difficult to obtain in developing countries, and

correction of the waste problem by reduction of water use or, ultimately,

closed loop operation involving water reuse would greatly help improve

efficiency at minimal cost. A number of systems for dealing with waste

from fish processing plants are now being worked on in the United States.

F. Structure of the Industr

The structure of the industry is extremely diverse, ranging from the

giant vertically integrated fishing companies of Japan and Europe to the
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integrated system, a single company or corporation owns and operates a fish-
ing fleet, icing, and boat-supply operations, processing plants, and some-

times retail operations. A number of such companies, mostly European and

Japanese, have integrated operations in developing countries. There are

also some examples, but on a small scale, of vertically integrated fishing

companies domestic to developing countries.

In situations where processors are dependent on constant and sufficient

supplies of raw material such as in fish meal production or sardine canning,

processors will not infrequently own and operate their own fleet or contract

a fleet on a seasonal basis. Contracts, usually short-term, are a common

feature of fisherman-processor relationships throughout the world, since a

processor must be able to anticipate enough raw material supply to meet his

market. Payment to fishermen is most commonly based on a salary plus a

share of the catch profits. The system may be quite complex, involving di.f-

ferent proportional shares for skipper, owner, mate or deck hand. In systems

where sale of the catch is on an auction basis, especially when the catch is

auctioned in parts, the income of fishermen can fluctuate very widely. The

simplest system is one in which the fisherman sells directly to the consumer

or to a retailer.

The fishermen's supply industry is a more or less important component

of the total fishing industry, depending on the size, type, and number of

boats involved. It may include boat building yards, engine shops, gear

manufacturers and suppliers, ice makers, marine instrument makers or ship

chandlers. It is not uncommon in developing countries to find the processor

acting as the supply agent for many of these needs. Supply af ice to boats

is almost always a service of the processor. However, net and gear repair

and routine engine maintenance are frequently performed by the fishing crew.

There is strong need for some training assistance in this sector, Engine

maintenance and gear repair constitute a particular problem in small fish-

eries in which modern methods have just recently been introduced.

The processing segment of the industry is extremely varied in size,

capitalization, complexity of operations, and manpower employed. As might

be expected, the smaller plants usually engage in preparing fish or shell-

fish for a fresh fish market, and in traditional curing processes, most

are labor intensive. However, some of the larger operations in developing
countries do use quite large labor forces because processes are done

by hand rather than by machine  e.g. filleting, shrimp peeling! or because
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the nature of the operation requires hand operations  e.g. shellfish

shucking!. At the other extreme there are large fish plants in developing
countries which are mechanized to a much higher degree than is normally

the case in U.S. fish plants, Such installations are found in countries

where government policies provide strong investment incentives to build

fish plants or where an overseas company from a developed country has moved

into the local fishery in the last few years. Unfortunately such plants

are often built to a capacity which exceeding the local supply of raw pro-

duct and sometimes are run at less than peak efficiency because of inade-

quately trained and inexperienced personnel.

There are many parallels between the U.S. fish processing industry and

that in developing countries. For rather different reasons, development and

modernization are unevenly distributed in both cases. Within a single fish-

ery, it is common to find both in the United States and abroad unmechanized

and highly mechanized processing systems. >ioreover, it is not unusual to

find this mixture within a single plant, such as a hand filleting operation

supplying a modern nitrogen  cryogenic! freezer.

Smaller and most medium-sized plants are fresh fish plants, or canners,

or freezers, or curers, dealing with only a single process. Larger plants

may also only have a single primary process, especially when production is

seasonal and large. Thus, fish meal and oil plants produce only meal and

oil, and tuna canneries mainly canned tuna. Large � scale operations in-

volving fish processing usually result in considerable generation of fish

waste. Consequently large canneries and freezing installations frequently

have a small fish meal operation associated with them There has been a

tendency, supported by government action, to develop multipurpose fish

processing plants in developing countries, and we have seen the same trend

in the United States as a consequence of the consolidation of fish process-

ing operations within large companies. This reduces the seasonal or species

dependence of single process operations and permits more economical use of

facilities by year-round operation. Et also tends to produce a more stable

food supply and more certain job stability for employees, both important

factors in developing countries. However, versatility of operations re-

quires versatility in management and technology, which is not always avail-

able in developing countries.

Fish and fish products are distributed through many different marketing

systems, Fresh fish generally moves within local markets, limited by the

perishability of the material. The advent of air transportation for fresh



fishery products of sufficiently high intrinsic value to justify the expense

 such as lobster, crab, salmon! has changed this pattern somewhat, but not

on any massive scale. Traditionally, fresh fishery products are marketed

through fish vendors, fish markets, and fishmongers. The increasing di-

version of food marketing to supermarket type operations in urban areas

has changed this pattern, increasing demand for prepared fish products such

as fillets and de-emphasizing whole or partly butchered fish sales.

Frozen seafood products are mostly distributed to and retailed in urban

areas where frozen storage facilities exist. Attempts have been made to

utilize a regional network of cold stores to d.istribute frozen products to

be finally sold as "fresh" products in local markets in developing countries.

It is not known how successful this process has been. This system is used

in many European countries where fish is landed in the frozen state and

thawed pri.or to processing for retail sale. Enormous quantities of frozen

seafood products move in international trade, mostly destined for markets

in the developed countries, The patterns of such movement are complex and

sometimes unexpected, Thus, pollack is caught in Alaskan waters by Korean

fishermen, processed in Japan, and shipped back frozen to the United States

to be reprocessed into breaded fish portions for the U.S. market. In this

type of trade, the developing country participation is most commonly in

the relatively labor � intensive processes of catching and primary process-

ing.

Canned and traditionally cured seafood products are relatively stable

and consequently are mostly distributed through regular food retail channels.

Surprisingly, six LDC's ranked among the top 13 countries by fish catch

in 1972  Table 6!, This suggests a much greater potential for processing

industry development in these countries than has been achieved and, con-

comitantly, a larger role for fish in the commonly protein-deficient diets

of the population. Most processed seafood products prepared in LDC's are

destined for "protein-rich" developed countries, and this represents a

large net loss of valuable protein. Worse, much of the LDC catch is reduced

to meal for animal feed � again for export to developed countries � causing

a protein drain and yielding minimal cash return. This is illustrated by

data in Table 7. For the countries listed, the average calculated value

of the catch was about $200/metric ton. Five countries showed values of

less than $100/MT. All of these were major fishmeal producers, and four



were LDC's. Above average values are found for a few LDC's with large total

catches, including India, Thailand, and the Philippines, and in these cases

fish and shellfish are overwhelmingly destined for human food. Of course,

high value export products such as shrimp also played a role.

G. Fish Consum tion and Acce tance

Fish consumption on a per capita basis varies widely throughout differ-

ent countries of the world. Thus, Iceland, Japan, and Norway, traditionally

fish-eating countries, consume 86 pounds, 68 pounds, and 45 pounds respec-

tively �971 statistics!, while the United States consumes about 11 pounds.

For centuries, governments have tried to increase fish consumption by

their populations, In recent years such efforts have been directed primar-

ily towards conservation of meat supplies, minimizing import needs and, of

course, trying to deal with the serious problem of protein malnutrition,

which has been estimated to involve two-thirds of the world population.

Considerable difficulty has been experienced in many areas in persuading

people to eat more fish. Frequently this has been because fish is foreign

to the diet of the people concerned, and people tend to be conservative in

their food habit.s. Another reason is the poor quality and flavor of many

fish products made available to them, which produces a revulsion towards

all fish. Canned fish is generally well accepted but is too expensive for

most people.

The new minced fish technology referred to earlier provides another

avenue of approach to the problem. Fish may be substituted for meat in

many products up to a certain maximum limit without changing the flavor of

the product, and sometimes with an improvement in texture. This is true

for sausage or wiener type products which are widely eaten and well accept-

ed up to 20 percent or more of th meat in wieners can be replaced with

comminuted fish flesh without change in flavor. This is one example of

what can be done and is representative of an approach to marketing problems

common in the U,S. food industry known as "product development." Tremen-

dous expertise in this area available in the United States is rarely used

in LDC's. A deliberate application of this approach to the problems of

fish and seafood acceptance in developing countries might reap rich divi-

dends. A new product development specialist and the marketing person can

match a new product to an existing dietary item and nudge the public
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towards acceptance of new food materials.

IV. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

A. General Considerations

Is technology transfer possible in the fisheries field? Is it desir-

able? Can it be effective?

Technology transfer is clearly possible, since it happens all the time.
Fishermen move from sail or hand powered boats to motorized vessels when they

can. U.S.-style combination fishing boats dominate the industrial level

fisheries of the West Coast of Latin America, and U.S.-style shrimp boats are

beginning to displace tradit.ional boats in Brazilian fisheries. Nylon or
polyester nets increasingly replace cotton or other natural fiber gear all
over the world. Modern processing technology appears suddenly in fisheries

of developing countries, usually under government pressure. Supermarkets
proliferate and the demand for fillets and frozen shrimp increases.

The desirability of technology transfer must be judged on the basis of

the consequences flowing from it. Such judgment is often subjective, being
based on specific attitudes related to social or political change. Technol-

ogy transfer which improves life for people of the recipient nation in the

short or long term is clearly desirable, and there is, of course, an added
bonus  to the United States! if the recipient also shows a friendlier atti-

tude to the United States as a consequence. More specifically, desirable

technology transfer might be identified as that which relieves hunger and
reduces malnutrition, increases rather than reduces employment, and yet

increases productivity and improves the income of the people and reduces or
removes poverty. More intangible but important consequences of effective
technology transfer might include improvement of self image by an increased
self-sufficiency in a technological sense and a better capability to deal
with developed countries' societies and people without a sense of inferi-
ority or the frustration which leads to violent response. This might also
be stated in terms of making changes which allow retention of important

items of cultural heritage, while minimizing unemployment and cash outflow

Obviously, no single program of technology transfer in one field such as
fisheries is going to achieve all these objectives, but each program should
be directed in some way towards their fulfillment. Projects with immediate
negative consequences in the social sense  ours, theirs, or both! should be
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avoided, even though these can be shown theoretically to be beneficial in

the long run. Thus, technology, which has the principal immediate effect

of replacing manpower with machines, leading to short-term unemployment,

is not appropriate for transfer unless an alternative use can be projected

for the displaced people and other immediate and obvious benefits demon-

strated. Short chain rather than long chain technological change is best;

that is, a total program should be designed to proceed in short, achievable

stages to an ultimate goal. Each stage should represent a clearcut gain

and step forward. Lang-term programs that show benefits only after a lapse

of several years are too easily dropped, changed, destroyed, or sidetracked

by economic or political. change in either the recipient or donor countries.

Large programs should be built on a series of small projects protected from

total failure by their number and limited objectives and providing a number

of alternative pathways to the ultimate goal, however that is defined. This

is not intended to be an encomium in praise of short-term projects ~er se.

Effective technology transfer requires a long-term commitment and sustained

effort on the part of both donor and recipient. The suggestion is that this

can better be done through integration of a series of "human-sized" smalL-

scale projects than by attempting to develop enormous multinational efforts

in which the administrators rapidly exceed in number the productive workers,

and human effects are lost sight of in a  im!purely statistical evaluation

of success or fait.ure.

One measure of the effectiveness of technology transfer is its perma-

nence. If a technology persists only as tong as the donor is available to

maintain it and then is dropped or decays, transfer cannot be said to be

effective. Alternatively, if a new technology is entirely dependent

on continuous infusions of trained help from overseas, it can hardly

be considered it is borrowed, not transferred technology. Effective

technology transfer of the capability to sustain the technology.

Thus, internal generation of projects and education or training

are essential components of technology transfer. However, training itself

can be an evanescent thing unless it is self-sustaining too. This implies

that such training should be firmly based within continuing institution s!

of a recipient country. Specialized training schools tend to fade rapidly

in most cases.



How can these general comments be interpreted in terms of technology

transfer in the fisheries industry? Fortunately, because of its intrinsi-

cally fragmented nature, fisheries technology is amenable to a piecemeal
approach to technology transfer, which can still lead to an integrated
program result. Of course it is vitally important that technology trans-
fer within different sectors of the industry be coordinated. Increasing

fishing capability so that more fish are landed is not too effective un-
less provision is made to preserve the extra fish and distribute them to
appropriate markets. On the other side, there is little utility in de-
veloping new products based on fish if the fish are not available. It is
necessary, therefore, to look at the whole picture of fisheries in devel-
oping countries, to identify areas of technological need  in the broadest
sense! or opportunity, develop possible technology transfer projects for
each, and somehow integrate this into a master plan or concept of devel-

opment which will fit the parts together.
Transfer of technology involves people as well as machinery or manage-

ment systems. Nost effective transfer seems to occur through direct contact

and actual working together of individuals. Effective technology transfer
usually requires adaptation of equipment or processes to local conditions,
and this can best be done by arranging for experts and local people to

work together in the actual location where the new technology is to be

applied.

Past experience indicates that the most promising target for technology

transfer is the local fishery operating primarily to serve local needs.

improvement provides for an immediate increase in food supply and local in-
come. Then if fish stocks are sufficient and capital is available, it may

be possible to broaden the operation to include export or regional supply
aspects. This is a necessary sequence because isolated industries devel-
oped solely for export have a doubtful positive effect on the domestic

food supply and, despite the apparent advantages of hard currency income,

usually result in a drain of needed food away from the area. The domestic
fish supply is a function of fishing effectiveness, processing capability,
and distribution methods, Assistance can be provided in all three areas but

should be initially directed at immediate problems. This requires careful

evaluation of the current status of the industry and definition of problems.

Consideration must, of course, be given to the relationship between this
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particular fishery and other food supply activities, as well as adjacent

fisheries, so that impediments to development outside the fishery itself

can be anticipated and dealt with. A working plan can then be drawn up to

deal with problems in each sector, proceeding from those which at the same

time seem most urgent and capable of rapid solution, to the more difficult

problems with long-range implications. Simultaneously, steps should be

taken to develop sustained capability for irrternal improvement by the pro-

motion of training schemes or  better! training programs within the existing

educational system to produce technical and managerial personnel.

Such a technology program is thus multistage in nature, with both short-

term and long-term objectives. Short � term and long-tenn projects should

be scaled to each other and coordinated, both in purpose and in timing.

The short-term projects will by and large deal with single problems by the

introduction of new techniques, new equipment  e.g. boats or engines or

gear! and new procedures, adaptation of these to the local situation, and

application to the problem s!. Relatively small numbers of people should

be involved in each, and time scale could range from a few weeks to a year

or so. Obviously, training programs can and should be both short-term and

long-term. Short-term training is associated with the immediate technology

transfer projects � how to use new gear, how to maintain an engine, etc.

Long-term training should be designed to produce technological and manage-

rial personnel and to provide domestic programs for such training to con-

tinue.

B. Pro ram Plannin and Development

Technology transfer programs should be designed to meet the actual needs

of the LDC, not to fit some grandiose plan of development prepared by out-

side experts ignorant of country conditions and perhaps motivated by polit-

ical or social reformist views, unrealistic in that context. programs

should not be structured simply to satisfy the developed country partici-

pants. On the other hand, there is almost always need to involve outside

experts in the preliminary identification of LDC needs and ~i so facto the

measures needed for their resolution, since this process often requires both

expert knowledge and experience. All of this calls for careful selection of

participants, both people and countries, and sensitive management of the

initial phases of the project to ensure mutual agreement on needs and methods

and actual cooperation between LDC nationals and overseas experts.
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Some things which the authors feel are absolutely necessary for the

success of overseas development programs follow:

1. Conditions in. the selected country or area must be such that effec-

tive work can be done. This means that the various projects should be devel-

oped in cooperation with people in the country who are convinced of their

utility, willing and able to work cooperatively, and have the necessary

authority or authorization to see that the work is done.

Z. Some commitment must be obtained from the authorities in the coun-

try to support the program. Ideally, this should be a commitment of people,

facilities, and money.

3. Each program should be flexibly structured to provide for changes

of direction or emphasis, but no such change should be made without full

agreement between the United States and overseas participants.

4. Program goals should be set in advance and a reasonable timetable

for their achievement agreed upon.

5. Technology transfer programs should lead to independence, not to

dependence. This means that a serious effort should always be made to train

people in the use and maintenance of new equipment or new technologies and,

indeed, to develop in-country training capability.

6. Most program decisions should be made in the country jointly.

7. A serious attempt must be made to overcome language barriers.

C. Pro'ect Su estions

The following list of specific areas of overseas need for technology

transfer assistance is submitted as a guide to the formulation of program:

l. Improvement of Artisan Fisheries

a. Motorization of fishing boats

b. New cheap fishing boat design

c. Better catching methods; new gear

d. Better assessment of stocks and how to locate fish

e. Methods for preserving the catch � substitutes for ice and

refrigeration

f. Instruction in handling and simple processing � technology,

sanitation, etc.

g. Improvement of marketing systems and methods

h. Development of simple small-scale processing operations  e.g,

by cooperatives!
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i. Development of advisory system for this level of production

2. Small-scale Fishing Industry

a. Mechanization of boat operations

b. Improved instrumentation on boats

c. Training of skippers in navigation, fishing methods, handling,
and preserving the catch

d, Boat and engine maintenance � training

e. Simple processing procedures, fish handling � training

f. Sanitation � improved procedures and training

g. Improvement � improved procedures and training

h. Quality control procedures � demonstration and training

i. Technical assistance in processing operations � direct help

and establishment of technician training

j . Business and marketing assistance � help and training

General:

a. Assistance to state agencies in assessment and management of

fisheries � direct help and training

b. Assistance to technical schools and universities in development

of training programs for sub � professionals and professionals

c, Assistance in setting up both regulatory and advisory systems

d. Specialized training needs, e.g. certification of retort

operators; quality control schools; fisherman training, etc.

e, Specialized research and development assistance, i.e. help with

specific problems and initiation of applied research programs

within the LDC.

D. A Note on A re ated Technolo Transfer

Obviously an effective marine technology transfer program should involve

a number of marine-related activities coordinatedly treated. It has already

been indicated that fisheries interacts very directly with shipbuilding, ma-

rine instrument and gear manufacturing, and recreation. Port facilities

involve fish landing facilities and fishing boat moorage, The design of fish

processing facilities is specialized and requires technical and architectural

expertise.

Fishing must also involve resource economics and marketing skills.

Oceanography is a base-line science for practical fisheries and weather pre-

diction and related atmospheric sciences are important. There are thus many

lines of scholarly effort which fisheries intersects as a science and as a
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way of life. Overseas technology transfer should link efforts in these

various fields to improve marine resource utilization for the welfare of

LDC inhabitants.



TABLE 1

ESTIMATED FISH YIELD BY ANIMAL GROUPI

Pot ent ia1

Est imated~

4.03 46.5934.3

6043. 8 51. 126.3

46. 620.4C. Shoaling Pelagic 56.7

1-1010-3.00

100

60. 9741.72.3Crustaceans

3.5Molluscs

48.450.7105. 0Total A, B9 & C

1 1972 catch data f rom Yearbook of Fishery Stat istics �972!, Vol. 34,
FAO 1973.

2
From Gulland, 197l

3 Includes salmon, etc.

A. Large Pelagic

B. Demersal

Cepha lopod s

Myctophids

Euphausids

1972 Rs
1972 K of X Estimate
Catt h Eatianta~Cau ht. in 1969
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1972

Percent

of Estimate
1972

Catch

North Tem . Zone

4;33 666.4 68

6810. I 1 8113. 3

911.091.2 75

[5.2] 3 4.58 100~ 100

4.6 602. 74
46 '

Tr~oi ca 1. Zone
59812.923.4E. C. Atlantic

W. C. Atlantic 1.51

2.51

27275.5

1814. 1Indian Ocean

4.7416.0 21
W. Central Pacific

E. Central Pacific

30

230 ~ 916.0

Southern Tera . Zone

1015G. 29

6.225
2.0

12. 54 50  ~100!

10

81

100.767.3

2.934.3

1 1972 catch data from Yearbook of Fishery Statistics �972!, Vol. 34, FAO 1973.
2 Taken f rom Gul land, 1971

3 This estimate does not seem to be correct, since production apparently
exceeded the f igurc.

4 Should be revised do~snward due to overestimat..e of Peruvian anchovetta stock

5Due to decline of Peruvian anchovetta fishery.

N. W. Atlantic

H. E. At lant ic

Medit. 6 Black Sea

N. W. Pacific

N. E. Pacif ic

S. W. Pac if ic

S. E. Pacific

S. W. Atlantic

S. E. Atlantic

TABLE 2

POTENTIAL FISil RESOURCES AND ACTUAL CATCH

Estimated

Yield

 Million
Metric Tons!

. Culland
2

 Percent
of Estimate

19 67-19 69!



TABLE 3

SELECTED EXAHPLES OF hQUACULTURAL YIELDS ARRANGED BY

ASCENDI;,'G INTENSITY OR CO~PLEXITY OF CULTURE ?IFTIIODS

Yield f Ka/ Ila!  Year! j
or Economic Cain

Culture IIethod S ecies

Plaice  Denmark., 1919-
1957!

Transplantation

Pacific salmon  U.S ~ !

Pacific salmon  Japan!Release of reared young
into natural environ-
ment

1,250

1,000

125-700
400-1,200

62,500-125,000
3,000
2,100
8 OQO 12 000

StockinR and rearinf. with
ferti3,ization and feed-
ing

3,000-5,000
97,000
2 000 000 [170 k p/  l.' te r!

 sec! ]
1 ~ 000 » 000 4 ! 000 ~ 000 [about

100 kp/ liter!  sec! ]
6,000

Intensive cultivation in
runninp water with
feeding Carp  Japan!

Shrimp  Japan!
Oysters  Japan, Inland

Sea! *
Oysters  U.S.!
tIussels  Spain!
Po~rihvra, Nori  Japan! *
Undar> a, k'akame   Japan!

Inten ivc cultivation of
sessile orI;anis;~s,
mollusks and alI;ac

20,000
5,000  best yields!
300,000
7,500
47,500

'Source' .Lampe, Hars»all, Sutincn, Vi daeu, I!estin �97«! .
Raft culture calculations ba=cd on an area onc-fourth covered by rafts.

Retention in enclosures of
younI; o r !uveni les f rom
wild populations w5.th
no ferti3 i.ration, no

feeding
StockinI.. and rearinp in

fertilized cnclo ures
with no feeding

Shrimp, abalone, puffer
fish  Japan!

Brown trout  Denmark,
1961-1963!

Iiulle t

Eel, miscellaneous fish
 I.t aly!

Shrirrp  Sin paporc!

NilI;fish  Taiwan!
Carp and related "pp.

 Israe, S, E. hsia!
Ti3 a~in  hf rica!
Carp  Java, sewaI;c trcams!

�/4-1/2 of water area
used!

Channel catfish  U.S.!
Carp, mullet  Israel!
T13ani a  Ca-..':odia!
Carp and related spp. in

polyculturc  China,
HonI. Kong ',!alavsia!

Clari,.s  Thailand!
Rainbo~ trout  U,S.!

Cost;benefit of tran planta-
tion, 1:1 or 1:3.-1.3 in
best years  other social
benefits!

Cos t:bene f it, b as ed on re-
turn of hatchery fish in
commercial catch, 1: 2.3-
5.1

Cost:benefi.t, 1:14-20, on
above basis

Not assessed; reputed to
increa..e income of fishermr

Maximum net profit/100
planted fish: 1G3X

150-300
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TABLH 4

CFNB<hL PRODUCTION LEVELS OF VhRIOUS FIStIIYG PRACTICES

Fishing Hcthod

10

30

100

300

1000

From Royce: Introduct-on to the Fishery Sciences, p. 290, 1970.

Catch

 tons/ma!!/year!

Primitive fisheries in wt!ict! lines, traps, spears
or nets are f.ish d from m;!nually operated boats

Primitive fist!cries as above with small power boats

Fishing from small coastal vessels with lines,
trawls or gill nets for highly valuable fish

Fishing from medium to large vessel» with lines,
trawls or purse seines for !!!oderatcly and higl!ly
valuable f ish

Fishing with tl!e bc.st modern trawler., and pur e scanners
for moderately:!nd higl	.y valu;!ble f ish

Fist!ing witt! modern pursi seiners for fi h of low
value, uch as pilchard or unct,ovies

Fist!ing with most efficient purse seiners for
anchovies
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TABLE 5

SOME COMPARISONS BET14Ff.'N THL' FIS11ERIES 01' PERU AND THAILhhD

PeruFactor Thailand

No. Vessels for Food Fi h 3704 �967!

1705
620

1055

324

about 1500No. Vessels for Fish Heal Species

Area of recent, major catch increase seining
anchoveta

trawling many
species

Fisherman

Using modern boats  including
anchoveta f ishing!

22,000
�4K! �0Z!

U ing ar t i sana 1 boat s  including
subsistence f isheries!

28,000
�6/! �UZ!

Per. ca pit a income  U. ". $/yr!

260

110

110
1-8*

Owne rs

Skippers
Crewmen

Artisanal

Catch Disposition  / of total catch,
including anchovetta!

16 �970!
37

6

98. 5 �97l.!
0.87

0.28

0.15

0.20
7

3

20

1060

Frozen ShrimpFish Heal

up to 6 0.054

15.3X  av.
for 1965-72!

13.4Z

 as of 1972!

* Possibly represents part,-rime fis»c rmen, f i hing for personal u c-. rather than92

se> ling; c xclu'des free board and room at co-op., or represc.nts net profits af ter
maintenance of boat and fishing j.c ar, etc,  Crom Peruvian data, hut seems
unrea-onab1y low!.

Tuna Boats

Trawlers

Stjtall Purse Seiners

Gillnetters

Other Arti anal

Fish Meal

Fresh Fish

Fermented Fish

Canned Fish

Salted/Dried Fish
Frozen Fish

Other

Proportion 1<ported

>iajor Export

Amount  ISN'T/year! o f above

Rate of Increase of f ood fisheries

3384 �970!

14
65

295

2146
867

300

60

Similar to -bove,

probably
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TABLE 6

TOI 13 COur VRIES DY FIS1~ CATGUT, 1972

10,247.8Japan

U.S.S.R. 7,756 ' 9

7,574.0

4,768.3

3,162.9

2,649.5

1,678.9

1,637.3

1,616.9

1,486.92

1,442.9

1,338.6

1,267 82

China

Peru

Horvay

U. S.A.

Thailand

India

Spain

Chile

Denmark

South Korea

Indonesia

2 Indicates LDC

1 From Yearbook of Fishery Statistics �972!, Vol. 35,
FAO 1973.
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Cadent x~ 'I't . T.'ITi
18,3 10. 77 380. 0

18. 32 30. 6

45.74 162.7

5,4i7 299 ~ 0 28. 3

23.96.16257. 5

386. 064. 5 24.9

85. 121. 060.413 ' 0215. 1

1,125.1

256.4

2,724.5

146.0 129.7

58.3 227.5

4«5.1 163.3

219. 8236.0

95. 14 236. 2

703.6 265.6

44.6 187.3

160 ' 4 276.2

6 26.5

14. 254 .i.35. 5

15.04 73. 3

67.945 172.8
205. 2

393. 1

708.5 22. 09 31. 2

7. 63 142. 6

113.655 12.8

186.2 122.0

53. 5

19. 0590. 88, 844. 5

1,525. 6

j,102. 3

6,947.8

640.4

685.7

626.7

2,311.8

1,355.1

356. 7 217. 9

not avai.la'hie

3, 135. 0 3l 5. 1
not available

223.4

114.6

1,552.4
197.4

312.7

203.9

264. 373. 38

193.57 359. 2

342.4

235.0

282.3

118.73 159.4

74.3155.08 67.1

602.13 372 4261.65 ' 193.1

!,Hominal catch in thousand netric tons  FAO, 1973!

2Value of landed catch in ~zillions of U. S. dollars  FAO, 1973!

3 Calculated value per r"etric ton, U.S. dollars.

4,Values for 1971

F
Values for 1966

6
Values for 1970

7
Values for 1968

A18eria

Angola

Ghana

lioI. Acc 0

Canada

Hexico

Ir. S.h.

Al Sent ina

Bra;.il

Chile

EcliricE or

Peru

indi a

indonesi a

Japan

Kore a

Philippines

'1'ha ilan d

}lorvay

Spain

TABLE 7

NOHKNAL CATCEEES BY WEIGEET AND VALUE

1:OR SELECTEI! COUNTRIES

] 965 1972

Value Value /EET3 Wt. TNT Value Value/HT2

598. 8

281.2

246.5

1,073.5

402.5

2,649.5

238.2

580. 7

1,181.4

105.2

4,768.3

1,637. 3

1,267.8

9,945.9

1,338.6

1,148.7

1,678.9

3,162.9

1,616.9
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international. Marine Coo erat ion

government program created to facilitate primarily

"soft" technology cooperation between the United Stat,es and

other nations has the potential to address both developing

and developed nat,ion needs.

Developing national support for the concept of the 200-mile

conomic zones in the Law of the Sea negotiations reflects

their concern for controlling the utilization and management

of their marine resources. Of equal concern, though, to these

nations is their own ability to build up indigenous marine

capabilities Co properly understand and manage these resources.

The developing nations' more active participation in inter-

national and regional conferences and. organization have made

them keenly aware of both the potential wealth of their

adjacent waters and of the gaps in their cientific and

technological capabilities. A number of the developing

countries are concerned with the extent t,o which they are

capable of interpreting data on their resources and carefully
1managing them. Such institution-building needs can be

addressed initially thr ough education and marine technical

training projects geared towards helping foreign nationals

train themselves.

The range of institution-building needs obviously varies

with the country. i3ut cooperation in marine technology

sharing with long range institution-building goals i.n mind is
essential if the V.S. government hopes to par'ticipate in credible

and broadly useful programs in marine cooperation.



The United States has an opportunity to build up patterns

of trust with sorre developing nations, and thus enrich its

understanding of specii'c foreign country conditions  scientific,

cultural, poli. ical! and international rial inc conditions in

general. ~ruat.er interaction between international scientific

communities can improve intergovernmerrtal relations and

ioprove the spread and utilization of da.ta. The United States

also r.eeds to learn arrd, by encour aging projects that offer

urrusual, challenging oppor tunities to Arrrerican and foreigri

par ticipants, it can enhance its own expertise,

lt is expected that the sharirig programs between the

United States and developing nations will be a first phase iri

a much more comprehensive effort, that, would encompass all other

developed nations that choose to participate. The U.S.

sc:entific and technical community agrees that there are areas

of expertise in other nations which the United St.ates could

very usefully draw upors to meet some of its own marine-related

needs. The irrt.ernational 'haring program mav well be the most

suitable institutior;-1 structure for bringing together global

marine interests and providing far broader and more varied points

of contact and interaction than could be achieved by an effort

that confined itself to just the advanced marine science and

technical community based in the United States.

While mechanisms by which this ideal state of affairs

might, be accomplished are likely to evolve naturally over time

as the International Program Office acquires operational

experience, much effort will need to be expended to achieve

success.



The formulation of a U.S. government program in

international marine technology cooperation might also prove

a useful first step towards creating a more coherent domestic

marine policy and centralizing the marine-related activities

of various government agencies, breaking with one-sided

"technical assistance" of the past.



Structure of International Marine Technolo Sharin Program

A. Location

Two agencies, the Nationa,l Science Foundation  NSF! and

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA!,

both based in Washington, appear to be the natural choices

for housing the international program illustrated in Box 3
2

of the model" derived in an earlier paper by the authors.

They are the only federal organizations that have an

interest in civilian international marine research, edu-

cation and training. Neither, however, has official

responsibility for undertaking these activities which are

relegated to a secondary position with respect to program

priorities. The NSP has the International Decade of Ocean

Exploration  IDOL! and concerns itself with research, while

NOAA occupies itself with data collection, research, some

training and education and houses the National Sea Grant

Program. The National Sea Grant has, as its mandate,

activities and operations similar to the ones proposed

for the international organization except that they are

generally limited to a national scale. Locating the

international effort in either agency could. focus attention

on the importance of marine-related programs, provid.e an

international dimension, and clearly delineate a center

of responsibility.

See Page 6.



B. Orientation

The environment of the international organization would be

civilian marine-xelated education, research, training, and

extension activities oriented towax'ds developing countries,

with the more advanced of the nations constituting a point

oi departure for the initial pilot efforts. Three countries

could be selected and small cooperative ventures initiated.

Because universities are the source of most marine science

training education and research, it is suggested that the

program be university based. The discussions in the section

on industry and university define the advantages of such

a link.

C. Size

Restrictions on the availability of funds and the necessity

for allocating the largest amounts possible to projects

argue for a small core staff coordinated by a director.

Xnitially, three or four people could function as a liaison

between various government agencies and provide a point of

contact for foreign officials. They would also organize

projects around the expertise within NOAA, the NSF, AID

and various universities. The director should be a person

with extensive international experience and recognized

professional capabilities. The staff must be competent

in international affairs, marine technology, and education.
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It would be desirable to allocate one person to a country

and then gradually increase the responsibility to cover

a geographical region that shares relevant aspects. A

structure that is organized by area should finally evolve

as shown in Figure 1. Sectoral specialization will greatly

enhance the ability of the organization to administer and

evaluate programs as well as accumulate experience on the

operating characteristics of the region within which projects

are attempted.

A standing advisory board would be constituted to provide

guidance, expertise and project evaluation and scruti

nizing, capability. The bulk of the funds would be allocated

to cover:

 a!. Seed money for project

 b!. Traveling by staff members for monitoring,

evaluation and follow-up activities
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FIGURE
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Opez" ations

Regardless of wher e such a program is housed oz what the

orgaiiizational stz'ucture might be, there are certain character-

istics which should be maintained. The program, beginning with

a. modest budget, should be limited to funding of seed projects.

Small amounts, matched by universities  Box 8 of the model!,

private industrie=  Box 9 of the model!, or z ecipient nations

 in a- yet some urrspecified manner!  Box 16 of the model!, would

be availa.ble to initiate or support projects serving a.s a base

for further erideavoz s coordinated by tne country itse" f. The

certral office would act only on those requests wnich were

initiated by the developing countr'y. &canning foz potenti.al

projects is riot desirable for' th' - program. One of the first

riecessary steps wkrich incrust r e takerr is to corirpile a list of all

universities, pr ivate organizations, and individuals interested

in par ticipatirig iri such a pr ogram. Tire impor tance o f an all

out effort in. this phase carinot be oversta.ted. It is these

organizatioris and people which will form the par arireter s for the

future of each proje.t. Therefor e, t»e more extensive and

diverse the list of paz ticipants, the larger the probability

of locating the ~ceded expertise for any given project.

The riext phrase deals wi th the mechanisirrs employed to handle

project requests. Triree feasible alterriatives ar e discussed,

any one of which could be operationalized with approximately

the same degree oi ease and efficiency. The three alternatives

are not intended to be mutually exclusive.



The projects may be handled individually and any of the

following mechanisms best suited for them at, any particular

time could be employed.

The three alternative mechanisms are:

Nhen a proposal is submitted to the Enter national

Gffice from the recipient country, it is forwarded

to all participants to decide whether or not, they

have the needed expertise and, if so, whether or

not they are interested in such a project.

If the final decisio~ is that they have both the

expertise and the int,crest, a reply is sent to

the International Office.

The office submits these replies t,o the advisory

board  Box 2 of the model!, which determines which

organizations are the best suited for the projects

based on such criteria as expert.ise, personnel

and knowledge of the country and people with whom

the project will be conducted.

Nhen the representat.ives from the developing country

and the United States meet, if they wish to apply

to the International Program Office for seed money,

the appropriate next st,ep would be to draft a formal

proposal. This proposal would be sent to t.he

Int,ernational Office in order for the preparations

necessary for seed funding to begin.
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2. This alternative is identical to number one until

the point at which the U.S. participants decide if

they are interested in the request from the foreign

nation.

If they are interest,ed, their replies will go

directly to the requesting country, whose represen-

tative will decide upon the organization s! with

which they would like to work  Boxes 16 and/or 19

of the model!, A final forrnal proposal to the

International Office would be a necessary component

of t,his alternative.

3. This alternative in some ways serves to eliminate

the middleman. The country sends a request to the

International Office which in turn will send the

country a list of those participating organizations

possessing the required expertise. From this

point, the decision as to who will be contacted

will rest, with the requesting country. However,

in order to legitimize this process, the participants

should be required to submit a copy of the proposal

to the International Office so as to keep the

U.S. government up-to-date on the activit,ies taking

place.

L'ach of the three mechanisms potentially has a two-stage

existence. First, the official function oi the International

Office could end once the requesting country and its official

counterpart begin negotiations. In spite of the fact that the

official function might end at this point, it is crucial that



information and. records be sent to the International Office

during the project's pr ogress. Without these records, the

memory function of the entire program would be inaccurate and

virtually useless  Box 11 of the model!. Second, the

negot,iations between the two parties could evolve into a formal

request, which would be submitt,ed to the advisory board for

further action and possible seed money.  An activity conducted

by Box 13 of the model .! In this stage, the International

Office would remain officially involved with the entire seed

project.

During the lifespan of any project, various stages exist.

These stages may be delineated as joint need identification,

project formula.tion, acquisition of relevant resources,

implementation, evaluat.ion, feedback and follow-up.

Based on the type of organizat,ional structure proposed

for this program, it would be reasonable to assume that the

International Office would not be actively i~volved in the

actual implementation of the project. If the Inter national

Office continued to work with the participants beyond the initial

coordinating function, then official responsibility for evaluation,

feedback and follow-up is retained. If, on the other hand,

official responsibility for the project ceases at the point

where the participants locate one another, there is no authorized

delegation of responsibility for the implementation of these

three points by the International Office unless it is built into

the organization's mandate. It is felt that evaluation, feedback

and follow-up are vital to all projects, whether they are seed
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or full scale. Zt is for this reason that the following

suggestion is made. At the onset of any project, there must

be an agreement between the requesting country and the

International Office that on-going monitoring will be allowed.

Project evaluation should occur both during and after

completion of the activity being monitored. Thc immediate

effects of the project need to be evaluated during its

implementation; the secondary and tertiary impacts need to be

evajuated at predetermined intervals after the completion of

the project. Time lags often will occur between the application

of resources and the emergence of results. This would be

especially true in education, training and research, where the

resources expended on immediate activities may yield future

returns. These results can be observed when the training and

research is actually applied to concrete situations.

There are Problems in this Process, however. The very

selection of criteria used to evaluate the success of projects

introduces biases. In addition, if the evaluation focuses upon

a pilot project that recommends a major effort, the participant's

commitment to the project may elicit behavior in which this

commitment becomes apparent and recommendations reflect this

bias  Box 19 of the model!. This becomes important in determining

whether a proposal is accepted, modified, postponed, or rejected.

The investigation tends to create commitments over time that

bias the end report towards acceptance unless the evaluator is

an impartial third party representative. The person s! initiating



the investigation, 'he group investigating, and the various

groups monitoring are compelled to make increasing financial,

psychological, and social investments as the process continues.

This often causes both the initiators and the evaluators to be

committed to the success of the project. The evaluation

function, therefore, should be conducted by people who are

least influenced by the outcome but have some knowledge of the

nature of the project. The standing advisory board  Box 2!

or a subcommittee designated from the board could serve as a

monitoring committee.

The frequency of this monitoring should be clearly

delineated at the beginning of each project and should be

individually ascertained on the nature of the tasks being

undertaken.

Feedback affor dS the Oppartunity, during and upOn COmpletiOn

of a project, to discover inadequacies and variations from

initial plans. It should be objective and determine if

performance is consistent with planning and should be used to

identify planning errors. The following criteria are essential

for effective feedback.

The data gathering should be done during, not after,

the life of the project. This serves as a check on

distortion by the observer.

2. Data should be based on experiences of all parties

involved, and it should be available to all parties

to avoid subjective influence.



3. As many sources as possible are needed to serve as a

check so as to ascertain reality and accuracy and

avoid i-.he scapegoat, tendency,

Some time after the project is completed, a follow-up could

be aimed in any one of a number of directions. Were the needs

of the community identical to the perceived needs identified

at the onset, i.e., were the needs identified correctly? Are

the need.s of the user community still identical to the original

perceived needs that instigated the project, i.e., have their

needs shifted over time? What were the long run effect,s of the

change effort as a result of the combination of perceived needs,

act-,ual needs and project content? The gaps identified at this

point can be used to redefine needs and tailor the project if

it is an ongoing one. When a project begins and ends within

a certain time frame, follow-up can. st,ill be useful in order

to restructure future projects, i.e., avoid. reinventing the

wheel. In essence, then, follow-up cari be used to enhance the

marketability and appreciation of output which, in the final

analysis are the two most, significant criteria thai-. determine

the relevance of a training, education, research, or advisory

act,ivit,y.

An additional service should be available from the Inter-

national Office to participants of seeded projects. lf at the

conclusion of a seed project, potential economic opportunities

are identified, the participants could submit another joint
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proposal to the lnterna' ional Office requesting the capital

and expertise in oz der to launch a full-scale program  Boxes

13 and 10 of the model!. The office could submit this request

to the advisory board, which could circulate it throughout the

industrial community. This is merely a service function of

the International Office, a liaison between industry and the

participants of the proJect.

No further U.S. government intervention is necessary. Any

company possessing the required expertise could directly contact

representatives involved in the proJect. Tn t;his case, too, an

attempt should be made to secure full information and records

of the subsequent proJect to facilitate the growth of the memory

bank.

lt is not 0he purpose of an International Technology and

Information Sharing Program to enter a country, set up an

extension service, and attempt to compete with any form of

extension service, or advisory agency already in existence

within the country. On the contrary, the focus is on mutual

benefits, and if this can be accomplished most efficiently

by coordinating efforts and meshing into existing agencies,

then this should be the preferred method of operation.
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I"unetions

The International Office would have the following functions:

1. Service and Liaison:

A. Domestic: providing a liaison function within the U.S.

government, creating interdependency among

agencies, strengthening international marine

programs, and filling structural and admin-

istrative gaps.

B. International: providing a point of contact for foreign

officials and a point of responsibility

for international marine sharing programs.

3- Kemory: accumulating project information, operating

expertise, information on operational and

cultural constraints, evaluation and follow-up

information. The computer facilities of the

NODC and NOIC could be drawn upon for storage

and information.

4. Standing Advisory Board:

functioning as a source of expertise within the

organization. It would combine knowledge of

marine education and technology with international

affairs and screen proJect proposals. It would

2. Brokerage: bringing together the sources oi expertise and

the needs of potential users through scanning

and matching.
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be composed of government officials, public

figures, representatives from industry and

academic and persons with vested interest and

expertise in the work being done.

5. project Nonitor ing:

obtaining feedback on current projects and

surveying their implementation.

6. Evaluation and Pollow-up:

analyzing current and completed projects along

the dimensions described in the section on

Operations.

7. Seeding of Projects:

providing funds for pilot projects, feasibility

studies, surveys, research and training activi-

ties, etc.

8. Administration:

serving the bureaucratic function of the offi.ce

9. Communication:

disseminating information to various participants

in marine related activities, e.g., government

agenc-'es, universities, international organiz-

ations, etc.
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Internationa? Pro ram Participants

Much of the expertise for the kind of cooperation recommended

in this report lies within the domestic university system. The

advantages of utilizing university personnel involved in marine-

related areas are five-fold. First, academics have dual exper-

ience as specialists and educators. Second, as a group, many

are already interacting with others around the world involved

in the same or related disciplines  i.e., through conferences,

research cruises, literature, publishing!. Third, not only

do they have something to offer, but they have something to gain

through international marine cooperative projects. Academicians

have a chance to broaden their exposure in their fields and thus

enrich the quality of their research and their capability as

educators. Fourth, the nine-month academic calendar makes

their schedules comparatively flexible; with sabbaticals,

half-year leaves, and summer leaves not at all atypical. Finally,

university personnel already have home institutions, and thus

would not be "hired" o» a permanent basis by a formal bureaucracy.

The incentives for' academicia»s and/or university researchers

to become involved in an i»ternational project and spend some

time abroad are both personal and professional. American

faculty members have cooperated i» international exchanges

the past for several reasons: the attraction of a. new culture;

availability of research funds; scientific challenge; access to

data; the lure of underutilized facilities at foreign labs or

universities; greater prestige in another culture or a chance



to apply familiar scientific and engineering tools and

techniques to foreign country conditions.

There are incentives too for particular universities to

support the involvement of their faculty in an international

marine technology sharing program. Institutions of higher

learning seek research funds, and this might be a new source.

United States-foreign university "twinning" arrangements are

a possibility. Exchange programs  both faculty and student!

are feasible with extra guidance for those changing cultures.

Constraints on participation by university personnel do

exist and cannot be ignored. To begin with, not everyone is

interested in either moving abroad for a. period of months or

making a commitment to visit at regular intervals. Even those

who might be interested in such projects feel that they have much

to lose at their home institution by taking a leave of absence

to work abroad. For younger faculty especially, the loss of

visibility at this early stage of their careers can be harmful

in a number of ways. Varying with the length oZ a stay abroad,

they can lose their involvement in curricular development at

their home institution and might forfeit opportunities to author

proposals for upcoming research funding'

Institutional commitment can help alleviate some of the

constraints on university participation. Mechanisms to assure

that those involved abroad for part of the academic year or for

the whole year are not penalized in tenure considerations or

research funding could be encouraged by the federal agency.
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Perhaps research funding for a specified amount of time after

the conclusion of an international project could be guaranteed

by the International Program Office in conjunction with the

National Sea Grant Program. This funding, of course, would be

for the United States' participants in the international project

and could support follow-up research. Salary guarantee programs

for absentee professors are also a possibility. In addition,

a severe problem in U.S. universities now being foreseen is a

declining growth in student enrollment as a result of a

stabilizing population. This is anticipated to cause problems

in faculty utilization since tenured faculty are guaranteed

incomes, even if there are fewer students to go around. Far-

sighted administrators are looking at the problem and. considering

ways to more effectively employ anticipated excess research and

teaching resources. This program might offer one alternative.

United States Government A enc Location

The incentives for using academic personnel have weighed

heavily in considering a federal agency for a new program in

international marine technology cooperation. In fact, the two

federal age~cies best identified with marine science and

technology programs � the National Sea Grant Progra~ in NOAA and

the National Science Foundation  NSF!, which houses the IDOZ--

are heavily involved with university personnel.

Although research efforts are a means of cooperating

internationally in mari~e technology, the needs of developing

countries are more practically oriented--education, training

and advisory work. NSF's mandate is to fund research; training
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and education are secondary to this.

It is precisely the practical functions that an inter-

national agency would need to coordinate that make the National

Sea Grant Program a more suitable choice as a horne agency.

Like its predecessor, the ?,and Grant Program, the National

Sea Grant Program is a decentralized university-based program.

with designated "colleges" and "institutions"  the difference

in terms relates to the level of program development! across

the country. It is the maJor government program involved with

research in marine resource development. Briefly, the agency's

mandat,e is to address problems in marine r esource development

through research, educational and advisory service activities.

Each Sea Grant institution or college has a small adrnin-

istrative staff coordinating activities at the specific university

and responsible for reporting to the central Washington program

office. The Washington office's job is "... to initiate and

support Sea Grant colleges and programs capable of carrying out

the purposes and policies of the legislation...."  See Appendix

for the legislation.! The matching funds provisions of the

program> by which "... the grantee is required to provide at

least, one-third of the cost," emphasizes the specific university's

stake in the quality and applicability of research.

The Sea Grant Program has developed a unique approach to

tackling problems in marine resource developments The agency

is committed, where possible, to sponsoring prospects geared

towards potential users ir the local, state or regional marine

communities  both pub~ic a id private!. To accomplish this4
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end, multi-di.sciplinary project teams are encouraged, strength-

ening a project team's ability to assess the breadth of project

implications and impacts.

Proposals are thus evaluated at each Sea Grant college or

institution and in Washington for a number of' qualities.

Attention is given to technical competence, the coherency and

timeliness of project goals as well as the research approach.

The advisory services attached to specific university programs

or coastal regions personify the uniqueness of the Sea Grant

approach.

The local advisory programs "... emphasize people-to-people

contact and have a major responsibility for transferring

information and identifying problems -" This field work adjunct

to the college or institution program has emphasized communication

skills and exposed all those connected with Sea Grant Programs,

at the very least, to the importance of identifying and under-

standing those potentially affected by and concerned with Sea

Grant research in marine resource development.

The National Sea Grant Program, though described briefly,

has structural and philosophical elements that might be highly

suited to an international marine technology sharing program.

Structurally, the program places the burden of responsibility

with the professionals at each university. The advantage here

is that central Washington bureaucracy is kept to the barest

minimum � for it is not, by very definition, the expanding part

of the program.

Both of these elements create an. environment that in many

ways can reduce the traditional tension and frustration of
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dealing with large bureaucracies. important too is the fact

that a small Sea Grant staff has been established at each

university. This gives Sea Grant administrators proximity to

university affairs and university personnel, and a chance to

establish both credibility and communication channels.

The matching funds requirement has proven effective in

terms of providing all those involved in a project with a stake

in performance. This would count as an important factor in

any recommendation for an international marine technology

sharing program,

The Sea Grant approach to marine problem identification

and the advisory service function that Sea Grant tries to

fulfill for the interested local marine community are two

facets of the program that might be applicable to small i.nter-

national projects in marine cooperation. Some of the tradition-

ally recognized obstacles to the success of many international

science and technology programs  i.e., little awareness and

exposure to indigenous cultural patterns, social systems and

problems, no tie-ins with informal communication channels!

could be overcome.

Pinally, Sea Grant Program participants are university-

based professionals from all marine-related disciplines. The

advantages of using university educators in such a program,

discussed earlier, demonstrate the advantage of using profes-

sionals who have been exposed to the Sea Grant approach. In

addition, Sea Grant's home agency, the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Adminis'r~tior, might well be an appropriate base
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for a new bilateral or multilateral marine technology sharing

agency. This location would automatically affor d easy liaisons

with other key marine agencies, some of which already have

international programs and/or liaisons, but none of which

have official responsibility or specially trained staffs to

carry out such a mission. It would be unrealistic to assume

that an International Program Office could function, tied to the

National Sea Grant Program, without some reorganization within

NOAA. Other agencies within NOAA, such as the National Narine

Fisheries Service  NMFS! and the Office of Coastal Zone Manage-

ment  OCZM!, have some international contacts and cooperative

arrangements. Some of these activities � and similar activities

in any other NOAA agency � would have to, at the very least,

be closely aligned with the International Program Office's

activities.
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Kultinational Cor orations � The Issue

An investigation of the role of industry in a proposed

international sharing program needs to place in global perspect,ive

the consequences and benefits of multinational enterprise. The

debate on the costs and benefits of multinational business

operations continues to be extended and confused. It is

widely believed, however, that the distribution of the gains

and losses with respect to the corporation, the host country

and the parent country is asymmetric with the gains being

biased. in favor of the corporation. Extensive studies have

been conducted on the subject, though few definitive conclusions

have emerged.

The issues, briefly, emanate from the following categories:

 l! Political

impact on domestic and foreign relations when large or
key segments of the economy are controlled by foreign
interest.

�! Economic

comparative benefit;/cost of technology transferred
contribution to national income
exploitat;ion of natural resources
exports
duti.es/taxes
repatriation of profits and capital
transfer prices
royalties, fees, service charges
bundling of management, technology and capital
conflict or convergence between the investment plans
of multinational corporations and the development
objectives of host countries
creation/destruction of job opportunities
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�! Social

� pollution
skill levels of workers

standard of living
ownership of the means of production
social services  health, housing, education!

�! Cultural

� value systems
� work habits and norms

consumption choices and patterns

Zt is imperative that the transfer of marine technology

by the multinational corporation  NNC! be viewed along the

dimension outlined above. Zt is alleged that international

corporations often transfer technology not relevant to the

needs of the host country, that the technology ignores the

relative abundance of labor to capital in a developing country

and tends to be excessively capital intensive, that it tends

to be restrictive and proprietary and that it inhibits local

technological progress. In addition, host countries often

feel that alternative means of acquiring the technology  through

technical assistance programs for example! may be less expensive

than relying on the MNC for the expertise. Zt should be

recognized., however, that few developing countries have the

sophistication or administrative capability to seek and effec-

tively evaluate alternative channels for acquiring technology
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Alternatives to Direct Investment

Various mechanisms designed to maximize the contribution

multinational corporations could make to 0he economies

which they operate have evolved over the past few years. Nany

of these focus on the strengths of the international corporations

that have give~ them the unique ability to operate globally.

At the same time, they minimize direct control of assets by

these corporations, thus reducing the r egion of conflict between

multinationals and nation-states.

Some of these mechanisms are.

�! Service contracts: where the corporation would be paid
a fee for managing an enterprise and providing techno-
logical inputs without owning the assests i.t manages. A
variation of this is the renting and leasing of facilities
by NNC's to enterprises in host countries.

facility and then hands it. over to local managers, working
on a cost-plus-fee basis.

�! poration consists of sharing the product rather than
transfers of money e.g. in the mining of manganese nodules
and subsequent distribution of the nodules as opposed to
cash distribution.

�! 3->ay ventures; where the capital comes from countries
with scarp nus unde, the management and technology is
supplied by a multinational corporation and, the labor and
business opportunity is made available by a third country.
This mechanism has considerable potential since each
participant corrtributes according to relative abundance
of resources.

Several of these mechanisms could be employed by industry

if it chooses to participate in commercial activities that,

might accrue from projects undertaken by the federal inter-

national marine program.
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ln some instances, industrial expertise may be either

unattainable or undesirable. In such cases, the availability

of alternative mechanisms is vital. The following options

may be employed as viable resources for continuing projects:

�! The technology and training may be found in other locations
through the use of the international program advisory
committee. One such location might be a Sea Grant
university. Punds may be obtained from the World. Bank
or similar agencies.

�! The technology and training could be conducted by United
Nations personnel with capital coming from either United
Nations funds or from the World Bank or regional development
banks.

It is very likely that an international sharing program

has a vital role to play in fostering indigenous capacity for

technological evaluation. In some instances, it is very possible

that the international corporation is the most efficient vehicle

for the transmission of marine technology, and objective

evaluation may well persuade host countries that widespread

antagonism towards the MNC is not always warranted. International

agencies often demand that the llNC be socially and economically
sensitive. Xt is unreasonable to expect NNCs to enthusiastically

participate in the sharing program if their rights are not

protected from acts of expropriation, seizure of assets, etc.

The international marine sharing program should bear this in

mind when exploring the role of industry.

It needs to be recognized that the interests of industry

are not always congruent with the interests of participants

in international sharing programs which are oriented towards

research, teaching and education. Industry typically is
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concerned about assessing it;s activities in terms of financial

profit and tends to assign intangible benefits a lower priority

when evaluating projects and return on its contribution. The

international marine sharing program, however, is liable to

participat;e in activit;ies that will be predominantly noncom-

mercial with little, if any, immediate economic return. The

benefits t;hat accrue from its project;s will eventually manifest

themselves over a number of years and will be in the area of

institution building, human resource development and the

accumulat;ion of scientific and technical expertise.

Perce tions b Industr

The scale of the proposed program is so small that industry

views it as being either peripheral or totally irrelevant Co

its activities. More specifically, the petroleum and mining

company representatives who were contacted expressed the view

that they were not presently int;crested in a program of such a

nature.

2. Because it cari perceive no benefits, industry is not;

particularly interested in entering the program at the project,

planning stage. Some industrial interests, though, may like

to associate themselves later if the projects undertaken can

help satisfy certain entry restriction.s imposed by developing

countries as regards the introduct;ion of technology and the

training of local personnel, or if some realizable economic

gain can be drawn from results of such a program.
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3. Industries with new and proprietary technologies are averse

to shax ing their expertise since doing so would entail sacri-

ficing some of the economic returns on that technology.

Therefore, involvement in programs of technology sharing would

not be appealing to industx'y if it were to entail the sharing

of the newest available technological information. Firms

might logically wish to exploit lucrat,ive markets first and

perhaps share information which is part of a product in the

declining stage of the life cycle.

I<lultinationals having products in the declining stage of

the life cycle would probably want to diversify away from those

products. evince they could continue to manufacture these

pxoduct,s in developing countries at a minimal capital invest-

ment and fx'ee resources for activities that lxave a. higher rate

of return in the developing countries, they might be interested

in a program which would allow tnem to do so. On t,he other

hand, the host countxy would pay a price for sucn indu.stxial

participation. They wou'd be receiving intermediate technology.

Although sucn a level m'ght be appropx iate for a country not

yet scientifically capable of handling the most modern technology,

some resentment might ensue if there is an awax eness that tl.e

infoxriation x eceiveu. is not the newest.

To some extent, t.he dictates of social responsibility and

public x e' ations might elicit a measure of support for such a

progxam. Tne testimony of various chief executives of multi-

nationals before the United Ilations Gx'oup of l-'minent Persons on
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the Multinational Corporation indicates a growing awareness

that international industry must adopt postures of increasing

cooperation and responsibility if it is to continue its

evolution as a viable economic phenomenon.

Entrance of Industry � Incentives/Restrictions

Previously, consideration of industry's participatio~ in

an international sharing program has been focused in terms of the

costs and benefits for developing nations. The emphasis

must shift at some point to the perceptions and needs of

industry as opposed to the perceptions of the countries. If

a positive decision is reacned to ut,ilize the managerial exper-

tise, capital, and technical capabilities of a firm, a new

question arises: What are the incentives and restrictions for

entry and participation in such a program based on the viewpoint

of the company?

There are a number of benefits which industry might

receive in associating their resources with an international

sharing program. For instance, a company may gain greater

legitimacy in a foreign country by being lir~ked with an agency

that has been politically and socially accepted within the

developing country. Working on a project sponsored by an inter-

national sharing office may provide the opportunity for initial

entry into a country, thus opening tne possibility of penetration

into various other markets. lt could potentially yield new

investment and venture opportunities not previously perceived

by a firm, while simultaneously presenting a minimal amount of
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risk as a result of the association with an established program.

The FAO Industrial Program is an example of a cooperative

effort conducted under the auspices of an international organ-

ization which has proven advantageous to both industry and

host countries.

Resources, previously undiscovered or considered insignificant,

may prove to have economic potential during the course of a seed

project. In such cases, while deriving financial gain from the

process, industry may also be in a position to develop these

resources for a country. Furthermore, upon completion of the

seed project, industry may, if a profitable outcome can be

perceived, become committed enough to continue the idea or

begin a new project along similar lines.

Presently, U.S. organized labor is lobbying in Congress

for the passage of the Burke-Hartke bill, which, if passed,

could create strong disincentives for industry to export capital,

patents and technology.« The provisions of this bill include:

l. Repeal of foreign tax credit

2. Repeal of tax deferral

Ban accelerated depreciation

Tax income on transferred patents

5. Establish a United States Foreign Trade
and Investment Commission

6. Restrict imports to 1965-69 level

7. Impose a dumping duty

8. Restrict exports of capital and technology

This bill has been in Congress for three years and
is not likely to be passed immediately.
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multinational is disputing with Congress, it may

prove beneficial for' it to be viewed as a carrier of technology,

diplomacy and. cooperation, rather than in the traditional role.

A linkage to an inter national technology sharing project might

be one vehicle industry needs to attain this end.

Another possible incentive depends upon the future of the

200-mile economic zone. Companies desiring to work in such

areas as offshore drilling or exploration of a continental

shelf would benefit from favorable relations with the relevant

countries. This relationship may be facilitated by a connection

with an international sharing program.

The fact that industry's focus is not primarily directed.

towards objectives of international development but rather

towards profitability, must be realized. The absence of an

infrastructure base may often make the poorest areas least

attractive to industry for direct investment purposes. Also,

the economic and political risks are much higher so that the

multinational requires a greater rate of return on investment.
According to a UN report, multinationals could be mor e willing
to enter developing countries if there exists some sort of
national planning and predetermined goals." This is in harmony

with the structure previously outlined for the international
sharing program, where at the termination of a seed project,
the project team determines what the necessary next step would
be and proceeds to locate those most capable of undertaking

its implementation.

"The Impact of Nultin~tional Corporations on Development
and, on International h~lations, United Nations, New York,
1974, p. 33.
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The restrictions for industrial entrance into such a

program also exist. Qn the whole, developing countries have

a very general set of entx'y restrictions. State-owned indus-

tries tend to be in petroleum, bsic petrochemicals, nuclear

energy, electricity, mining, transportation, and communication.

Nost developing countries welcome foreign investment if it is

on a minority basis and will complement rather than displace

local investment. Foreign investment is usually completely

closed to the state-owned industries, which vary from country

to country. For example, with the sudden increase in marine-

related interest in Nexico within the past few years, the

fishing industry has become increasingly government controlled.

Private industry does still exist, but it is being rapidly

phased out and foreign investment in this area is restricted.

The idea that foreign investment, should be limited to minority

holdings is stated for every country, but is easily bypassed

if it is obviously in the interest of the recipient country.

The investment is particulax'ly welcome when it presents

advanced technology, capital, and managerial expertise and is

located in less developed areas of the country. Jt is also

welcomed if it increases exports. No matter what the official

restrictions tend to be, if it can be proven that the foreign

investment will benefit the country, the restrictions axe

lifted. or bypassed.

Although some do exist, there seem to be few entry restric-

tions to foreign investment with regard to marine-related areas.
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aged assistance or whether there has been no foreign interest

in this area is difficult to ascertain. The lack of restrictions

may also be a result of the fact that few countries perceive

the value of their marine resources presently. But, as their

awareness increa.ses, so will the number of restrictions.

An Example of Host Countr /Industr /International Pro ram
0 ce Cooperation

Institutions in developing countries often find their work

hampered by. l! lack of funds to purcnase even the most basic

equipment; 2! lack of information about equipment available, and;

3! inability to obtain fair prices for equipment and facilities

obtained from large corporations. A possible mechanism for

obviating "ome of these deficiencies is suggested.

An organization, the Central Processing Office could be

established within an appropriate government agency. Requests

from various local institutions could be sent to this central

office which would be able to better coordinate the acquisition

of relevant resources. A small full time staff, concentrating

on processing information on equipment available and procuring

directly if requested by a local institution, would help

utilize more efficiently the limited fund.s available. Some

functions this organization might perform are summarized below:

 l! Surveying equipment available globally and then buying
the best equipment for the money budgeted.

�! Helping local institutions establish a rational facilities
maintenance, replacement and purchasing system.

�! Renting and l."asing arge, expensive equipment that could
be shared by s ;.. ral ocal institutions and agencies.



�! . Circulating information on equipment and prices to various
local organizations.

�! Engaging in central purchasing of standard equipment in
order to avail themselves of quantity discounts and exert
greater leverage on suppliers for better quality and
delivery dates,

�! Searching for second hand equipment where such equipment
reasonably meets the needs of local organization and
either disseminating the information to the organization
itself' or purchasing it directly, paying a fair depreciated
price as opposed to some higher price a corporation might
otherwise char ge if the purchaser were ignorant of the
true market value cf' the good.

Such a project could well be initiated as a seed project

of the international program if a country or group of countries

decides to establish it or some variation of it. Such a

central processing office may serve as a point of contact for

involving industries in inter national pr ograms.
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NEXICO � A COUNTRY CASE STUDY

Introduction

Nexico is selected for a country case study because that

nation meets several of the criteria  see Vol. I, A Study of

Narine Technology Sharing! for initiating joint projects.

Some of these criteria are:

1! A strong commitment on the part of the Mexican

government to foster development of marine-related

areas.

2! A pool of scienti"ts and technicians capable of

making a useful contribution to an international

marine sharing program.

3! A fairly extensive network of contacts among the

U.S. and Mexican marine science and technology

communities.

The proximity of Mexico is an added consideration in selecting

that country for a case study.

The study was undertaken not to initiate programs but to

consider this case as an example for international marine

cooperative ventures. It was also felt that the study would

demonstrate that technology sharing need not be a unilateral

act of sharing but rather a joint. program of cooperation. Zt

was further envisaged that the study would summarize many of

the authors' conclusions about the necessary prerequisites for
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successful cooperation, including the need for people in

different cultures to understand and appreciate each other and

the imperatives of effective communication.

As the idea of an International Marine Technology Sharing

Program develops, Nexico becomes an ideal location for potential

cooperative programs. It is a rapidly developing country in

which the government has made a major commitment to promot.ing

marine activit,ies through federal and state funding. The pool

of expertise is adequately sophisticated in 1975 to benefit

greatly from joint endeavors, while simultaneously being able

to contribute to the scientific and technical community of a

more advanced country. The following case study afforded the

opportunity to begin learning something of the cultural,

political, and economic structure of Mexico, to isolate problems

within the marine community, to identify potential areas of

cooperation, and to discern if there would be any interest and

commitment to a program of this general nature.

The findings of this study are based on specific infor-

mation received as a consequence of detailed i-terviews conducted

with academicians, administrators, scientist,s, technicians and

entrepreneurs in Mexico during January 197". The perceptions

of t,he Mexican marine community are bounded by the cultural,

educational, sociological and attitudinal perspectives of the

researchers and limited by the short, duration of the field trip.

While this study reports the situation perceived by the researchers,

a conscious effort has been made t,o filter out preconceptio~s

and biases.
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It may sometimes appear that the study adopts an inflexible

stance about, cultural differences, organizational processes

and community norms. It is done merely to focus attention

upon these differences without intending to assign value

Judgments to them. lt is imperative that administrators and

researchers be aware of the dissimilarities and points of

divergence between their native system and the foreign environ-

ment with which they interact, as well as points of convergence

and similarity.

The thrust of the investigation is towards international

program management. The international administrator often

needs to address issues which are immediate and important to

the participants. Factors which could change over the long

term are essentially unvarying over the pro]ect horizon and

being such, define the existing operating environment. These

boundary conditions, which the international team must accept

as given, limit the area within which the quest for a feasible

solution can be co~ducted.

Conceivably, political, sociological and historical theories

are available to explain what are perceived as obsta,cles and

barriers to international cooperative ventures. While these

explanations may serve to illumina,te and sensitize the inter-

national actors, they do not mitigate the physical manifestations

which are the very real and diverse barriers. Accordingly,

this study will not pursue the investigation of the causes and

differences.
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This disclaimer is not to imply that the international

team be politically, sociologically or culturally naive. Quite

the contrary; it should recognize, for instance, that many of

the problems are generic to developing nations and not unique

to Mexico. Some, however, are endemic to Mexico and need to

be viewed as such. Still others exist; in all countries to

varying degrees, depending upon the level of development. In

some situations, models derived from international experiences

are generally valid. In others, these paradigms are of little

applicability.

In making the evaluation, the researchers attempted to

use certain dimensions such as:

l. The type and structure of the bureaucracy and
complex organizations.

2. The diversity of agencies.

3. Checks and balances within the scientific
community.

The population and expertise within the scientific
community.

5. The accepted practices and norms within the scientific
community.

The search for a standard scale led to adopting the U.S.

environment as a standard, not because it is necessarily the

best, but because it is the one most familiar to the authors.

The study goals were:

I. Identifying government agencies, academic, and
industrial organizations involved in marine affairs.
Determining their activities by nature and extent.
Investigating channels, sources and cont;ent of
information received.
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2. Studying the role of these organizations in the
dissemination of assistance, innovation and information.
Identifying links with actors, both local and foreign.

3. Identifying key people within the community and
determining areas for cooperation.

A number of alternative methods were available for estab-

lishing contacts to conduct the research. These could be

formal and governmental or informal and nongovernmental. Formal

methods are generally slow and bureaucratic. These contacts

accomplished what bureaucratic formal means had been unable to

do in this case. A lesson can be learned from the obstacles

encountered. When embarking upon an international proJect,

it is not sufficient to locate key people and begin establishing

contacts. One should seek to identify and consider the political

and sociological barriers to ensure a smooth process. Government

bureaucracies and personalities, as in all international arrange-

ments, must be handled carefully and sensitively. Bypassing

official channels for small exploratory work can have its

advantages by avoiding red tape. However, it is essential to

go through proper diplomatic channels for any major undertaking

of an international natur e.

After careful consideration, it was determined that the

most efficient means of obtaining the desired information would

be through personal interviews. Before leaving for Mexico,

a detailed interview outline was prepared. This

outline could be tailored to suit the people who were being

interviewed, i.e., cademi.~ans, government employees, and.
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industrialists. The focus of the interviews covered fisheries

and related areas. The interviews were conducted by starting

in the relatively small fishing cities of Ensenada, Guaymas,

and Mazatlan, and proceeding finally to Mexico City. The

purpose of this was to get a grassroots picture of th.e fishing

environment, and the global view available from Mexico Ci,ty,

the heart of the marine community.

Cultural Aspects

The initiation of a bilateral cooperative program requires

the participants of both countries to learn as much as possible

about the cultural and social differences which will ultimately

be encountered. An appreciation of these differences will not

only ease tension and improve rapport between individuals, but

can be a valuable means for avoiding potentially disastrous

mistakes. For example, if women are involved, the machismo

concept in the Kexican culture is important to understand.

Machismo, briefly explained, is an attitude of male dominance.

It emphasizes the demonstration of virility and masculinity,

and its manifestations can range from excessive pride and

inability to admit mistakes to treating women as subordinates.

This attitude of superiority of men was described by two women

 a marine scientist and a teacher of literature! who were

interviewed.  This is also documented in anthropological and

sociological texts by Oscar Lewis such as Death in the Sanchez

Family.!

Further, the Mexican people are extremelv sensitive to

criticism-- constructive or otherwise. Long-established

friendships can be destroyed. permanently during such exchanges.
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tive work, but possibly a longer learning curve for improvement

of research techniques. A person working on a paper will not

generally allow others to read it for comments and recomrnen-

dations. This attitude is perhaps explainable by reason of the

absence of any institutional mechanism to avoid piracy of work

results in a narrower research perspective, Besides distaste

for criticism, the ever-present fear of piracy prevents people

from sharing research findings. The Mexican people have been

exploited for centuries and, therefore, it is no wonder they

take extensive precautions to prevent further exploitat,ion.

This fear of exploitation common to many developing

nations pervades their dealings with foreigners. There tends

to be an immediate distrust on their part until confidence is

earned by the outsider. Before this point, is reached, one must

be aware of the lack of acceptance, because chances are that the

people with whom a project, is being conducted will not be

ent.irely open until trust is achieved.

There are numerous other reasons for what, may appear to

be prevarication to a foreigner, whereas this may be a natural

mode of social communication to other Mexicans. The Mexicans

are aware of the cultural implications and generally know when

and what to believe. Por instance, Mexicans are extremely

courteous people. It would be inhospitable to say no t,o someone.

So, rather than say no in a situation in which that might be

the appropriate response, they will agree rather than risk

offending a person. .here ; so seems to be a loss of face
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one might receive an answer to any question asked, regardless

of whether or not, it is correct.  This is not uncommon in

academic communities around the world.!

The scientific research style of Mexico seems to be similar

to that of the Europeans rather than Americans. They are

inclined to work as individuals or in small isolated groups as

opposed to larger multidisciplinary collaborative groups, which

are perhaps more characteristic of the United States. This

may be due to early European influence or to the previously

mentioned fear of exploitation. However, the lack of multi-

disciplinary effort may be endemic to the entire international

marine community.

Mexicans are also taught at a young, impressionable age

to respect "authority figures," such as fathers and teachers.

Therefore, students tend to accept the teachings of a professor

at face value.

Nationalism is widely prevalent in Mexico. Ther efore,

extended overseas training programs would not be overwhelmingly

accepted. Mexicans proudly admit that they miss the motherland

when away for long periods of time. This is why they prefer

to study in the United States as opposed to European countries.

The close proximity of the United States enables them to return

home more frequently than would be possible if they were in

Europe. This also implies less of a problem in reintegrating

.'nto the society after being trained abroad. Because they are

never away for too long a period of time, their cultural
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underestimated.

Finally, a problem not at all unique to Mexico but of

vital importance to efficient communication is the language

barrier. There are some phrases which are impossible to

translate without loss of meaning. Because the research team

frequently relied on interpreters, without whom research could

not, have been conducted, it, was painfully obvious that they

lost much valuable information during the translation.

Key People

Locating the key people inside the Mexican marine community

was a relatively simple exercise. Even before entering Mexico,

the same names continually emerged as being those with the

greatest amount of information. In addition, these people

had the largest number of both formal and informal contacts,

This relatively small list is composed of men from academia,

government, and industry who form a tight,-knit group . Speaking

to one of them, the impression is relayed that he can tell

exactly what professional work the others are doing and where

they are located. They assemble for advisory meetings and

cocktail parties; they are officially and unofficially on the

same national committees; they have tight control over information

flow within the country and are slowly building an elite

community.

The gatekeeper  see Vc.l. II of this report, Bar/Levis,

for detailed explana''on of his concept! can be a formidable

obstacle if he does not .ant t ~ communicate. The findings in
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number of positions linking various organizations. Among

other things, he is the coordinator for scientific and techno-

logical investigation at a large Mexican university; he heads

the marine sciences division of the CONACyT; he is the head

of the UNDP effort in Mexico and is an officer of an inter-

national marine organization. With his aid, doors opened wide

for investigations because he knew the people to interview.

Although it is necessary Co use these official channels in

order to avoid creating international problems, this process

makes it difficult' to obtain outside contacts. It must be

realized Chat the information received is biased by the process

of selecting the people to be interviewed.

Another key man holds a powerful position, as a fund-raiser,

politician, and disseminator of information. This man heads

the marine effort of a prominent private university in Mexico;

he has studied in the United States and travels extensively;

he attends international conferences where friendships and

organizational links are established and cemented. But, although

he is in a position to regulate information flow from outside

the university, his internal role is quite different. The

students within the university do not usually look Co him for

support and guidance. They bring problems, issues, and new ideas

to department heads or others in Che system. This man appears

Co awe those beneath him. He appears authoritarian and remote.

He is extremely effective as an external gatekeeper, bringing

new information into the system, but does not serve a liaison

role within the internal organization.
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Structure and Links of the Narine Community

Mexico has an extensive coastline which stretches across

10,000 km. It has a continental shelf that covers 250,000

square kilometers and estuaries and lagoons that cover an

additional 150,000 square kilometers. A recent analysis by

G. Pontecorvo and M. Wilkinson  Vol. 2 of this study! attempts

to compare Nexico with other nations along the dimensions of

economic need, interest in marine resource, and potential of

marine resources. Need is measured as GNP per capita; interest

is indicated by seaborne trade as a percentage of GNP. For

the most part, information on the marine r esources of the

country is fragmentary and management capability is in the

infant stage.

There is significant activity in fisheries  largely shrimp!

and oil exploration. Recently, the Mexican government has

displayed great enthusiasm in developing marine resources."

Some instances of this are:

l. The Mexican Navy has two research vessels conducting
surveys.

2. A National Fisheries Institute is in operation with
the intention of doubling the catch between 1970-1978.
In addition, construction of 500 new fishing ships
and around 4,000 small boats is underway.

3. The Secretariat of Hydraulic Resources has undertaken
several aquaculture projects along the coast.

4. The Mexican Oil Company has incr eased offshore explora-
tion and production activities.

See Bibliogr phy: k.,ala Castanares.
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5. A Research Center of Marine Sciences and Limnology
has been created and is now in operation.

6. An ambitious UNESCO-UNDF program centered at the
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico  UNAM! to
enhance marine science capability is gathering
momentum.

A number of organizations were canvassed. in Mexico in

industry, government, and academia. Within these areas an

attempt was made to discover what organizational representatives

felt to be their formal and informal links with other institu-

tions both nationally and internationally. Furthermore, a,

study was made on how information was disseminated inside the

specific institutions visited. One striking phenomenon

appeared above all others. Regardless of the type of organ-

ization or its orientation, personal, oral communication is

used far more often than the written word. In spite of the

ease with which a letter or a memo can be dictated, most of

the interviewees claimed that personal contact was far more

effective.

The academic institutions which were visited included the

Autonomous University of BaJa, California, two of 30 plus

fisheries schools, the University of Guaymas  an extension of

Monterrey Institute of Technology!, and Universidad Nacional

Autonoma de Mexico.

Academia

Universidad Autonoma de BaJa California
Unidad de Ciencias Marinas

The university in BaJa California has a small school

offering a bachelor's degree in marine science. Its funding

is proportioned so that 75 percent comes from state and
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25 percent from federal sources. Enrollment must be pr opor-

tional to funding, meaning that 75 percent of the students are

from the state of Baja California. Although the school is not

itself new, the marine science orientation began to take form

during the last three or four years. The orientation is

primarily research, which the university has been conducting

in the fishing community. It is now trying to attr-ct faculty

from abroad in order to set up a master's program. There are

formal links with the CUNACyT  Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y

Technologia! and UNAIvI  Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Xexico!.

It contracts with the CANACyT to allow people to study abroad

so that when they return, they will be able to make meaningful

contributions to blexico. Visiting professors are also

subsidized by the CONACyT. Botn informal and formal connections

are made with U.S. academic institutions such as Scripps

Institution of Oceanography.

There are also informal links with Productos Pesquero

Nexicanos  PPM!, which is a government-owned marine food

processing organization. Whenever PPM has boats not in use, it

loans them to the university. In return, PPN feels i,t is

getting new methodologies through research which could prove

very helpful in a commercial environment.

Visiting professors to the university establish a one-to-

one relat,ionship with students during their stay and involve

them with the work being done. In this way, when the professor

leaves, there is someone who knows enough about what is going

on to continue the work.



There are represent,atives who do some international

traveling, but the majority of the traveling is confined to

the United States and Plexico. The strongest informal links

are those established during National Congress of Oceanography

meetings, which occur every two years.

Intraorganization communication is predominantly on a

personal level. The school is small and the offices arranged

so as to facilitate ease of verbal communication. One of the

key men there receives research papers from faculty and students

and in turn distributes them to those whom he feels will be

interested. The universit,y is also in the process of preparing

to publish its first technical journal.

Instituto Technologico y De Estudios Superiores de Monterrey:
Escuela De Ciencias Naritimas y Technologia de Alimentos
Guaymas

This school also offers a bachelor's degree in the field

of marine science. In contrast to the university at Baja,

Guaymas's orientation focuses more towar ds commercial training,

with approximately 67 percent of it,s graduates going on to

work in industry. Its staff consists predominantly of people

with bachelor's and master's degrees. It was learned from the

investigation that there were only three Ph.D,s at the school

of marine sciences. As a result of a Ford Foundat.ion grant and

World Bank contributions, Guaymas has some very modern equipment,

but for the most part, this equipment lies idle. The expertise

needed for its operation is not presently held by students or

faculty.
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Regarding formal and informal links, those interviewed

felt that personal contacts were the most useful in gett;ing

scientific information. They have formal links with t;he

CONACyT. The director at Guaymas is one of the people identi-

fied as an important gatekeeper in Mexico. He is a member of

a number of CONACyT committees both in his official and personal

capacity. Outside the university, information is disseminated

through technical newspapers, bulletins, informal meetings,

international conferences, national congresses, and joint

projects, such as with the Department of Hydraulic Resources of

the Mexican government. Mithin the school, memos, weekly

meetings, circulars, institute newspapers from Monterrey and

most important;, what is called "coffee break talk," serve to

disseminate information. Coffee break talk is the informal

sort of conversation during which important information may be

exchanged on a casual basis. An interesting point is that,

although the facility at Guaymas has been a. part of international

projects from the Ford Foundation, the U.N., etc., and has

some exchange students and visiting professors, it is not really

interested in international programs and is not act;ively

promoting this concept.

Universidad Nacional Autonoma De Mexico  UNAM!

UNAM has had a marine program for 15 years, but r eal growth

has only occurred within the last; two or three years, as is the

case with marine affairs all over Mexico. UNAM facilities

house a number of activitie., directly and indirectly related to
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academia. For instance, the Centro de Ciencias del Mar y

Limnologia  Marine Science and Limnology Center!, the Mexican

Oceanic Sorting Center  CPOM!, and UNESCO effort are all

located inside the gigantic UNAM campus.

The marine science center was created in 1973 as a part,

of UNAM dealing specifically with the marine science area and

its needs. The center has its own boats, but welcomes oppor-

tunities for joint projects with Scripps or the Mexican Navy.

Joint projects can be planned by individuals. After project

formulation, a representative takes the project to the depart-

ment; head, who gets in touch with t,he CONACyT for coordination

purposes and approval. It appears at this point that the

center has not established many links, but the director does

a great. deal of traveling for specific information on programs

and to explore the feasibility of exchanging personnel and

students. Apparently, there is a gestation period which is

necessary in building up informal links within one's scientific

community. The director made it clear that he is given a great

deal of freedom to communicate with whomever he chooses, a

first step in the formation of informal contacts.

Escuelas Technologicas Pesqueras  Technical Fisheries Schools!

These schools, established in 1972, are a part, of the

Direcion General De Education En Ciencias y Technologias Del

Mar, which is under the Secretariat for Public Education. The

approximately 30 fishery schools scattered throughout Mexico

have as a primary purpose the training of students, generally

ages 12 to 15, to bring new skills and technology into the
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The control of the schools is highly centralized, with

adaptations made f' or local needs. Headquartered in Mexico

City, the schools are organized along two functions: technical

and. administrative. There is a parallel organization in

each of the 30 schools. There also exists a fairly active

parent teacher organization in each school. The technical

department has control over the academic structure of the

curriculum. Each school has a slightly different orientation.

Students are drawn from the local community, so the place in

which a person lives, in some respects, determines his/her

future education.

Informal links with the local community are forged in the

form of community ervice= conducted on a regular basis by the

students. In the process, '.hey are able to learn more about

local needs, which '."e a pr ..e concern in establishing course

content at the schools. Th.g maintain links with various

Nexican fishing community. However, the schools also offer

training in the areas of Spanish, mathematics, natural and

social sciences, foreign languages, art, and physical education.

The three-year program is a delicate balance combining

practice and theory. The schools are usually attended by the

children of members of the fishing cooperatives, and thus

have both formal and informal links with the cooperatives.
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each voyage made by the cooperatives, at least one instructor

and one student accompanies the crew in order to gain first,-hand

fishing experience. Anoi-.her formal link the schools have with

the fishing industry is through PPN, in the form of practical

training at the plants.

The students are organized in a highly disciplined fashion

and retain a great deal of power. There are student represen-

tatives on the school board, These students were on strike

because they felt the degree of politicking among teachers had

significantly reduced the quality of education. Negotiations

were underway between the students, administrators, and

representatives in Mexico City to correct this situation.

Fisheries Cooperatives

The fisheries cooperatives are a powerful, highly or ganized

group of fishermen in Mexico. They have constitutional validity

and exercise a monopoly on. the fishing of certain species of

fish. The Mexican government actively sponsors these cooperatives

which undertake the bulk of fishing activity in the country.

Legislation restricts fishing to certain seasons in order to

prevent overfishing and stock depletion. Although there was

initial resistance, the cooperatives have largely accepted

this law after perceiving the benefits accruing from seasonal

fishing.
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The cooperatives sell predominantly to Productos Pesqueros

Nexicanos, but are allowed to sell through contracts to private

companies. The members of the fishing cooperatives are over-

whelmingly from the older generation of fishermen, using

outmod.ed techniques and exhibiting resistance to change. They

have an aversion to communicating with outsiders, which inhibits

the introduction of innovations. Gradually, though, things

are beginning to change. The graduates of the fisheries schools

will be joining the cooperatives. They already have established

links with the members through their schools so they will face

a reduced integration problem. The ideas of these young

graduates may be slow in gaining acceptance, but change will

occur. Even now, if a representative from a university or

government agency is able to obtain the trust of the chief of

an individual cooperative; if he is willing to proceed at a

very slow, careful pace; and if he is able to show some proof

of physical improvement, receptivity to change does exist.

An interesting formal link is that of the cooperatives with

the Banco de Formento Cooperativo, a government organization

which finances long-term loans to the cooperatives, which in

a real sense are grants. These loans are seldom repaid, but

the financial organization knows and expects this; it is an

informal mechanism for subsidizing the cooperatives.

Other than the cooperatives, the marine industry in Nexico

is predominantly government-controlled.. This aspect will be

elaborated upon later in tn s section. But as a result of this

fact, interviews wit;. ~ ople 'n the private industrial sector

were fairly limited.
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One man, on the board of directors of a private fishing

company, said that the share of private industry in fishing

was declining each year. His company does have some direct

forrnal li~ks with the U.S. fishing industry. Because industry

undertakes no original research in Mexico, his firm sends

staff to six-week training sessions and laboratory demonstrations.

ZC also has formal li~ks with U.S. companies for the purposes

of promotio~ and advertising. This man said that his company

exports only Co the United States. He was educated at a

U.S. university and maintains many informal contacts with people

in the United States, which may account for the U.S. orientation

of his company.

Within Mexico, both the formal and informal contacts prove

extremely beneficial. Officially, this executive is a member

of the CONACyT advisory cornrnittee, which he views with some

skepticism, in that he feels that the committee gets too bogged

down in semantics and accomplishes little at its meetings.

Unofficially, he is working with the fisheries department to

promote fish consumption inside of Mexico. He also has informal

meetings periodically with government agencies in order to

inform them of what he feels to be the latest innovation in the

field. His links with the fishing cooperatives consist of

contracting with them in order to gain legal rights to sell

certain types of fish. His philosophy is that, Mexicans must

share information if they expect to grow.
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Productos Pesqueros Mexicanos

This is a government-owned fisheries enterprise, head-

quartered in Mexico City with production facilities all over

the country. Their activities include purchasing fish from

the fisheries cooperatives, warehousing, processing, canning

and exporting.

The facilities in Ensenada and Nazatlan were visited. and

striking differences were noticed between the two. For example,

in Ensenada there was the distinct impression that the PPN

branch works together with schools providing boats for research,

but in Nazatlan no programs of this sort, surfaced. The

international links of PPN are predominantly formal, such as

working with American canning companies, attending training

programs in California, and having people from canning companies

in California come to Mexico and conduct training sessions.

The younger people who come from headquarters travel to the

different plants. They are uncomfortable with what is going on

because of what they perceive to be outmoded methods being

employed at the various branches. Therefore, they go to the

plants and use a. two-way communications style. They watch and

new ideas to plant employees.

A young quality control engineer in Ensenada said he had

learned that informal contacts provide the best channels of

communication. He began his work using formal links in that

he contacted organizations as a representative of PPN. But

over a period of time� hc lc r ned that if he was able to establish
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personal links inside the company, his work was considerably

reduced. He began a training program for employees at the

Ensenada branch conducted by other Productos Pesqueros

representatives. If it proves successful, his aim is to take

these people and have them do the same activity at other branches

throughout Mexico. There was a genuine pride attached Co his

organization of this training group.

The fishing cooperatives are a powerful, highly organized

group of fishermen in Mexico. They have constitutional

validity and retain a monopoly.

Government Agencies

ConseJo Nacional De Ciencia y Technologia  CONACyT!

The CONACyT is the Mexican equivalent for t;he U.S. National

Science Foundation. Zt was established in. l970 because

scientific research was largely isolated in Mexico. Figure 8

is an organization chart of the CONACyT. Dotted lines surround-

ing functions represent planned activities> which at present

do not exist,. Further details on the CONACyT may be found

in a booklet titled Atribuciones Estructura Pro ramas de

by Gerardo Bueno Zirion. The booklet is part of a

series of articles published by the CONACyT.

The CONACyT maintains formal international links with the

UN through a UNESCO/UNDP program. The purpose of this venture

is to create an infrastructure conducive Co higher level studies,

For example, the program furnishes support for master's and

Ph.D. students, scholarships for research, and equipment. The
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program is implemented through the selection of a UNESCO

project leader. Experts in various areas including marine

geography, physical oceanography, marine chemistry, marine

biology, fisheries biology, aquaculture, ocean instrumentation,

marine ecology, ocean engineering, and geophysics are sent to

various institutions throughout Mexico. Representatives of

the CONACyT stated that a new UN project will be beginning

sometime in l975.

Centro De Preclasificacion Qceanica De Mexico  Mexican Oceanic
Sorting Center!  CPOM!«

The Mexican Sorting Center was started as a part of the

Mexican contribution to the Cooperative Investigations of the

Caribbean and Adjacent Regions  CICAR!.

The center is intended to be a regional service unit to

sort marine biological samples, to store and retrieve oceanic

and marine biology data, to prepare and curate reference

collections. j:t also has seminars and training programs for

students in biology and oceanography at UNJAM. The data origi-

nating from the center as well as those received by it are

processed and stored according to a system compatible with

that being developed in cooperation with other centers. The

library and reference collection are limited to identification

material, information directly related to sorting procedures,

techniques and visual aids. See Figure 4 for an organisation

chart of the center.

See Bibliography
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The following is a summarized description of the fundamental

steps in the working plan of the Mexican Sorting Center.

Specimens sent to the center by the different nations

participating in CICAR and containing samples are opened

in a special area; the samples are then transferred to the

reception desk where they receive an entry number  the

Sorting Center number!, and are stored on the shelves of

the storage room. The original label prepared aboard ship

is stored in a special register and is replaced in the jar

by an exact copy of the original label. Three identical

identification cards for each sample are prepared giving

all the data of same and filed by:  a! Name of ship;

 b! Geographical area; and  c! Country.

2. Samples are transferred to the laboratory. Neasurements

of settling and displacement vol~me are taken of the whole

samples and after removing large organisms,

3. If the volume of the samples is larger than lgcc, the sample

is split and an aliquot of same i: removed for dry weight

and total catcn measurements.

4. Whatever the size of the sample, an aliquot of about half

the bulk of the sample is conserved as archive. The archive

collection bears t,he same number and is labeled as described

under item l. Whenever the sample is about 3cc or slightly

larger than 3cc only fractions smaller than 3cc are stored.



5. The sorted fractions are labeled and number of specimens

sorted in each bowl are recorded on both the subsamples

to be sent to the specialist and on special forms kept at

the center. These forms contain the number of specimens

sorted for each bowl of every sample sorted.

6. The sortea fractions are packed for dispatch to specialists

along with a list of samples from which i-.he subsamples

wer e ta,ken.

The results of the r esearch are kept at the center and ai-.

the time of the interview, written results had not been sent to

anyone. However, people working at the center were working on

an appropriate vehicle for doing so. Again, because it is so

new, very few people know of its existence ana, thus, its use

is extremely limited. CE'O11 is oriented primarily towards other

Latin American countries, but is not restricted to giving

information t,o only Latin American scientists. It has sent

people to California for workshops and is in direct contact

with a sorting center in India in oraer to establish links and

advertise their own facilities. It, also exchanges a limited

amount of information with centers in Italy and Algeria.

Secretaria de Marina

The Secretaria de 14arina exercises control over the merchant

marine and tne Navy and is represented on the advisory committee

of the CONACyT. The representative of the Secretaria who was

interviewed is tne Director General of the Centro de Datos

Oceanograficos  the Oceanographic Data Cent,er of the Navy!.
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Figure 5 pr ovides a functional chart of the data center.

In addition to the functions shown on the chart, the center

sponsors a number of joint oceanographic cruises with scientists
from U.S. universities, in the Gulf of Nexico and the Pacific

Ocean. Information on the cruises is di"seminated to other

members of the marine community and various organizations

nominate people to participate in these cruises. As a result

of the feeling that the CONACyT is slow, the center tends to

bypass tne CONHCyT as much as possible. This is becoming

increasingly more difficult since the CONACyT has legal

authority over the center and requests all cruise information.

Proposals for joint projects have to be sent to the

CONACyT which reviews them for scientific content and to the

Navy which must authorize sailing in territorial waters. No
formal mechanism exists, as yet, to work out projects with

the CONACyT. An official from the CONACyT, however, was working

on a way to regulate investigations at the time of the study.

A major project envisaged by tne center is a six-year

effort to plot a chart, showing the living and mineral resources

of Mexican territorial waters. The center has a staff of

around 500, most of whom have some training in oceanography and
hydrography and a bachelor's degree in a marIne-related discipline.
The center is trying to undertake its own training programs with

the assistance of CONACyT scholarships.

The data center has concluded several survey contracts with

some institutions in Mexic~ to make harbor charts. A large

proportion of the co",tracts ~re with UNAN owing to the UNESCO-UNDP
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project referred to previously. Frequent meetings with represen-

tatives from universities, the department of fisheries, regional

agencies and other organizations have helped reduce duplication

of research.

Representatives from the center frequently attend con-

ferences and meetings held by a number of international agencies

such as CICAH and IMCQ  Inter-Governmental Maritime Consult-

ative Organization!. Contact with industry is maintained

through an Environmental Office which is a, part of the Department

of health and Welfare. The center has requested personnel

from the Navy to look out for contamination of the marine

environment caused by industrial activity. Another link with

industry is through an Advisory Service run by the center.

A special telephone number is available to people from industry

who seek information on oceanographic-related matters. '1'he

call gets routed to the official who has the information and

direct contact between this official and the representative

from industry is established.

International links include contact with almost all U.S.

universities working in tne Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific

Ocean. The center receives information from the U.S, National

Qceanograpnic Center; it obtains a list of universities and

sends them publications; it corresponds with scientists at

Texas ALN and the University of Oregon; it maintains contacts

with a number of hyarographers in the United States.
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Representatives from the center feel they receive a great

deal of useful information and equipment on loan on the basis

of personal contacts. They also expressed the opinion that an

international organization for coordination of activities

with other Latin American countries is necessary but presently

nonexistent.

Instituto Nacional de Pesca  National institute of Fisheries!

This instit.ute is one of f'ive divisions of the Subsecretaria

de Pesca. The others are the Office of Planning and Promotion,

General Direction, Technical Fisheries ano. Office of Training

and Promotion as snown in Figure 6.

The Institute itself has lQ field stations located all

over Mexico. The formal functions of the Institute are as

follows:"

l, Act in close coor dination with other Subsecret,ariat
divisions.

2. Complete and maintain an inventory of actual or potential
national fisheries resources and distribute this information
to members of tne fishing industry.

3. Attend technical seminars on the development of the fisheries
resources. assess means of conserving fish stocks based
on various scientific studies.

4. Determine for each resour'ce, utilized or not, the optimal
catch level indicating in each case the season and geographic
area. which will optimize the oper ation of the fishing
industry.

Promote the use of modern methods of cultivating and
expanding fishing resources in rural areas and shrimp
and oysters in adjacent bays.

6. Study the biochemistry of fish products, processes for
conservation and use; quality control standards; distri
bution and industrial and commercial aoplications:
evaluate the technology for above; and promote the general
use of new and better technological processes.

See isibliography: Informacion General,





7. Begin investigating the manners and methods of new ways
to catch fish which facilitate and i~crease production
period.

8. Participate in the development of the plans and programs
of fisheries education. Attempt to put, this into practice
in the regional courses of the Direccion General De
Capacitacion y l'ormento Cooperative Pesqueros.

9. Initiate works of scientific investigation at the field
stations on the coast. Collaborate with state and federal
government on plans for regional fisheries development
and thus develop and disseminate information and conduct
activities oriented towards fishing. The objective of
this is to arouse interest in these activities and improve
techniques.

10. ln conjunction with other agencies, address the problems
of contamination in fishing waters, such as establishing
standards for the handling, conservation and commercializ-
ation of fish products.

Representatives from the field stations work with members

of the fisneries cooperatives to introduce new ideas. The

latter is not a, formal function of the agency but is felt to

be necessary in order for it to better perform its official

duties. Representatives at tne field stations have informal

meetings with members of the cooperatives and use posters,

pictures and demonstrations. They also emphasize the need

for slow introduction of new ideas to ensure acceptance.

The Institute houses a computer facility with remote

terminals in all field stations. The prepunched computer

cards are given to the cooperatives for them to fill in data

concerning place of catch, duration of trip, quantity of catch,

and depth of catch. The fishermen are suspicious, so the

pr epunched card enables the central organization to know which

ship filled in what information without the cooperative members

being aware of it. In other words, the cooperatives believe
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when they are filling in the cards that the Znstituto de

Pesca has no idea, which ship the data are coming from. Because

they feel no threat,, they are willing to comply.

Various programs exist within the These

include:  l! study of shrimp in the Gulf of Nexico and the

Pacific Ocean; �! study of abalone i.n BaJa California; �!

study of lobster in the Pacif'ic and Caribbean Oceans; �!

study of the sea turtle in the Gulf of i~iexico, Pacific Ocean,

and the Caribbean;  g! a program for fish exploration; �! a

program for technical services; �! a program for the industrial

processing of fish; �! a program for quality control of f'ish

products;  9! a study of offshore contaminat,i.on;  lQ! a program

of scaled f'ish of' the Gulf of Nexico,  ll! a program of oyster

culture in the Gulf of Mexico and. the Pacific Ocean;  l2! a

program of experimental f'ish culture.

The live divisions of the Subsecretariat hold meetings

f' or the establishment of' yearly priorities. It is these

p. iorities upon which the field stations concentrate. Programs

are laid out by t,he ~ubsecretariat according to which division

will perform certain tasks. Then, a general program, including

a time and work schedule, is established.

The Institute maintains contacts with the CONACyT and

the ilavy for the purposes of conducting proJects and obtaining

research vessels. They also have university contacts, including

inviting students to Join the crew on voyages.

Representatives of the Institute are sent to nat,ional and

international congr~. . '. '. ey maintain a library of magazines



and technical journals from all over the world.

Contacts with the field stations are conducted by telephone,

visits, periodical reports, and computer terminals. Although

the various mechanisms are available, very little communication

actually takes place between the l0 field stations and the

Institute.

Figure 7 pxovides a flow diagram of a joint project,

initiat.ed at an. Institut,e field station and including industry,

fishing cooperatives, the government,  Instituto Nacional de

Pesca!, and the Center for 1'ish Promotion, An abalone fund
managed by a group known as patrons makes resources available
to the Center for Fish Promotion  one of eight in the country!.
Paxt of these funds are used at the fiela station for abalone

cultux e and fish management. The study by the field station

and patrol monitoring by the patrons leads to more efficient
fishing and commercial development by the coopex atives and
industry. Part of the profits from these activities replenish

t,he abalone fund.

Direccion de Aquaculture

This department is a part of the Secretariat of Hydraulic

Resources. An organization chart, Figure 8, shows the vax'ious

subsections of the organization. The functions of the vax ious

departments are:

Depax'tment of Promotion:

l. Registration, classification, and analysis of information
2. Publication and diffusion
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FIG URK 7

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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3. Coordination and legal matters

4. Expositions and graphical representation

Department of Socio-Economic Studies:

Statistics

2. Investigation

3. Project evaluation

Department of Engineering and Biological Studies:

1. Basic engineering studies

2. Basic biological studies

Department of Pr.ojects:

l. Maritime engineering

2. Hydraulic engineering

3. Special projects

Department of Construction:

1. Central costing

2. Contracts

3. Control of Pacific field stations

4. Control of Gulf field stations

The various departments and field stations are managed

by an administrative office.

This four-year-old organization has 21 field stations

through Mexico. Each field station, staffed with scientists

and administrators, does some of its own training so not all

the people working there we e educated in Mexico City, Pxogress

reports are conducted D. hav'..g headquarters' representatives



visit the field stations rather than vice versa, although

these visits seldom occur. Project priorities are established

by meetings of various government agencies, which also deter-

mine the area of effort allocation and schedule for project

completion.

The Secretariat's contacts are widely dispersed. It

contr acts with the universities and ha.s joint projects with

the fishing cooperatives; it provides funds for boats and

shares equipment and data with other government agencies; it

sends people to conferences and general meetings in specific

interest areas; it distributes montnly bulletins to the field

stations as an information disseminating technique. It does

not use tne COiSACyT a great deal because the Secretariat has

experts on its staff capable of locating needed skills. It

has no formal internationa,l contacts, but the informal ones

have proved extremely helpful. For example, through informal

negotiations a simulation technique was adapted from a. U.S.

university to the Fiexican needs. After approval by the

Secretariat's board, it was set up with the aid of UNAN and

found to be extremely useful. The curious thing is that no

one seems to know who first suggested it or from which university

the idea originated.

Links with commerce and industry are maintained for the

purposes of marketing and production activities. Ther'e are

weekly staff meetings within the Institute. Specific meetings

dealing with zonal problems take place at random intervals.

Institute staff members are selected to attend conferences



and congresses around the world. Representatives, although

sent abroad for educational purposes, are seldom away for

periods exceeding one year,

Contacts with universities and specialized people within

the universities exist. To contract for a specific study,

however, the process must be done through the university as

opposed to individuals.

Evaluation and follow-up of projects conducted at the

Department of Aquaculture are generally point specific. This

refers to the method of isolating one variable and tracing

the changes which occur during the lifetime of the project.

They are primari,ly based on numerical calculations, such as

size of fish catch from one year to another. They exclude

secondary and tertiary effects of programs. The evaluation

occurs continuously, enabling modifications to be implemented

before the project's termination.

This section described each individual organization by

structure and links. 1'igure 9 illustrates the Kexican marine

community in relation to formal flows of materials, people,

and capital. It is an aggregate picture of what was described

in the previous pages and may be somewhat incomplete. It i,s

stressed that this figure is based on perceptions of the

researchers formed during the interviews. It could serve as

a useful device in identifying the gaps in the flow of funds

and expertise and perhaps motivate people to establish programs

designed to improve the existing structure.
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Resource Climate of the Mexican Marine Community

The resource climate of Mexico i,llustrates examples of

problems and potential depending upon one's perspective.
Because it is so young, a well-trained foreign expert might

immediately focus in on what are believed to be obvious problems.

On the other hand, its very youth provides tremendous challenges

for scientific research and new methods. Some of the problems

they face are endemic to the nation and others typical of a
developing country that endeavors to foster indigenous expertise
and establish local industry. 4 number of problems listed

are inherent to all countries, large or small, developed or

not.

A survey of government agencies, universities, technical

schools and industry yielded a catalog of perspectives,

perceptions and difficulties that largely overlapped, sometimes
contradictea and often reinforced each other. Many of tnese

perspectives are highly personal opinions enunciated by specific
individuals interviewed; others are views broadly shared by

the general community. This section attempts to delineate
what is considered a synthesis of perceptions, largely attempting

to avoid individual biases and dialectics.

l. The CONACyT, as is typical of most organizations, is not

as effective in coordinating programs and policy as it might

be. It is getting increasingly more bureaucratic, with scien-
tists and engineers being supplanted by lawyers and economists
who are not very comfortable with technology. The organization



started strongly, but it now is beginning to falter as the

marine envir onment becomes more complex and the problems of

coordinat;ion more imperative; e.g., one individual said he did

not like to go to CONACyT advisory committee meetings because

the talks got; so bogged down in semantics that nothing was

accomplished.

2. As in most organizat;ions, there is a critical need for

more and better leadership within the community of agencies

in Nexico.

3. There is a great need for the communication of ideas,
policies, and scientific information with the community.
Inadequate information flow often results in duplication of
effort and poor coordination of national policy.

4. Mexican scientists feel there is grossly inadequat;e funding
to support. research, training and education.

5. Since the community is very young, a critical mass has not
yet been established, which hampers tne development of viable

research programs.

6. Owing to the centralization of activities in Nexico City,
those outside this area find access to information difficult.

7. Some feel that the university training could be more

practically oriented, but that is countered by those who
recognize the need for an academic community as well.

8. Universities often find it difficult; to persuade the govern-
ment to apply the findings of research unless there is obvious

commercial applicat;ion.
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9. The community seems largely preoccupied with short-term

gains. The government,, in particular, seems interested in

leaping to commercial exploitation and applicat,ion without

making a basic study of the processes involved. Considerable

danger of making serious mistakes lurks behind such a policy

of haste and forced development. The universities are compelled

to undertake commercially applicable projects in order to

secure funding. This results in a diversion of resources from

more substantial research activities.

lO. There is some question about the efficiency of t,he

planning process and the foresight embodied in the plans

generated. People in Mexico City feel that planning done in

the outlying areas lacks a global perspective and is mu.ch

too narrow in definition of goals.

11. Thi" bureaucracy has an unfortunate tendency to keep

useful information confidential. Further, inter-organizational

communication is almost absent. except at the highest levels.

It seems that unless the information-seeker belongs to the

agency that provided funding for a. project, there is no legal

right to see the results of the research. Altnough this is

not always rigidly enforced, it can prove somewhat of a

stumbling block.

l2. Scientific activity is undertaken in isolation or in

small clusters owing to fear of piracy of work. This concern

over professional ethics is a strong di.sincentive to the

dissemination of information and expertise.
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13. The scienti fic worker is extremely sensitive to criticism

which prevents his work from benefiting by informed evaluations.

10. The commuriity is plagued by politics, as are all commu-

nities. The younger members are more concerned with securing

tenured positions than in r esearch. They have a tendency to

propagate the attitudes of mistrust and empire-building in

which their super iors engage.

15. There is little interdisciplinary work. Different

departments arid sciences do riot generally combine resources

to focus on a. problem.

16. Trained people exhibit a strong disinclination to leave

large urban centers, especially b1exico City, and go to the

field where the need for trieir expertise is greatest. The

large city is so n uch more attractive that people linger on

in less prestigious positions rather than go into the rural

parts, which results in the underemployment of human resources.

17. There is aversiori to consuming fish and fish products iri

the interior of 11exico. The reason for this is largely histor-

ical. Poor transportation and inadequate refrigeration facili-

ties caused people to Tall ill from eatirig spoiled fish.

18. There is considerable resistance to change among the old

fishermen, but this problem should gradually wither away as

graduates of the riew fisheries schools enter the community.

19. Some repr eseiitatives of tne community see no great problem
that ther e is a resistance to adopting new techniques. Their

attitude is that while existing methods are not the most

efficient, they still work fairly well,
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20. A large proportion of the fish catch, termed trash fish,

is unused because the market for these species remains

unperceived by the fisher men, Considerable loss of protein

resources ensues.

2l. There is little concern for population dynamics, resulting

in overfishing certain species.

22. There is no substantial lack of technicians, but there

is the problem of locating potential scientific expertise in

the students of the acaciemic enviror.:rrerrt. This implies that

whereas the students are corrrpetent iri pur suing a course orrce

it rras been delineated for therri, tney are rarely successful

in identifying and defining scientific problerirs and developing

independent riiethodologies.

23. Very few universities offer rrrore than a bachelor's degree

in marine science. A number of ur;iversities, being aware of

this pr oblem, are vigorously attemptlrrg to ir itiate rrraster ' s

progr ams.

24. The fear of f oreign exploitatiorr is prevalent--a situation

that could easily hamper joint interriational project potential.

2q. The largest marine effort coritinues to grow inland, in

i6exico City, rather tharr on the coast, This is due to the fact

that the gr eatest concerrtration of po; er, bo=h political and

scientific lies inland.



Join't Programs

Constraints. The evolution of technological cooperation

has perhaps advanced sufficiently for programs to be based on

par tnerships rather than paternali.sm. Of' course, strict,

equality is neither realistic nor expected, since it, is the

disequilibrium in technology, resources and expertise that

motivates cooperative programs in the fir'st place. N ver-

theless, the ultimate contribution of both parties will

certainly be superior because of the early investment in

human resource development. The implication of respect and

equality in a joint program is an attitudinal impetus that

can make the differ ence between active contribution and passive

reception.

International programs have, aU best, a very limited

chance of success if they are based on naive altruism. The

gains for the participants must be mutual and they must be

perceived. The pr'ocess of negotiation and the allocation of

contribution must be informed by a willingness to share rather

than be plagued by a desire to demonstrate power or extract

monopoly rent.

Since amity necessitates a greater exchange of information

than enmity, the problems of communication, so apparent in

unilateral transfer, become even more critical in bilateral

sharing. The early establishment of a reliable and efficient

communication system becomes crucial to the ultimate success

of the program. This is a major structural constraint that,
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is universally valid. Noble intentions, exper tise and the

spirit of cooperation are of little avail unless they are

communicated promptly and regularly.

The country case study undertaken in Nexico reveals

several areas which pose possible constraints, but nonetheless

must be overcome for successful project results.

l. Participants from both donor and receiver nations must

jointly identify needs, design prograrts, implement plans and

evaluate res~its. A conscious effort tc overcome suspicion

of unequity and exploitatior> is required.

2. Eva uation criteria and a control system have to be

established. at the time of program initiation to ensure that

objectives are z'ealiz,ed. Often resource' .are misallocated,

inefficiently employed, cr merely wasted because a monitoring

and evaluation mechanism does not exist.

3. Mexico, like most sociebies, has a ponderous bureaucratic

structure that makes swif't action difficult. There are

multiple decision points that have to be activated before a

program can be initiated. A close observer of the bur'eaucracy

related an instance where 'c signatures were required on a

document before it could be approved. Provisions for dealing

with involved paperwork and multiple government channels need

to be incorporated in project formulation to avoid subsequent

frustration.

The potential for direct investment, by foreign industry is

severely limited because of the fact that this area is predom-

inantly government co»t oil. ~, There are possibilities, however,
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for entering the environment in a service or consulting

capacity.

5. The outlook for regional cooperation is not very promising

at the moment. Mexico is far too preoccupied with developing

its own capabilities to spaz.e expertise for other countries

iri Latin America. The limited cooperative activity that exists

among Latin America.n nations does not seem capable of providing
a. base for an extensive regional effort in the near future.

6. An official at the COIiACyT indicateo a possibility of

contributing to an international memory facility provided

bilateral agreements wez e made with paz'ticipating nations.

7. Mexico i- largely interested in projects that yield. immediate

gain. This is a problem that will have to be borne in mind
when programs are designed. Basic reseaz ch may be difficult

unless the project includes an applications component.

Incentives. Aside from the fact that there az e many

constraints facing any international pz oject--joint or othez'wise--

there az e a numbez of incentive behind such a concept. These

may range from individual, to oz ganizational, to nati.onal in
scope, After a careful cost/benefit analysis, it may appear

that the incentives afforded far outweigh the constraints, both

in human and in capital resource allocations, Some problems

initially apparent, such a' obtaining qualified personnel to

staff pz oJect teams, can be alleviated by drawing from professors

during sabbatical years. Furthermore, specific 'ncentives may

include the following:
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l. A university in Baja California, which has no summer session,

provides campus facilities to students and faculty from

California. This could be valuable for any U.S. researcher

who needs a base from which to conduct projects.

2. Other universities in Mexico, although using their campus

year-round, are willing to provide office space and lab

facilities for researchers.

3. Mexico is willing to provide matching funds for projects,

although these may not always be in the form of capital outlays,

Their idea of matching funds may include lab facilities,

manpower, and providing access to local clearinghouse functions.

Mexicans are very willing to establish extensive contacts

for a person if they understand and agree with the line of work

being pursued.

For a young professor, the opportunities are extensive.

While high-level, responsible positions are difficult to obtain

in a U.S. university, a young assistant professor in the United

States may be afforded the opportunity to be a department head

in a Mexican school. Not only is a vast amount of knowledge

and experience obtained, but an impressive background becomes

a part of the academician's record, thus opening new doors of

opportunity.

6. Within Mexico, the marine area 's almost virgin territory.

Zt has recently obtained a great, deal of backing from the federal

government in terms of increased funding so that tremendous

opportunities for research ai,d teaching abound for visiting

scientists.
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7. At this point in time, international relations between

I~Iexico and the United States are not as harmonious as is

possible. A senior scientist at one Mexican university

expressed his opinion or> U.S./Mexican relations in the following

manner: "The United. States and. Mexico have a good neighbor

policy. Mexico is good and the United States is the neighbor-"

Joint projects, such as cruises in Mexican waters in which

local scientists participate with U.S. experts, if executed

in an effective, efficient manner, could not help but improve

these strained rel.ations.

8. At the same time, both parties can gain valuable information.

For instance, a faculty member from one U.S. university spent

some time in Guaymas learning more efficient methods for

working with brown shrimp, a specialty of the Guaymas area.

9. At the conclusion of a joint project, the resulting

publication lends credence o both groups of scientists.

Areas for Potential Cooperative Pro rams. An. incipient

sharing program must necessarily be viewed along the per spectives

of' past results and present aspirations. The history of past

ventures in. marine science is filled with instances of exploita-

tion of good faith. U.S. research vessels have sometimes done

studies in Mexican waters, availing themselves of the benefits

of local facilities without including the Mexican scientists as

participants and failing to share data and results. There are
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unfortunately are a minority of the cases. Several members

of the community in Mexico expressed their resentment, at. what

they saw as encroachment by U.S. local institutions and

insincerity with respect to joint projects. The Mexican response

to what is obviously blatant discourtesy has ranged from prot.est

to seizure of equipment. An administrator at the University

of Baja California. related that a team of investigators from

the United States had entered r'.nsenada and set up equipment,

without informing local authorities. This was a clear violation

of both international courtesy and Mexican regulations. The

local authorities accordingly confiscated the unauthorized

equipment. Retaliation, of course, is a deterrent, but does

little to evoke mutual warmth or foster an atmosphere of

cooperation.

It is encouraging, however, that change is now discernible,

as the number of Mexican marine scientists has grown from but

a handful to a full effort. There is increasing emphasis on

joint U.S.-flexican involvement in research projects and cruises.

Indeed, this emphasis on cooperative effort, is being stressed

with considerable energy ana firmness by the Mexican authorities.

Mexican officials view international sharing programs as

an activity that must complement, not dominate, national policy

and effort. The intent of Mexican planners is to control the

physical resources and nurture expertise in the domestic community,

from the local fisherman to the univer sity scientists. They will
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seek external aid and. participate in joint programs whenever

domestic capability is either inadequate or the gains from

international activity are tangible and clearly perceived.

A case study in oyster culture in Baja California illus-

trates this observation. A local university in Baja California

determined that it would like to undertake research for a

fishing cooperative in the area. The research was prompted

by a need to discover an additional fisher'y resource si.nce

existing resources were being overfished. A preliminary study

indicated that the Japanese oyster would be a suitable species

for culture. After an initial investigation, San Quantin Bay

was chosen and government support secured. The need for

relevant expertise next presented itself. After conducting

a survey of scientists, the university contacted an expert

from the University of Washington. The Janss Foundation

provided funds at this stage so that a meeting between the

expert and the university could take place. As a consequence,

contacts were established in six facilities under the U.S.

National Fiarine Fisheries Service, a training program devised

and a project schedule established.

A pilot project was subsequently undertaken. Initial

results were encouraging and a more ambitious effort has

recently been undertaken with the support of the bIexican

Fisheries Cooperative.

Other cooperatives in the area have also voiced some interest

and, contingent on demonstrable success, will join the university

in further projects. The Mexican government has sanctioned



extended support. The information generated by this project

should be of use and inter est to both U, S. and other Mexican

universities.

Several areas for potential cooperation have emerged. They

would fall under the following categories, with the strongest

commitment being evoked from people in relation to programs in

the first three categories.

l.

2.

3 0
4.
5 4
6.

7 5
8.

Coastal zone management
Pollution

Aquaculture
Tour ism

Fisheries

Conservation

Fish proteins
Population dynamics
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FOOTNOTES

See Naririe Science Workshop, ~~Zt ~f ~ N~r+~n S~~ice
 Bologna, Italy: lg-19 October 1973! and

G ~ Pontecorvo arid J, Garrible  eds, !, Lax of' the Sea: The
E~arez in H~eirrre of the Ocean"  Carrrtrridge, Mae .: nallingec
Pub . Co,, 1973!,

Viriod h.. Dar arid Marcia S. Levi-.

Natioria.l Sea Grant Program, What Sea Grant Is and Does,
Draft No. , May 7, 1974  unpubli hed~p. F.

Ibid. p. 34f'f .

Ibid. p. 6! .

See G. Posz, J. Juri arid W. Storm, lidmiriistr atiue Alterriatives

Tub. Co., 1973! .
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APPENDIX

Interview Outline

l. Would you mind telling us about your educational and
professional background?

l would like to ask you some general questions about
technical change, What I mean by technical change is
any new form or different manner of doing things, such
as methods of production or administration procedures,
etc.

2. What do you believe is the most irrportant marine-related
technical change that has taken place in your organization
in the past five years?

When we speak of marine-related, we mearr any of the
following areas:

3. What were the mearrs by which you received information on
this change?

What means do you use to comraunicate information within
your organization?

How does your organization disseminate ir'formation to
others in the marine comr.runity?

6, Do you mairrtain fox ma'/informal links with other organizations?
With specific pecple within tne organizations?

7, Who do you feel benefits most from your wor'k?

8. a! What do you feel are the chief problems or the marine
community, i.e., industry, government, academia'?

b! What do you feel are the chief problems in your own
organization' ?

shipping
pollution
conser vation

f i shirrg
minerals

fish farming

port and harbor design
packaging; handling
offsnore drilling
tourist development
food processing
pharmaceuticals
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9. a! Has your organization participated in joint programs
with other organizations in Plexico?

b! Abroad?

c! Do you feel there is a need for such programs?

d! In what areas could such programs be most useful?

e! What, in your opinion, should be the structure and
content of such programs?

f! Could you suggest some programs, projects, e c., that
you would like to see initiated?

10. What do you perceive to be the incentives and benefits
for both parties in undertaking such projects?

ll. Does your organization place any emphasis on sending your
members abroad for training and/or conferences?




